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This report presents the results of our inquiry into the FDIC’s supervisory approach to refund 
anticipation loans and the involvement of FDIC leadership and personnel in implementing that 
approach.  My office conducted this work as a follow-on to our previously issued report entitled 
The FDIC’s Role in Operation Choke Point and Supervisory Approach to Institutions that 
Conducted Business with Merchants Associated with High-Risk Activities (Report No. AUD-15-008).   
 
We conducted our earlier audit at the request of 35 Members of the Congress and, in so doing, 
responded to your request that we conduct “a fact-finding review of the actions of FDIC staff.”  
We communicated the results of that work to the Committee on Financial Services, U.S. House 
of Representatives, and the Committee requested that we provide the results of this follow-on 
review as well.  As such, concurrent with our issuance of this report to you, we are providing a 
copy of the report to both the Chairman and Ranking Member of the Committee.  
 
We have included as an Appendix to this report the written response that we received on 
February 17, 2016 from the Director of the Division of Risk Management Supervision and the 
General Counsel.  Notwithstanding that response, our report raises significant issues that we 
continue to believe warrant your attention.  We request that within 60 days, you apprise us of any 
actions you take after considering those issues.    
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Why and How We Conducted This Inquiry 

On December 17, 2014, Chairman Gruenberg requested that the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC) Office of Inspector General (OIG) conduct a “fact-finding review of the actions of FDIC staff” in the 
Department of Justice’s Operation Choke Point.  The Chairman’s request was prompted by concerns 
raised by a letter from a member of Congress, dated December 10, 2014, asking that the role of five 
FDIC officials, and others as appropriate, be examined.  Our office addressed the actions of the five FDIC 
officials in connection with Operation Choke Point in the OIG’s September 2015 Report, The FDIC’s Role 
in Operation Choke Point and Supervisory Approach to Institutions that Conducted Business with 
Merchants Associated with High-Risk Activities (AUD-15-008) (the Audit).  

In that report, the OIG indicated that it would conduct further work on the role of FDIC staff with 
respect to the Corporation’s supervisory approach to financial institutions that offered a credit product 
known as a refund anticipation loan (RAL).  A RAL is a particular type of loan product, typically offered 
through a national or local tax preparation company in conjunction with the filing of a taxpayer’s income 
tax return.1  Although tax preparation firms were not specifically associated with Operation Choke Point, 
and RALs are financial products offered by banks and not a line of business related to Operation Choke 
Point, information we identified in the course of the Audit raised sufficient concern to cause us to also 
review the FDIC’s supervisory approach to institutions offering RALs and the roles of FDIC personnel in 
that process.   

This report describes our work and findings.  It is based on interviews with knowledgeable individuals 
and an extensive review and analysis of FDIC internal emails, correspondence, supervisory materials, 
and other documents. 

What We Learned 

The FDIC had a lengthy supervisory relationship with institutions offering RALs, dating to the 1980s.  In 
January 2008, the then-FDIC Chairman, Sheila Bair, asked why FDIC-regulated institutions would be 
allowed to offer RALs.2  Shortly thereafter, the FDIC began to try to cause banks it supervised, which are 
the focus of this review, to exit the business line.  In late December 2010, the Office of the Comptroller 
of the Currency (OCC) required an institution it supervised to exit RALs effective with the 2011 tax 
season.  During this time period, the Internal Revenue Service also withdrew access to an underwriting 
tool it formerly provided to tax preparers and banks that had been used to mitigate certain risks 

                                                           
1  The tax preparer, sometimes referred to as an electronic refund originator (ERO), works in cooperation with the 

financial institution to advance a portion of the tax refund claimed by individuals in the form of a loan.  Typically 
the loan amount would include the tax return preparation cost, other fees and a finance charge. 

2  The Chairman’s question was raised in the context of an incoming letter from a number of consumer advocacy 
groups. This letter, together with similar correspondence in 2009, expressed concern that RALs harmed 
consumers. 
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associated with RALs.  Ultimately, the FDIC caused all three of its supervised institutions that then 
continued to facilitate RALs to exit the business in 2011 and 2012.  

RALs were, and remain, legal activities, but ultimately were seen by the FDIC as risky to the banks and 
potentially harmful to consumers.3  As discussed in our report, the FDIC’s articulated rationale for 
requiring banks to exit RALs morphed over time.  The decision to cause FDIC-supervised banks to exit 
RALs was implemented by certain Division Directors, the  Regional Director, and their 
subordinates, and supported by each of the FDIC’s Inside Directors.  The basis for this decision was not 
fully transparent because the FDIC chose not to issue formal guidance on RALs, applying more generic 
guidance applicable to broader areas of supervisory concern.  Yet the decision set in motion a series of 
interrelated events affecting three institutions that involved aggressive and unprecedented efforts to 
use the FDIC’s supervisory and enforcement powers, circumvention of certain controls surrounding the 
exercise of enforcement power, damage to the morale of certain field examination staff, and high costs 
to the three impacted institutions. 

The Washington Office pressured field staff to assign lower ratings in the 2010 Safety and Soundness 
examinations for two institutions that had RAL programs.  The Washington Office also required changing 
related examination report narratives.  In one instance a ratings downgrade appeared to be 
predetermined before the examination began.  In another case, the downgrade further limited an 
institution from pursuing a strategy of acquiring failed institutions.  The institution’s desire to do so was 
then leveraged by the FDIC in its negotiations regarding the institution’s exit from RALs.  Although the 
examiners in the field did not agree with lowering the ratings of the two institutions, the FDIC did not 
document these disagreements in one instance, and only partially documented the disagreement in 
another, in contravention of its policy and a recommendation in a prior OIG report. 

The absence of significant examination-based evidence of harm caused by RAL programs could have 
caused FDIC management to reconsider its initial assessment that these programs posed significant risk 
to the institutions offering them.  However, lack of such evidence did not change the FDIC’s supervisory 
approach.  The FDIC’s actions also ultimately resulted in large insurance assessment increases, 
reputational damage to the banks, as well as litigation and other costs for the banks that tried to remain 
in the RAL business. 

The Washington Office also used a cursory analysis of underwriting plans that two banks submitted to 
show their mitigation of perceived risk to reject those plans.  In fact, when the initial review suggested 
these underwriting plans could effectively mitigate certain risks, the Washington Office narrowed and 
                                                           
3  The FDIC’s current and historical policy is that it will not criticize, discourage, or prohibit banks that have 

appropriate controls in place from doing business with customers who are operating consistent with federal and 
state law. The FDIC applies this policy to services offered to bank customers, i.e., depositors or borrowers. 
Because RALs are offered through EROs and are third-party relationships, the FDIC does not believe this policy 
applies. 
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repeated its request to solicit a different outcome.  It appears that the decision to reject the plans had 
been made before the review was complete.  The alleged insufficiency of the underwriting plans also 
formed the basis for an enforcement action against one of the banks. 

While the FDIC’s Legal Division believed the pursuit of an enforcement remedy against the banks 
presented “high litigation risk,” the FDIC chose to pursue such remedies.  Members of the Board, 
including the then-Chairman of the Case Review Committee, were involved in drafting the language of a 
proposed enforcement order and in advising management on the development of supervisory support 
for the enforcement case.  The FDIC also attempted to strengthen its case by pursuing a compliance-
based rationale.  To that end, in early 2011 the FDIC employed extraordinary examination resources in 
an attempt to identify compliance violations that would require the bank to exit RALs.  This examination 
effort, in the form of a “horizontal review,” involved deploying an unprecedented 400 examiners to 
examine 250 tax preparers throughout the country and the remaining bank offering RALs.  The 
horizontal review was used as leverage in negotiations to get the final bank to exit RALs.  Ultimately, the 
results of the horizontal review were used for little else.  

The FDIC also employed what it termed "strong moral suasion" to persuade each of the banks to stop 
offering RALs.  What began as persuasion degenerated into meetings and telephone calls where banks 
were abusively threatened by an FDIC attorney.  In one instance, non-public supervisory information 
was disclosed about one bank to another as a ploy to undercut the latter’s negotiating position to 
continue its RAL program.  

When one institution questioned the FDIC's tactics and behavior of its personnel in a letter to then-
Chairman Bair and the other FDIC Board members, the then-Chairman asked FDIC management to look 
into the complaint.  FDIC management looked into the complaint but did not accurately and fully 
describe the abusive behavior.  Nevertheless, the behavior was widely known internally and, in effect, 
condoned.  Other complaints from the banks languished and ultimately were not addressed or 
investigated independently.  Ratings appeals that included these complaints were not considered 
because they were voided by the FDIC’s filing of formal enforcement actions.  These complaints were 
eventually subsumed by settlement processes that, in the case of one bank, appeared to trade improved 
ratings and the right to purchase failing institutions for an agreement to exit RALs permanently.  

Conclusion and Matters for Consideration 

The facts developed by this review strongly reinforce the concerns and issues raised in the OIG’s earlier 
Audit.  In our view, the FDIC must candidly consider its leadership practices, its process and procedures, 
and the conduct of multiple individuals who made and implemented the decision to require banks to 
exit RALs.  While we acknowledge that the events described in our report surrounding RALs involved 
only three of the FDIC’s many supervised institutions, the severity of the events warrants such 
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consideration.  The FDIC needs to ask how the actions described in our report could unfold as they did, 
in light of the FDIC’s stated core values of integrity, accountability, and fairness.  Further, the 
Corporation must address how it can avoid similar occurrences in the future.   

In December 2015, in response to concerns raised in the Audit, the FDIC removed the term “moral 
suasion” from its guidance.  We appreciate the central importance of informal discussions and 
persuasion to the supervisory process; however, we believe more needs to be done to subject the use of 
moral suasion, and its equivalents, to meaningful scrutiny and oversight, and to create equitable 
remedies for institutions should they be subject to abusive treatment. 

Because our work is in the nature of a review, and not an audit conducted in accordance with 
government auditing standards, we are not making formal recommendations.  However, we request 
that the FDIC report to us, 60 days from the date of our final report, on the steps it will take to address 
the matters raised for its consideration. 

The Corporation’s Response 

The OIG transmitted a draft copy of this report to the FDIC on January 21, 2016.  We asked the 
Corporation to review the draft and identify any factual inaccuracies they believed existed in the report.  
We met with staff from the FDIC, on February 10, 2016, to consider whether any factual clarifications 
were appropriate, reviewed the documentation they provided, and subsequently made some 
clarifications to the report.  The Corporation also requested that we include its response to our report 
herewith.  We have provided the FDIC’s full response at Appendix 9.  The FDIC’s response has not 
changed our overall view of the facts. 
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Report of Inquiry into the FDIC’s Supervisory Approach to Refund Anticipation 
Loans and the Involvement of FDIC Leadership and Personnel 

I. Background 

On December 17, 2014, the FDIC’s Chairman, Martin Gruenberg4 (Gruenberg), requested that 
the FDIC OIG conduct “a fact-finding review of the actions of FDIC staff” in Operation Choke 
Point.  The Chairman’s request was prompted by concerns raised by a Congressman, in a letter 
dated December 10, 2014, that asked that the role of five FDIC officials, and others as 
appropriate, be examined.  Our office addressed the roles of the five individuals in our Audit 
Report No.  AUD-15-008, dated September 2015, entitled The FDIC’s Role in Operation Choke 
Point and Supervisory Approach to Institutions that Conducted Business With Merchants 
Associated with High-Risk Activities (the Audit).5  In the Audit Report, we committed to conduct 
additional work on the role of FDIC staff with respect to the Corporation’s supervisory approach 
to financial institutions that offered a credit product known as a refund anticipation loan.  This 
Report of Inquiry into the FDIC’s Supervisory Approach to Refund Anticipation Loans and the 
Involvement of FDIC Leadership and Personnel is the culmination of that work (the Inquiry).  
We have determined, that two of the five FDIC officials referenced by the Congressman (Mark 
Pearce (Pearce), Director, Division of Depositor and Consumer Protection (DCP), and M. 
Anthony Lowe (Lowe), Chicago Regional Director), as well as others, played roles in this area.  
Their roles are described throughout this report. 

A. What is a Refund Anticipation Loan?  

A refund anticipation loan (RAL) is a particular type of loan product, typically brokered by a 
national or local tax preparation company in conjunction with the filing of a taxpayer’s income 
tax return.  As part of the RAL process, the tax preparer, sometimes referred to as an electronic 
refund originator (ERO), works in cooperation with a financial institution to advance the refund 
as a loan, minus tax preparation costs, other fees, and a finance charge.  The taxpayer, in turn, 
provides authorization to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to send the refund directly to the 
institution to repay the loan.  One benefit of RALs is that they allow taxpayers to receive cash 
quickly, often on the same day they file their returns.  However, as discussed below, the FDIC 
believed that RALs also present safety and soundness and consumer protection concerns. 

                                                           
4  The names of the former and current Chairmen, Vice Chairman, Directors and their senior staff have been 

bolded where they appear for the reader’s ease in navigating this Report.  Equally, certain sections have been 
bolded with italics in order to highlight particularly relevant statements and points. 

5  This report can be found at www.fdicig.gov/reports15/15-008AUD.pdf. 

http://www.fdicig.gov/reports15/15-008AUD.pdf
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B. Summary of RAL-Related Audit Findings 

Our Audit included an observation on the FDIC’s supervisory approach to financial institutions 
that offered RALs.  The FDIC considered RALs to carry a significant degree of risk to financial 
institutions, including third-party, reputation, compliance, and legal risks.  Of particular concern 
to the FDIC was whether an institution could ensure proper underwriting and compliance with 
consumer protection requirements, particularly when RALs were brokered by large numbers of 
third-party tax return preparers/EROs in conjunction with the filing of a taxpayer’s income tax 
return.  Although RALs were not on the high-risk list of merchant categories that was published 
in an informational article contained in the FDIC’s summer 2011 edition of the Supervisory 
Insights Journal, together with certain FDIC supervisory guidance, about which some in 
Congress expressed concern, we observed that the FDIC’s supervisory approach to institutions 
that offered this type of credit product involved circumstances that were similar to those that 
prompted the Congressional request to our office.  

We identified three FDIC-supervised institutions that offered RALs during the time period 
reviewed in the Audit.  They were , Certificate 
number , , Certificate number , and  

, Certificate number .  These institutions began offering RALs 
in 1987, 1988, and 2007, respectively.  At various times from 2004 through 2009, FDIC 
examiners criticized the risk management practices pertaining to RALs at two of these 
institutions during Compliance and Safety and Soundness (S&S) examinations.  In late 2009 and 
early 2010, the FDIC sent letters to all three institutions expressing concerns about RALs and 
requesting that the institutions submit plans for discontinuing this type of lending.  In early 2011, 
after efforts to convince these institutions to discontinue offering RALs were unsuccessful and 
supervisory concerns remained, the tenor of the FDIC’s supervisory approach became 
aggressive.  As part of this approach, in January 2011, Pearce and then-Senior Deputy Director, 
Division of Risk Management Supervision (RMS),  proposed, and then-
FDIC Chairman, Sheila Bair (Bair) approved, the highly unusual step of conducting a 
simultaneous, unannounced review of 250 EROs in 36 states involving approximately 400 FDIC 
examiners in order to develop the evidence needed to compel any institution who had not yet 
done so to stop offering RALs if they would not do so voluntarily.  In another case, then-

, used a confrontational approach to pressure  
s Board to terminate its RAL offerings.  By April 2012, all three institutions had stopped 

offering RALs.   

The Congress, IRS, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), and consumer 
advocacy groups have all raised concerns about RALs.  Specifically, the Military Lending Act 
limits annual percentage rates on certain loans offered to military service personnel, including 
RALs, to 36 percent.  The IRS has expressed concern that RALs may provide tax preparers with 
financial incentives to take improper tax return positions to inappropriately inflate refund claims.  
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The OCC’s February 2010 Policy Statement on Tax Refund-Related Products described 
supervisory expectations for national banks that offer RALs and related products, as well as the 
associated legal, compliance, consumer protection, reputation, and safety and soundness risks.  
Consumer advocacy groups also criticized RALs as predatory in nature, saying they are costly 
and frequently targeted to low-income taxpayers.  Contributing to these concerns was the IRS’s 
decision, effective as of the 2011 tax season, to discontinue providing tax preparers and financial 
institutions with the debt indicator (DI).  The DI is an underwriting tool that provided 
notification to EROs and banks of the IRS’s intention to offset a refund for debts including 
federally insured loans, delinquent child support and federal and state tax liens.   

Senior FDIC officials in Washington, D.C., including former Chairman Bair, considered the 
safety and soundness and consumer protection risks associated with RALs to be unacceptable 
and took actions to prohibit this practice at FDIC-supervised institutions.  The FDIC drafted a 
Financial Institution Letter policy statement in 2010 that defined the FDIC’s supervisory 
concerns and expectations for institutions offering RALs.  However, the policy statement was 
never finalized.  Our Audit concluded that establishing such a policy would have been prudent to 
ensure that institutions understood the risks associated with RALs and provide transparent 
supervisory guidance and expectations for institutions already (or contemplating) offering RALs.  

II. Methodology 

In addition to work conducted specifically for this Inquiry, we reviewed the summaries of the 
166 interviews6 and other key documents, including emails, developed during the Audit.  A 
judgmental review of the emails of three FDIC employees,  

, were also used as a starting point to understand the process followed by 
 staff to complete Compliance and S&S examinations of 

 and review of their RAL programs.  Specifically, emails were retrieved 
from the FDIC’s email system of record, known as the “Enterprise Vault.”  The Enterprise Vault 
search results for Lowe and  requested during the Audit, that had included the terms 
“RAL” and “refund anticipation,” served as the source for the initial review of their 
correspondence.  Additional searches of the subject emails were conducted using the following 
terms: , , tax, and, tax refund anticipation loan (TRAL).  Based on the 
information derived from the initial reviews, an Enterprise Vault search was requested for 

 the results of which were reviewed judgmentally for additional information and 
correspondence pertaining to the two banks.  The search terms utilized in the search of  
documents and correspondence were: RAL, ,  tax, TRAL, and refund 
anticipation. 

                                                           
6  As a part of the Audit, the FDIC OIG interviewed 103 current FDIC employees, three former FDIC employees, 

and 60 non-FDIC employees. For a complete list of all individuals interviewed as a part of the Audit, see 
Appendix 1. 
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We also judgmentally reviewed both sent and received emails from the Enterprise Vault for 
, Mark Pearce, and  for the period October 1, 2010 to March 14, 

2011; Doreen Eberley, , and  for the period January 14, 2011 to March 
14, 2011;  from August 1, 2010 through March 31, 2011;  and 

 for the period January 1, 2011 to March 31, 2011; and  and  
 for the period October 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010.  Where gaps in information 

appeared due to only searching emails of particular individuals, we asked that a small number of 
additional emails be pulled to fill those gaps. 

From the thousands of emails reviewed, we were able to compile a timeline of events leading up 
to the February 14, 2011  Board meeting, that the Audit had identified as a key event, 
as well as identify discussions regarding the RAL programs at the three banks.   

To gather more information, we conducted interviews of examination personnel in the field, 
management, senior management, and two Board members.7 OIG staff interviewed a total of 25 
people as a part of this Inquiry.  Nineteen held current positions with the FDIC, four were former 
employees, and one was a State official.  Two legal staff were interviewed jointly, two Division 
of Resolutions and Receiverships (DRR) staff were interviewed jointly, and one  

, was interviewed twice (the second time at his request).  Twelve of the 
individuals interviewed were field or regional office examiners or supervisors directly or 
indirectly involved in examinations of either .  Four interviewees were 
legal counsel, two were DRR personnel, one was a former advisor to Chairman Bair, and three 
were executives in the Washington Office (WO) during the events in question.  We also 
interviewed Chairman Martin Gruenberg and .  The complete 
list of interviewees and their titles is at Appendix 1 as is a list of the names and most recent 
position titles of all others referenced in this report.  

To gain an understanding of the supervisory concerns relating to RALs, we reviewed S&S and 
Compliance examination information for  primarily for the 
years 2006 through 2012.  For examination dates and ratings, see Appendix 2.  These 
examinations were obtained from SOURCE, DCP’s system of record for all Compliance and 
Community Reinvestment Act examination activities; ViSION, a web-based system used to track 
and document reports on financial institution supervision and enforcement actions; and RADD, 
RMS’s system of record for all final S&S examinations and bank correspondence.  The 
correspondence file within RADD was reviewed for each aforementioned bank to determine how 
the FDIC communicated concerns to the bank, and how the bank responded.  SOURCE and 
ViSION were used to retrieve older S&S and Compliance examinations, and to determine the 
completion dates for those S&S and Compliance examinations.  This information was used to 

                                                           
7  Former Chairman Bair was interviewed by our office during the Audit and the topic of RALs was discussed with 

her at that time. Therefore, she was not re-interviewed as a part of this Inquiry. 
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determine the approaches taken during the examinations, their results, and where there was an 
impact on S&S examinations based on Compliance examinations. 

Additionally, we reviewed formal and informal legal enforcement actions taken against  
and .  These actions are defined in Appendix 3.  This review included recommendation 
memoranda to the FDIC’s Case Review Committee,8 Case Review Committee minutes and 
packages, as well as draft and final versions of court filings and agreements between the banks 
and the FDIC. 

We also reviewed a paper file of handwritten notes and other documents kept by now-retired 
.9 This file dealt primarily with  but 

contained references to  , and the FDIC’s RAL strategy more generally.  

Key documents have been compiled and indexed, and are provided with this report. 

III. Consumer Group Complaints and the Formation of a Joint Examination Team 

On February 5, 2008, then-Chairman Bair received a letter dated January 29, 2008 from 
consumer groups including: California Reinvestment Coalition, Community Reinvestment 
Association of North Carolina, Neighborhood Economic Development Advocacy Project, 
Woodstock Institute, National Consumer Law Center, and Consumer Federation of America.  
The letter asked the FDIC to examine and take enforcement action against  regarding its 
RAL program.  Among other issues, the consumer groups pointed to  being one of the 
most expensive RAL providers.  Then, on February 25, 2008, Bair posed a question to her staff.  
“Why are we allowing these RALs?”10 On February 29, 2008, , 

, emailed  and others that “[t]he 
question essentially was why examiners do not criticize ’s RAL loan program and I 
passed it along to  and  the other day… to let them know the 
Chairman is asking and will probably ask them directly…” 

                                                           
8  The Case Review Committee is designed to be a “fair and independent high-level body overseeing the initiation 

of administrative enforcement actions within the jurisdiction of the Committee.” FDIC Board Resolution Seal No. 
072277 dated April 6, 2004.  

9  When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry,  explained that his handwritten notes did not contain direct 
quotes from individuals at the meetings he attended but were generally his paraphrasing of what was said by 
the individuals present.  The list of initials in the upper left hand corner of his notes represented those who were 
present in the meeting, but may not be inclusive of all who attended a given meeting. 

10  Email from  to  and  copying  and  February 25, 2008. 
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, 11  
  and ,  

,12 among others were tasked with getting the Chairman an answer.13 

 and  suggested to  that a joint review of S&S and Compliance be 
conducted on .14 On March 25, 2008,  reported to Bair that he was scheduling a 
meeting for her with the consumer groups that had sent the January 29, 2008 letter.  He also 
informed her that “with  approval and under his direction,  has 
scheduled the inter-regional JET (Joint Examination Team) of S&S and Compliance examiners 
and supervisors to do an on-site visitation at the bank [ ], to scrutinize the program, 
starting on March 31.”   emailed  on March 24, 2008, stating that based on 
her receipt of a letter to Bair from community groups regarding ’s RAL program,  
and  suggested a joint review for risk management and compliance.   advised 
them that she thought this was a good product for a JET review.  She further informed  
that she had conferred with , they had in fact agreed 
to begin the review on March 31, 2008, and that they had scheduled S&S and Compliance 
examinations for  in May 2008.15   also followed up with Bair, on April 8, 
2008, to report that he and  would meet with , ’s  

, at  request, that afternoon about the RALs issue.  On May 21, 
2008,  reported to   and  copying , 

, that the “JET team finished most of their work on 
the RAL program and will be rolling the findings into the risk management (5/19[/08]) and 
compliance (5/27[/08]) exams [for ].” 

IV. Barriers to Entry into the RAL Business 

Around the same time, at least one financial institution was dissuaded from entering the RAL 
business.  On June 23, 2008,  

, emailed  ,  
 and others, suggesting they 

hold a meeting with the  
who was contemplating entering the RAL business.   also relayed a conversation he had 
had with the , “I told him [the President and CEO] 
that the Chairman has a heightened concern with this type of lending, and that there are other 

                                                           
11  During the Audit, we made multiple attempts to contact  and she did not reply. Therefore, we di not 

make additional attempts to contact her as a part of this Inquiry. 
12  In September 2008  in the 

Washington Office. 
13  Email from  to  and  copying  and  February 25, 2008. 
14  Email from  to  March 24, 2008. 
15   forwarded the same information to  on March 26, 2008. 
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concerns that he should take into consideration, including compliance issues and third party 
risk.”  On July 3, 2008, the FDIC’s  Regional Office (RO) personnel explained concerns 
about RALs to the nk and told the same group at the 
FDIC that the bank had agreed that it would “not further pursue entrance into the RAL arena.” 

V. Response from the Chairman Regarding the FDIC’s February 2009 Cease and 
Desist Order Against  

On February 20, 2009,  stipulated to a Cease and Desist Order.  On February 27, 2009, 
the FDIC issued the Cease and Desist Order on  which required improvements to its 
compliance management system (CMS) and addressed certain violations identified in the May 8, 
2008 S&S Examination.  On March 9, 2009, by its terms, the Cease and Desist Order became 
effective. 

On April 17, 2009, , , emailed Bair 
to follow up on her concerns and forwarded an explanation from  

, supporting an Equal Credit Opportunity Act 
violation against .  The violation was for dispersing RAL checks made out to both 
spouses, where collateral was based on a joint tax return, when only one spouse applied for the 
RAL.  Then, on April 23, 2009,  wrote to  and  copying  

 and others, regarding the spousal 
signature violation cited for ’s RAL program.  “The Chairman said that the violation 
did not make sense to her and she didn’t think we should be spending time on spousal violations 
when we could be identifying real discrimination… She told him [  to tell us to reverse our 
positon on  Bank and that she didn’t want to see anymore spousal violations.”  During 
her interview with our office as a part of this Inquiry,  told us that  had said that it 
appeared to the Chairman that this was the only thing being cited and she wanted to see 
violations such as loans denied or high pricing based on race or other types of discrimination. 

On May 1, 2009,  emailed  “I just spoke with  and he wanted to 
confirm that we did not have  do the corrective action on the REG B16 [spousal 
signature] violation as she [Bair] wanted it stopped.  Also, he indicated generally that if the RAL 
business was legal [there’s] not much we could do to stop it.”   expressed to us in her 
interview with our office that she had told  that the examination process could not 
eliminate citations of spousal signature violations unless there was a policy change.  She stated 
that management did not change the policy, but she told examiners that if they found such 
violations in the future, they needed to find something else as well. 

                                                           
16  12. C.F.R. Part 202 Equal Credit Opportunity (Regulation B).  
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VI. More Activities to Investigate RALs Generally 

In July 2009, a Third-Party Working Group at the FDIC was reviewing RALs issues.  One of the 
issues they considered was whether and how to use “mystery shoppers,” or FDIC personnel or 
contractors posing as potential borrowers, to investigate the consumer experience at EROs.17  On 
August 5, 2009,  announced the beginning of the development of a mystery shopper pilot 
program focusing on RAL providers and mortgage originators.  , 

, became the point-person.18 On August 10, 2009,  two 
FDIC economists, and three lawyers provided (via an email from )   

, and others with a RAL 
Recommendation Paper regarding the Mystery Shopper Pilot Program.  They argued, “[m]ystery 
shopping is needed to determine whether consumers are being fully informed of their choices, 
whether the high fees and interest rates are clearly and accurately disclosed and whether other 
predatory products are sold in conjunction with RALs.”  Later the Recommendation Paper 
described RALs as “predatory and target[ed] [at] low income and unsophisticated consumers.” 

On August 26, 2009, DSC sought advice from the Legal Division (Legal) (copying  
about how to make the Mystery Shopping Project “non-FOIAable/not subject to public 
disclosure in the future” among other things.19  DSC also noted that “[t]he Chairman expressed 
an interest in keeping this non-public during the course of the project, but leaving open the 
option of making results public at the back end… We expect to use the info to support our 
exam function, and may use it to support enforcement actions.”20 

To further develop the pilot, an FDIC Enforcement Counsel drafted a memorandum, dated 
September 21, 2009, to  and  detailing her undercover attendance at the 2009 Tax 
Forum in Dallas, Texas, held September 8-10, 2009.  She focused on questioning exhibitors, 
including  and , in order to offer recommendations to the RALs mystery 
shoppers. 

We did not find evidence that the FDIC moved forward with mystery shopping with respect to 
RALs.  However, this reflects an additional avenue that the FDIC considered with respect to its 
approach to reviewing RAL programs. 

                                                           
17  Email from  to a broad group, subject: Third Party Arrangements, August 5, 2009. 
18  Id. 
19  Email from  to a group, subject: Legal 

Memoranda for Mystery Shopping Project, August 26, 2009. 
20  Id. 
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VII. The Letters to Exit RALs and Their Foundations 

In late 2009, the FDIC contended that 21 had expanded its RAL program while 
operating under the 2009 Cease and Desist Order discussed above.  In fact, while  had 
expanded the number of National EROs with whom it was affiliated (from  and 
Liberty Tax Services), it had simultaneously decreased the number of independent ERO 
providers with whom it worked, for a net decrease in EROs of 257 between the 2009 and 2010 
tax seasons.22  Nonetheless, this perceived expansion, and other factors described below, 
prompted Chicago Regional Director Lowe to send letters to the institution’s Board, dated 
December 30 and 31, 2009, expressing continued concerns about the institution’s RAL products 
and requesting a plan for discontinuing this type of lending.  In separate letters, both dated 
February 3, 2010, Lowe notified the Boards of the two remaining institutions,  and 

, that RALs were unacceptable for the institutions and that plans should be 
developed for the expeditious exit of those lines of business.  Notably, the FDIC had not 
identified any control weaknesses in ’s RAL program prior to sending the 
February 3, 2010 letter to exit.  The FDIC’s letters to all three institutions were coordinated 
through the WO. 

On November 9, 2009, the Chairman had again received a letter from various consumer groups 
concerning RAL fees at .23 Once at the FDIC, the letter was distributed via email to a 
wide group including   and   In response,  referenced a meeting 
that would be held that afternoon with the Chairman on RALs. 
                                                           
21  In 2009, ’s affiliate, , , , handled RAL origination and  

purchased the loans on a daily basis. In 2008 and 2010,  handled originations directly. 
22  Memorandum from  through  to  dated April 7, 2010; Undated Memorandum from 

 to  “The Bank makes the credible argument that the addition of 4200 ERO’s affiliated with two 
large organizations while dropping a large number of independent ERO’s actually had the effect of lowering the 
risk [to the bank].” 

23  Earlier in 2009, then-Vice Chairman Gruenberg stated, in part, to the House Financial Services Committee: 
The Social Security benefit investigation is only one example of institutions failing to provide the 
appropriate oversight of third party relationships. The risks of third party relationships have been 
known in the industry for some time, and the FDIC updated our guidance on third parties in June 
2008. We have taken open bank enforcement actions in cases where the bank used third parties 
to implement refund anticipation loan programs, credit card programs, reward programs, 
overdraft protection programs, and subprime and/or predatory loan programs… 
As the current economic crisis continues, more and more institutions are suffering financial 
difficulties, which can lead them to look for higher returns and fee income wherever possible, 
including offering products that may not be advantageous for most consumers, or necessarily for 
the bank. Introduction of new products requires the FDIC's increased focus during examinations to 
assure that the institutions are not taking too much risk. When the FDIC discovers poorly devised 
products with the propensity to hurt consumers or provide opportunities for fraud, we pursue 
enforcement actions to revise the product or eliminate it completely. 

Statement of Martin J. Gruenberg, Vice Chairman, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation on Federal and State 
Enforcement of Consumer and Investor Protection Laws before the Financial Services Committee, U.S. House of 
Representatives; 2128 Rayburn House Office Building, March 20, 2009. 
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When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry, Lowe told us that  called him on December 30, 
2009, the same day the first letter of exit went to , and said he wanted to move quickly 
to get a letter to  telling the bank to exit its RAL program.  Lowe stated that those in the 
WO felt that if they could get  out of RALs, the other banks would follow.  Neither 
Lowe nor  were at work that day, but Lowe recalled talking, and exchanging emails, with 

, and  while they composed the letter 
that was ultimately sent to  that day.  The verbiage included text from letters that had 
been sent to banks engaged in payday lending, as well as input from  regarding what 

 wanted in the message to . 

In one email chain on December 30, 2009,  expressed concern about ’s potential 
expansion of its RAL business to Lowe and   “Don’t we have problems with  
such [that] this would be [in] contravention of our requirements on the company?  …What I[s] 
[sic] going to be your reaction to , and when?”  Lowe responded that the 2009 Cease 
and Desist Order for  “includes several provisions regarding audits and controls of third 
party risks, and requirements for  to conduct reviews of the lending activities of the 
entities who conduct RAL programs on their behalf.  There is no limit on the volume, however.” 

Also on December 30, 2009,  emailed  and asked, “…what is our strategy with 
all banks involved in RAL lending?  …Similar to the approach we took on payday lending, are 
we issuing a letter to all state non-member banks involved in RAL lending and advising them 
to terminate their relationships?”   replied later that day “I think we should be 
consistent and tell all our banks to get out of the business…” 

 reported, in another December 30, 2009 email to  copying Lowe and  
that she had spoken with  that day about the need for the bank to exit the RAL 
business based on “continued concern over the utility provided by the product to consumers.”  
She relayed the details of her discussion with him that she was continuing “to evaluate the 
appropriateness of this business line for the bank,” “that the board should begin the process of 
planning its exit from the business line,” and “that [FDIC] would be having additional 
discussions in the near future with the Board relating to an exit following the tax season.”  

 stated that “[w]e plan to memorialize our conversation with a letter and request a plan to 
exit the business within 30 days.”   forwarded the email to  and  the same 
day.  

 also emailed  and  that day stating: 

Anthony [Lowe] and  spoke with  [and] told him we appreciated 
the heads up on the expansion of [the] program but we had concerns that this was a [sic] 
prudent business line especially in light of problems with third party oversight, like payday 
lending [we] couldn’t see the benefit as consumers could get their refunds for no costs within 
a short period so where [sic] the utility, the FDIC questions this business line for any 
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institution…   reminded him that this was similar to payday lending and the 
concerns with that…  Hopefully this is really the exit and now we have to address others in 
that program. 

Lowe sent the letter of exit to  on December 30, 2009, memorializing the conversation 
and requesting a plan for exit from RALs, but not before alerting  that he would be doing 
so, to which  responded simply, “Good.”  Lowe wrote in the letter, “…we continue to 
opine that RALs are costly, and offer limited utility for consumers, as compared to traditional 
loan products.  We also continue to have concerns regarding the bank’s oversight of third party 
activities.”  

On December 31, 2009, Lowe sent a revised letter of exit to  changing the language of 
the letter of the previous day from “Therefore, we are requesting that the Board develop a plan to 
exit the RAL business.  The exit should be accomplished following the end of the upcoming tax 
season” to “Therefore, we are requesting a meeting with management and representative board 
members… to discuss the future of the Bank’s RAL program.”  Lowe told us the revision was 
prompted by a request from  to make the language “less harsh” until he could speak 
with the bank’s Board about the matter.  

During this same time frame, on December 24, 2009, , that 
operated , announced in an 8-K filing with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) that the OCC had asked it to cease its tax refund business.  On 
January 4, 2010,  requested information from  on how many FDIC banks were in 
the RALs business in response to a press article on .   relayed the conversation she 
had with  to  and  

He asked if we were getting the banks out of the business.  I told him that we had told one 
bank [ ] to get out and he asked the reasons we told them and I said these were not 
good products for banks, had little utility for the consumer and they had problems with 
oversight of third party activities.  I said we had asked for [their] plan for their wind down 
from the business and would be having a similar conversation with other institutions involved 
in the product which I told him I believed were few.  He was very pleased, asked the name of 
the bank and asked if I could find out how many banks were involved in RAL loans.  So  

 you may get asked about it from the 6th floor.24 

That same day, Lowe suggested, via email to  and  drafting letters similar to 
what he sent to , in December 2009, for  and , but he wanted to 
“hold off on delivery until we have clear indication from the WO that this is the ‘global’ 
approach we are intending to pursue.”  His  responded, “What’s the legal basis 
to request the others to exit?”   responded, “That’s the trickier part…  Our letter to 

                                                           
24  “The 6th floor” is a common allusion used by FDIC staff for the Chairman’s office. 
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 cites limited utility to consumers and cost, albeit we also have the third party aspect at 
.”  

Shortly thereafter, Lowe forwarded, to   and others, an American Banker article 
about  working with Liberty Tax in offering RALs.   responded “I want them 
to stop.”  Lowe replied that  was sent a request to submit an exit plan by the end of 
February.   wrote separately to  copying   and Lowe, “[t]he 
purpose of this email is to provide details about our actions last week to require , 
KY to exit their RAL program.”   replied to all, “they should not be doing this next 
year.”   agreed and contemplated an amended order or a plan that would leverage the 
outstanding February 2009  Cease and Desist Order.  Lowe forwarded the email chain 
to  and  writing, “FYI on anticipated next steps, if  doesn’t terminate the 
program.” 

The conversation continued the next day, January 5, 2010.   followed up by asking if 
 was expanding its RAL business.  Lowe replied that overall volume was going to be 

the same or lower.   replied to Lowe and  copying  and  “[n]o 
new business, they are to exit RAL…” (ellipse original).  Later, Lowe wrote to  
copying  and  and stated, “I completely understand our position on RALs, and 
we will manage this situation towards a near term exit of the business.”  On March 10, 2010, 
Lowe sent a letter to  expressing concerns about its ‘expansion’ of its RAL program 
while under the February 2009 Cease and Desist Order that had found weaknesses in the bank’s 
CMS.  Lowe attached a revised proposed Consent Order. 

Following the letter of exit to , the WO, including DSC and Legal, weighed in on 
content for similar letters to  and .  On January 8, 2010,  wrote to 

 and  seeking “points on requiring the banks to exit the RAL business.”  She offered 
the following for their review under the heading “The FDIC’s position on RAL loans”:  

We believe that this product is unacceptable for FDIC supervised institutions because these 
loans are very costly to consumers, these loans offer limited utility to consumers, the bank relies 
on third parties acting on behalf of the bank which does not provide assurances that: customers 
are given accurate disclosures on the cost of the product, customers are not clearly provided 
options to RAL loans, the third party vendors are in full compliance with consumer protection 
laws and regulations.   

On January 12, 2010,  forwarded edits made by two members of his staff in Legal to “The 
FDIC’s position on RAL loans” language to  as she had requested. 

As the language for the letters was being formulated, the American Banker published another 
article, “ ,” that quoted  

 on .   wrote to Lowe, copying  and  about  
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 comments.  “I thought he clearly understood our expectations (exiting the business).”  
Lowe replied, “there were no ambiguities in our messages…  We clearly stated they need to 
exit the business.”   then forwarded  comment, but not Lowe’s reply, to 

  “You should read this article.   doesn’t think he is going to be ordered out of the 
business.  Also it clearly says they will pick up some business from  [the OCC regulated 
bank that had recently exited the RAL business].” 

With respect to the OCC order dealing with RALs at   emailed  copying 
Lowe,  and others on February 3, 2010, that  wanted confirmation from the 

 Regional Office that the  Order has been amended and that “we have 
something in writing on the other two to get them out of the business at the end of this tax 
season.”   also reported that  

, had “looped the Chairman in on this” and other emails in the chain reflect 
that Gruenberg was aware of the OCC’s actions against .  

Also on February 3, 2010, Lowe sent the letters to  and  asking them to 
develop a plan to exit their RAL businesses within 15 days.  Lowe warned that supervisory and 
enforcement actions might be pursued against the institutions if their Boards failed to promptly 
submit plans for discontinuing their RAL programs.  The following language, which 
incorporated suggestions from Legal, was included in the letters: 

We find that RALs are costly, and offer limited utility for consumers, as compared to 
traditional loan products.  They also carry a high degree of risk to an institution, including 
third party, reputational, compliance, and legal exposures.  These risks may expose the bank 
to individual and class actions by borrowers and local regulatory authorities.  Consequently, 
we find RALs unacceptable for the bank.  

It is noteworthy that, as of the date of the letters,  had never been criticized by the 
FDIC in an S&S nor Compliance Report of Examination (ROE) for its RAL program.  This 
reflects that the FDIC’s concerns with RALs extended beyond how the banks were managing 
them to the nature of the product itself.25 

 responded to the February 3, 2010, letter on February 9, 2010, and notified 
the FDIC that the bank’s existing contract with its ERO partner would terminate on December 
31, 2011; therefore, 2011 would be the final year that the bank would offer RALs.  In his 
correspondence the CEO asked: 

During your deliberations were there any ideas proposed on what changes could be made to the 
product that would address the agency’s concerns and make the product acceptable?  Do you 
know if the OCC has also concluded to prohibit institutions they regulate from offering RALs?  

                                                           
25   subsequently told us that sending the letters to the banks in late 2009 and early 2010 was premature. 
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Our hope is that the various regulatory authorities agree and will uniformly apply this 
prohibition. 

The FDIC did not respond to  February 9, 2010, letter until eight months later.  On 
July 14, 2010,  wrote to a number of people, including Lowe and  responding to 
a question about why the  had not responded in writing to the letter from  

dated February 9, 2010.  He wrote, “The RAL issue is a complex and sensitive matter 
with the Corporation and participants within our region.  We have 3 RAL lenders in this region 
and we are coordinating our supervisory efforts of this product.”  He went on to say that he had 
spoken with the bank president twice since sending the letter but “[t]his is an ongoing matter and 
until certain issues are resolved, we are not in a position to respond in writing to the bank’s 
inquiry.” 

Unlike ,  and  did not agree to exit RALs at the time. 

VIII. Questions from Congress 

Two Senators alerted the FDIC of their constituents’ concerns about banks being told to exit 
RALs.  On February 3, 2010, Senator Mitch McConnell wrote to then-Chairman Bair attaching 
letters he received from , of  and , 
asking for “full and fair consideration of their request for a meeting prior to agency action in 
eliminating RALs.”  Then on February 10, 2010,  was notified about questions from 
Senator Richard Lugar’s office regarding a constituent complaint that “[t]he FDIC is issuing 
notices to banks involved in offering tax-related products requiring them to close such divisions.  
FDIC has no authority to do this in the manner they currently are.”  The constituent was a  

 employee.  

On March 12, 2010, , responded 
by letter to Senator Lugar.  “The FDIC is committed to ensuring the financial institutions we 
supervise treat consumers fairly, comply with consumer protection laws and regulations, and 
operate in a safe-and-sound manner.  It is extremely difficult to offer RALs in a manner that 
satisfies these requirements.”  Bair sent the same letter, on March 29, 2010, to Senator 
McConnell in response to his letter. 
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IX. The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency Issues RAL Guidance and the 
FDIC Considers RAL Guidance of Its Own 

On February 18, 2010, the OCC issued guidance for national banks providing tax refund related 
products, including RALs.26 The guidance outlines S&S and consumer protection measures 
banks should follow.  Those measures include: 

 ensuring that the bank’s board of directors maintains sound risk management policies, 
procedures, and practices to oversee all tax refund-related products. 

 implementing effective internal controls and review standards for advertising and 
solicitations. 

 providing appropriate disclosures that explain material aspects of the products to 
consumers. 

 implementing appropriate due diligence and adequate procedures to ensure that tax 
refund-related products provided by third parties comply with applicable guidance. 

 ensuring that Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) compliance risk management systems cover tax 
refund-related products. 

 providing training programs (including certification processes) that address regulatory 
requirements, internal policies and procedures, and responsibilities for maintaining an 
effective compliance program. 

 maintaining adequate capital and liquidity levels. 

 developing timely and accurate management information systems (MIS) for tax refund-
related products. 

 ensuring the bank’s compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, including those 
involving consumer protection. 

On the same day the guidance was issued, Lowe wrote to  and  copying 
 and others, that the   

“conducted an analysis of the OCC’s newly issued guidance, in relation to ’s RAL 
program… she opines they appear to be in compliance with most sections.”  Lowe told us that he 
was in the WO at a management meeting that day and during a break he spoke with  
about the EIC’s conclusion and  responded “this doesn’t change anything.”  Then on 
February 22, 2010, ’s  wrote to  claiming that  already 
complied with “virtually all of these stringent guidelines…” that the OCC had recently issued 
related to RALs.  Lowe told us that he agreed that  was in compliance with the OCC 
guidance on RALs. 
                                                           
26  OCC Bulletin 2010-7 “Tax Refund Anticipation Loans.” (Now rescinded and replaced, as of August 4, 2015, by 

OCC Bulletin 2015-36 “Tax Refund-Related Products”) 
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In light of the OCC’s issuance of guidance, the FDIC began to discuss potential RALs guidance 
of its own in the form of a Financial Institution Letter (FIL).  On March 17, 2010,  wrote 
to  and others copying  – “In reviewing our draft RAL FIL… the Chairman has 
asked the following questions: What does ours accomplish beyond what is already out there?  
Will this impact ?  Why did we decide to be less prescriptive [than the OCC]?”   
scheduled a meeting for that day and told  et. al. that they needed to respond in writing that 
day as well.   replied that he did not know if the FDIC had the authority to be more 
prescriptive in the FIL “but we can certainly say for xyz reasons, we do not want our banks in 
RAL lending.”  

On March 19, 2010, , wrote to Bair, copying 
 and  comparing the FDIC’s draft FIL on RALs to a policy statement put out 

by the Conference of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS), that opposed loans made against the 
amount of a consumer’s anticipated income tax refund, and the OCC’s guidance.  He stated: 

If we issue this FIL we would be the first federal supervisor to explicitly discourage banks 
from offering this product.  I believe our document would carry more weight with state non-
member banks coming from their federal supervisor.  In comparison to the CSBS document, 
which is a broad statement of view, I think the FDIC’s draft carries a clearer sense of the 
specific concerns and that there could be actionable consequences if a bank offered this product.  

 went on to relay that “Marty [Gruenberg] thought it was a strong document but stated 
that his instinct was to wait to issue a document like this until we had taken strong specific 
action with one or more of our RAL lenders.  He said he believes these lenders are recalcitrant 
and would ignore the FIL.”  No FIL on RALs was issued at this time. 

When interviewed, as a part of this Inquiry, Gruenberg did not recall the draft FIL. 

The idea for a RAL FIL resurfaced in 2011.  Specifically, on January 31, 2011,  emailed a 
draft FIL entitled “Refund Anticipation Loans Policy Statement” to Pearce and   In part 
the draft read, “[t]he FDIC believes that it is not responsible lending to extend high-cost, short-
term credit to consumers through products that provide limited value, such as refund 
anticipation loans (RALs).”  And, “[w]hen unsafe or unsound practices or violations of law are 
found, the FDIC will take strong supervisory action, including requiring institutions to exit the 
business when appropriate.”  In his email,  wrote “…it’s worth considering whether we 
should issue a RAL FIL in conjunction with any public statement we would make about our 
three RAL banks agreeing to end their RAL businesses.  A FIL would serve as notice to our 
supervised institutions that we have significant risk concerns about banks offering RAL loans 
in the future.”  Pearce responded, “[l]et’s keep this in mind.  I want to see if we can achieve a 
resolution with  in the next month or two, then follow-up with something like this in the 
May time frame before institutions get going on next year’s products.”  Ultimately, no FIL on 
RALs was ever issued by the FDIC. 
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X.  Response to the OCC’s RAL Guidance 

In response to a telephonic request made of  by  on October 21, 2010, and in 
light of the OCC’s RAL guidance, the bank’s CEO wrote a letter, dated October 28, 2010, to the 
FDIC.   had requested information regarding the number of EROs with whom  

 was engaged.  The bank stated that  indicated that “it was the FDIC’s desire that 
the bank not increase the number of EROs in 2011.”  She suggested  request 
permission to increase the number of EROs accepted into the 2011 RAL program or the volume 
of RAL funding in 2011 beyond 2010 levels, despite  not being under an order or 
engaging in an illegal practice.  The CEO stated that ey expected the number of EROs 
doing business with the bank and the volume of RALs to increase.  In the prior year, the 
maximum RAL amount was $7,000; however,  proposed lowering the maximum 
RAL amount to about $1,800 in 2011.  The bank stated that the decreased loan limit would result 
in little change to the volume of funding related to RALs.  

Finally, the CEO stated:  

Much has changed since I wrote to you on February 9, 2010 indicating that 2011 would be the 
final year we would offer RALs.  On February 18, 2010 the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency issued guidance on consumer protection and safety and soundness for tax refund 
anticipation loans.  Subsequent to their announcement, we anticipated that the FDIC might soon 
respond to our February 9, 2010 letter providing similar guidance.   commented 
during our call that the agency is continuing to evaluate if RAL lending is appropriate.  

Considering the turn of events since my last letter, it is our desire to continue offering RALs in a 
safe, sound and responsible manner beyond the 2011 tax season. 

XI. The Loss of the IRS Debt Indicator  

On August 5, 2010, the IRS issued a press release that it would no longer be providing the DI 
beginning the first quarter of the 2011 tax season.  The DI provided notification of the IRS’s 
intention to offset a refund for debts including federally insured loans, delinquent child support 
and federal and state tax liens.  The DI was one of many factors considered by the institutions 
that provided RALs when considering granting such a loan.  The IRS had previously removed 
the DI during the years 1995-1999. 

XII. OCC-Regulated  Exits RALs 

Following the issuance of its RAL guidance, the OCC sent a Supervisory Letter, on October 19, 
2010, to  requesting a plan from the bank to exit its RAL business.   submitted a 
plan to revamp its RAL program in light of the loss of the DI that would adhere to the OCC’s 
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guidance which the OCC rejected.27 On November 24, 2010, the OCC sent a Supervisory Letter 
to  again requesting its plan to exit the RAL business.   submitted another plan to 
the OCC with an alternative plan to exit on December 14, 2010.  On December 23, 2010, the 
OCC approved the alternative exit plan. 

When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry,  who sat on the Case Review Committee with 
 and interacted with Gruenberg, stated that once the OCC convinced  to get out of 

the RAL business by declaring the bank’s plan unacceptable, Gruenberg and  were “on 
a mission” to get the FDIC banks out of the program from a consumer protection standpoint.  
He relayed that it was an ongoing theme with them to be involved in the day-to-day activities 
on the supervision side of the FDIC and that they were generally directing supervision on this 
and other issues.  Bair also told our auditors during the Audit that she was concerned that the 
RAL business from  might matriculate to FDIC-supervised institutions.  

According to , her supervisor,  
posed the rhetorical question, on more than one occasion, “if such a large institution as  
cannot do RAL lending in a safe and sound manner, how can three small FDIC banks do so?”  

XIII. The FDIC’s Review and Rejection of Bank Underwriting Plans Given the Loss of 
the Debt Indicator 

Following the first Supervisory Letter from the OCC to  regarding RALs, and out of 
concern that  EROs might move their business to FDIC banks that had RAL programs, 
Lowe drafted a letter regarding elimination of the DI that would go to the three remaining FDIC 
banks still in the RAL business.  On October 25, 2010, Lowe sent the draft letter from the RO to 

 and  copying  
 “to ensure no conflicts with WO plans.”   instructed that it be handled 

consistently with the  Order and added, “[m]aybe I’ll have something after Chmn’s 
policy meeting tomorrow. Please call me then.” Lowe then sent  draft language for a 
letter to , on October 29, 2010, and stated “[w]e tried to stay away from any specifics 
on the Order, pending decisions at the WO on our final direction in this regard. However, we 
think it is important, given that the  EROs are looking for a home, to get this 

                                                           
27 While letters  2010-25,  -  and  -  do not explicitly reference OCC Bulletin , 

the DI is mentioned in OCC Bulleting  and the rationale for rejection of  submitted plans 
references the criteria outlined in OCC Bulletin . 
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correspondence out asap.”28 Ultimately, requests were made, of each of the three banks offering 
RALs, for underwriting plans that would compensate for the loss of the DI.  The banks’ plans 
and the FDIC’s rejection of those plans are described below. 

A. ’s Underwriting Plan 

On December 7, 2010,  submitted a plan to strengthen its RAL underwriting following 
the loss of the DI in response to the FDIC’s request that it do so.29 The plan, which was approved 
by ’s Board on November 17, 2010, anticipated that, even without the DI, the loss rate 
for the upcoming 2011 tax season on RALs would be 2.5 percent or less.  In order to mitigate 
risk,  would require that a borrower receive a refund of $2,000 or greater, the refund be 
sufficient to cover the RAL plus all other fees, no RAL would exceed $1,500 plus finance 
charges and fees, and the underwriting model would be adjusted, in a number of ways, including 
the use of a Lexis Nexis RiskView public records search tool to check for encumbrances on the 
refund. 

Almost a month later on January 3, 2011,  emailed Lowe, copying  and  
stating, in part, “  and I have arranged for a review of the plan that  
submitted to address the elimination of the ‘debt indicator.’  Will you please forward the package 
of information to the  to the attention of  

?”   forwarded ’s underwriting plan to ) later that 
day.   then sent it to a number of colleagues for their input.  On January 5, 2011, two of his 
colleagues  and  responded.  

 stated, “I haven’t ever looked at a program like this so I haven’t spent a lot of time 
previously thinking about the specific risks, but here are some thoughts…”  With respect to 
credit risk he wrote, “[t]here is some general credit risk here although mitigated because the 
refund will be sent by the IRS and [the] bank will have control of the money…  It looks like 
[the] IRS is no longer providing lien information in advance and [the] bank is substituting a 
Lexis Nexis search instead.  This seems pretty reasonable to me…”  He concluded, “[m]y 
overall assessment: there is some credit risk but probably not the biggest concern.  Focus should 
be directed toward compliance issues…” 

                                                           
28 On November 5, 2010,  emailed  and  advising them that the IRS had done away with 

the debt indicator in the past.   replied, “[t]hat is true. IRS has stated that when they eliminated it 
previously the number of RAL[s] declined tremendously. That is why is [sic] was eliminated this year as a way to 
put an end to RALs. IRS no longer supports the product because they can get returns back to taxpayers sooner 
than they had previously. This makes RAL unnecessary now.”  later replied, “I know you can’t control 
the directional shifts either. I just don’t want to say anything in conversation with the banks which puts us in a 
bad position to move forward in whatever direction we ultimately go.” 

29 It is noteworthy that the DI was just one of 80 factors that  considered when underwriting a RAL loan. 
See  handwritten notes from a December 3, 2010 internal FDIC meeting on , attended by 
Pearce,  and others. 
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 stated, “I am not very familiar with this product so I may not be able to provide 
much in the way of incite [sic].”  With respect to credit risk he wrote,  

Credit risk is more elevated this year since the IRS did away with lien disclosure to tax 
preparers.  The Lexis Nexis search helps [to] compensate somewhat because that will catch 
liens on the public record, property liens, and credit bureau information.  However, the IRS 
lien notification was probably a much better source of information on notification of liens that 
could reduce outstanding tax refunds as it would have the most up-to-date information…  All in 
all though credit risk, while elevated, would still probably be manageable. 

On January 7, 2011,  forwarded the emails from both  and  to  
copying  and others.   then forwarded the emails to  copying Lowe.  
When  forwarded  email he wrote, in part, “[a]ccording to statements [in 

 email] below, there appears to be no concern with the elimination of the debt 
indicator.”  When  forwarded  email he wrote: 

The below and the previous feedback seem to view the plan they reviewed as the only plan 
 operates its RAL program under.  This of course, is not the case.  As you are aware, 
 has an extensive operating plan for RALs and the plan forwarded to the SF region 

was only a portion which was to account for the elimination of the debt indicator.  While I 
don’t feel the plan adequately addresses how it will operate going forward with elimination of 
the debt indicator, the feedback below and from the other email forwarded to you doesn’t seem 
to provide definitive weaknesses in ’s overall operation. 

When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry,  confirmed he never received any other 
information on ’s overall RAL underwriting program.  He stated that he also never 
contacted the bank, RO, or WO to obtain any additional information.   went on to 
say that he and his colleagues did not have enough information to do a “full blown” analysis of 

’s RAL model.  He also stated that with what they received from the  RO, they 
could only offer a limited perspective, not an analysis per se.  He said that his examiners 
expressed frustration in working with the limited information provided from the  RO. 

 sent the  email chain to  on January 7, 2011, and he responded: 

The  examiner[’s] task was to evaluate the proposed credit risk 
measurement tool.  I don’t see that below [in the email chain]. Did they provide the analysis of 
the tool, or will they? 
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From their description, they’re not experts on RALs. They need to be alert that the credit risk 
extends well beyond fraudulent tax returns, and for such matters the bank replied [sic] upon the 
‘Debt Indicator’ that is no longer available. We have others working on the bank matters.30 

Also on January 7, 2011,  wrote to  copying  stating: 

 thanks for the prompt response. I appreciate the examiners providing an assessment of 
third-party and other risks; however, we have other people evaluating those areas. 

The key question I want our retail folks to look at is more narrow, i.e., whether the use of the 
Lexis/Nexis search provides an acceptable credit risk measurement tool, especially in 
comparison to the default [sic] indicator that was previously available to the bank. In other 
words, does the bank’s current underwriting proposal (as laid out in the half-page description in 
their plan) provide an acceptable means to determine the borrower’s ability to repay? 

Despite the fact that both  and  had already provided their views on ’s 
planned use of the Lexis Nexis tool, on January 12, 2011,  provided a one-and-a-half page 
memorandum through , to  analyzing 

’s plan.  “After review of the information submitted by , it remains uncertain if 
the underwriting process appropriately addresses the variables [for unsecured credit scoring 
model].”   also explained that “[t]o address the absence of the IRS Debt Indicator, the Bank 
is substituting that tool with the use of LexisNexis.  However, this is not a direct substitute for 
the Debt Indicator in assessing the borrower’s repayment capacity.  It takes a period of time for 
liens to become a public record or to be filed with the appropriate state and local jurisdictions.”  
Therefore, he concluded that, “the new underwriting procedures do not fully mitigate the absence 
of the IRS Debt Indicator, and do not consider the majority of data needed to assess risk in an 
unsecured consumer loan portfolio.”  

When we interviewed , as a part of this Inquiry, at first he said he was not sure why his 
memorandum did not fully reflect the feedback he received from  and .   
admitted that his memorandum was one sided, showing only the bad and not the good of 

’s plan and he stated that it definitely was not a balanced perspective.  Later, when 
asked why he had not incorporated the feedback of his colleagues or provided a more 
balanced perspective he stated, “I knew what they [the WO] were looking for and they got 
what they wanted.” 

 told us that, based on the memorandum, she recommended to  and 
 that the FDIC “instruct the bank [ ] to cease its RAL program as soon as it is 

                                                           
30 It is unclear who the “others” are that  is referring to but subsequent reviews of ’s RALs 

underwriting model, by examiners and the FDIC’s Quantitative Risk Analysis Section in the Division of Insurance 
and Research, reflected that the model adequately addressed the loss of the DI. See Sections XXV and XXX. 
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practical to do so.”31   agreed and sought  assistance in drafting a letter to 
 to “exit RAL lending.”  However, on January 10, 2011,  emailed Pearce, 

copying , “[d]id you get a chance to find out 
what happened between the OCC and  and its RAL relationship with H & R Block?  I 
remain interested in what the OCC used as its legal grounds to encourage  to terminate the 
contract on legal and safety and soundness reasons…”  Pearce sent  the OCC’s rejection 
letters of  plans to compensate for the loss of the DI later that day.   responded 
that “  and I will look the documents over and get back to you with any questions.”  
Then, according to  handwritten notes from a meeting he had with   and 

about  on January 11, 2011, the day before  sent his memorandum, 
“Mark Pearce talked to .   wants us to send out a letter to  saying 
that we have found the [underwriting] plan/model is inadequate.”  He goes on, “  
sees the next step is [sic] a Notice [of Charges] or some opening to negotiate a phase out [of 
RALs].”  In other words, the directive to send a letter to , finding its underwriting plan 
inadequate, occurred before the WO had received the final analysis from their credit experts 
determining the plan was inadequate. 

At this time,  was the , and voting member, of the Case Review Committee 
(CRC).  The CRC is designed to be a “fair and independent high-level body overseeing the 
initiation of administrative enforcement actions within the jurisdiction of the Committee.”32 
Deputies/Special Assistants to the Board members, not designated as the CRC’s Chairperson, 
also sit on the CRC.33 At this time, they were  for Bair and  

, for Gruenberg.  The membership, as prescribed at that time, also 
included the Deputy to the Director of the OCC and the Deputy to the Director of the Office of 
Thrift Supervision.34 Finally, , was on the CRC in a non-voting 
capacity.   appears to have prompted the supervisory “support,” in the form of a letter 
declaring  had an “inadequate” underwriting plan, for a Notice of Charges (NOC), a 
formal enforcement complaint filed with an Administrative Law Judge, that was ultimately 
reviewed by  in his capacity as .  See Section XXI for additional 

                                                           
31 Email from  to  copying   and  January 12, 2011. Notably, in the email,  

describes an assessment of ’s “model” but, as described elsewhere, only plans, not full underwriting 
models, were requested and reviewed by the FDIC. 

32 FDIC Board Resolution Seal No. 072277 dated April 6, 2004. 
33 Id. 
34 Id. 
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discussion of the NOC.  This would seem to call into question the independence of  and 
the CRC process in this case.35 

When asked, as a part of this Inquiry, about his notes from January 11, 2011 and ’s role in 
’s supervision,  told us that it was not typical for  to be involved in 

supervision activities.   further stated that it was unusual for  to be as involved as 
he was in ’s case but that it was not beyond ’s responsibility as a  to get 
involved.   explained it this way to us: “[d]oes the  have 
the authority to tell Supervision to send out a letter?  No.”  However,  added that if the 
Chairman of the CRC says he wants you to do something, “you should probably do it or you 
should convince him why you should not do it.” 

 said that when he was informed that  had told supervision staff to issue a letter to 
 indicating that its plan/model was inadequate, he assumed that  had the 

impression that some analysis had been done on the bank’s plan because y would have been 
talking with  about the review of the plan.   told us that he did not believe that 

 would tell people to manufacture evidence.   

On January 13, 2011,  wrote to  and , copying  (later 
forwarded to  and ) regarding the FDIC Examiner’s analysis of ’s plan 
to mitigate risks following the loss of the DI.  “I am concerned about the litigation risk (and 
related FDIC reputational risk) of going forward with a Notice of Charges based on this 
analysis… if this matter were litigated we could well see a defense that included a comparison 
of how  is planning to underwrite these loans to underwriting parameters the FDIC 
has articulated or accepted elsewhere, e.g., the underwriting standards we articulated in the 
context of the Small-Dollar Loan Pilot program.”  He goes on, “it is not obvious to me that the 
underwriting  is contemplating would fail to pass muster under the standards the 
FDIC has articulated for use in the Small-Dollar Loan Pilot.”   responded to , 
“[e]xaminers with expertise in consumer credit risk modeling have reviewed the material that 
                                                           
35 In response to this concern, the FDIC has told our office that the “notion of CRC ‘independence’ pertains to the 

composition of the Committee. Prior to 2004, the CRC consisted of 7 voting members, one of whom was a 
Division Director. The 2004 amendments removed the Division Director so the committee’s voting members 
were comprised exclusively of the Corporation’s Board members or their deputies (an internal director and one 
deputy/special assistant for each remaining Board member). We believe that the reconstitution of the CRC and 
introduction of the term “independent” in the 2004 resolution was not meant to banish Board members from 
enforcement oversight… The CRC Chairperson is expected to take an active role in the enforcement process 
and ‘to meet regularly with senior DSC and Legal Division enforcement personnel to review enforcement 
activities and matters…’  See Page 12 of CRC Guidelines adopted by the CRC on November 2, 2004.  Nor is there 
a prohibition on two Board members discussing the terms of a proposed consent order; this shows active 
involvement in regulatory oversight and managing the corporation.” While we agree that the independence 
requirement would not “banish” the CRC Chairman from an oversight role, the 2004 change in composition of 
the CRC could certainly be understood as a step to prevent those who were engaged in the supervisory process 
from ultimately reviewing a case that sprung from it. Here,  was both involved in the supervisory process 
and he reviewed the case in his capacity on the CRC. 
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 supplied about RAL underwriting…  Given the negative findings, DSC plans to issue a 
letter to instructing the bank to exit RAL lending…  The examiner finding is 
significant, and if the bank does not remedy the situation we should anticipate receiving an [sic] 
recommendation to issue an 8(b) notice [of charges].” 

Notwithstanding  response, and as discussed in detail in section XVI, the following day,  
 circulated the Legal Division’s final “Pros and Cons” regarding potential enforcement 

claims against  to , , , , Pearce and .  Notably 
some of the “cons” listed for potential legal action against  included: (1) the premise of 
the demand letter and Notice of Charges would be that the bank’s new underwriting model does 
not fully account for the lack of the DI, based on preliminary and prospective analysis of the 
bank’s untested model; (2) that the bank’s model had not been formally examined or otherwise 
reviewed for safety and soundness; (3) without a ROE, or detailed analysis, based on actual loan 
activity it would be difficult to present any evidence that underwriting loans without the DI is 
unsafe and unsound; (4) that the bank’s underwriting model appeared to compare favorably to 
requirements the FDIC had put forth in its Small-Dollar Loan Pilot; (5) that the bank’s RAL 
program had a historically low default rate; and (6) that when the DI was eliminated in the 1990s 
supervisory recollection was that no banks suffered significant losses and no enforcement action 
was taken.   

On January 20, 2011,  wrote in an email to  that,  

I understand that in your conversation with  and  this 
morning, we have to amend this letter to provide the bank with an opportunity to send us 
additional info (i.e., the model itself), if they choose to do so.  I have reviewed the letter trying 
to fathom where we would place such an offer without undermining the whole point of the 
letter, which is the requirement that they send us a plan to cease the program-now. 

On January 21, 2011, the letter  described was sent to  from .  It explained 
that the bank’s plan to address the lack of the DI in RAL underwriting had been referred by 
Lowe to the WO, whereupon several FDIC retail credit experts reviewed the plan and found it 
insufficient.   wrote, “[a]s a result, you [ ] have not established a sound basis for 
underwriting such products consistent with safe and sound banking practices.”  Therefore, the 
FDIC requested that  either provide additional information to support its position by 
January 31, 2011, or a plan to exit its tax refund related loan products by February 4, 2011.  The 
letter to  was forwarded to Bair by Doreen Eberley (Eberley), Acting Deputy to the 
Chairman.  (Bair received it again from a on January 22, 2011.) 
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During her interview with this office,  stated that the review team was made up of retail 
credit card experts out of the FDIC’s  office, headed up by .36  said 

’s DI plan was sent to the  office for evaluation because it is a credit card 
hub and  was experienced in credit data analytics.  She believed that if ’s team did not 
visit , they were sent data by  to review and evaluate.  As described above, 

, , and did not speak with, nor receive any information from, .  
When we discussed the short time frame for the review with , she was ultimately not 
certain what they did to analyze ’s plan.   stated that she concluded that 

’s plan was inadequate based on the  DI plan analysis.  She confirmed 
to us that she was the one who asked for the analysis.  She said that she signed the January 21, 
2011, letter telling  that its debt indicator plan was inadequate.  stated that she 
would not have signed the letter if she had not believed in the analysis done by the  

 personnel.   said that their conclusion did not surprise her because, again, the OCC 
had determined that  could not continue RAL lending in a safe and sound manner so how 
could  do so?  However, as described above, , , and  did not 
conclude that the bank could not continue to offer tax refund-related loan products in a safe and 
sound manner, yet  so states in her letter.   

In light of the nature and timing of the above events, it appears that  and the WO were 
shaping the opinion that  provided and that  had directed that a letter be sent to 

 rejecting its RALs underwriting plan before  had provided his memorandum. 

On January 25, 2011, CEO  wrote to ,  

This e-mail is to confirm my request of last night for additional time to respond to your letter… 
which invites … to submit additional information supporting our underwriting model 
for refund anticipation loans (‘RALs’) by January 31, 2011.  Five business days to prepare a 
complete and thorough response is insufficient, and we therefore request additional time to 
respond.  We note that we are in the middle of the tax season, and in a few weeks, we will have 
sufficient funding data to demonstrate that our underwriting model is indeed safe and sound… 

We would also like to discuss further the analysis of the retail credit experts you mentioned 
that led to the conclusion in your January 21 letter regarding the Bank’s underwriting 
standards.  We request that you provide specific information regarding their analysis so that 
we may specifically address their concerns in our response. 

 responded to  on January 28, 2011, denying his request for an extension of 
time to submit additional information supporting ’s underwriting model.  Despite CEO 

’s request,  did not provide additional information or support regarding the FDIC’s 

                                                           
36  During  interview with our office, she mistakenly thought the review was headed by  but was 

provided documentation which refreshed her recollection that the review was headed by    
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review of ’s underwriting plan.  She stated, “that clarifying data [that  might 
submit] is far less important given the settlement discussions we’re undertaking at this point.”  

 was referencing a proposed written agreement between the FDIC and the bank that she 
and CEO  had been negotiating.  The negotiation process is discussed later at Section 
XVII. 

Nevertheless,  submitted additional information with respect to its RAL program, on 
January 31, 2011, without the benefit of the FDIC providing it any information as to what its 
experts found lacking in its original plan.  , again, authored a memorandum to , 
dated February 2, 2011, after review of the supplemental information provided by .  In 
this memorandum he concluded that “[g]iven the uncertainty of the 2011 financial projections, it 
is not possible to determine if the Bank can absorb higher RAL loss ratios and if the RAL 
product is viable.” 

Absence of an effective underwriting plan from  was ultimately the primary basis for 
the FDIC’s NOC against the bank.  See Section XXI.  Finally, when ’s model for the DI 
was reviewed by FDIC’s Quantitative Risk Analysis Section, sometime around September 2011, 
they found that the absence of the DI and the use of the bank’s “underwriting model” did not 
expose the bank to an abnormal risk of loss.  In fact, the bank’s default rate proved better than 
predicted at approximately  percent versus  percent.  See Section XXX. 

B. The FDIC’s Intention to Reject ’s and ’s Underwriting Plans 

Conversations about how to reply to ’s plan were taking place between the  
RO and WO as well as in WO Legal.  On January 21, 2011, a discussion about how the DI letters 
for  and  that would be similar to the one sent to  that day, 
occurred among Lowe, , and .  The FDIC prepared a form letter 
of rejection for the  and  RAL plans.  On January 28, 2011,  wrote 
to  “[h]ere is 
the draft letter for the other two banks [  and ].  It will need to be 
somewhat conformed to each bank based on what they gave us.”  , and  

, all suggested getting details from the RO before sending 
out the letters.   wanted to ensure that the plans submitted by the banks had actually been 
reviewed. 

C. ’s Underwriting Plan 

On November 1, 2010,  sent the letter to  requesting that  provide a 
plan to strengthen its underwriting process for RALs in the absence of the DI.  He alerted the 
bank that the FDIC had concluded the bank’s May 15, 2009 Compliance Examination and that 
the results would lead to a Consent Order because: 
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…the Board has failed to exercise an appropriate level of oversight over the institution’s 
nontraditional products that is commensurate with the heightened compliance, legal, financial 
and reputation risks associated with the bank’s third-party relationships through which these 
products are offered.  Furthermore, you have not established effective monitoring and auditing 
reviews that are sufficiently robust to assess the elevated risks associated with the nontraditional 
products.  The Board has also failed to provide the necessary resources and expertise to manage 
and oversee the significant risks posed by the nontraditional products and the bank’s reliance on 
third-party vendors.  The Board’s lack of oversight and weak procedures have potentially led to 
apparent significant violations… related to unfair and deceptive acts and practices…”  

On November 15, 2010,  attorney responded to the FDIC’s November 1, 2010 letter, 
addressing a number of issues, including the loss of the DI.  He stated: 

Throughout  20-plus years of offering RALS, the DI periodically has been 
unavailable for various reasons.  During these periods,  has effectively 
minimized the risk of non-payment even without access to the DI.  For several reasons,  

 anticipates that, going forward, it will be able to continue to offer RALs in a safe and 
sound manner.   is currently in the process of finalizing its revisions to the RAL 
underwriting process for the upcoming tax season.  However, the bank has already identified 
several significant changes that will strengthen the RAL underwriting process.   
intends to offer a reduced dollar amount RAL at a reduced cost of $20 or less.  Moreover, the 
bank will lend only to customers with a credit score of 650 or greater… 

In fact, the RAL product that  intends to offer complies with the FDIC’s recently 
developed small-dollar loan template, which FDIC devised to be a ‘best practice illustration of a 
model for safe, affordable, and feasible small-dollar lending.’ …[Including] a loan amount 
under $2500, an APR of 36% or less, a term of 90 or more days, low fees, and the lender’s use of 
the applicant’s credit report to determine loan amount and repayment ability… 

 attorney went on to explain the benefit of the bank’s RAL program for unbanked 
customers who “do not have checking accounts and therefore are unable to receive their tax 
refunds electronically from the IRS within 14 days.”  He stated,  

…many unbanked customers who wait 6-8 weeks to receive a refund check in the mail may then 
incur check-cashing charges in excess of the cost of the RAL in order to have access to their 
refund.  RALs provide these customers not only with immediate access to necessary funds, but 
also with access to professional tax preparers with no upfront fees or charges. 

He concluded by requesting a meeting with the FDIC to discuss the bank’s RALs underwriting 
plan.  The FDIC did not formally respond to  letter but, as described later in this 
report, the FDIC did continue its efforts to get  to exit RALs. 
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D.  Underwriting Plan  

On November 3, 2010, Lowe sent a letter to ’s Board asking them for a plan to 
strengthen the bank’s underwriting of RALs in light of the loss of the DI.  On November 17, 
2010, the , sent Lowe the 
bank’s plan to strengthen its RAL underwriting process in the absence of the DI and stated:  

Some in the media, and many consumer groups, believe that the DI service provided by the IRS 
in 2010 was the exclusive criteria used in the underwriting of RALs.  In a recent letter to the 
FDIC and the OCC, a consortium of consumer groups noted that 8.8% of the general population 
show a ‘pending tax offset.’  These groups go on to note in their joint letter that the absence of 
the DI would result in loan losses of 8% or worse, given the 8.8% level of pending tax offsets.  
The consumer groups worry that the RAL programs in the absence of a DI would be risky and 
destructive given a presumed high level of charged off loans.   

These consumer groups appear to lack experience in RAL underwriting and may believe that the 
IRS’s DI service was the sole tool in underwriting RALs.  The DI service is not essential to the 
successful underwriting of RALs.  In fact, tax year 2011 will not be the first time that RALs will 
be offered without the IRS’s DI service.  Most recently, the IRS removed this service from the 
period 1995 through 1999.   

He further stated that, “it has not been the practice of  to rely solely on the 
IRS’s DI service.  In fact, the RAL criteria employed in the 2010 filing season consisted of over 
120 different criteria, each of which had to be met in order for a RAL applicant to receive a 
RAL.” 

 also cited a past product that the bank underwrote, prior to receiving the DI 
information, that had a charge-off rate of less than  percent.  With that product, the bank 
looked to “attributes of the tax return, the taxpayer prior year tax return history, and data from 
third-party services to determine the existence of government debt.” 

The bank also performed an analysis to prepare for the 2011 tax season, reviewing applications 
received in the 2010 filing season.  It used this data to determine what the charge-off rate would 
have been in 2010 without the DI.  Without any additional credit-worthiness metrics or the DI in 
place, the bank estimated its loss rate would have been low, at  percent, on its 2010 RALs.  
The bank felt it could further decrease its loss rate to a range of  percent by 
implementing risk mitigating measures including, but not limited to, lowering the maximum loan 
amount from $7,000 to $1,800 and utilizing third-party services.  A third party service that  

 proposed using was a CSC/Equifax tool originally developed and specifically marketed to 
RAL lenders in the mid-1990s as a tool to provide debt offset information the last time the IRS 
discontinued the DI.   stated that this proven tool would be further supplemented 
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with a “credit decisioning product” available from LexisNexis called “RiskView DI,” a product 
also designed to be a predictive tool indicating the likelihood of an IRS debt offset.   

By comparison, a credit card program, in banks of similar peer group size,37 had much higher net 
charge-off ratios than ’s RAL lending product.  The table below presents comparison 
of the net charge-off rates of peer group credit card programs versus the charge-off rates of the 
RAL program supplied by .38 

Year  
RAL Charge-Offs 

Peer Group 3 Credit Card 
Net Charge-Offs 

2007   

2008   

2009   

2010   
Source:  Uniform Bank Performance Report, for The  

 Years 2007-2010, Pg. 9, ey’s RAL charge-offs were 
provided in analysis in a letter sent to the FDIC on November 17, 
2010. 

 reviewed the letter submitted by  
, outlining bank management’s plan to mitigate increased risk due to the loss of the debt 

indicator.  Among the risks a loan product poses to a financial institution,  analysis 
highlighted underwriting risk, concentration risk, legal/reputational risk, and regulatory risk.  

 identified the bank’s concentration of RALs as a point of concern.  He noted RAL loans 
made up  percent of the bank’s total loans and  percent of its Tier 1 Capital as of 
September 30, 2010, and that a concentration of nearly  percent is not reasonable.  While an 
unsecured loan portfolio of  percent represents a high concentration of the bank’s capital, this 
concentration was subject to wide fluctuation.  The bank’s outstanding RAL portfolio balance 
would vary greatly due to the short-term nature of the lending product and the concentrations 
would, of course, peak at the height of the tax season.   noted that poor underwriting 
controls could lead to sizeable losses.  He also concluded that the loss of the DI would likely 
increase the default risk.39   

                                                           
37  Peer averages are used in this report to provide the reader with context. Peer averages are not used to support 

conclusions about CAMELS ratings, they simply provide the reader with a basis for comparison to other 
financial institutions of similar asset size. 

38  We acknowledge that open-ended loan products like credit cards are dissimilar from RALs, however, the FDIC 
itself used retail credit card experts to determine the validity of the bank’s plan to substitute other indicators to 
offset the lack of the DI and this analysis was offered by the bank. 

39  Notably, several lines in the final paragraph of  memorandum were the same or similar to some of the 
language in  memorandum. 
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As described above, to mitigate the loss of the DI, management planned to lower the loan limit 
which would likely lower the concentration, or total asset size, of this portfolio.  The bank would 
have needed to greatly increase its production volume of these loans to achieve the preceding 
years’ loan levels with the lower loan limits.  The bank did not state it had plans to aggressively 
market the product.  The letter to the FDIC also indicated that the bank anticipated higher loss 
ratios and would fund the allowance for loan and lease loss account accordingly.  This proactive 
measure required management to budget for higher losses from the lending program directly 
impacting the bank’s income statement. 

The letter from  indicated that the bank used 120 different criteria to evaluate the 
viability of each RAL.  We did not identify subsequent requests by the FDIC for additional 
information to determine what these criteria were.  It is not clear from  analysis 
whether he considered these criteria.  

 did not suggest that the bank would be unable to minimize losses through its plan 
provided to the FDIC.  He merely outlined the facts and stated that, ultimately, the bank and the 
FDIC were unable to know if the measures the bank planned to implement would mitigate the 
increased risk due to the loss of the DI.40 

When we spoke with  as a part of this Inquiry, he told us that while ’s plan 
projected higher losses, controls were in place.  He stated that he did not conclude that the bank’s 
program was unacceptable nor that its RAL program constituted an undue risk to the bank.  He 
went on to say that he in no way concluded that  could not offer RALs in a safe 
and sound manner.  To the contrary, he stated that he believed what  proposed in 
its November 17, 2010 letter appeared to be reasonable. 

On February 3, 2011, Lowe sent correspondence to  stating that the bank needed to 
terminate its RAL program.  Excerpts from the letter are outlined below.  

…you have not established a sound basis for underwriting such products consistent with safe 
and sound banking practices.  Other defined weaknesses, relative to RAL lending, include: 

 An absence of a formally approved written policy for this line of business; 

 Insufficient monitoring or oversight of training for third party vendors; and, 

 A limited scope audit review. 

                                                           
40  Per the FDIC Risk Management Manual of Examination Policies, “a forward-looking supervisory approach that 

identifies and seeks to correct objectionable conditions requires serious thought and a balanced response by 
examiners. Critical comments must be well supported and based on facts, logic, and prudent supervisory 
standards. Although examiners cannot predict future events, they should consider the likelihood that identified 
weaknesses will cause material problems in the future, and consider the severity of damage to an institution if 
conditions deteriorate.” 
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If you believe there is a basis upon which we should reconsider this conclusion, you should 
submit information in that regard by February 9, 2011.  

As discussed above, we have concluded that the  cannot continue to offer tax-refund 
related loan products in a safe and sound manner.  Therefore, please submit to us, by February 
11, 2011, a plan for discontinuing this product which will provide for a prompt exit from the 
program.  Failure to do so could result in the pursuit of supervisory and enforcement actions 
against the , including enforcement actions under various subsections of 12 U.S.C. 1818. 

The outcome was of interest to the FDIC’s top executives and the Chairman’s office.  On 
February 7, 2011,  emailed Lowe copying  and  asking for “…status of 

 and , including the dates that docs were sent to them.  Need it asap for 
discussions at Chmn’s Policy [meeting].”  Lowe provided the information. 

On February 9, 2011, with the continued pressure on banks offering RALs,  wrote to 
Lowe stating that the bank would discontinue offering RAL products “after the 2011 tax season, 
which ends April 21, 2011.”   stated that he hoped this letter would “further 
evidence” the bank’s responsiveness to each and every request made by the FDIC.  Following 
this correspondence,  exited the RAL business as promised. 

XIV. The Chairman Raises Questions about RALs and  

On August 4, 2010, the day before the IRS announced the end to the DI, there was a “  
” scheduled by the Chairman’s office.  Required attendees included Bair,  

 had sent a letter, on July 2, 2010, to the FDIC’s Office of the 
Ombudsman complaining about the delay by the FDIC in issuing ’s 2009 Compliance 
ROE.  A copy of his letter was sent to Bair.  Following the meeting, circulated to 

 and others, copying Bair,  and , the 
Chairman’s questions and requests from the meeting.  They were as follows: 

1. “What is our strategy regarding RALs – eliminate RAL or get the cost down?” 

2. “What are the total fees and APR for the bank’s RALs?  Would like a break down.” 

3. “How much of their revenue comes from RAL?” 

4. “What’s the OCC doing?  Do they have any banks that offer RALs?  Copy of the policy 
on RAL” 

5. “Does the Fed have any banks that offer RALs?” 

6. “What happened at the 2009 exam?  Why did it take so long?  Status of the bidder list 
issue.” 
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7. “Need detailed, point-by-point response letter to ’s letter.” 

Taking number seven above first,  emailed Lowe, copying  
, following the meeting with the Chairman.  She stated:  

We had the briefing with the Chairman today.  She suggests that we prepare a point by point 
response to ’s letter to set the record straight.  , , and I 
had a discussion on how to best to do that.  One idea was since you were copied on the letter 
perhaps you should send your response to OO [Office of the Ombudsman] as well; however, I 
think we will need to run it by the Chairman’s office prior to sending it.  Please prepare your 
response. 

By August 10, 2010, Lowe had drafted a memorandum to  providing a point-by-point 
response to CEO ’s letter to the Ombudsman.  

On August 11, 2010, Legal sent draft responses to questions and requests posed by the 
Chairman about RALs, which were reviewed by  and , to and . 

There were a number of points of contention between Legal and DSC with respect to how to 
answer these questions and requests.  Most of the disagreement centered around numbers one 
and two above.   wrote to  “[w]e 
understand that in response to item #1 (RAL strategy), DSC intends to indicate that its overall 
strategy is to end RAL programs at our banks.  We wanted to confirm that this is different from 
our agreed upon strategy for .  Is it your understanding that for , both DSC and 
Legal agreed that we should take a global settlement approach that limits and caps ’s 
RAL program, but does not require them to exit the business?”   had written earlier that 
day to  and others, “Thanks for the feedback.  I understand your edits to #1; however, 
DSC senior management’s goal would be to get them out of the business.  I will have to get 
approval up the line before I submit.”  Legal and DSC also disagreed about how to express the 
total APR and fees charged by the bank as well as the total number of transactions. 

On August 16, 2010,  provided Legal’s response to the Chairman’s items numbered two and 
four above.  It was determined that  appeared to be in compliance with all but one of the 
factors, reviewed by examiners, listed in the February 2010 OCC Guidance on RALs.  Legal also 
compared APR and fees charged by  to FDIC’s FIL on Affordable Small-Dollar Loan 
Products, FIL-50-2007.  “ ’s 2010 RAL program has an APR of approximately 24 
percent.  The FIL does not set specific caps on interest rates but does encourage small dollar 
credit with APRs of less than 36 percent and low fees.”  ’s fee was $30.00.  This 
analysis was forwarded to Bair on September 22, 2010. 

On September 3, 2010, sent  responses to the Chairman’s questions and requests 
but did not directly answer question one.  On September 14, 2010,  emailed , 

, , and others, copying , that “[w]e have sent all the information the Chairman 
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requested to .”  This response, along with a point-by-point response to CEO 
’s letter to the Ombudsman, was forwarded to Bair by  on September 22, 2010. 

XV. Downward Adjustments to Supervisory Ratings  

The FDIC is the primary federal supervisor for all state non-member banks.  For these 
institutions, the FDIC performs risk management (safety and soundness or S&S), Trust, Bank 
Secrecy Act, Anti-Money Laundering, Information Technology, Compliance, and Community 
Reinvestment Act (CRA) examinations in cooperation with state banking regulators.  Most state 
banking agencies participate in an examination program where State and FDIC examiners 
perform examinations (depending on asset size and risk) on an alternating basis.  Larger banks 
are usually evaluated during a joint examination by State and FDIC examiners. 

The outcomes of the FDIC’s S&S examinations are expressed in both component and composite 
ratings. The component ratings are known as “CAMELS.”  CAMELS stands for Capital 
adequacy, Asset quality, Management practices, Earnings performance, Liquidity position, and 
Sensitivity to market risk.  Each component, and an overall composite rating, is assigned a rating 
of “ ” through “ ”, with “ ” representing the least regulatory concern and “ ” representing the 
greatest concern.  These ratings have consequences for the subject financial institutions.  Some 
of the applicable consequences for the lower composite and CRA ratings received by  
and , as discussed in depth below, included, higher assessments of insurance premiums 
paid by the banks to the FDIC; litigation costs associated with ratings appeals, consent order 
negotiations, and notice of charges; civil money penalties; loss of ability to expand by opening 
new branches or purchasing failed institutions; and, ultimately, the loss of revenue generated 
from the product that they were forced to abandon in order to receive ratings upgrades. Given the 
severity of some of these consequences, the transparency of the ratings process is key. 

To that end, and prior and unrelated to this Inquiry, the OIG conducted an audit entitled FDIC’s 
Controls Over the CAMELS Rating Review Process, issued August 2008 (AUD-08-014).  The 
OIG recommended that the DSC revise the Case Manager Procedures Manual to require that 
changes made to EIC-proposed CAMELS ratings in any draft ROE be centrally managed by 
DSC, including tracking, monitoring, and maintaining the documented justification and approval 
for changes.   

DSC generally agreed with the OIG’s findings, but offered alternative corrective actions, 
including formalizing the guidance to staff on the required method for documenting unresolved 
differences related to final CAMELS ratings and developing a method to track those instances.  
Depending on the ultimate content of the DSC guidance, the OIG agreed that DSC’s actions 
could substantially meet the intent of our recommendation to help ensure process integrity and 
transparency.  Additionally, the OIG believed that there was value in maintaining a record when 
there were changes to an EIC-proposed rating, even when the EIC did not ultimately contest that 
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change.  The OIG also suggested that DSC consider requiring a record of differences in 
CAMELS ratings between EICs and management during the course of formalizing its guidance 
in this area. 

DSC issued a memorandum entitled “Documentation of CAMELS Rating Changes During the 
Report Review Process for Risk Management Reports of Examination,” on July 22, 2009.  DSC 
developed a feature within its system of record for examinations, known as ViSION, to address 
the recommendation.  ViSION’s Supervisory Tracking and Reporting module captures any 
CAMELS rating change occurring during the review process where the EIC did not concur.  For 
any such change, the reviewer will answer the “Ratings Difference with EIC” question with a 
“Yes,” which triggers a new “Ratings Comment” tab to become available for input.  The 
reviewer then provides a succinct factual justification in this tab to include the following:  

 The specific preliminary rating(s) changed;  

 Reason(s) for the change;  

 Date the change(s) were discussed with the EIC; and  

 Acknowledgement of EIC disagreement.  

The Regional Director, or designee, is responsible for ensuring the accuracy of the data input 
into these data fields.  The guidance also stated that staff should discontinue the prior practice of 
documenting rating changes in the ROE and its Confidential Supervisory Section.  Upon issuing 
the new guidance, no updates or changes were made to the “Case Manager Procedures Manual.”  
Section 3.1-1 of that manual still reads: 

If a CAMELS component or composite rating change is considered, concurrence of the EIC 
should be sought.  If the EIC concurs with the change, the new rating should be reflected 
throughout the report as well as on the Summary Analysis of Examination Report (SAER).  If the 
EIC does not agree to change the originally assigned rating, Case Managers (with approval of 
the Regional Director or designee) will draft a memorandum to the file to support the rating 
change, with copies to the EIC and Field Supervisor.  The new rating should then be reflected 
throughout the report and on the SAER.  Bank management should be informed of the change 
prior to transmitting the ROE to the bank. 

As a part of this Inquiry, and since the inception of this guidance, we identified two instances 
where the CAMELS composite ratings were changed from the EIC’s proposed rating.  We 
reviewed the 2010 S&S ROEs for  (August 30, 2010) and  (October 25, 
2010).41 Both of these institutions were supervised by the FDIC’s RO, led by Regional 
Director Lowe.  As part of this Inquiry, we interviewed the EICs for the  and  
S&S examinations,  and , respectively.  Each told 

                                                           
41  Dates of ROEs reflect the date the examination began. 
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us that their original ratings were lowered by management and that they disagreed with the lower 
ratings.  We found ViSION reflected that , , did not agree with the 
CAMELS ratings changes, although ViSION did not contain all required information prescribed 
by the aforementioned memorandum on documentation of ratings changes.  For , 
however, there was no documentation noting ’s disagreement with the CAMELS 
changes.  Equally, neither the  nor  ROEs reflected the changes nor did we 
uncover memoranda supporting the ratings changes as required by the Case Manager Procedures 
Manual.  

For the August 30, 2010  S&S ROE, ’s disagreement was noted in ViSION 
by now-retired .  On January 25, 2011,  wrote to  

, the , and explained that 
if an examiner disagrees with the ultimate rating for a bank examination, as the EIC did with 

, a comment, so stating, must be included in ViSION.   offered proposed 
language reflecting the EIC’s disagreement with ’s ratings and asked “[i]s this 
innocuous enough?”  The Ratings Comment section reads as follows: 

The EIC originally submitted a proposed rating of 112112/2, and after considering the impact of 
the RAL program, and the serious, material, and continuing concerns identified in the recent 
Compliance exam, the bank’s earnings and liquidity components were lowered to a 2, and the 
composite was lowered to a 3.42  

As noted above, the guidance also requires the date the changes were discussed with the EIC, 
and that the acknowledgement of the EIC of his or her disagreement be entered into the system.  

 did not include those points of information within the Ratings Comments tab in ViSION 
for the August 30, 2010  S&S ROE.  During an interview with OIG staff,  
stated that he agreed with ’s original ratings but made changes as directed by 

.  n stated he rarely made changes to examinations and the direction from 
 was also atypical. 

For the October 25, 2010  S&S ROE,  had originally proposed a “ ” 
composite rating with which his compliance examiner counterparts agreed.43 When interviewed 
as a part of this Inquiry, his  acknowledged that he had 
authorized  to report the “ ” rating to the bank, which  did.  However, after comparing 
the pending  S&S ROE with the recent 2010  S&S ROE,  determined 
that a “ ” rating was likely more appropriate.  Then,  directed  to change the 
composite rating to a “ ” due to the issues identified in ’s May 15, 2009 Compliance 

                                                           
42  As discussed below, the State gave  a composite “ ” at this S&S examination. On January 18, 2011, 

 wrote to  that the findings by the State were “substantially similar to our S&S Report except for the 
rating.”  

43  Email from  to   and  December 7, 2010. 
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ROE (completed on December 29, 2010),44 and the potential risks with RALs.45  This was also 
implied in a January 20, 2011 email from  to  and  where he stated, “we 
will need a major rewrite on .”  It is important to note that at the time that examiners 
and first-line management proposed a composite “2” rating, they had full access to 
information from the ongoing  Compliance Examination, had conferred with 
examiners on the Compliance Examination, and were aware, as discussed below, of Lowe’s 
instruction to staff to fully consider the finding therein. 

 told  that Lowe had made the decision to lower the rating to a “ ” but  
felt that these changes were also influenced at a higher level within the FDIC.   also 
directed  to identify additional risks and include language in the ROE to support the lower 
rating.   made the adjustments but, in hindsight, the composite “ ” was in ’s 
words, “hard to swallow” and it appeared to him that the ROE was used to get  out of 
RALs.  

The Examiner “Ratings Difference with EIC” question read “No” within ViSION for the 
October 25, 2010  S&S ROE.  This response indicates that the examiner agreed with 
the final CAMELS ratings issued to the bank.  However, when interviewed by our office, the 
EIC for the examination, , and his Case Manager, , both stated that the EIC 
disagreed with the final CAMELS ratings issued to .   made his disagreement 
known to both  and .  Despite the requirements in 
the Case Manager Procedures Manual,  did not document ’s disagreement but 
believed the EIC’s verbal disagreement constituted ’s “contesting”46 the rating.  Ultimately, 

acknowledged the difference of opinion but did not document it in ViSION.   

For both  and , our review of the 2010 S&S ROEs found that changes to the 
EICs’ work were not limited to the ratings.  Changes, made by Case Managers, included 
additional commentary about the findings from the most recent Compliance ROEs for each 
respective bank, as well as altered verbiage to support the lower CAMELS ratings.  For example, 
where an EIC described liquidity as “strong,” it was changed to “acceptable.”47 In the interviews 
with examiners and supervisory staff, all described the changes as necessary to comply with 

’s direction that the composite CAMELS ratings be lower for the two banks.  However, 
every one of these individuals believed this direction was driven by someone in a more senior 

                                                           
44   explained that it was typical for him to talk about S&S examination findings with his counterpart in 

Compliance, who was , in the case of . He recalled that 
 had been comfortable with the “ ” composite submitted by . 

45  See Appendix 6 for additional detail regarding this Compliance ROE. 
46  The August 2008 OIG report recommended DSC maintain a record when there were changes to an EIC-

proposed rating, even when the EIC does not ultimately contest that change.  The guidance DSC issued does not 
address what constitutes an EIC “contesting a change.” This should be clarified or management should simply 
document any change, whether contested or not. 

47  For a more comprehensive list of changes, see Appendix 4. 
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position and potentially in the WO.  None of these interviewees knew the identity of the source, 
and  declined to be interviewed by our office. 

As discussed in more depth below, their instincts were correct.  The WO was influencing the 
downgrades.48 The details of the examinations follow. 

A. The FDIC’s Downgrade of  in the August 30, 2010, S&S ROE – Completed 
October 1, 2010 

The August 30, 2010,  S&S ROE cited many of the violations previously identified in 
the bank’s October 19, 2009 Compliance ROE.49 The S&S ROE identified the continued 
presence of a deficient consumer compliance program as a serious regulatory concern.  The S&S 
ROE noted ’s Board also needed to develop a comprehensive strategy to minimize the 
risks associated with the bank’s Tax Refund Solutions (TRS) program.  On the other hand, the 
S&S ROE documented significant capital improvements within the bank and strong asset quality 
(despite an increase in the volume of adverse classifications), and noted that earnings were 
strong and benefited from the favorable performance of the tax refund division.  Additionally, 
the S&S ROE stated earnings from traditional bank activities declined, but ’s 
performance remained at a satisfactory level.  The S&S ROE noted liquidity was acceptable, and 
sensitivity to market risk was moderate, but suitably managed. 

After the overview of the bank’s condition, the S&S ROE discussed the results from the most 
recent Compliance ROE.  The report discussed the “ ” Compliance ROE rating and the “Needs 
to Improve” CRA rating.  Given these findings, the S&S ROE addressed the proposed Cease and 
Desist Order that would be issued pursuant to Section 8(b) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.  
The FDIC presented the proposed Consent Order to the Board on November 18, 2010.50 The 
proposed Consent Order contained provisions addressing the bank’s RAL product, strengthening 
of the bank’s CMS, and restricting the expansion of third-party relationships.   

The S&S ROE stated that the continued presence of an unsatisfactory CMS, and the lack of a 
comprehensive strategy to minimize risks associated with the TRS program, were significant 
supervisory concerns.  Further, substantive violations of a repeat nature reflected negatively on 
the abilities of management to comply with consumer protection regulations and guidelines.  
These compliance issues resulted in the S&S ROE Management component rating of   We 
asked Lowe if  deserved a “ ” management rating.  Lowe said “no,” though the bank 
was on the borderline, he could have made a case for a “ ” in management. 
                                                           
48  When we interviewed Chairman Gruenberg, as a part of this Inquiry, we asked if he had ever heard that the 

2010 S&S examinations for  and  were downgraded based on input from the WO. He stated 
that he did not recall. When we asked  a similar a question, he stated that he does not know 
what happened and cannot recall today. 

49  See Appendix 5 for additional detail of ’s supervisory history related to RALs. 
50  When a bank agrees to stipulate to the provisions of a Cease and Desist Order it is often referred to as a 

Consent Order. 
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The S&S ROE included a section dedicated to discussing the loss of the DI, outlining the 
increased risk this posed to the bank, and encouraging management to carefully assess these 
risks.  As discussed above at Section XIII, bank management was attempting to develop a plan 
that would address the loss of the DI in the underwriting process.  This plan included offering 
smaller loans, minimizing concentrations in these products to mitigate the risk identified by 
examiners, and using alternative tools like LexisNexis. 

The S&S ROE described ’s earnings performance as “currently favorable,” qualifying 
that the bank may not be able to sustain this positive trend should the bank’s TRS business 
decline, or management fail to develop an acceptable DI model.   experienced a 
significant increase in earnings from the June 30, 2009, Return on Average Assets (ROAA) of 

 percent to June 30, 2010, where ROAA was  percent due to increased earnings 
produced by the TRS operation.  The S&S ROE noted, “[e]xcluding TRS net income and 
average assets, the bank-only ROAA is calculated at  percent for June 30, 2010” which was 
above the peer average of  percent.”   

 had strong financials, out-performing its peers in many categories.  The table below 
compares  to its peer group as of December 31, 2010 (when  was a composite 

-rated bank).  

Key Ratio  
12/31/2010 

Peer Group 
12/31/2010 

Return on Average Assets   

Net Interest Margin   

Tier One Capital   

Net Loss to Avg. Total Loans   

Net Loss for Loans to Individuals   

Net Loan Growth   

Source:  Uniform Bank Performance Report for  
 

The FDIC and the State of  (State) jointly conducted the August 30, 2010 S&S 
Examination.  However, the FDIC and the State issued separate ROEs because they could not 
agree on an overall composite rating. , rated 

 a composite “ ,” while the FDIC rated the bank a composite “ .”   told us that 
such divergence in ratings between the FDIC and the State is unusual.  
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B. Relevant FDIC Internal Communications Regarding the  August 30, 2010 
S&S ROE Downgrade 

On October 1, 2010,  wrote to  regarding the August 30, 2010 S&S ROE.  
“We’ve about beat this report to death as it’s been censored, reviewed by the State EIC, and 
reviewed by the FOS [Field Office Supervisor].  I’m not quite sure if it still says what I 
originally intended…” 

That same day,  emailed Lowe,  Bair,  
 and others complaining about the recent Compliance Examination.  Bair 

asked  what the status was and “[a]re there problems beyond RAL accounts?”   
confirmed that the issues  raised “emanate from the RALs” and that the next step 
would be either a Consent Order or Cease and Desist Order.  Later in the month, on October 12, 
2010, a “Refund Anticipation Loans/  Bank Follow-Up Briefing” was scheduled by the 
Chairman’s office.  The required attendees included: Bair,  

, and . 

 took notes at the October 12, 2010, meeting and listed the attendees as Bair,  
 and .  According to ’ notes 

Bair asked, “[d]oes it make sense to force them out of this business?  Regardless of product 
cost?  Are we still helping consumers if we kill this product?”   noted that  replied, 
“yes, IRS is going to get refunds [to taxpayers] in 5 days…” (ellipse original)  also wrote 
that Bair stated, “[w]ill support if you want to drive them out with an impossible standard.  I’ll 
support.  [But this isn’t a product I want killed at this price.]” (brackets original) 

On October 19, 2010, there were field-level discussions about the fact that the State and the 
FDIC would be issuing concurrent ROEs on  rather than a joint ROE due to 
disagreements on ratings.  Those discussions continued with the WO the next day.  Lowe 
emailed , copying  and , (and ultimately forwarded to  
explaining there was a discrepancy between the State of  and the FDIC’s proposed 
CAMELS ratings.  “In discussions thus far, the state has indicated they are leaning towards a 
‘ ’ on the management component, and a ‘ ’ composite.  We continue pressing that the 
ongoing compliance related issues must be considered, and warrant a ‘ ’ on management, and 
a ‘ ’ composite.”   responded by questioning a “ ” composite rating.  “ , I’ve 
been thinking about this all day today and am worried about the thought process.  The CP 
[Compliance] rating was , right?  And we’re about to finally issue an order and likely litigate.  
The has to be somehow reliant on financial results of a major business line that we know is 
a threat to the bank.”  Lowe then explained the basis for the “ ” composite rating as follows, 
“[t]he overall composite of ‘ ’ for risk management is based on several factors, including the low 
level of classifications, above average capital posture, and favorable liquidity and funding 
position.  The bank’s earnings are far above peer, and as expected, approximately  are 
derived from ERO related activities.” 
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Between October 29, 2010, and November 1, 2010,  and Lowe exchanged 
emails.   wrote, “I am concerned that our safety and soundness exam is once again 
being sabotaged at a higher level…  This has happened to us too many times, most recently with 
the Compliance and CRA Exam.”  Lowe responded that the “examination team is considering 
facets of the findings from the Compliance Exam in their conclusions,” and the impact of 
elimination of the DI on  RAL underwriting. 

Despite examiner objections,  was ultimately given a “ ” composite for its August 30, 
2010 S&S ROE.  When interviewed by our auditors as a part of the Audit, Lowe told us that 

’s composite rating probably should have been a “ ” in that ROE.  Moreover, and as 
referenced later, the fact that the final composite rating for the August 30, 2010 S&S ROE was 
not what the EIC had initially proposed was known in the WO.   wrote in notes dated 
January 14, 2011, “[a] review of ROE(s) would show the findings are considerably less favorable 
to the bank than what [the] EIC proposed.”  

As a part of this Inquiry, we asked  about these notes and he stated that he wrote the 
notes in anticipation of briefing r.  He said that the notes were an expression of his 
concerns about the litigation with .   told us that he felt he needed to make 

 aware of the changes to the exams because, if the case made it to a hearing and an 
examiner was put on the stand, the examiner would be asked what the original rating was and 
why the exam rating was changed, and the examiner would have to answer.   stated to us 
that he was certain that he had been told that the exams were going to be seriously downgraded, 
but he did not recall exactly why.   further stated that the meeting with  was 
to inform him that FDIC Board members – Bair, Gruenberg, and  – were involved in the 
case against .   explained to us that typical case issues did not usually go beyond 
he and  and he wanted to make sure  knew that this case had the interest of 
other Board members.   told us that most enforcement actions before the CRC only occur 
at staff level and to have more than  involved was unusual. 

Also on January 14, 2011, in an email discussing draft briefing bullets for the Chairman,  
wrote to  and , copying , “[a]lso, is there any way we can get in the point 
that discovery may well allow prior and contradictory exam reports in the case which could 
prove to be potentially embarrassing given the bank’s supervisory history?”  Equally, ’ 
notes from a February 7, 2011 meeting with , and 
others reflect that  told this group that “[i]n the review process, the rating was changed.” 

C. Review of Revenues, Volume, and Charge-Offs 

The WO continued to try to develop other potential issues with the RAL programs at c as 
well as those at  and .  On Friday, October 22, 2010, and Monday, October 
25, 2010, the  RO and Field Offices, through Lowe, provided information, on short 
notice, about what ’s financials would look like without ERO revenues, to , 
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and .  Based on the ROAA for  as compared to its peers,  told 
 it “certainly supports a ‘1’ [rating].”   later wrote to  “…it certainly shoots 

down the claim that income from traditional bank operations doesn’t compare favorably to peer.” 

On October 26, 2010, Lowe instructed  to have his staff prepare an analysis on the 
volume of RAL loans for the three RAL banks for the previous three years, including the amount 
of charge-offs incurred and the funding mechanisms for the loans.  On that same day,  
wrote to  “Big trouble in  – with a capital T that rhymes with DC that stands 
for……….” (ellipse original).  The work was completed on October 29, 2010.   
provided Lowe with a summary outlining the funding strategy for the RAL products offered by 
the three banks.   attached data on the volume and charge-off percentages from the 
banks’ RAL portfolios (see chart below): 

  

Tax 
Year 

   

$ RAL 
Volume 

$ Gross 
Charge-

Offs 

C/O as 
% of 

Gross 

$ RAL 
Volume 

$ Gross 
Charge-

Offs 

C/O as 
% of 

Gross 

$ RAL 
Volume 

$ Gross 
Charge-

Offs 

C/O as 
% of 

Gross 

2010          
2009          
2008          
2007          
 

Essentially, all three banks’ gross charge-offs as a percentage of loans were very low.  Neither 
 nor  charged-off over one percent of their RAL portfolio from 2007 through 

2010 and  stayed under one-and-a-half percent during the same timeframe. 

D.  Consent Order Addressing Both Compliance and Safety and Soundness 
Concerns 

Language for the proposed  Consent Order (the Consent Order), that addressed the 
bank’s purported S&S and compliance issues, was revised over time and reviewed and edited at 
the highest levels of the FDIC.  On September 14, 2010, emailed , , 

, and others, copying , and asked, “what are the next steps for moving  to a 
resolution…  E.g., do we need to go back to the Chairman for something?...  Do we need to talk 
to  or the CRC?  Other?”   replied to all: 

The RO is meeting with the bank this morning to discuss what is in the report…  After the 
meeting today, we will get together and come up with a timeline for next steps. 

We have sent all the information the Chairman requested to .  I have a meeting 
with him a[t] 1:00 and will determine if we need to meet with the Chairman again. 
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I do believe we need to discuss a global settlement with ; however, we didn’t have 
time at the last meeting… 

On October 19, 2010, the same day that the OCC issued its supervisory letter to  regarding 
RALs,  wrote to  stating, “  would like another meeting on RALs as 
soon as possible.”  replied that he would like to include  in the meeting and copied 
her.   responded just to , “I think  told  that the 
[  Consent] Order wasn’t as strong as he thought.”  The meeting with the then-Vice 
Chairman was scheduled for the next day.  That day, on October 20, 2010,  emailed 

, copying ,  and others stating, “Marty [Gruenberg] has requested to 
meet with me and .  They’d like to be briefed on our proposed corrective Order on 

…”   also stated that they wanted to be briefed on . 

On October 25, 2010,  and  met regarding the 
 Consent Order and other RALs issues.  According to ’ notes from the meeting, 

 reported that he and  had met with  and Gruenberg and that Gruenberg 
“thought the [draft] order [as written] would provide a pathway to stay in RALs,” and  told 

 “that we expect the set of events to cause them to get out of the RALs business – e.g. 
since ‘Debt Indicator’ will no longer be available from IRS.” 

On October 26, 2010,  emailed  and  copying   With respect to the 
 proposed order, he opined, “I continue to have trouble seeing a legal basis for the FDIC 

to tell banks, and tax preparers, how much they can charge in fees – which are disclosed, and 
which are avoidable if customers go through other providers.  To me, that counsels against a FIL, 
as well as raising serious issues about any order provision that tries to do this.” 

 appeared to share  concerns and relayed them to the Chairman on November 
10-11, 2010.  “[There has been] a big change from the proposed [  consent] order that 
was presented to you at briefing last month.”  He went on, “I’m not sure what the legal basis is 
for these provisions.  The only significant weakness identified at the last compliance 
examination (which started in June 2009 and was closed in October 2010) was inadequate 
oversight of third parties.”51 He highlighted the particular changes that had been made: 

The proposed consent order now contains a provision requiring the bank to submit a ‘risk 
management plan’ for managing risks associated with the bank’s RAL program to the  
Regional Director.  The consent order prohibits the bank from making any RALs ‘unless or until’ 

                                                           
51  It is significant that prior to becoming a ,  had been with the FDIC in 

various capacities since 1989 and is well-qualified to opine on supervisory topics. He served as  
 

He moved to 
headquarters when asked to come for a detail by . While on detail, he met Chairman Bair, who asked him 
to join her staff. 
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the risk management plan has been approved by the .  In addition, the 
proposed order stipulates that the bank’s pricing for RALs ‘is appropriate,’ as deemed by the 
Regional Director.’ 

The next morning Bair responded via email, “if we are making an issue out of pricing, it needs 
to be tightly connected to their inability to access info from Treasury about whether there are any 
liens on the refund.  I do not want an order which in anyway suggests that we are imposing rate 
regulation.  I also do not understand why we are imposing a hard stop in November.  They told 
me months ago, they were going to let them phase it out.  Why the shift?” 

 replied to Bair, in part, “I’m puzzled by the shift and the extreme sense of urgency now.  
After all, this exam has been in process for 1 ½ years.  Legal and DSC staff have told me that 

 and  have been pushing for [a] more stringent order, and now 
that  is no longer offering RALs, they want all three of our banks out of the RAL 
business ASAP.   told me yesterday that DSC wants to have a hard stop as 
soon as possible before the next tax season starts.”  

Pearce also recalled, during our interview with him, a discussion on November 11, 2010, about 
RALs during which  told him that  and Gruenberg wanted the FDIC banks to stop 
offering RALs.52  explained that he believed their rationale was that banks offering RALs 
were declining in number, and  the last national bank engaged in the RAL business, was 
told to stop offering the product by the OCC.  That left the FDIC with the only remaining banks 
still in the RAL business. 

It is noteworthy that  sent Bair a copy of the draft  Consent Order and included a 
portion of the text in an email for her to review specifically.  The text was as follows: 

Unless and until the Bank has implemented a Risk Management Plan acceptable to the Regional 
Director, effective immediately, the Bank: 

a. is prohibited from making or issuing any new RALs; 
b. shall reduce the number of Electronic Refund Originators (EROs) in its Tax Refund 

Services (TRS) program to the number of EROs under contract for the 2010 tax 
season, which covers the 2009 calendar year; and 

c. shall not add any new or replace any existing, Electronic Refund Originators, tax 
service companies, or any tax service providers. 

                                                           
52   told us that then-Chairman Bair made it known in a meeting that she did not like RALs, but that she 

was not telling DSC what to do.  said that Bair told staff to do what they needed to do.  also told 
us that then-Vice Chairman Gruenberg did not like the RALs product.  stated that DSC was under the 
impression that FDIC Board members wanted the banks out of RALs. He further stated that neither Gruenberg 
nor  directly voiced to him that they wanted the banks out of RALS; rather, it was more of a feeling he got 
from them.  
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Bair took up the discussion of the wording of the  Consent Order, on November 11, 
2010, with .  She wrote: 

 I’m confused about the order.  If we are making an issue of pricing, it should be tied to their 
inability to get the relevant info from treasury to price.  I don’t want any suggestion we are 
imposing a ‘rate’ regulation.  Also, I’m not sure I’m comfortable with the hard stop on all 
RALs.  The original plan was to do a phase out.  Why the shift?  The financial impact will be 
huge.  And we are late in doing this.  

 responded, in part, copying  “The order stops them from making RALs until they 
have a comprehensive plan dealing with all aspects of the program, which includes underwriting, 
funding and compliance.”  Bair replied to  and  

…I am comfortable with a safety and soundness order tied to insufficient third party 
management and inability to price because of lack of all needed info from Treasury.53 You 
bring in the small dollar loan guidance, it muddies the waters and makes us vulnerable to 
charges of rate regulation which we don’t have legal authority to pursue.  The guidance relates 
to when a bank can get CRA credit.  Banks can make higher rate small dollar loans and do.  We 
don’t have the [legal] authority to stop them based merely on rate. 

 responded that the draft order “doesn’t expressly limit fees…  Rate and fee issues 
ultimately need to be addressed if we are discussing an exit plan/settlement with the bank for 
2011 after the initial Stip is presented to them.”  Bair responded by citing a section of the draft 
order that read “establish policies and procedures to ensure that the Bank’s pricing schedule for 
its Tax Refund Solution (TRS) products, which include RALs, together with other document and 
processing costs connected to the Bank’s tax refund services is appropriate, as deemed by the 
Regional Director.”   stated he was willing to remove the word “appropriate” from that 
section “as long as there is a common understanding that any exit plan for 2011 would limit fees 
to 2010 levels.” 

Bair then forwarded the chain to  asking him to “[p]lease advise.”   responded,  

I recommended omitting this provision from the order.  I don’t think we’re in a legally defensible 
position when we start dictating what is an appropriate price or rate.  raises 
concerns about potential UDAP54 issues.  Examiners did not identify any UDAP violations at 
the most recent exam or any previous exams.  Also, while the revised order is focused on safety 
and soundness, the most recent safety & soundness exam resulted in a composite 2 rating and 

                                                           
53  As discussed in section XIII A, a NOC based primarily on perceived safety and soundness concerns due to the 

lack of the DI was ultimately issued to  on February 9, 2011.   
54  “UDAP” is an acronym for Unfair, Deceptive or Abusive Acts and Practices that are violations of Section 5 of the 

Federal Trade Commission Act. 15 U.S.C. § 45. 
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the safety & soundness examiner-in-charge reportedly informed  board members 
that the bank’s condition had improved or stayed the same as the previous examination.55 

Again, at this time,  was the Chairman of the CRC.  Legal and DSC had sent a 
“Recommendation to Pursue a Consent Order and Order to Pay a Civil Money Penalty” 
memorandum regarding  to the CRC on November 5, 2010.  Legal and DSC then 
presented the  Consent Order to the CRC on November 15, 2010, just a few days after 

 and  were crafting its language.  The CRC “by a unanimous vote, expressed no 
objection to DSC pursuing the Stipulated Consent Order and Civil Money Penalty [against 

 as requested.”  As with  involvement in the rejection of  RALs 
underwriting plan described above at Section XIII,  involvement in drafting the  
Consent Order would seem to call the independence of  as Chairman of the CRC and the 
CRC process, in this instance, into question. 

On November 12, 2010,  wrote to Bair, “FYI - The revised order is much better than the 
previous version.  Thanks!”  He forwarded the revised Consent Order and memorandum on 

 and noted revisions made.  Lowe sent the Proposed Consent Order to  
Board on November 18, 2010.  The language on pricing that Bair was concerned about had 
been removed.  However, the call for immediate exit remained. 

On November 3, 2010, just two days before staff submitted their memorandum to the CRC in 
favor of issuance of  first Consent Order and a CMP of $50,000,  issued a 
Regional Directors Memorandum changing the matrix used to calculate CMPs.56 The CMP 
matrix is found in Chapter 10 of the FDIC’s Formal and Informal Action Procedures Manual and 
uses weighted factors to assist supervisory staff in deriving a dollar amount range for a CMP.  

 did not update the manual, however, on November 3, 2010.  Instead she sent a 
Regional Director Memorandum entitled, “Instructions and Matrix for Civil Money Penalties 
Against Institutions” to the field.  In the Regional Director Memorandum,  increased 
the weights of certain factors in the matrix that would lead to higher CMP amounts where those 
factors were present.  She also added other factors including, “weaknesses in the bank’s third-
party oversight that cause harm to consumers or the institution” and “a violation or practice that 
subjects the insured depository institution to substantial reputational risk or causes substantial 
harm to the public confidence of the institution.”  Using this harsher guidance, staff calculated a 
range for  CMP of $15,000 to $25,000.  However, according to the memorandum to 

                                                           
55   was correct that a “2” composite rating for the August 30, 2010 S&S ROE was originally reported to the 

bank.  However, as discussed above, this was later changed to a “ ” composite. 
56  This change went through the CRC process.  The agenda from the June 23, 2010 CRC meeting shows that 

 was to present to the CRC on revising the civil money penalties matrix.  Later on October 14, 2010, 
 recommended the adoption of a “revised Civil Money Penalty Matrix Against Institutions (Matrix) 

for the calculation of a civil money penalty (CMP) against an institution or institution-affiliated party (IAP) that 
is a corporate entity.”  The contacts for this recommendation were listed as  and  For a 
complete list of the changes, see Appendix 7. 
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the CRC on November 5, 2010, regarding the  Consent Order and CMP, “given the 
extent of the violations, and the fact that the Bank has over $3 billion in assets and should have 
had a strong compliance management system, a higher CMP is justified in this case.  For these 
reasons, a CMP in the amount of $50,000 is recommended.”  The CRC approved the $50,000 
CMP – double the highest amount generated by the matrix. 

WO staff were leading the messaging to, and negotiations with,  regarding the Consent 
Order and RALs.  On November 21, 2010,  wrote to  and Lowe that “the time for 
talking with  is long past.”  He instructed them to tell  that he needed to 
contact the bank’s Board about the Consent Order and if he would not, then  suggested 
contacting another director.   forwarded the email to the , 

, 57 stating “I would like to discuss this case with you tomorrow…”  

On November 29, 2010,  notified  and  that  would be meeting with 
 on December 1, 2010, to present the Consent Order for stipulation.   and 

 all reviewed Q&A talking points submitted by the RO for the meeting.   also 
sent the talking points to  and  for their input.  The next day,  sent feedback 
on the Q&A talking points for  to  and others in the RO, copying   

   newly-hired Supervisory Counsel, Enforcement,   ( )58 
and others.  She wrote “[w]e have vetted your questions here in DC.” 

After  RO personnel met with  on December 1, 2010,  
 
 and 

others met, on December 3, 2010, to discuss how the meeting with  had gone.   
took notes at the meeting.  According to  notes,  stated that  “safety 
and soundness ROEs don’t show concern.”  Lowe told the group that the S&S “ROE is about 
ready for issuance.”   added, “[w]e don’t see compliance issue now with RALs.” 

On December 6, 2010,  reviewed the  issue and emailed  and  that 
he wanted to discuss it with them.  “I see little chance that we can directly force  out of 
the RAL business for 2011, so an agreement regarding 2012 without the need for litigation 
seems like a good compromise.”   responded that he agreed and had discussed the issue 
with  

By December 10, 2010,  was looking for a more definitive response from   He 
emailed Lowe,     and   “We need a yes or no – will 

 agree to exit the business after this year?  If the answer is yes, then I think there is room 
to negotiate the rest.  If not, I see no reason to negotiate further.”  He asked Lowe to contact 
                                                           
57  October 12, 2010 Press Release that  was appointed by FDIC and was to begin work in early 

November. 
58  November 8, 2010 Announcement by  that   was joining FDIC’s Enforcement Section. 
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 for clarification.  On December 15, 2010,  wrote to  that   
would not commit to exit the RALs business after the tax season.  She added, “I will go forward 
with our call with  tomorrow.”  (See Section XVI for more detail on  
interaction with  

E. The FDIC’s Double-Downgrade of  in its October 25, 2010 S&S 
Examination – Completed January 19, 2011 

The FDIC double-downgraded  in its October 25, 2010 S&S ROE to a  composite 
from the  it had received at its March 23, 2009 S&S Examination.  The October 25, 2010 
S&S ROE’s “Matters Requiring Board Attention” section related solely to concerns identified in 
the then-pending May 15, 2009 Compliance Examination. 59  Equally, the primary topic of the 
S&S ROE, more generally, included concerns identified in the then-pending May 15, 2009 
Compliance Examination regarding  RAL and non-traditional lending programs.  
Within the “Examination Conclusions and Comments” section of the S&S ROE, the first page 
and a half described only Compliance Examination concerns.  Further, the “Management” 
portion of that section that explained the rationale for the  Management component rating, 
exclusively discusses compliance-related concerns.  Notably, the then-pending May 15, 2009 
Compliance Examination violations were primarily due to the bank’s adjustable-rate mortgage 
(ARM) re-pricing practices.  The S&S ROE component and composite ratings were as follows: 

Component  Rating 

Capital   
Asset Quality  
Management  
Earnings  
Liquidity  
Sensitivity to Market Risk  

Composite  
 

The S&S ROE noted that the bank’s reviews of its RAL program were inadequate; however, the 
prior year’s S&S ROE did not note any concerns or inadequacies with the review completed by 
Jefferson Wells, Inc., who assessed ERO compliance with ’s bank policy and 
procedures.  

The discussion of earnings included a comment on the negative impact to earnings that would 
result if the tax business line was terminated.  RALs income made up  percent of the bank’s 
2010 income.  Termination of this program impacted the bank’s net interest margin which 

                                                           
59  For additional supervisory history, related to RALs, for , See Appendix 5. 
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compares the bank’s interest earning assets (i.e., loans to customers, investments, etc.) to 
liabilities (i.e., deposits, notes payable, etc.).  A weakened net interest margin puts earnings 
pressure on the bank to support its operations.  

Financially, the bank experienced improvements in 2010 over 2009.  Examiners noted 
improvement within the asset quality component of the bank.  Return on Average Assets went 
from  percent in 2009 to  percent in 2010.  Delinquent loans declined from  percent 
in 2009, to percent in 2010.  Tier 1 leverage capital increased from  percent in 2009 to 

 percent in 2010.  Finally, the bank’s net interest margin (net interest income as a percent of 
average earning assets) improved from percent in 2009 to  percent in 2010.  The table 
below compares ’s financial ratios to those of peer banks.  In every metric below, 
except its net loss for loans to individuals,  outperforms the peer group. 

Key Ratio  
12/31/2010 

Peer Group 
12/31/2010 

Return on Average Assets   

Net Interest Margin   

Tier One Capital   

Net Loss to Avg. Total Loans   

Net Loss for Loans to Individuals   

Net Loan Growth   
Source:  2010 Uniform Bank Performance Report for  

The FDIC’s recommendations to the bank resulting from the S&S ROE included improving the 
quality of the methodology of the allowance for loan and lease losses, the profit plan, and the 
audit function. 

F. Relevant FDIC Internal Communications Regarding the  October 25, 2010 
S&S ROE Double-Downgrade 

While the October 25, 2010 S&S ROE was the culmination of the FDIC’s work on the  
 examination, one can ascertain the process utilized to reach ’s final rating by 

evaluating communications between examiners in the field,  RO staff, and management 
in the RO and WO.  

On October 21, 2010, prior to the opening date of the October 25, 2010 S&S Examination, one 
day after  expressed concern to him about the proposed “2” S&S rating for  and 
in light of weaknesses identified in the then pending May 15, 2009 Compliance ROE, Lowe sent 
a draft letter addressed to  to his staff.  The draft letter told the bank that the FDIC was 
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proposing a Consent Order “directed at facilitating your exit from RAL lending and other such 
programs” and alerted it of the fact that it would be downgraded to a composite in the bank’s 
S&S examination.  Lowe instructed  “once the letter is sent, please ensure the RM 
[risk management] items are downgraded.”  That same day, Lowe sent the same draft letter to 

 and  for their feedback and assured them that they would also see the 
draft order before it went to the bank.   replied to Lowe, copying  and 

, “[t]hanks for planning to send the  [sic] Order to  and me.  
I want to make sure that we won’t conflict with any provisions that we intend to include in on 
[sic]   Also since  is going to  at the CRC, I want  

 to be in a position to tell him about it ahead of time in case there would be some 
reason to think ahead on the order presentation to the banks.”  

Between October 21 – 25, 2010, the chain of emails between Lowe and  copying 
, and  continued.   wrote, “They  must be crazy to 

proceed without the debt indicator??”  Later, he added, “The RO has a responsibility to make 
sure that the bank is not taking a damaging risk.  Is that your plan?  The tax season must be 
starting about now.  It’s a huge red flag, if my understand[ing] is correct, that  is willing 
to suffer through litigation in order to protect itself.”  Lowe replied simply, “[t]hat is the plan.” 

As described previously, by November 18, 2010, field staff were aware of Lowe’s instruction to 
 to “…make sure our examination team at  is closely considering the bank’s 

business plan, and potential changes and impacts relative to RAL lending, and that the 
compliance findings are fully considered in the management and composite [S&S] ratings.”60 

As of December 6, 2010, the S&S ROE was still in process; however, internal correspondence 
from Lowe confirms the plan was to issue a proposed Cease and Desist or Consent Order against 

 for lax oversight of its third-party programs, including RALs, which mirrored the 
language used for the  Consent Order.  The Order required improved oversight of third-
party products and noted preliminary findings from the ongoing examination, in particular: 
nominal oversight of nontraditional activities and reliance on third-party vendors to administer 
consumer compliance for each product, including marketing materials and training, and the need 
for improvement in ERO monitoring, due diligence, and documentation.  

Ratings discussions for  occurred on December 7, 2010.  There was a view that  
’s rating should be consistent with ’s.  That, in and of itself, is not necessarily 

problematic because one of DSC’s (now RMS’s) tasks is to ensure consistent treatment across 

                                                           
60  Email from Lowe to  no subject, November 2, 2010. 
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the institutions it supervises.61 At this juncture a  composite rating was discussed, rather than 
the  composite rating that the examiners and first-line management had initially wanted 
because, according to them, “there are other factors at play here;” and “[c]onsidering what has 
transpired with  (very political), I’d be surprised if we go with a  composite especially 
since  has pretty strong controls and oversight of their programs, and  is 
severely lacking.   is getting an overall  – based on risk management findings alone it 
would be a composite ;” and “there may be other agendas or politics in play at the RO senior 
management level…”  On December 8, 2010,  wrote to  and  that 
“[g]iving  a composite  seemed like an enormous stretch based on the overall exam 
findings.  I don’t think it will be a big stretch to make  a .” 

On December 27, 2010, an examination exit meeting was held with the bank’s management 
regarding ’s Compliance ROE.   told the bank it 
would face an enforcement action that would require the bank to exit both tax and social security 
products.  It is noteworthy that, at the time, ’s tax products accounted for 66 percent of 
the bank’s income as of June 30, 2010.  As of December 30, 2010, ’s ROAA was 1.32 
percent.  Income generated from the RALs and the  made up about 70 
percent of the total ROAA.  The May 15, 2009 Compliance ROE was completed and mailed to 

 on December 30, 2010.  However, UDAP matters remained pending and were under 
review by the WO, with placeholders left in the report.  The  was scheduled to be part of a 
nationwide horizontal review of its ERO providers planned by the WO.  The Consent Order 
remained in process and included requirements to address CMS weaknesses and to exit the tax 
division business (which included RAL products). 

On January 5, 2011,  emailed Lowe, copying   and others, and noted 
that examiners had found no major concerns during the S&S Examination for .  By 
this point, the EIC had conceded to the ratings ; however, the email noted the 
Management component could be decreased once they saw the final Compliance ROE to ensure 
it accurately reflected compliance concerns.   

Financially, according to  email, it appears the bank maintained a strong balance 
sheet.  The Bank’s Tier  leverage capital was approximately  percent, and classifications 
approximated  percent, a decrease from the previous S&S Examination.  The bank’s liquidity 
was strong, with moderate sensitivity that examiners felt management was adequately 

                                                           
61  The Uniform Financial Institutions Rating System (UFIRS) was adopted by the Federal Financial Institutions 

Examination Council (FFIEC) on November 13, 1979, and updated in December 1996.  “Over the years, the 
UFIRS proved to be an effective supervisory tool for evaluating financial institutions on a uniform basis and for 
identifying institutions requiring special attention…  Under this system, the supervisory agencies endeavor to 
ensure all financial institutions are evaluated in a comprehensive and uniform manner, and that supervisory 
attention is appropriately focused on institutions exhibiting financial and operational weaknesses or adverse 
trends.”  

 (BASIC EXAMINATION CONCEPTS AND GUIDELINES, Section 1.1) 
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monitoring.  ’s Bank Secrecy Act and information technology examinations did not 
reveal any material concerns.   indicated to Lowe,   and others that “if 
not for the bank’s material Compliance problems, and third-party risks – this would likely have 
been a composite  bank.”  Correspondence identified coordination between DCP and RMS in 
the WO because the S&S findings were clearly predicated on the Compliance results.  

On January 19, 2011, field staff told  that “…Washington wants to review the draft [  
] report, so I wanted to get it into their hands ASAP.”  When interviewed as a part of this 

Inquiry,  told us it is unusual for draft examinations to be reviewed in the WO prior to 
being finalized by the RO.   said she cannot say it never happens, but it is rare.  In general, 
for a draft report to come to the WO, she told us there has to be an “extraordinary issue.”  

Ultimately,  received a management component rating of    told us it was 
uncommon for a bank to have  and  component ratings across the board but have a  
management rating.  However, she said it was “not out of the realm of possibility.”  Overall, 

 received a composite rating of  for its October 25, 2010 S&S Examination, though 
no component rating, other than management, was less than a   

XVI. Beginnings of the Idea to Pursue a Horizontal Review and Weaknesses in the 
Case Against  that Spurred the Review Forward 

On December 16, 2010,  wrote to  copying  Pearce, and  that 
 had declined to stipulate to the proposed Consent Order.  She further stated that, “[t]he 

bank has also submitted a plan to compensate for the lost [sic] of the debt indicator.  We would 
have a stronger case if we spent some time...going back into some of the EROS to identify 
control weaknesses and exposure to the bank.  We would focus these reviews on areas we 
think the bank’s oversight is most vulnerable.”  Benefits listed included, “[w]e have [sic] will 
have more support of poor third party oversight that will stand up in an Order.”; “[w]e can 
expand the action to address all tax refund products, not just RALs”; and “Legal will more likely 
support the Notice [of Charges] after we get more information.”   closed by saying, 
“[w]e can discuss in more detail tomorrow.”  

Pearce asked  and  on December 22, 2010, to outline strengths and weaknesses of a 
RAL case against  including an assessment of the merits on both debt indicator and 
third-party oversight issues and likelihood of success, both with and without additional 
examination efforts.  He also discussed the idea of a “random selection of EROS, [and then] 
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visits without notice to the institution.”62 This process is known as a horizontal review.  Pearce 
then told  and  that:  

Based on our conversation with  earlier this week and conversations I’ve had 
with Marty [Gruenberg] and Sheila [Bair] I think we will be best served having a document to 
describe the strategy of dealing with  and the options for moving forward (e.g. file the 
action now with the evidence we have vs. expending additional resources to assess other areas 
in the upcoming tax season through a horizontal review of RAL banks).  There is some 
skepticism that we will be in a different position in six months, and before we shift gears, I 
want to have some meaningful conversations with Board members.  In particular, am sensitive 
to  view that now may be the best time to move forward.  I don't want to pull 
the plug without having a fulsome conversation on strategy…  I want to get Board members 
on the same page on this case and having a staff assessment might be helpful in getting to that 
end.  

On December 28, 2010,  asked Pearce whether the OCC’s actions against  changed 
Pearce’s “recommendation to defer bringing a Notice against  until a special 
examination concludes in 1Q 2011.”  Pearce replied, “[a]fter talking with you, Marty 
[Gruenberg], and Sheila [Bair] about this over the past week, I have asked staff to prepare a 
memorandum to summarize the strengths/weaknesses of our case and our options.  I doubt my 
recommendation will change, but want to make sure we are giving you a full picture of the case 
and the pros/cons of possible next steps.” 

When interviewed by our office, Pearce stated that he was responsible for the horizontal review, 
a strategy he advocated for any bank with a RAL business.63  He put  in charge of the 
review.  According to Pearce, the “RAL strategy” was to understand third-party oversight by the 
banks, and he believed the best way to do that was during tax season.  The horizontal review was 
the mechanism he decided would be useful for all three institutions, but “certainly  was 
the focus.” 

On December 29, 2010, Pearce reached out to the  RO to ask about ’s 
examination exit meeting.   replied via email to Pearce, copying Lowe,  and 

 that a Consent Order mirroring ’s was prepared, but “as discussed during our 
                                                           
62  According to the Report of Visitation that was written following horizontal review, the decision not to provide 

advanced notice of the horizontal review was made “due to reports by examiners, who conducted the on-site 
FDIC ERO visits in March 2010, that ERO representatives appeared to have been ‘coached’” by  No 
similar accusations had been made about the other two RALs banks that were slated to be subjects of the 
national horizontal review. 

63  Bair told us “  was handled by Mark Pearce. I was kept informed, and if I authorized anything, it was 
upon his recommendation. (I do remember this being discussed during our policy meetings and challenging 
staff about whether we should pursue an institution-specific supervisory and enforcement strategy without 
first defining our overall policy toward RALs.)   As you know, enforcement cases were not processed through 
the Chairman's office, but rather went through a special case review committee chaired by an FDIC director.” 
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teleconference,” the examination report was sufficient to request ’s exit of “several 
third party business lines” with the goal being to get the bank out of RALs after the then current 
tax season.   also noted that the  RO planned to conduct visitations of EROs in 
February.   then wrote to Pearce, Lowe, and  copying  to clarify.  He 
stated that RO Legal would consult with the WO to revise the proposed  Consent 
Order to include RAL and third-party activity in anticipation of presenting the Consent Order at 
the bank’s February Board meeting.  He added, “[i]t has been stated previously that the WO 
(Sylvia) is developing a plan for conducting onsite visitations of the EROs for  and 
other RAL lenders.”  Therefore, the  RO would hold off on conducting its own visits so 
they would not conflict with WO initiatives.  Pearce replied “[t]hanks for clarifying.  This all 
sounds great.” 

The horizontal review initiative became important enough to be considered for addition to the 
FDIC’s 2011 Corporate Performance Goals.  Ultimately, it became a Division-Level Goal for 
2011 to conduct a collaborative RMS-DCP horizontal review of banks engaged in RAL 
programs to assess the safety and soundness of program management and compliance with 
applicable law, including guidance on unfair and deceptive acts or practices. 

The specifics began to take shape in January 2011.  On January 2, 2011, Pearce wrote to 
 copying  “[we] need to move quickly on our RAL strategy…  I’d envision a 

multi-Region team of examiners doing sweeps of tax preparers in a ‘blitz’ (e.g. one week 
period).  We need to develop a specific checklist of things to look for, based on our prior 
conversations…  I’ll want to see the list prior to finalization.  We need to run this from 
Washington, since it is a horizontal review with a national scope.”   agreed.  On January 
3, 2011,  then notified Lowe,   and  that “[a]s previously 
discussed we have decided to conduct a horizontal review of EROs...  I will lead the initiative 
from the WO” and that the national initiative would replace any planned RO reviews. 

On January 6, 2011, a “Draft Litigation Risk Assessment Memorandum for  was sent 
by  to      and  and the final was sent to 
Pearce on January 7, 2011.   wrote, “[o]ur conclusion is that, given both the  
supervisory history and currently known information, litigation risk is high.”  Later he goes 
further, “[t]he Legal Division believes the litigation risk in relying primarily on safety and 
soundness arguments to eliminate the RAL product line is extremely high…”  

 explained that while, at the time,  was operating under a Cease and Desist Order 
issued on February 27, 2009, the “Order does not restrict the  ability to offer TRS 
products generally,” and that the recently issued Compliance ROE reflected that “deficiencies 
previously criticized in the RAL have been corrected…” and “contains very little, if any, direct 
criticism of the Bank’s RAL lending and no criticism of the  other TRS products.”  He 
continued: 
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Section 8(b) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, 12 U.S.C. §1818(b), sets forth the FDIC’s 
authority with regard to issuance of a Cease and Desist Order…  Generally speaking, while 
section 8(b) allows for imposition of an order requiring corrective action or affirmative relief, 
the remedy sought by the FDIC must have a reasonable nexus to the complained of violations or 
practices.  

 concluded, “[t]here is a very limited nexus between these concerns and the  RAL 
and TRS program.”  He also stated, “[w]e are not aware of any examination staff, at this time, 
in a position to opine as an expert witness that some deficiency in the TRS or RAL program, 
observed to date, rises to an unsafe or unsound practice, or that the Bank is faced with 
abnormal risk of loss from the program. 

 further concluded, “[b]ecause of the substantial litigation risks from proceeding with a 
Notice of Charges against  on the TRS and RAL lines of business at this time, we 
recommend the FDIC hold any enforcement action in abeyance pending the proposed 
horizontal visitations of the EROs.” 

On January 8, 2011,  wrote to the , Pearce, 
 and  and went further than  did in the memorandum.  “  

supervisory history will ensure we lose given the examiners’ earlier conclusions -- unless the 
debt indicator somehow changes the whole equation, which I don’t think it does in our case, at 
least not yet, because we are a day late and dollar short for this tax season.  In my judgment, 
we have a very low--I’d say barely 50%--chance of success.” 

 also explained, on January 7, 2011, that the FDIC’s position with respect to  
differed from the OCC’s with   “OCC told  to get out of the RAL business unless 
they could come up with an acceptable underwriting plan – in the absence of the Debt Indicator 
from the IRS.   submitted at least two plans that were deemed ‘unacceptable’” and 
ultimately agreed to exit the business at the OCC’s request.   pointed out that the FDIC 
had not yet analyzed the plan submitted by  and that  was not willing to 
voluntarily exit the business. 

On January 7, 2011, Pearce wrote to    and  copying  and 
 “we should all get together next week to discuss options and strategy” for the three 

RAL institutions.  On January 9, 2011, Pearce wanted information to brief the Chairman and 
about “our strategy around tax refund products” the following week.  The draft agenda 

for that meeting included the following topics: RALs vs RACs (Refund Anticipation Checks), a 
discussion of the three banks in RALs, OCC and  the horizontal review, and strategic 
options, including goals.   

On January 10, 2011,  emailed Pearce, following up on their December 28, 2010 
exchange, about when  could expect the  options memorandum.  Pearce replied 
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via email to  that day and attached the January 7, 2011 Litigation Risk Assessment 
Memorandum.  Pearce also stated in the email that he wanted to meet with  briefly that 
day or the next day, that he would arrange a full briefing for  and Bair later that week, and 
that “I think there are different staff perspectives on strategy and it will be helpful for you 
[  and Sheila [Bair] to hear different views and provide feedback.”   replied that he 
could meet with Pearce on January 11, 2011. 

On January 14, 2011,  sent     and Pearce a list of “pros 
and cons” regarding asking  to exit RALs or filing a NOC against them based on the 
bank’s RAL program.  “Pros” included exhibiting consistency with other regulators, “clearly 
express[ing] the FDIC’s concern that RALs are an unnecessary and unacceptable small dollar 
loan product,” showing the FDIC’s commitment to protecting consumers, decreasing  
reputational risk, and providing an expedient exit from RAL lending.  “Cons,” included but were 
not limited to, the fact that no formal examination had occurred while the new underwriting 
standards proposed by  were in place, that the new underwriting standard was untested 
and therefore hard to prove unsafe and unsound, that the bank’s underwriting plan appeared to , 
“involve at least as much underwriting as the FDIC appears to think adequate,” in its Small-
Dollar Loan Pilot, and that the bank’s RAL program had a historically low default rate.  WO 
Legal concluded, “[t]here would be a very high litigation risk if the FDIC were to issue a 
Notice and try this case.  We estimate that our chances of success are significantly less than 
50%.”  When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry,  said that the FDIC almost never 
brings cases forward where there is a belief that it has less than a fifty percent chance of winning. 

In handwritten notes that  took on the same day, he wrote under the heading “Cons”: 

We cannot legally order or otherwise direct them [  to stop RAL loans – absent  
consent – except through [a] Notice [of Charges] + [and] hearing.  

[There is a] [h]igh risk that we would lose a hearing badly – with a court concluding, e.g., that 
 underwriting is at least as good as what we endorse for [the] Small-Dollar Loan 

Pilot (or have accepted elsewhere). 

A Congressional reaction is certainly possible. 

A review of ROE(s) would show the findings are considerably less favorable to the bank than 
what [the] EIC proposed. 

 had also conveyed some of these concerns, the previous day, by email, to  and 
 copying  and  “I am concerned about the litigation risk (and related FDIC 

reputational risk) of going forward with a Notice of Charges based on this analysis [of FDIC’s 
review of  underwriting plan].” 
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 told us that she was aware of the legal “pros and cons” of bringing an enforcement action 
against  because she was working with  on the issue at the time.   agreed that 
there were many more cons to taking action against  and stated that she agreed with all 
of  cons.  When asked why they continued to press regardless of all the cons, she said that 
was what her supervisor,  wanted and again cited the rhetorical question regarding  
– if that size bank cannot manage RALs, how could ?64 

 replied to the group above on  email with additional “pros” for them to consider.  
 believed that action was supported by, among other things, “a specific finding from FDIC 

examiners who are credible retail credit experts,”65 the FDIC’s supervisory approach of 
mitigating  “identified substantive risk before there is damage,” the deterrent effect it could have 
on other banks, and the reduced supervisory resources required if  agreed to settle and 
exit the RAL business. 

Then on January 16, 2011, discussions turned to what would be said at the  Board 
meeting, scheduled for January 19, 2011, to cover both the Compliance and S&S ROEs.   
stated to  and Pearce, copying  that  would “express disappointment 
that there was no agreement to exit RALs and say we are considering other options.” 

On January 17, 2011,  wrote to  that he would support DSC with respect to the 
actions they wished to take against  but “the risk management case on RALs is not that 
strong, so I would like to go after them on consumer issues.”  He asked about the least cost 
method of getting them to consent.  “If we have to, then let’s do the horizontal, but that’s 
ultimately your [  and Mark’s [Pearce] call.”   shared  view.  On 
January 20, 2011,          
(  , and Pearce were included on an 
email chain about the draft letter to  asking them to exit RALs.  When the discussion 
turned to next steps should the bank refuse to exit,  agreed that the “Legal Division 
would be prepared to go forward with a Notice [of Charges] if that was the strategy DSC wants 
to follow” but it “would involve high litigation risks.”  Despite the burden of proof66 resting 
with the FDIC to show that  RAL program was problematic,  wrote to 
Pearce,    and  that  “will not cease his RAL 
program” and it “is up to him to demonstrate that this is not unsafe or unsound.” 

                                                           
64 The FDIC appears to have based its strategy for eliminating RALs from its institutions based, in part, on a 

theoretical argument rather than hard evidence which, once collected, generally demonstrated that  
was able to adequately manage the risks of its RAL programs. 

65  The retail credit experts were not, however, in  words or their own, RAL experts. See Section XIII. 
66  According to the RMS Manual of Examination Policies,  “…mere suspicion is not sufficient grounds to institute 

this enforcement proceeding. Any such action must rationally be based on facts and evidence, as the FDIC has 
the burden of proving formal charges set out in a Notice of Charges.” 
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Gruenberg was briefed on RALs by Pearce and others on January 20, 2011.  When interviewed, 
as a part of this Inquiry, he said he did not specifically remember the “pros and cons” 
memorandum.  He also stated that, as Vice Chairman, he had no formal role in reviewing this 
type of memoranda.   told us that Legal presented the litigation risk to the CRC and, 
though a factor, it was not determinative as to whether to go forward against  

XVII.  Attempt to Negotiate  Exit from RALs 

In late January 2011,  began working to get  to consent to exit RALs through a 
Written Agreement rather than a Consent Order.  As  explained during his interview for this 
Inquiry, if  refused to sign the Written Agreement, the next step would be a NOC that 
would have to go through the Administrative Law process.  The terms of the NOC would have to 
hold up in front of the Administrative Law Judge.  A Written Agreement, on the other hand, 
would allow the parties more leeway to simply negotiate and agree to terms.  

On January 26, 2011,  wrote to   and  copying  and  
(  forwarded the email to Pearce,  and  that:  

…  and I called  to ascertain whether he was willing to work toward a 
settlement where the bank would exit the RAL business for the 2011 tax season, which from the 
bank’s perspective begins in March.   seemed very receptive to the idea…  He expressed 
interest in being approved for the supplemental bid list, and I told him that this could be 
something that was on the table.  

As described in detail later at Section XXXI, the FDIC’s bidders list is a list of banks that are 
qualified by the FDIC, based on their ratings and financial conditions, among other factors, to 
purchase failing institutions.   CRA “Needs to Improve” rating based on the spousal 
signature violation (that even Bair questioned67) and composite  S&S rating would typically 
be too low to qualify it for the FDIC’s bidders list. 

 then emailed , copying Lowe and  and stated that they could discuss 
“conditions under which the bank would be allowed to bid on failing banks once this Written 
Agreement or a similar document is executed and an acceptable plan to exit the RAL business 
is filed.  This can be handled through our normal business plan change process.”  She 
forwarded the email to    and Pearce, copying   and 

 and added that “…  is amenable to pursing a settlement whereby   
exits the RAL business.  He has several conditions on his wish list, most of which we can 
accommodate without much problem.” 

However, on January 31, 2011,  stated that she and  had spoken with  that 
day, and on January 28, 2011, and that ger was amenable to exiting the RAL business 
                                                           
67  See Section V supra. 
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if his conditions were simultaneously met which “is simply not workable.”   reported 
that, “I have stated in no uncertain terms that signing the Written Agreement is a pre-requisite 
for beginning the bid list access process, which needs to occur in the context of a business 
plan change.” 

When interviewed,  told us that ger, in their very first conversation, told her he 
wanted  to be on the bid list for failed banks.  She believed she had told  
that to do so,  would first need to exit the RAL business.  She told him she believed if 
the bank did that, it would eliminate both compliance and S&S concerns and would certainly 
pave a path to getting on the bid list.  She did not think this was unreasonable.  However, 
according to   wanted it in writing that if  exited, it would get on the 
bid list.   said that she could not make such a promise.   believed the bank’s RAL 
business was the primary issue causing problems for the bank and that if  was to “get rid 
of the offending issue” it would be fine, as it was an otherwise well-run institution.   said 
she did not promise a ratings upgrade, but she said that it stood to follow that if  exited, 
“everything else would be good.” 

XVIII.  Appeal of the August 30, 2010 S&S Examination 

On January 24, 2011,  sent a letter to  acknowledging that the bank had 
received the August 30, 2010 S&S ROE on December 2, 2010.   by that time, had also 
received a proposed Consent Order, on November 18, 2010, relating to its TRS business.  In his 
letter,  addressed, among other issues, the disparity in rating between the FDIC’s 
composite rating and the State of  composite  rating for the bank.  He also 
noted that the  had recommended a composite  rating and had told the 
bank’s Board at a meeting, on September 15, 2010, that “they [the examiners] look at the tax 
business from a risk assessment standpoint and the audit function looked very strong.  He also 
stated that the financial performance at TRS was extremely strong and so far, he has noted that 
no safety and soundness issues exist that are related to the tax business.” 

On January 28, 2011,  sent a letter to  copying  alerting them that 
 planned to appeal the composite rating.  He also requested additional time (until 

March 15, 2011) to do so, given settlement negotiations between the bank and FDIC were 
ongoing.   granted  request for an extension to file its appeal on January 28, 
2011.  She provided a new deadline for appeal of March 30, 2011. 

If an institution receives an ROE or other written communication that contains disputed material 
supervisory determinations, the institution may submit a written request for review to the 
Director of DCP (for compliance issues) or the Director of RMS (for safety and soundness 
issues) within 60 days following the receipt of the ROE or written communication.  Then, the 
DCP or RMS Director will issue a written determination within 45 days of receipt of the bank’s 
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written request.  An institution that does not agree with the written determination by DCP or 
RMS may file an appeal with the FDIC’s Supervision Appeals Review Committee (SARC) 
within 30 days from the date of the written determination.  The SARC is comprised of three 
voting members, drawn from the most senior management levels at the FDIC, and the FDIC’s 
General Counsel, who is a non-voting member of the committee.  The SARC will notify the 
institution, in writing, of its decision concerning the disputed material supervisory 
determination(s) within 45 days from the date the SARC meets to consider the appeal.  The 
meeting will be held within 90 days from the date the appeal is filed.68 

 sent its appeal of the August 30, 2010 S&S ROE to  on February 4, 2011.  
 sent a letter, dated February 10, 2011, denying the appeal.  The primary reasons 

offered for the denial were that the bank had been notified of a proposed formal enforcement 
action on November 18, 2010, and that a Notice of Charges was issued against the bank on 
February 9, 2011.  The enforcement process supersedes and terminates a bank’s right to appeal.69  

On February 16, 2011, and as discussed in more detail below,  emailed Lowe, 
copying Bair,    and Gruenberg, “[i]t is baffling why the FDIC, on 
January 28th, would encourage and grant us an extension to file the appeal until March 30th if our 
right to appeal had already terminated.”  As discussed below at Section XXIII, no clear 
explanation was provided to  by the FDIC that addressed why an appeal extension 
was granted if no appeal right existed at the time. 

XIX. Planning for, and Approval of, the Horizontal Review 

On January 27, 2011,  and Pearce met with Bair about a potential horizontal review of the 
banks offering RALs and their EROs.   discussed the loss of the DI and Pearce covered the 
horizontal review.   notified  of the meeting.  That same day, Pearce wrote to 
Bair, copying  and  

 approach on the debt indicator is showing promise.  However, in the event it 
is unsuccessful, we are preparing for a horizontal review of third parties (tax preparers) 
offering bank products in early February.  As I mentioned at the policy meeting, 
unannounced visits to tax preparers is likely to generate complaints from the banks and tax 
preparers.  If it becomes public, I’m sure there would be press interest.  Given all this and the 
resources required to do this well,  and I would like to brief you on this as soon as you 
have time available – 15 minutes should be enough.  If you have concerns on our approach, 
it’d be good to flesh them out before examiners and legal ramp up the final planning. 

                                                           
68  https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/sarc/sarc.pdf; The FDIC’s Guidelines for Appeals of Material 

Supervisory Determinations (Published at 77 Federal Register 17055, (March 23, 2012); 
http://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/sarc/sarcguidelines.html. 

69  Id. 

https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/sarc/sarc.pdf
http://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/sarc/sarcguidelines.html
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On January 28, 2011, Pearce briefed  and  on his meeting with Bair.  “We have 
the green light for horizontal review if banks are unwilling to voluntarily exit due to debt 
indicator.  Think the Chairman (and everyone else) would hope we can resolve this without 
the need to allocation [sic] of this level of resources.”   replied that the review would be 
pushed back until after the  Board meeting, scheduled for February 14, 2011. 

On February 3, 2011,  updated Pearce on the status of actions with respect to the three 
RAL banks.  Then, on February 4, 2011,  sent details on the upcoming horizontal 
review, including the checklist of questions that would be asked at the EROs, to all the Regional 
Directors, copying  Pearce,  and others. 

XX. Continued Efforts Toward a Written Agreement with  

At the end of January and into February 2011,  continued her efforts to settle with 
 as the horizontal review was being planned in parallel.  This effort included continued 

consideration of a written agreement.  On January 31, 2011,  wrote to  “we should 
separate the debt indicator piece from the rest of the exam and try to execute something like a 
written agreement to exit.  Among the things that I don’t know is whether the program is so bad 
that they should have to stop now to avert consumer harm.”  On February 1, 2011,  
informed  “I have looked at the outstanding order and we would be agreeable to 
terminating the Order with Written Agreement from the bank to exit the RAL business.”  

 also made clear in an email to  Lowe,  Pearce, and  copying 
 and others that they had all agreed that “we are not planning to go after any of 

 other tax related products if they agree to exit the RAL business.” 

 desire to be placed on the FDIC’s bidders list of banks allowed to acquire failing 
institutions, as a part of any agreement to settle, remained an issue on the minds of FDIC 
personnel.   wrote to  Pearce,  and  copying  Lowe, and 
others that “…I would like to make sure everyone is on the same page with regard to the 
prerequisites for getting on the bid list.  I think they should be explicitly spelled out.  Lowe 
responded, “[a]gree with  – with this bank  let’s be as transparent as possible 
on bid list qualifications.  I would anticipate that immediately after executing the agreement, 
they will contact us as soon as the same day on accessing intralinks [the bidding system].”  

 took steps to that end on February 5, 2011.  She revised a draft letter to  
regarding RALs to deemphasize the link between  signing the Written Agreement to 
exit the RAL business and the bank being added to the FDIC’s bidders list.  Specifically, she told 

     Lowe, and others, via email, that “I’ve also fuzzied up 
the specifics regarding the bid list discussion…”  She removed language that read, “[i]n addition, 
the FDIC committed to review the Bank’s request to be added to the FDIC’s bidder’s list, subject 
to satisfaction of due diligence concerns, after the Bank had entered into the Written Agreement 
and exited the RAL business.” 
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With the date of the horizontal review fast approaching, on February 7, 2011,  told 
, respectively, 

that the “ultimatum letter [was] sent to  this morning.”  She also stated that if there was 
no resolution with  “then we can issue the Notice as early as Wednesday.”   
replied, “[t]hanks for the heads up .”   relayed to colleagues that  
letter to  “threatens  that if the WA [Written Agreement] is not signed by 
tomorrow, that we plan to issue the NOC.” 

XXI. The  Notice of Charges 

According to meeting notes taken by  he met with      
and others, on February 7, 2011, to discuss  and the other banks in RALs.   
reflected in his notes that  reported that there would be a meeting with  at 4:00 
p.m. that day.   also alerted the group that  had filed a SARC appeal of its 
August 30, 2010 S&S ROE.  According to  notes,  then stated that the “Debt 
Indicator is mentioned in the ROE, but may not be a major focus” and “[i]n the review process, 
the [S&S examination] rating was changed.”  

 in his capacity as Chairman of the CRC, was briefed, later that day, by Legal and DSC 
on the proposed NOC against  and, following that meeting, Legal was authorized to file 
the NOC.  According to  notes from that meeting, attendees included,   

  Pearce,  and   Then, at 5:40 p.m.,  emailed the CRC members, 
including   and  copying    Lowe,  

  , stating: 

Please be advised that following an oral briefing of [CRC]  today by 
representatives of the Legal Division and The Division of Supervision and Consumer 
Protection, the Legal Division has been authorized to file a Notice of Charges against 

… by Wednesday February 9, 2011 for unsafe and unsound banking practices in 
connection with the underwriting of Refund Anticipation Loans (RALs).  Although a full 
briefing of the case will take place at the CRC meeting scheduled for February 17, 2011, 

 and  will be glad to brief you individually in advance of filing should 
you so desire. 

 forwarded the email, later that evening, to Bair, copying Eberley. 

According to the CRC’s charter, the CRC is supposed to vote, under certain circumstances, in 
order to express its concurrence that a NOC go forward and be issued.70 When we spoke to 

 as a part of this Inquiry, he explained that the  NOC did not need CRC 
approval because it did not include a CMP, removal action, or restitution.  However, 

                                                           
70  FDIC Board Resolution Seal No. 061427 as amended; FDIC Board Resolution Seal No. 074120 as amended. 
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enforcement actions that can be issued under delegated authority by management can be brought 
to the CRC.  

FDIC Board Resolution Seal No. 07227, Section B “Functions and Duties The Case Review 
Committee Shall -” part (2) reads:  

review in advance and approve the initiation under delegated authority of certain enforcement 
actions within the scope of the adopted Guidelines for Enforcement Actions Against 
Individuals (i) based upon a determination by the Director, Division of Supervision and 
Consumer Protection, or his designee, after consultation with the Legal Division, that a 
proposed enforcement action may affect Corporation policy, attract unusual attention or 
publicity, or involve an issue of first impression, and the Chairperson of the Committee 
determines that review and approval by the Committee would be desirable, or (ii) based upon a 
discretionary determination by the Chairperson of the Committee that such prior review and 
approval is desirable. 

Given that the minutes of the February 17, 2011 CRC meeting reflect that  was 
discussed but no vote was taken to approve the NOC, it appears that , as CRC 
Chairman, did not formally refer the matter to the full CRC for a vote.   told our office 
that, in this instance, the reality was that the  NOC would not have gone forward if the 
Chairman of the CRC was not in favor of the NOC.   told us that the WO was clearly 
invested in the decision and even though the authority was delegated to the field. 

Therefore, as discussed above at Section XV,  was a part of drafting the  Consent 
Order, that was ultimately voted on by the CRC which he chaired.  Additionally, as discussed at 
Section XIII, he prompted staff to issue letters rejecting the RAL underwriting plan for  
before the FDIC had completed its analysis of the plan.  While  did not recall seeing or 
reviewing the analysis of  plan nor directing anyone to find the plan inadequate, when 
asked if he understood that the deficiency of the plan was a basis for going forward with the 
NOC, he replied that it was a critical factor, as the plan was a key part of underwriting.  It 
appears  was then presented the NOC by management for his concurrence. 

 told us he is “only a board member and does not dictate supervision tactics.”   
stated that he never directed supervisory or examination activity and if anyone felt he was giving 
direction, no one worked for him; that falls under the FDIC Chairman.   said he could not 
speculate on what anyone would do based on discussions he had with them.  He stated that 
“telling people what to do is not my style.”    
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XXII. The Final Push to Get  out of RALs 

At the end of 2010 and beginning of 2011, the FDIC was also working to get  to 
abandon its RAL business.  This effort was executed by the same FDIC personnel that had 
spurred the push against  

A. A  Consent Order Versus Written Agreement 

On November 18, 2010,  sent Lowe and  a draft  Consent Order and 
provided a list of findings regarding the bank’s lack of third-party oversight.  Like the draft 

 Consent Order, the draft Consent Order for  instructed the bank to exit RALs 
and gave management 30 days to provide a Risk Management Plan for their RAL program that 
would be reviewed by Lowe for a determination about whether the bank could re-enter the 
business.  As with the draft  Consent Order, the draft  Consent Order was 
vetted in the WO.  On the same day Lowe received the draft from  he sent it to  
for her review and approval of next steps.  A more formal memorandum followed, on December 
10, 2010, from  to  which requested consultation and concurrence on the 
proposed  Consent Order.  A revised draft Consent Order was sent to  and 

 on January 5, 2011, for their review.   then sent the draft to  and Pearce, 
copying   and others on January 31, 2011.  That same day,  sent additional edits to 
the draft  Consent Order to  and others that “incorporated  
suggestions.”   forwarded it to Pearce and told him “I will get  approval 
and send to region in a.m.”  Then on February 2, 2011,  sent a copy of the  
Consent Order to  and  with a note that stated that they were “directing them to 
submit a plan to exit the RAL business.”   replied to  “Thanks.” 

On February 3, 2011, the FDIC delivered the proposed Consent Order to  Board that 
would have (among other things) required the institution to stop offering RALs.  The proposed 
Consent Order was based on apparent significant weaknesses in the institution’s oversight, 
control, and monitoring of third-party risk, particularly with respect to nontraditional products, 
and apparent violations of laws and/or regulations detailed in the May 15, 2009 Compliance 
ROE. 

Though  reported, on February 10, 2011, that “  said he prefers to have a 
Consent Order,” a Written Agreement was also drafted for .   wrote to  
copying  Pearce,   about the  
Written Agreement that day.  “Is this something  and/or the Chairman’s Office 
need to know about before it is finalized?”   responded to the group, “As to our board 
members, I would be happy to keep them informed, or someone else can.  Just let me know.  I 
believe that they were knowledgeable of the WA as a concept for  and thus would not 
be surprised by one for .”   then responded to all that “I concur with  

 comments and will ensure that  is informed.” 
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B. The Release of Non-Public Information and Abusive Tactics as Leverage Toward 
Settlement 

On February 9, 2011,  hired  as its counsel.  
Beginning that day, Supervisory Counsel in the Enforcement Section of WO Legal,  

, began interfacing with  about an exit from RALs by .  That day,  
wrote to  and  that he told  “we need a signed binding exit document by 
Monday.”  He also relayed to  what   Pearce, and Lowe had all agreed 
upon – that they were willing to go forward with a one provision Consent Order on RALs and 
continue with other provisions later.  This is significant because, as described above,  

 tax business accounted for  percent of its income.  Therefore,  might be 
persuaded to give up a portion of its income from RALs in order to preserve the rest of its tax 
business. 

On February 10, 2011,  told  via email, that if the bank executed a Written 
Agreement “we can call off the dogs (for now).”  He forwarded the email to   

 Pearce,       and others.   responded to 
 copying  the next day; “[y]ou get a Platinum star i[f] you can pull this off!!!”  

 wrote separately to  on February 10, 2011, to let him know that  had been 
hired by .   replied to    and  “I’ve spoken to 
him already.  They know what is expected or ‘else.’” 

1. The Events of Friday February 11, 2011 

February 11, 2011 was important in two ways; it was the Friday before the Monday meeting the 
FDIC had scheduled with  Board on the combined S&S and Compliance Consent 
Order and also the Friday before the Horizontal Review of any remaining RALs institutions that 
was slated for the upcoming Tuesday and Wednesday, February 15-16, 2011.  It is clear that 
those from the FDIC who were involved in the effort to eradicate the bank’s RAL programs felt 
a heightened urgency to get  to settle, given the impending deadlines. 

At 9:03 a.m.71  wrote to  and  
that “  wants more muscle at the [  Board] meeting on Monday...  I think one of 
you should consider going.  She also wants me to go.”   agreed to attend.   reported 
at 11:36 a.m. that  was aware of the  Notice of Charges that had become 
public the previous day and that he told  via email, “something worse of an 
unspecified nature would be happening to them [ ].” 

At 9:42 a.m.  suggested, in an email, that  attend the  Board meeting 
with  and  if no stipulation was achieved that day.   agreed.  “I think it would 

                                                           
71  All times are provided in Eastern Standard Time. 
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help to have some very strong moral suasion.”  His second-line supervisor,  agreed to 
send  to the meeting.  When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry,  told us that she 
thought sending  was the FDIC’s last chance to push for a stipulation to avoid a NOC and 
limit horizontal review efforts. 

At 10:26 a.m.  wrote to  (and later forwarded to  and  at 3:02 p.m.) 
that: 

 [the] [o]ther bank [ ] has settled.  Non-public as of yet.  I am telling you to 
facilitate settlement, as I think it is material to your client’s position.  Yours will be the last one 
left.  As we discussed, we think they are the outlier and weak one to begin with —and we plan 
to hit it with all its worth if we do not get a settlement immediately.  I am not prepared to say 
what we are going to do, but it will be a substantial action from the part of the FDIC, and one 
that will require the weekend.  This is why I am pushing for resolution today... 

At 1:30 p.m.  wrote to  Lowe,  and  that “…Andy is fully aware that 
unspecified action will result if no answer.  He… also asked about .  I did not 
provide non-public information, other than by stating that his client was now the last man 
standing, and that made his client a very attractive target, a target we were intending to take 
on immediately without agreement.” 

At 4:20 p.m.  filed a Form 8-K with the SEC announcing its exit from 
RALs.  “For the 2010 tax season, RAL fees totaled $655,000.  Thus, the Bank’s termination of 
this product will negatively affect our results of operations.”  This was  first public 
announcement that the bank would be exiting the RALs business. 

At 8:13 p.m.  wrote to   “Andy, per our prior discussions, now public” with a 
link to an article reflecting that  was ceasing its RAL business line (the article was 
first published online at 5:54 p.m. EST).  He continued, “[y]our client is the last remaining state 
nonmember.  We intend to see the bank immediately indicate its willingness to exit, or we will 
be forced to move forward.”   forwarded his email to    and Pearce 
saying “I told  his client was the last man standing.  And we were not going to allow that to 
continue.”  He sent a similar email to  and others.   forwarded the chain to Pearce at 
8:32 p.m. and wrote “I hope  doesn’t get fired over this.  I think he is so excited he is not 
seeking approval from above and  is very concerned.”72  

 statement in his 1:30 p.m. email, that he had not provided  with non-public 
information, is false, as his 10:26 a.m. and 8:13 p.m. emails reflect.  He had provided, in his own 

                                                           
72  When interviewed,  stated that eventually everyone became concerned over  conduct, 

including  because  was saying things to  attorney that “we would not say to a bank.”  
He was “fired up.”  She stated that she discussed her concerns with  before  went to the  
Board meeting on February 14, 2011. 
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words, non-public information, to a competitor bank, through the bank’s attorney, about  
, an institution whose Banc Corp’s stock was publicly traded on the NASDAQ.   

and  should have known this was a lie at 3:02 p.m. when  forwarded his 10:26 
a.m. email to them.73  Pearce, and  all received  8:13 p.m. email to  
reflecting that a discussion of non-public matters must have occurred earlier between  and 

   

While these events were taking place,  wrote to     
, Lowe,  and others (and later forwarded to   

 and others) a synopsis of the exit meeting with   
management regarding the October 25, 2010 S&S ROE.  “There was no hint of an intention to 
leave the RAL business.”  She also stated, “  said they knew 
the FDIC’s actions are politically motivated because some people find RALs distasteful.”  She 
further pointed out:  

For this tax season, which is at its peak this week, they’ve had very limited loss.  With 
$3.3 million loaned out, they only have $90,000 that are delinquent receipts.  We may want to 
consider rephrasing some of the comments in the ROE related to the debt indicator.  We were 
aware of this fact, but Mr. Monarch also repeated the point that the bank underwrote RALs in 
previous tax years without the debt indicator and incurred minimal losses. 

a. Part 309 Violation74 

Part 309 of the FDIC Rules and Regulations (12 C.F.R. 309) contains the FDIC’s policies and 
procedures to ensure disclosure of information is in compliance with the Freedom of Information 
Act (FOIA) 5 U.S.C. 552 and the Right to Financial Privacy Act 12 U.S.C. 3401 et seq.75 The 
general rule underlying FOIA is that government records should be publicly available.  However, 
through nine statutory exemptions, FOIA recognizes that certain records may or should remain 
confidential and the FDIC has adopted these same nine exemptions in Section 309.5(g)(1-9).  

Exemptions of particular relevance here are: 

 Trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person that is 
privileged or confidential.  § 309.5(g)(4); and  

 Examination Related Records which are defined in Part 309 as “[a]ny. . .record contained 
in or related to the examination, operating or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of 

                                                           
73  When asked during this Inquiry,  stated that it did not “register” with her at the time that  was 

providing  with non-public information.  
74  http://fdic01.prod.fdic.gov/division/legal/supervision/Monographs/part309/introduction.html 
75  The Right to Financial Privacy Act protects customer financial information from being transferred from one 

federal authority to another. 
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or for the use of the FDIC or any agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of 
financial institutions” are exempt from disclosure.  § 309.5(g)(8). 

The term “record” is defined in Section 309.2(e) to include records, files, documents, reports, 
correspondence, books, and accounts, or any portion thereof, in any form the FDIC regularly 
maintains them.  Equally, Section 309.2(d) and (f) define “examination” and “report of 
examination” to include: examiner work papers, notes and knowledge as well as information 
regarding follow-up to examinations or cease and desist orders.  

Disclosure of exempt records is prohibited (except under specific circumstances) and typically, 
according to Section 309.6: 

No person shall disclose or permit the disclosure of any exempt records, or information 
contained therein, to any persons other than those officers, directors, employees, or agents of the 
Corporation who have a need for such records in the performance of their official duties.  In any 
instance in which any person has possession, custody or control of FDIC exempt records or 
information contained therein, all copies of such records shall remain the property of the 
Corporation and under no circumstances shall any person, entity or agency disclose or make 
public in any manner the exempt records or information without written authorization from the 
Director of the Corporation’s Division having primary authority over the records or information 
as provided in this section.  

Based on the facts described above,  appears to have violated Part 309, and  
  Pearce, and  should have been aware of his actions.  We did not find any 

evidence that  was counseled or disciplined for his disclosure of non-public information. 

b. Potential Securities Law Violations 

The nation’s securities laws prohibit trading on insider, or non-public, information.  Because 
non-public information was shared outside the FDIC about an insured institution whose holding 
company’s stock was publicly traded, the OIG has referred this matter to the SEC and alerted the 
Department of Justice of this referral.  

c. Potential State Bar Association Referrals 

In light of  actions, as described above, the OIG has reached out to the State Bar 
Associations in the states where  is licensed.  The OIG is seeking to determine whether 
formal ethics referrals to these Bar Associations, regarding  conduct, are appropriate.   

2. February 14, 2011  Board Meeting Regarding the May 15, 2009 
Compliance Examination and Proposed Consent Order 

On the morning of February 14, 2011, , emailed  to let him 
know that the bank’s Board met the day before, on a Sunday, but did not make a decision about 
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exiting RALs, so that day’s scheduled meeting between the bank and the FDIC would need to 
proceed.   replied to  “[t]o prepare your clients, nothing less than a definitive 
agreement with them today will be needed to avoid further action.”  Despite  conduct on 
February 10-11, 2011, he continued acting as a representative of the FDIC with  and 
was sent, in that capacity, to the FDIC’s meeting with the bank’s Board on February 14, 2011, as 
discussed in detail below. 

 and  discussed next steps if  decided not to stipulate to the Consent Order 
at the meeting.   wanted a NOC issued “…tonight or tomorrow, and amend later if 
necessary... consistent with  and the strategy…”   wanted to wait for the results 
of the horizontal review before issuing the NOC.  She wrote to Lowe, copying   

  and  to convey  view.  “ ] still wants to go ahead 
ASAP with the Notice on  if they don’t stip.”   replied just to  “  
your job is to get a certain person [ , ] on board with this.  
The rest of us are all in agreement.”  She replied, “[u]nderstood completely.  Will work on it.”  
He replied, “[t]hank you.  We will ‘gitter done.’”   told us that even though the Legal 
opinion from  at the time, was that the FDIC did not have enough to file a NOC against 

 DCP had a “keen belief” that the horizontal review would provide the ammunition 
necessary, and the thought was that it was worth a try on .   said that “if you 
want to say we were bluffing, yes.” 

The FDIC met with  Board and some of its executives that afternoon to discuss the 
May 15, 2009 Compliance Examination results and the proposed Consent Order.  The bank’s 
counsel,  was also in attendance.  FDIC representatives from RMS, DCP,76 and Legal 
included , and .   

 represented the  at the meeting.  
 created a summary of the meeting, which was loaded into RADD. 

Once the results of the Compliance Examination were presented,  wrote that: 

 then began by stating that management at the FDIC in Washington would bring the 
full force of the Corporation to bear against the bank if the Board of Directors did not 
immediately agree to cease offering RALs at the end of the 2011 tax season.  He said there 
would be immediate consequences, beginning the next day, unless the Board agreed to stop 
offering RALs.  When asked, FDIC attorney  did not answer why the immediate decision 
was necessary although the FDIC was aware that the bank had been offering RALs since 1988 
with no detrimental effect on the bank or any customer.  FDIC attorney  said that "nothing 

                                                           
76  DSC was split into two divisions, effective February 13, 2011, – the Risk Management and Supervision Division 

(RMS) and Division of Depositor and Consumer Protection (DCP).  The latter would be headed by Mark Pearce. 
 was named as . This appears to indicate that the Chairman and the 

Board were satisfied with the performance of Pearce and  
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is off the table" pertaining to actions the management of the FDIC would take.  When asked by 
bank attorney  FDIC attorney  declined to state the actions FDIC management 
would take if the Board did not get out of the RAL business. 

FDIC attorney  said FDIC Washington Management wants the bank out of the RAL 
business by the end of the tax year.  If the Board agrees, the rest of the provisions delineated 
in the Compliance Report of Examination can be negotiated. 

This is especially alarming because violations cited in the 2009 Compliance ROE were not 
limited to RALs, and included unfair re-pricing of adjustable rate mortgages and inaccurate good 
faith estimates.  Potentially “negotiating” these away seems inconsistent with the stated goal of 
the FDIC with respect to limiting or eliminating RALs – consumer protection. 

According to  the Board members left for about 20 minutes to discuss the situation with 
their attorneys.  At 6:25 p.m.  emailed Lowe and  “  board is 
currently in Executive session discussing whether to sign Written Agreement.”  (The email was 
forwarded to  Pearce, , and  

 told us that, while the Board conferred, he made separate telephone calls to both  
and Lowe.  Afterwards, there was a conference call between     
Lowe, and Pearce to discuss whether to pursue a Written Agreement or a Consent Order.  Lowe 
was willing to take the deal, a Written Agreement, but  was reluctant.  Pearce ultimately 
decided the Written Agreement was acceptable.   told us he felt that  presence 
helped convince  because she knew “her guy” was there. 

 told us she received a call on her cell phone from  during the  
meeting.  He asked her “how hard we wanted to push to get the bank to sign the agreement” 
because he thought  was pushing too hard.   told her that he had never seen an 
attorney address a bank’s Board the way  had and was curious if  was authorized or 
instructed to act the way that he did.   stated that she told  to get control of the 
meeting and that he was the primary representative for the FDIC.  She stated that she told him 
not to force the bank to sign the agreement.   later told her that when he returned to the 
meeting, it had gone further downhill while he was gone.   

When the Board returned,  reported: 

Attorney  said ‘Threats aside…’ the bank ‘will get out of the RAL business.’  The meeting 
lasted about another two hours while  and the FDIC 
attorneys consulted with  in Washington, regarding 
the language in the resolution the bank Board would sign and the press release that the bank 
would place on its web page the following morning. 
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At the conclusion of the meeting,  mentioned that  
had said he was ‘evil.’   said he was only following orders from FDIC 
Washington management in his confrontational approach.   said that, 
although bank attorney  may have been operating under strict orders, the ‘conduct was 
shameful’ and ‘no bank should be treated like that by their regulator.’ 

During the two hours when FDIC personnel at the meeting were conferring with the WO, a 
number of emails and calls took place.  At 7:24 p.m.  emailed Pearce,  and  
copying Lowe and stated that  was offering to exit the RAL business and would 
continue to work on addressing issues with its other tax products.   wrote, “I think we are 
missing any opportunity to do the horizontal review and get the support we may need to do the 
order later.” 

Lowe proposed a conference call with  Pearce,   and  for 7:50 p.m. 
because “I just talked with our folks at the bank, including , and the[y] strongly 
recommend pursuing an agreement along the lines of what is proposed by the bank.”  Both 

 and Pearce responded that they would call in. 

At 7:48 p.m.  wrote to Pearce “Anthony [Lowe] and  called me separately.  
My recommendation was to require an order.  Nothing less.”  A few minutes later  wrote, 
“[t]hat said, I defer to you.”  The next day he wrote to  and told her to “[d]elete this,” 
referring to the email chain. 

Then at 8:38 p.m.,  emailed all the Regional Directors, copying  Pearce,  
  and others, subject line: “  – Cancelled.”  She wrote, “[t]he bank will 

issue a Press Release tomorrow morning stating that it will [e]xit the RAL business, so we will 
not do Horizontal Reviews.  Please re-deploy your teams to  locations only.”   
forwarded the message to  “I’ll tell you how this went tomorrow.”  At 8:50 p.m. 

 emailed a group, including  and  subject line: “Stand Down on  
  She wrote that, “  has agreed to a Board Resolution and a Press Release 

announcing that they will exit the RAL business after the 2011 tax season.  As such, we do not 
need to do the visit or horizontal reviews at .” 

Finally, at 9:24 p.m.,  emailed   and others that  
would exit RALs at the end of the tax season.  He added that the horizontal review of  
had been called off but that it would proceed against   “   
Mark [Pearce] and  agreed with this approach.” 

As part of this Inquiry, we interviewed a number of people that attended the February 14, 2011 
meeting with  to get their views on what transpired.   said the meeting was far 
worse than what was summarized in  memorandum.  She said it was a “terrible, terrible 
meeting.”  She was shocked at how strong the message from the WO was to force the bank out 
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of RALs.  While  was not surprised at the WO’s dislike of RALs, she was not prepared for 
the manner in which  expressed it.  She believed that telling a bank to get out of a 
legitimate line of business was appalling and inappropriate.   said that she considered 
pulling out the guidance for whistleblowers after the meeting, but she knew the WO wanted the 
bank out of RALs, so she did not believe a complaint would go anywhere.  She added that it was 
the only time she has ever asked herself if she wanted to continue working for the FDIC.  She 
said that she has never been so ashamed in all her life to work for the FDIC.  She believes the 
FDIC is a great organization, but this was shameful. 

Others who attended the meeting echoed  comments.   recalled  using words 
like “bombs will drop” if  did not agree to exit RALs.   recalled the comment, but 
believed  had said there were “bombers in the air.”   said  “went way over 
the top,” so much so that she was embarrassed.   subsequently said “  got on his soap 
box and threatened the bank.”  He said that  made it very clear that if the bank exited 
RALs, everything else was negotiable.   said he had never been to a meeting where 
someone from the FDIC acted like  did.   told us  from , commented 
that  behavior was “the most abusive thing she had ever seen.” 

C. Praise for  Contribution 

On February 15, 2011, the day after  conduct at the  Board meeting, he 
received praise for his performance.  ,  second level  

supervisor, wrote simply “Excellent!”77 upon learning the news that  was exiting the 
RAL business.  A number of his Legal colleagues also congratulated him on the settlement and 
called it a “Good result!”  The clients were also satisfied.   wrote to   and 

 copying Lowe,  and  stating “I hope you all got a good night’s rest after a 
very long and grueling session with the bank.  Thanks for all your work on this.”  His supervisor, 

 also emailed  about his performance, on February 15, 2011, with respect to the 
horizontal review (discussed in more detail below), “you have really done a wonderful job for 
the FDIC, and that’s what i[s] really important.” 

When interviewed during this Inquiry,  stated that he counseled  on his behavior at the 
 Board meeting.   called it “no ordinary counseling” and said that before providing 

the counseling he talked to a wide range of people who were at the Board meeting.  He also 
stated that he spoke with    and FDIC Human Resources personnel.  

 told us that he had discussed  behavior with    said that  
counseled  but he did not remember if it was a formal or informal counseling.   said 

                                                           
77  When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry,  told us he was aware that  “misbehaved” at the 

February 14, 2011 exit meeting at  but he stated that he clearly did not hear about  behavior 
prior to him sending an e-mail saying that  actions to get  to an agreement to exit RALs was 
“Excellent!”  believed that he did, however, hear of  behavior within a short timeframe.   
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that he made it clear to  that any repeat of such behavior would result in formal 
disciplinary action.  He stated that  promised not to conduct himself in that fashion in the 
future.  The OIG was not able to uncover any written record of this counseling, a reprimand, or 
other negative feedback, with respect to  conduct at the  Board meeting.  
However, we were able to find a Mission Achievement Award given to  by  and 

 in December 2011 because “  had done a good job supervising his team this 
first year.  He has done very good work on Consumer matters including his investigation plan 
for an extremely large matter involving a horizontal review of affiliates.  In addition to this 

 has exhibited remarkable technical proficiency in banking and consumer law.”  
The award included a monetary component of $1,350.78 

D.  Announcement of its Exit from RALs 

On February 15, 2011,  wrote to Lowe,  and  copying  and  
expressing frustration that  had not yet issued a press release announcing its exit from 
RALs.  “This is unacceptable and a breach of last night’s agreement.”  She stated that if the bank 
did not issue the release by 9:00 a.m. the next day and alert its EROs, “we should issue the 
Notice ASAP.”   forwarded the email to  on February 16, 2011 and wrote “[i]f you 
don’t know what happened here, we can discuss today.”   replied “[I] got a flavor for it from 

” and he stated he would come and speak with  and  in her office.  
On February 16, 2011,  complied with the FDIC’s demand and issued a press release 
entitled “  Bank Exits Refund Anticipation Loan Business.”   stated that it 
had decided to exit the RAL business at the conclusion of the 2011 tax season following 
extensive conversations with its primary regulator, the FDIC, regarding its concerns about RALs. 

XXIII. The Horizontal Review and the FDIC’s Contemporaneous Interactions with 
 

On February 15-16, 2011, DCP and RMS commenced an unannounced visitation of  to 
review and analyze its RAL program and compliance with the outstanding February 2009 Cease 
and Desist Order.  DCP and RMS also deployed approximately 400 examiners to conduct a 2-
day horizontal review of 250 of  ERO providers in 36 states.  At the time of the 
horizontal review,  and  had agreed to exit RALs at the end of the 
upcoming tax season.  Despite the two banks’ exits not being immediate, the FDIC decided to 
abandon planned horizontal reviews of those institutions and their EROs and only went forward 
against  who had not agreed to exit the RAL business. 

The stated purpose of the horizontal review was to determine whether the EROs were complying 
with federal and state laws and regulations pertaining to the origination of RALs.  RMS and DCP 
                                                           
78  We looked to see if  received a year-end performance appraisal. He did not, due to his short tenure at 

the FDIC. 
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officials informed us that the number of EROs reviewed was large because a statistically valid 
sample was needed to support any supervisory actions that may have been warranted based on 
the outcome of the review.  What is certain, is this was an unprecedented use of resources on a 
horizontal review, affecting a single bank, during the aftermath of the financial crisis, in a year 
where 92 other banks failed. 

As described throughout this report, then-Chairman Bair, then-Vice Chairman Gruenberg, and 
 were all kept informed about progress toward effectuating the exit from the 

business line of the remaining institutions with RAL programs.  This was as true during the lead 
up to the planned horizontal review, as it was at other junctures.79 On February 9, 2011,  
informed  Gruenberg,   Pearce, and  that the  NOC 
would be posted on the FDIC’s Website in late March;  had agreed to exit the RAL 
business; and  was considering exiting.   also sent this information to Eberley so 
she could notify Bair.  Eberley had questions for  on February 10, 2011, about the status 
of the three RAL banks so she could “give the Chairman a heads up.”  He summarized the 
status of each and stated that “[a]ny bank that exits will no longer [be] subject to the horizontal 
review.” 

When interviewed by our office,  agreed that the effort taken to get these three banks out 
of the RALs business was enormous and more than was typical because of the interest in the 
business line “all the way up the food chain.”   believed the heightened interest was due 
to the perception by staff that people at the highest levels wanted the banks out of RALs.  

 said it was obvious to him that  thought that was what he was supposed to do and 
 did not believe getting the banks to exit RALs was  idea.   said that those 

“running the show” were not after these particular banks, but the RAL product itself. 

On February 15, 2011,  wrote to  copying Bair and  
and accused the FDIC of using the horizontal review as a form of retaliation for the bank’s 
choice to enter the administrative law process rather than settle.  Pearce emailed  and 

 and instructed  to draft a short response rebutting the allegation of retaliation.  He 
wrote, “[o]ur review of multiple banks offering tax products led us to develop the horizontal 
review of all banks engaging in the RAL business, and it only feels like retaliation b/c the other 
banks decided to exit the business based on concerns regarding the debt indicator.”   
responded to , copying Pearce to “strongly disagree” with  
characterization of the FDIC’s examination oversight.   responded, “[o]bviously, you 
and the FDIC weren’t too concerned about the safety and soundness of our RAL product this 
year since the FDIC sought our agreement to exit the business next year.  Just today  

                                                           
79  When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry,  told us he was briefed, as a , on a periodic basis by 

FDIC Division Directors. In particular, he noted he met on a regular basis with  and  on RALs. 
Gruenberg told us that he has received bi-weekly briefings from both risk management and compliance 
personnel from the time he was  through to the present.  
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 [sic] advised our counsel that this would go away if we signed the agreed order to exit 
the RAL business next year.”   emailed .  “This is 
unbelievable.  I will probably be sued before it’s over.  Please do not distribute further.” 

 was referencing a phone call that took place between  and  counsel 
on February 15, 2011, in the presence of  and  in  office.  On February 16, 
2011,  sent a letter to  and copied the FDIC Board,80 about  conduct 
on the phone with  counsel, the bank’s appeal of the August 30, 2010 S&S 
examination, and the horizontal review. 

First, with respect to the conversation between  counsel and   
reported that  had said that “the surprise visitation would end if the Bank immediately 
entered into a Written Agreement to exit the RAL business.  He also stated that the situation 
would ‘get a lot worse before it gets better.’” 

 wrote to  copying  on February 16, 2011.  “I took  out of the 
[horizontal review] war room but explained attys sometimes have to let examiners do their thing, 
and that you were both. [sic] [h]appy with his remarkable work.  Please do not mention to  

].”   replied to all, “  has written a letter to all the 
FDIC board members naming  and [sic] inappropriately talking to the bank’s 
attorney and threatening them.  We will need a statement from  about what he said.  I think 

 will have to know because this has moved too high up the chain.  Please advise if you want 
to tell  or you want  and I to do it.”   responded to all,” I would 
suggest that you get to  before he hears about it from someone else.” 

On February 16, 2011,  drafted a response to the allegations in  letter and 
sent it to  and    and  both reviewed the summary that day to which  
made edits.  In pertinent part  wrote: 

She [  attorney] then asked if the ‘FDIC would go away’ if  
just signed the written agreement offered to  last week by   and  .  
I said probably not, since the horizontal examination had already begun and was in process, and 
that based on anecdotal results so far I suspected that ‘things were going to get worse before 
they get better,’ because we were finding substantial compliance violations of law and 
regulation. 

                                                           
80  When interviewed by our office, Gruenberg stated he did not recall receiving the letter from .  

told us that he may have heard about  conduct after the fact.  stated that although he was copied 
on the letter the bank sent to the FDIC Board members, the FDIC is “Chairman centric” and all letters go to the 
Chairman’s office for response.  further stated that  had a supervisor who would be responsible for 
any disciplinary action taken. 
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 advised  “  letter says (based on second hand information) you said we 
would stop the visitation if they agreed to exit.  You are saying you said ‘probably not.’  I think 

 recalls you initially saying that you thought it would, but then essentially correcting yourself 
and saying it was not clear that it would.”   did not change the language and sent his final 
summary of the events to  and  on the morning of February 17, 2011.  He wrote, 
“[w]ell, now you have it.  The witness who sat to my right during the call  has also 
reviewed it and concurs that this was the conversation that we had.  Unfortunately for the 
bank (and bank counsel), there were half a dozen folks in the room, and all heard what I said 
(and did not say).” 

Pearce sent a memorandum to Bair, copying  and  about  letter 
on February 17, 2011.  “I am troubled by the allegations made by  that our examiners 
and legal counsel made threats against the bank.  We are looking into these allegations, but 
have no reason to believe FDIC staff made threatening statements.  I have also been advised 
by Legal that the letter misrepresents  conversation…” 

When interviewed as part of this Inquiry, Pearce stated he first heard about  conduct at 
the  Board meeting several months later when  filed its appeal of its 
examination ratings with the SARC, through its attorney,   He stated he did not know 
about  conduct when he replied to Bair on February 17, 2011, regarding  
allegations of mistreatment by  in a telephone conversation.  Pearce said that he spoke 
with  and  and they both said that the letter from   was not accurate with 
respect to what  said to  attorney.  After initially hearing about  
behavior the night of the  Board meeting from  (as described above),  
said that she heard more fully about  behavior, and the language he used, from  
within about a week.  She recalled that she spoke with both Pearce and  about what  
told her, but could not recall specifically when she spoke with them. 

 also recalled that  was in her office on his cellphone with  attorney on 
February 15, 2011, during the horizontal review.  She heard  talking and noticed that he 
got loud.   who was present, asked  who he was talking to and he replied that it was 

 attorney.   stated that she was not part of the discussion and does not recall 
what  said. 

 told us that he did not remember the content of  conversation with  
attorney but he did not believe it was good strategy for  to be in a screaming match with 
bank counsel.  He added that there should be some flavor in the response that  was also 
loud mouthed.  He added that if  did not include some of that flavor then he should 
have.  Neither the submission by  edited by  about the phone call nor the memo 
from Pearce to Bair made any reference to  raising his voice with  attorney.  
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 also told us that she,  and Legal composed the February 17, 2011, memorandum 
from Pearce to the Chairman.   agreed with Pearce’s approach and she thought it was an 
appropriate response.  She stated that “you do not let a bank accuse you of retaliation.”  It seems 
implausible given that  (1) reported to Pearce; (2) was aware of  conduct at the 

 Board meeting; (3) was present when  “got loud” on the phone with  
attorney; and (4) assisted Pearce with drafting the memorandum to the Chairman about  
phone call with  among other issues, that  would not have relayed the nature of 

 behavior to Pearce.  Equally, at the time, Pearce,  and  had all received 
emails, on February 10-11, 2011, in which  said things to  attorney that “we 
[the FDIC] would not say to a bank” and used non-public information in an attempt to leverage a 
settlement with  yet none of this information was included in the memorandum to 
Bair.  

In addition to  conduct, the other issues raised in  February 15, 2011 letter 
and February 16, 2011 email to Lowe, copying Bair,   and Gruenberg 
included  appeal of the  composite rating of the bank’s August 30, 2010, S&S 
examination and the horizontal review.  In the February 16, 2011, email,  explained 
that  had not received the FDIC’s letter, dated February 10, 2011, denying its appeal 
until Lowe attached it in an email that day.   wrote, in part: 

The letter we haven’t received summarily denying our appeal concludes that ‘the Bank’s right to 
appeal was terminated when the FDIC provided written notice to the Bank indicating it’s [sic] 
intention to pursue formal enforcement against the Bank.’  It is baffling why the FDIC, on 
January 28th, would encourage and grant us an extension to file the appeal until March 30th if 
our right to appeal had already terminated. 

I would note that two other banks have recently succumbed to FDIC pressure to exit the RAL 
business in 2012 but will continue the business for the remainder of this tax season so the 
concern with regard to the safety and soundness of this product for this tax season seems 
tempered.  We remain one of the best capitalized, highest performing and most community 
minded banks in the country so it is hard to imagine the lengths the FDIC will go to legislate 
against this product. 

Bair forwarded  email to  and Pearce and wrote, “I don’t understand???”  
 replied,  

 seems to be complaining that the bank has not yet received our response to his 
appeal.  We heard the same from him today, and in response Anthony Lowe called him and 
provided the letter.  Apparently the time interval was because the letter is in the mail.  The 
substance of the matter is that we told the bank that it cannot appeal a matter that is the subject 
of a written notice of proposed enforcement action.  
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This response did not address why  had been granted an extension by  to 
lodge its appeal if its appeal right had already been extinguished by the notice of the proposed 
enforcement action.  In fact,  had written to  on January 28, 2011, “[w]ith respect to 
your appeal, if you will forward a written request for extension of time to file the appeal to 

 and to me, I will ensure that your extension request is processed by COB 
today.  We’re drafting the extension for 60 days, and you can request a second extension if 
necessary.”  During this Inquiry, the FDIC represented to us that it granted the extension because 
it cannot be known with certainty whether an issue is truly appealable until the bank submits the 
appeal. 

XXIV.  Sues the FDIC 

On March 1, 2011,  sued the FDIC, Bair, Lowe, and  81  sent a 
news article about the suit to Bair that day.   brought the action: 

…pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), 5 U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq., to require that 
Defendant Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the individual defendants in their official 
capacities (collectively, “FDIC”) play by the rules.  As set forth below, FDIC has apparently 
decided to force all lenders out of the business of making Refund Anticipation Loans (“RALs”), a 
lawful product that permits taxpayers to borrow against their future tax refunds.  This suit seeks 
to require that any rule against RALs be created only through formal regulatory procedures, out 
in the open and subject to public comments, scrutiny and criticism, rather than through 
examinations and enforcement actions.  Separately, this lawsuit seeks to require that FDIC not 
attempt to circumvent the rules governing a pending adjudicative proceeding involving 

 RAL lending by use of its power of “examination” to conduct one-sided discovery for 
that proceeding, in derogation of APA requirements and  rights. 

After filing the lawsuit,  was in the news.  On March 7, 2011,  emailed Bair, 
copying  and attaching a news article on    wrote, “FYI - The 
following article on  was published by  this afternoon.   claims 
that  loss rate on RALs is  percent, which is considerably lower than the
  percent charge-off rate on mortgage loans and credit card loans.”  The article also indicated 
that  shares had dropped by  percent, to date, in 2011. 

XXV. The Amended Notice of Charges Against  and Its Inaccuracies and 
Weaknesses 

On April 20, 2011, an FDIC staff attorney sent  Pearce,    
 and  copying , the modified CRC Memorandum on the 

                                                           
81  , case number , U.S. District Court 

for the  ( ). 
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Amended Notice of Charges (Amended Notice) and recommendation for a $2,000,000 CMP for 
.82  On April 27, 2011,  sent Bair, copying  the draft Amended Notice.  

The FDIC issued the Amended Notice for an Order to Cease and Desist; Notice of Assessment of 
Civil Money Penalties, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law; Order to Pay; and Notice of 
Hearing to  on May 3, 2011.  The Amended Notice alleged that the bank was engaging 
in an unsafe or unsound banking practice with respect to its RAL program and added Truth in 
Lending Violations (TILA), additional third-party risk control problems, failure to safeguard 
consumer personally identifiable information, cash and cash equivalents, violation of the Equal 
Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) (spousal signature issue), UDAP with respect to marketing 
materials, providing of Frequently Asked Questions to their EROs to prepare them for examiner 
questions, and issues with their Currency Connection Program.  The Amended Notice “…seek[s] 
to require the Bank to withdraw from participation in non-traditional lending and depository 
transactions including but not limited to RALs involving third-party providers processed through 
the TRS division.” 

On May 5, 2011,  alerted Bair to a  press release which he attached to his email.  
“FYI –  just issued the following press release today claiming that the RAL 
default rate for the current tax season is only percent and the bank’s RAL underwriting 
model has performed as designed for the 16th consecutive year, and with a much lower default 
rate than many other forms of traditional consumer credit.”  Pearce also wrote to Bair, copying 

 with talking points and the Amended Notice for   Then on May 9, 2011, 
Pearce emailed Bair “FYI, consumer groups (CFA [Consumer Federation of America] and 
NCLC [National Consumer Law Center]) picked up on  action and issued press 
release.”  Bair responded, “[t]hat’s great.  Glad to see your hard work being recognized.” 

Meanwhile, following the issuance of the Amended Notice,  sent a memorandum to 
 advising him “of weaknesses CRO [  Regional Office] believes exist in the 

Amended Notice.  A small number of allegations may need to be abandoned altogether while 
others remain vulnerable to a Motion for Summary Disposition.”  In particular he noted: 

Facts arising since the filing of the Amended Notice, including interviews with examiners and 
preliminary reviews of  RAL underwriting model reveal that the underwriting model 
actually alleviates  risk of loss…  During the Visitation [Horizontal Review], 
examiners reviewed the model which had been prepared by an outside consultant.  Examiners 
voiced opinions that the underwriting model addresses the deficiency caused by the elimination 
of the debt indicator, i.e. it predicts whether a taxpayer is or is not going to get a tax refund.  The 
modeling documentation was also provided to The [FDIC’s] Division of Insurance and Research 

                                                           
82  As with the CMP recommendation to the CRC with  Consent Order (see Section XV above), staff 

basically doubled the amount generated through the use of the matrix. In this instance, the derived amount 
was $1,057,208. However, staff recommended, and the CRC approved, $2,000,000. 
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(‘DIR’).  DIR’s preliminary conclusion is that  model appropriately measures risk 
based upon the likelihood that the taxpayer/borrower would receive a refund. 

Furthermore, the effectiveness of the underwriting model has been confirmed in practice as 
 default rate on RALs during the 2011 tax season was well within its projections.  At 

the end of the 2011 tax season,  default rate was approximately 1.41%.  The Bank 
had budgeted for a default rate of 2.50%... 

These statements contradict the conclusion previously drawn by the FDIC, conveyed to the bank, 
and discussed above at Section XIII, about  RAL underwriting model. 

 went on to explain that the FDIC’s “TILA claim regarding record retention should be 
withdrawn” because the FDIC had alleged in the Amended Notice that  failed to meet a 
requirement that was not in fact required under TILA.  He cited vulnerabilities to the FDIC’s 
ECOA and Regulation B claims.  Finally, he stated that allegations that  was in 
violation of its 2009 Cease and Desist Order with the FDIC were inaccurate.  

In the afternoon on October 6, 2011,  sent an email, subject: “CRO bullet memo from 
yesterday” to five attorneys, assigning them the task of rebutting each point raised by  by 
the next morning.  An initial response was circulated to the group by  

, , that evening and he sent a slightly longer version to  and 
 on October 11, 2011. 

As described below at Section XXX, FDIC settled the case with  based on the Amended 
Notice which had not been changed to reflect  advice. 

XXVI. Additional Congressional Interest 

On March 16, 2011, Bair sent a letter to Congressman Ben Chandler in response to his letter 
regarding  and its RAL program.  She explained, “…the FDIC has not made any 
policy decisions to prohibit RAL programs or issued supervisory policies that address RAL 
programs specifically…”  She also continued, “[y]ou mention in your letter that the Bank’s RAL 
program will be profitable in 2011 and ask whether such profitability proves the Bank’s 
underwriting process is appropriate.  While we cannot comment on the specifics related to our 
supervision or review of the Bank’s underwriting of RALs, there are examples, some recent, that 
indicate that point-in-time profits are not a good indicator of sound underwriting.  A case in point 
are subprime mortgage lenders that initially reported profits only to subsequently collapse when 
their poor underwriting resulted in heavy losses.” 

Following Bair’s departure from the FDIC on July 8, 2011,  emailed the then-Acting 
Chairman Gruenberg and his  on August 31, 2011, attaching “Sheila’s 
response on   The question came in after her final hearing on June 30 and the responses 
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were signed by me on July 29.”  Senator Shelby had asked, “…the American Banker, 
published an article that detailed allegations that the FDIC improperly used its administrative 
powers when it conducted an unscheduled examination in retaliation for the bank’s refusal to 
comply with an FDIC enforcement order…Were you aware of the decision to initiate the 
enforcement action detailed in the American Banker article and if so, did you authorize the 
enforcement action?”  The FDIC’s response did not address the question citing “confidential 
supervisory and law enforcement information concerning an individual depository institution, 
which institution is currently the subject of a pending administrative enforcement action…”  As 
explained earlier in this report, Bair was aware of the plans for the horizontal review and, 
according to Pearce, had ‘green lighted’ it.   had also forwarded an email he received from 
Pearce to then-Acting Chairman Gruenberg and  on August 29, 2011, subject “  
timeline.”  The email read, in part, “[o]ur horizontal review of RAL providers (including a 
visitation to ) occurred on 2/15/11.  It was reported in an American Banker article 
on , after  filed a lawsuit in district court [against the FDIC].  We amended our 
Notice of Charges on 5/3/11, reflecting the results of the visitation.”  

XXVII. The  Consent Order 

Though  had agreed to exit RALs, the FDIC was still interested in getting the bank out 
of its other tax products.  On February 17, 2011,  wrote to  and  copying 

, and Lowe, “3 weeks and 4 days [un]til I get my Order with all tax 
products.”  Then on March 5, 2011,  wrote to  that she had told Lowe she wanted 
to present a  Consent Order at the March 17, 2011 CRC meeting, but Lowe had given 
the bank until March 18, 2011 to provide a response to the issues.  “I can’t think of anything that 
would change my mind so why wait.  I may have gone crazy on this one but don’t tell me until 
it’s done.”   was still pushing to make the March CRC meeting on March 10, 2011.  

 told her, that day, that it was not possible because of competing commitments, including 
work regarding the  lawsuit against the Chairman, Lowe, and    told 

 that they could have a Consent Order ready for the April 13, 2011, CRC meeting.  
 replied, “We will distribute this case on Monday with or without an order.” 

On March 13, 2011,  sent  copying , a Draft CRC 
Memorandum on .   relayed to  that the draft had gone to Pearce and told 
him to provide changes, if he had any.  “This memorandum requests authorization to accept a 
stipulated Consent Order, as well as pursue an Order of Restitution and an Order to Pay a Civil 
Money Penalty… in the range of $145,000 to $160,000…  Further, it specifically prohibits the 
Bank’s participation in transactions with third-party providers of non-traditional products and 
requires the cessation of RAL or other non-traditional lending by April 15, 2011.” 

The Consent Order for  was presented at the March CRC meeting.  On April 1, 2011, 
 Bair’s representative on the CRC wrote to her, copying  
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 is the case from the last Case Review Committee that I mentioned to you about 
two weeks ago.  This bank also has a RAL program.  The last compliance exam, which started on 
May 15, 2009, identified some UDAP and TILA issues and insufficient third party oversight.  As 
a result, the bank’s compliance rating was downgraded to ‘ ’ and the CRA rating was 
downgraded to ‘Needs to Improve.’  While I have concerns about the protracted time frame for 
completion of the compliance & CRA exams (nearly two years), my biggest concern involves the 
CAMELS ratings assigned at the last safety & soundness examination: .  
According to the  Regional office, the  rating for the management component as well as 
the overall composite  rating for Safety & Soundness ‘is based on the bank’s poor compliance 
posture and the various risks associated with non-traditional bank products.’  While I recognize 
the management component should factor in the bank’s compliance rating, I have yet to see a 
double-downgrade of the bank’s composite safety & soundness rating.  I asked  
( ) at the CRC meeting if they could provide other examples of similar downgrades 
and they could not think of any.  Apparently, they have not been able to find any similar 
scenarios in the two weeks that have transpired since the last CRC meeting.  The overall double 
downgrade for safety & soundness is highly unusual and inconsistent with our policy and past 
practice.  I think the safety & soundness rating is overly harsh and indefensible, particularly 
considering the bank’s assigned capital and asset quality ratings of  and  respectively, and 
also considering the bank’s previous (2009) CAMELS rating of  

Bair responded to  “No.  That doesn’t sound right.”   replied, “[o]f course, the  
rating for S&S means much higher deposit insurance assessment for the bank.”  

 provided Bair with additional specifics on April 5, 2011, “…the overall downgrade from 
a  to a  rating for safety & soundness results in a four-fold increase in the bank’s 
assessment – from  per quarter to  per quarter.”  Bair forwarded her discussion 
with  to Pearce.  “This is a pretty big wallop with no precedent.  May well be justified.  
Your call.  Just make sure everyone has thought it through.”  Pearce responded that since it 
was a S&S question, he had talked to  who would respond to Bair.  We searched for, but 
did not find, an additional written response from either  or Pearce to Bair on this issue. 

When we interviewed  he recalled being in the CRC meeting, sometime prior to April 1, 
2011, when the  case was presented.  At the meeting, he asked  about the 
composite rating being downgraded from a  to a  and recalled that she was “livid” that he was 
questioning the double downgrade in the composite rating based on compliance.  In his mind, it 
was indefensible and highly unusual.  He asked  if she could provide examples of any 
similar situations and she could not provide any.  After that meeting, they rarely spoke.   
opined that the double downgrade seemed “petty, vindictive, and unprecedented.” 
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XXVIII.  Appeals of Its May 15, 2009, Compliance and October 25, 
2010, S&S Examinations 

On April 11, 2011,  Board met with the FDIC.  The official account of the meeting 
in the FDIC’s RADD system reflects that “[t]he Board disagree[d] with the findings of the May 
15, 2009, Compliance examination and those findings were the major reasons management was 
rated a ‘4’ and the composite rating for the bank was a  in the Safety and Soundness Report of 
Examination…”  Later the memorandum states, “[t]he Board also noted that there appeared to be 
‘ulterior motives’ behind the severity of the Compliance findings...” 

On April 25, 2011,  requested a review of material supervisory determinations relating 
to the Compliance Examination dated May 15, 2009.  This was the bank’s first line appeal to the 

  Through their attorneys, including  they addressed a 
number of issues, including the meeting that took place on February 14, 2011, in its written 
appeal including: 

The FDIC directed the Board to hold a meeting with the FDIC on February 14, 2011.  In the 
days leading up to this meeting,  became directly involved in 
communications with the Bank and its counsel.   repeatedly threatened in calls with 
counsel for the Bank that there would be ‘serious consequences’ if the Bank did not agree to exit 
the RAL business in advance of the meeting.   further made clear to the Bank’s 
counsel that the Bank’s decision to exit RAL lending or proceed with its RAL business would 
substantially impact the FDIC’s decision whether to pursue formal enforcement proceedings 
related to the alleged violations enumerated in the Report.  The Bank’s counsel repeatedly 
informed  that the Board wished to hear the presentation of FDIC personnel at the 
February 14 meeting before making specific commitments. 

At the outset of the February 14 meeting,  indicated to the Board that it was 
‘extremely rare’ for Washington counsel to attend such a meeting.  He advised that he was 
present because the Bank’s RAL business had attracted attention and antipathy at the highest 
level of the FDIC… 

 repeatedly threatened the Bank with aggressive language, asserting that the FDIC 
was on the verge of ‘going to war’ with the Bank.  He stated that unless the Bank agreed 
immediately to exit the RAL business, ‘bombers’ would be deployed, the Bank would face 
unprecedented and aggressive regulatory action as early as the next morning, and the Bank 
would be ‘change[d] forever.’  Counsel for the Bank several times asked  to explain 
what he meant, and indicated that it was not possible adequately to advise the Bank’s Board 
without an understanding of what the references to ‘bombers in the air’ and the threat of 
‘unprecedented’ action meant.   refused to provide any details and stated that he was 
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forbidden to elaborate.83 Instead,  asserted that regulatory action would be ‘entirely 
unexpected by you and your counsel’ and would be ‘imaginative and extremely aggressive.’   

 also stated that the FDIC would not be concerned if a ‘piss ant, $200 million bank 
failed.’  He also noted that his ‘boss,’ the Senior Deputy Director for Compliance and CRA 
Examinations, was displeased with him because he was not being tough enough.  The conduct 
of  at the meeting was shockingly unprofessional in a way never before experienced 
by the Board, its counsel, or the  Department of Financial Institutions representative 
present at the meeting.  Ultimately the meeting ended without the Board signing an Order, but 
instead issuing a resolution that the Bank would exit the RAL business at the conclusion of the 
tax season. 

Additionally, on May 27, 2011, the bank offered a “Submission to the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation on Behalf of  contesting the October 25, 2010 Safety and Soundness 
Report of Examination.”   denied  request on June 10, 
2011. 

On June 6, 2011,  Appeal regarding the May 15, 2009 Compliance Examination was 
denied at the Division level.  Therefore, on June 17, 2011,  exercised its option to 
appeal the Division-level decision to the SARC. 

Pursuant to the FDIC’s appeal process, material determinations of examination findings cannot 
be appealed once “A formal enforcement-related action or decision commences, and… when the 
FDIC initiates a formal investigation under 12 U.S.C. 1820(c) or provides written notice to the 
bank indicating its intention to pursue available formal enforcement remedies…”84 Equally, 
Subpart R of the FDIC’s Guidelines for Appeals of Material Supervisory Determinations reads: 
“Effect on Supervisory or Enforcement Actions – The use of the procedures set forth in these 
guidelines by any institution will not affect, delay, or impede any formal or informal supervisory 
or enforcement action in progress or affect the FDIC’s authority to take any supervisory or 
enforcement action against that institution.”85 

On July 13, 2011,  emailed  and  copying Pearce with an attached 
proposed Notice of Charges against  and alerted them that “[w]e are preparing [the] 
letter now to deny the bank’s request for a SARC Appeal.”  The filing of the NOC would 
terminate  appeal rights. 

On July 26, 2011,  emailed  the , 
copying     , and 

                                                           
83  “In light of   February 28, 2011 federal complaint against the FDIC, it is apparent that  

was referring to the deployment of the Agency’s examination and subpoena powers.” (footnote original to 
 Appeal) 

84  https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/sarc/sarc.pdf 
85  https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/sarc/sarcguidelines.html 

https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/sarc/sarc.pdf
https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/sarc/sarcguidelines.html
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others, attaching letters from DCP and RMS denying  SARC appeals.  He also 
attached  DCP and RMS appeals that he stated were previously circulated on June 
20, 2011.   forwarded the email to Pearce on July 30, 2011, saying the “[A]cting 
Chairman had not yet signed these letters,” though the letters were drafted for signature by the 
Executive Secretary.  Regardless, this reflects that, the then-Acting Chairman’s office had the 
information put forth by  in its appeals, including information about  conduct.  
When we interviewed Chairman Gruenberg, he stated that he did not recall reading  
appeal, never met  and had never heard of him prior to this Inquiry.  The FDIC further 
represented to our office that  did not acknowledge the July 26, 2011 email, print or read its 
contents, or forward it to Gruenberg. 

Pearce also told us that, in August 2011, he traveled to  to meet with  
executives and some of its Board members regarding the way they were treated by  at the 
February Board meeting.  He did not want the bankers to feel that the FDIC deemed their 
treatment acceptable.  He told us he expects bankers to be treated professionally and the FDIC 
did not meet that standard with . 

 left the FDIC, of his own accord, in December 2011 to take the Assistant Inspector 
General of Investigations position at the SEC’s OIG.  He began work there on January 4, 2012.  
As described above, some at the FDIC knew of  conduct toward  
contemporaneously with his interactions with the bank, some found out soon afterward, and no 
later than July 2011, five months before  left the FDIC, the highest levels of leadership 
should have known of his behavior yet no documented action was taken in response to his 
conduct and as discussed above, he received an award for his performance. 

XXIX. An About Face on   

Between September 2011 and November 2011, the FDIC changed its position on  
.  As described previously, the  was a direct-

deposit product marketed to money service businesses such as check cashers and pawn shops.  
These businesses market the product to target individuals that do not participate in the banking 
system.  The program provides check issuance and a debit card.  On September 13-14, 2011, an 
email conversation occurred between Lowe,  and Pearce.  Initially, Lowe wrote to 

 copying Pearce, “[d]uring the call with  on [sic] yesterday, 
we advised of no change in our position relative to the , and that the bank 
should make plans to exit…   [  attorney] then advised, during the 
discussion of the CMP, that the bank would be willing to pay a fine of up to $100 thousand if 
allowed to remain in the .  However,  indicated he would likely 
advise the bank to refrain from agreeing to a fine absent continuation of the program…”  The 
next day Pearce replied, “I don’t think the CMP and  are connected in anyway.”  
Lowe responded, “[a]gree – no connection at all.” 
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On September 22, 2011, Lowe sent Pearce and  copying  the revised  
Consent Order that included “a definitive provision on refraining from RAL lending and… a 
provision addressing Dollars Direct (including policies, procedures, and audit coverage), and 
requiring a specific plan to exit if directed by RD [Regional Director].”   approved of the 
proposed Consent Order and a civil money penalty of $145,000 or greater. 

On October 17, 2011,  stipulated to the Consent Order, order for restitution, and order 
to pay CMPs.  Among other things, the Consent Order stated that the institution had exited the 
RAL business and would not resume that type of lending.  Notably the Order did allow  

 to continue its Dollars Direct program.86  paid a $145,000 civil money penalty.  
Then, on November 17, 2011, the FDIC issued the Consent Order, signed by  

XXX. Pearce’s Settlement Negotiations, and Ultimate Settlement, with  

In September 2011, Pearce took over settlement negotiations with  from  in an 
attempt to get the bank to exit its RAL business.  When interviewed by our office, Pearce 
explained that he negotiated directly with CEO  because communications between 

 and the FDIC had become adversarial by this point and he thought he was in the best 
position to reach a resolution with   Pearce thought he had a better chance of reaching a 
settlement because of his title and the fact that he had no history with the bank, giving the bank 
higher confidence that it could reach a resolution with him.  Pearce felt he was “well-positioned 
to reach a positive outcome.”  He told us he did not involve Legal in the negotiations because, by 
this time, he would not have used  and he felt he was responsible as the “supervisory 
person.” 87 Pearce stated that during the negotiations with , he focused on the issues 
at hand: the report on the horizontal review, issues with the RAL business, positive ratings, and 
resolved supervisory issues relative to being on the FDIC’s bidders list.  He recognized that 

 had an interest in expanding and the bank was now willing to be more proactive in 
addressing examination concerns.   was unable to be on the FDIC’s bidders list to 
acquire failing banks because of its “Needs Improvement” CRA rating,  composite S&S 
rating,  Compliance rating, and outstanding Consent Order from 2009.88 

On September 9, 2011,  Pearce and  met about   At the 
time,  was about to undergo another round of S&S and Compliance examinations.  

                                                           
86  We did not uncover an explanation for the FDIC’s change in position with respect to  Dollars Direct 

Program. 
87  It is noteworthy that Pearce was handling settlement discussions directly with . The Legal Division is 

typically involved in the settlement negotiation process. When we interviewed  she stated that she 
knew Pearce and  had met and agreed that they could work out the settlement without involving 
Legal and that this is not the way it was normally done.  agreed that it was Pearce who was negotiating with 

.  stated, Pearce “pretty much negotiated that [settlement] himself.” 
88  FDIC Directive Circular 6371.1 “Bidders List Preparation and Clearance Process” (December 20, 2004). For more 

on the bidders list, see Section XXXI.  
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According to  notes from the meeting, Pearce reported the he had met with  in 
 and that  “is looking forward to ‘good’[examination] reports.”   responded 

that “[e]xaminer ‘quants’ [FDIC’s Quantitative Risk Analysis Section] can criticize [the] model 
but there are not large [RAL] losses.”  In fact, according to a type-written document attached to 

 notes from that day, the FDIC’s economists in its Quantitative Risk Analysis Section 
had determined that  underwriting model: 

did not address an individual’s ability to repay a RAL based on the applicant’s credit history.  
Nonetheless, taking the limited information received at face value, the economists determined 
that the Bank’s ‘underwriting model’ adequately replaces the DI for determining whether tax 
refunds will be sufficient to repay RALs.  Consequently, the absence of the DI and the use of 
the Bank’s current ‘underwriting model’ do not expose the Bank to an abnormal risk of loss.  
This conclusion is borne out by the Bank’s successful RAL season, in which it predicted a 
default rate of  before the tax season and, in fact, their default rate has been 
approximately .  

 notes from the September 9, 2011 meeting also document comments from Pearce as 
follows: “Horizontal review demonstrates that they [ ] did not do a good (enough) job of 
training EROs.  Not terribly confident [that the] ALJ [Administrative Law Judge that hears FDIC 
enforcement cases] would recommend [ ] exiting [the] tax business…  Not allow 
[ ] to bid [on failed institutions] until after out of RALs.” 

On September 30, 2011, Pearce wrote to  
, “I spoke with r this morning regarding opportunities 

to resolve the outstanding issues related to the notice of charges and believe there is a meaningful 
prospect for resolution.”  Pearce explained that  and he had planned a meeting to be 
held in DC.  He continued, “I think the going-forward applications/bidder list issue will be a 
key point…” 

On October 6, 2011, Pearce organized a conference call with  Lowe,  
 about a strategy for   Topics included “RAL program” and 

“Bidder List” among others.  According to notes taken by  at the meeting,  
 and  also attended.  The notes reflect that  stated she “[w]ould not be 

‘outraged’ if [the] Debt Indicator [issue was] dropped out of the case.”   stated that “[s]taff 
has been excluded.  So cannot give you the best view re the case.  ‘Object to the idea [that] the 
case is without merit.’”   responded, “[w]hat do you win?  Do we get an order saying ‘no 
more RALs’?”  Pearce then discussed the terms of the settlement and  stated that they 
“[w]ill brief CRC on this next week.”  Lowe stated that, “[o]n RMS side exam is looking pretty 
clean.”   added, “[s]eeing some compliance issues, not tied to RALs.  Still looking at it.”  
Lowe replied, “[l]et thrift [ ] on bid list, now, even if  bank is 
not on yet?” 
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Then on October 16, 2011,  emailed Pearce,  and Lowe, copying  and 
 explaining and attaching a draft settlement term sheet for  for their review.  

Notably with respect to mergers, acquisitions and bidding  proposed the following language: 

After April 20, 2012, the FDIC will permit  to join the bidders list for failed banks and 
will consider  applications for acquisitions or mergers, provided that: a)  
has fully complied with the terms of the Consent Order; b)  has fully complied with 
the terms of the Plan; and c)  meets the statutory and regulatory requirements needed 
for approval of bids and acquisitions as well as mergers. 

Pearce provided edits to the term sheet and asked the group for feedback that day (a Monday) 
because he wanted to send terms to  by mid-week. 

That same day, Lowe emailed  and provided an overview of the ongoing examinations at 
 and the EICs’ preliminary findings., “…[T]he CM [Compliance] and RM [Risk 

Management/ S&S] exams, conducted by two of our most seasoned examiners, are concluding 
that appropriate efforts have been taken by the bank to address previously identified weakness, 
and upgrades in ratings are in order (Risk to , Compliance TBD – between and ).  
Absent conducting another horizontal review of EROs during the tax season, it will [be] 
difficult to make the case that the bank remains high risk, relative to its compliance program 
and third party oversight.  So should we try to simplify our negotiations/agreement with the 
bank to the larger issues: exit RAL, pay a sizeable CMP, direct additional resources for 
ongoing oversight of third party?”   replied that her “initial thoughts on the term sheet 
were consistent with [Lowe’s].”  She also forwarded the chain to Pearce.  Therefore, as Pearce 
was negotiating a Consent Order with , he was aware that the underlying 
concerns supporting a Consent Order had been resolved.  In particular, and as described 
above, he knew that the bank’s RAL underwriting model had proven effective in 2011 for the 
2010 tax season. 

One of the “seasoned examiners” referenced by Lowe was  the same examiner who had 
reviewed  underwriting plan, as described above in Section XIII.    told us 
that he was brought in as the EIC for the  2010 S&S Examination as a “clean set of 
eyes” and that  tried to “shield him from Washington” during the examination.  

 instructed  to tell him if anyone from the WO interfered.  Despite this, 
 reported that  reached out to him during the c 2011 S&S Examination.  

 called to tell him that the “quants”  had found problems with  RAL 
underwriting model.   told us he found this unusual because he had been specifically told 
at the outset of the examination that, under no circumstances were he and the other examiners to 
examine the model or ask questions about the model, so this line of inquiry was outside the scope 
of the examination.  However,  recalled calling a female in the “quants” section and she 
informed him that they had no issues with the model and that it worked quite well.   told 
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us that, at this point, he believed  was not telling him the truth.   also received a 
comment that  had made on the text of the 2011 S&S Examination.  The original text 
read: 

The IRS ceased providing its ‘Debt Indicator’ (DI) tool for the 2011 tax season.  This tool was 
one of the principal factors used by TRS to determine the likelihood of the IRS funding the refund 
request.  The division experienced modest loss rates of  and  of the RAL population 
in 2009 and 2010, respectively.  Management anticipated losses to be higher in the 2011 season 
and budgeted for a loss rate of .  Actual results through September are running better than 
anticipated (although higher than past years) at .  This loss rate has not had a materially 
adverse effect on the division’s, or the whole bank’s, earnings performance.  The division 
compensated for higher losses via a combination of a shift in refund products favoring ERCs and 
ERDs, as well as via processing a higher volume of tax returns. 

 commented “This may need to be re-worded so it doesn’t give the impression that we 
had no reason for concern about ‘ability to repay.’”   told us that he thought it was odd 
that someone from the compliance side was providing direction on a S&S examination.  He 
stated, as Lowe reflected above, that the examination “came out clean at the end of the day” and 
that  was properly running its RAL program. 

On October 18, 2011,  and Lowe both provided comments on the term sheet.  
Specifically,  incorporated concepts suggested by  and    added a 
provision “in regard to bidding/mergers, addressing our agreement to promptly respond to 
request from other agencies involving transactions being facilitated through the HC [holding 
company], or the affiliate in  

On October 19, 2011, Pearce wrote to  and  copying  and 
 that he had “[s]ent the attached term sheet to  today and walked him through 

it on the phone.”  Pearce pointed to two questions asked by , one on the length of 
time the provisions would remain in place and the other was “[w]hat level of scrutiny will FDIC 
[have] going forward on ERO’s providing ERCs [Electronic Refund Checks] and ERDs 
[Electronic Refund Deposits]?  I told him we expected our supervision (and his audit program) to 
be commensurate with the risks of this activity, noting (as we have in the past) that the 
elimination of the RAL product reduces the regulatory, compliance, and reputational risks.”  
Pearce updated the same group on October 24, 2011, stating that he had spoken with  
that day and had discussed a number of outstanding issues.  Pearce said that he and  
were “shooting to make significant progress by Nov 16th board meeting…”  He also noted that 
“  suggested [a] $100k CMP, which I told him was the same as offering $0.” 

On November 9, 2011, Pearce sent a memorandum entitled “Consumer Protection Update – 
Week of November 7, 2011” to the then-Acting Chairman Gruenberg.  Included was an update 
on  that read, “[t]here is a fair chance of resolving  matter in the next 30-60 
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days…  Possible settlement outcome involves agreement to exit RAL business (though not until 
after the 2011 tax return season) and improve third-party oversight for other tax-related 
products.” 

On November 11, 2011,  wrote to Pearce as a part of their continuing settlement 
negotiations.  He stated, “[w]ith regard to the Civil Money Penalty, we would be receptive to an 
amount greater than $500,000 in the event we are able to come to a conclusion and resolution 
on all matters resulting in our immediate ability to resume expansionary activities including 
acquisition of failed institutions with FDIC assistance.  I understand that any such resolution 
would be subject to the conclusion of all pending exams with satisfactory or better ratings 
prior to execution of the Consent Order.” 

Then on November 18, 2011, Pearce sent another Consumer Protection Update memorandum to 
Gruenberg that included a reference to  as follows, “  negotiations nearing 
completion – should know outcome within the next two weeks.” 

 and Pearce continued to exchange emails and draft language relating to the 
settlement on November 19, 20, and 23, 2011.  Then on November 25, 2011,  
emailed Pearce, attaching further edits to the Consent Order and Consent Agreement drafts.  He 
wrote, “[w]e are only a few words away on these so I’m confident that if you would agree to the 
most recent drafts of the ERO Oversight Plan we will come to terms on the Consent Order and 
Stipulation.” 

On November 26, 2011, Lowe sent Pearce the draft Compliance and S&S Examinations, both 
of which raised  ratings to “2.” 

On November 27, 2011, Pearce emailed  copying  and  forwarding 
 November 25, 2011 email and adding his own message: 

 and I are working on the final pieces of the resolution for  close to the lines you 
and I discussed a week or so ago: 

1.  will agree to exit RAL business, after next tax season 

2.  has submitted a plan for improved oversight of tax preparers… 

3.  will pay a $900,000 CMP 

4. FDIC agrees that  can file applications after Consent Order executed and we 
will consider them in accordance with our normal procedures. 

The draft RM and Compliance exams indicate a ‘2’ rating for both…  Let me know if you have 
any concerns before I let the horse out of the barn. 
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On November 28, 2011, Pearce sent the draft Compliance and S&S (also referred to as Risk 
Management) Examinations to  for her to review and stated, “I am a bit concerned at 
description of tax products and mgmt oversight in both RM and Compliance sections, given 
the outstanding notice of charges…” (ellipse original) 

 subsequently added the following language to the Compliance ROE.  “As noted above, 
the findings and recommendations from the February 2011 [Horizontal Review] Visitation 
were not reviewed as a part of this examination.  The assessment of the Bank’s efforts to 
address deficiencies noted is being handled under separate cover.”   then sent the 
revision to Pearce.   also sent suggested changes to  for the S&S ROE on 
November 29, 2011.   concurred and forwarded the change and comments to Lowe and 

  Pearce also sent  changes to the Compliance ROE to Lowe. 

On November 30, 2011, Pearce sent  the draft examination reports.  

As we have discussed, these reports generally do not consider issues identified in the February 
2011 [Horizontal Review] Visitation; however, they do presume that the issues identified in 
that Visitation and in the subsequent Amended Notice of Charges will be addressed and 
resolved satisfactorily.  The Region will finalize and issue these reports immediately after the 
Board has taken final action to address those issues.  

This appears to tie the bank’s ratings directly to the settlement. 

 replied, in part, “I understand from our phone conversation that the signed 
Consent Order and Stipulation as well as the ERO Oversight Plan resolve the issues related to 
the Report of Visitation [Horizontal Review].  It would be helpful to have some reference to 
the settlement’s resolution of the ROV [Report of Visitation] in the exam.”  Pearce forwarded 
the chain to  and  copying  and  and asked them to 
review the documents to ensure they matched the previous draft.  He also alerted them that “I 
have briefed  and  will notify CRC members later today,” that 
the settlement will be signed the following week by  Board and FDIC management.  
Pearce also sent the final draft Stipulation, Order and ERO Oversight Plan documents to 

, and  copying  and Lowe. 

When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry,  said that in light of the fact that the September 
12, 2011 Compliance Examination did not review actions the bank took to address concerns 
found during the horizontal review, she thought it was a “strong arm tactic.”  She said that the 
horizontal review was DCP-driven by a strong belief that they would find “a raft” of violations.  

 said that the reviews did find some violations, but at the end of the day, they were not as 
serious as they thought and it “did not pan out.” 

Also on November 30, 2011,  emailed  copying  and Pearce the “Briefing 
Update for CRC Members” regarding    provided a memorandum to be 
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circulated to the CRC.  She explained the terms of the settlement.  “The Bank will exit the RAL 
business on or before April 30, 2012 and not resume it thereafter.  The Bank will pay a CMP of 
$900,000.  The FDIC will terminate the Cease & Desist Order issued on February 27, 2009.”  
She also stated that the settlement included the bank submitting an acceptable ERO Oversight 
Plan, which they had done, and dismissing their lawsuit against the FDIC. 

Pearce emailed Gruenberg and  that day at 3:13 p.m. as well, alerting them of the 
settlement with   He emailed them again at 4:53 p.m. attaching the Consent Order and 
Stipulation for  and highlighting “[t]he operative language from the Stipulation 
regarding applications is pasted below.  It has been approved by Legal and RMS.”  The 
language pasted from the Order into Pearce’s email is as follows: 

Provided that the Bank has complied with the terms of this CONSENT AGREEMENT, the FDIC 
agrees that it will consider any merger applications filed with the FDIC by the Bank and any 
requests by the Bank for clearance to bid on the assets and deposits of failing institutions.  In 
considering such merger applications or requests for clearance to bid that may be submitted by 
the Bank, the FDIC will apply the same requirements, standards, and policies that the FDIC 
typically applies with respect to any other insured depository institution.  The Bank may file such 
merger applications or requests for clearance to bid immediately upon acceptance of this 
CONSENT AGREEMENT by the FDIC. 

We asked Gruenberg if  ability to get on the FDIC’s bidders list or the provision 
above was a focus of his attention at the time.  He stated that he could not remember. 

On December 2, 2011,  Board met to discuss the settlement.   reported to 
Pearce, on December 3, 2011, that “[e]verything went well at the Board Meeting yesterday and I 
expect to have everything signed and finalized early next week.”  They continued to correspond 
to finalize logistics of signatures and timing. 

On December 5, 2011,  provided a check for $900,000 in civil money penalties.  That 
same day,  sent a memorandum to  

, Subject: “Request for Consultation – Double 
Upgrade on Compliance Rating Composite  to Composite ‘2’” for    
explained: 

The scope of the current examination also included a limited follow-up review and discussion 
with bank management regarding concerns identified in the February 2011 FDIC Visitation 
Report.  The February 2011 Visitation was a targeted review of the bank’s non-traditional tax 
refund business that is conducted through Tax Refund Solutions (TRS), a division of the bank.  
However, due to the timing of this examination, and the fact that the 2011 tax season had 
already concluded, the scope of the current examination did not test the effectiveness of 
actions taken by the bank to address the concerns noted during the February 2011 Visitation.  
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Put simply, the horizontal review results that involved approximately 400 examiners visiting 
some 250 institutions were not considered when the FDIC decided to double-upgrade  
composite rating.  Equally, the optics of the ratings upgrade being issued on the same day that 

 provided a check for CMPs is concerning.  When interviewed as a part of this Inquiry, 
 agreed the appearance was “not good.” 

On December 7, 2011,  emailed  for 
, copying Pearce,  and others,  settlement talking 

points.  Among other question and answer pairs: 

Question:  Has the FDIC finally driven banks out of the RAL business?  Are there 
any other banks involved in this line?  

Response:  The FDIC’s actions regarding RAL business were to ensure that banks 
handle all their operations consistent with safe, sound, and prudent banking 
practices, and with the primary objective of conserving capital.  We do not discuss 
open operation banks with anyone other than the banks and their Boards of 
Directors. 

That same day, a meeting regarding the FDIC’s press release on the  settlement was also 
organized by the then-Acting Chairman’s office to include himself, Pearce,  and  

Finally, on December 8, 2011, the FDIC formally issued the Consent Order and an order to pay a 
$900,000 civil money penalty.   agreed to exit the RAL business on or before April 30, 
2012 and never resume thereafter.  Such a provision is unusual in FDIC Consent Orders, as the 
FDIC typically allows an institution to re-enter lending activity after consulting with, or 
obtaining a non-objection from, the FDIC.  When interviewed by our office,  admitted it 
is rare to ask a bank to exit a line of business.   also told us it was atypical.   also 
agreed to voluntarily dismiss the lawsuit it had filed against the FDIC on March 11, 2011, and 
the FDIC terminated the Consent Order from 2009 to which  had previously been 
subject.  With the upgrade to a composite  rating in place and the issues associated with the 
previous Consent Order and horizontal review behind them,  was eligible for addition to 
the FDIC’s bidders list of banks who could purchase failing institutions, the outcome that  

 had always been clear that he wanted. 

On December 9, 2011, Pearce’s secretary emailed  and him with a draft  press 
release.  That same day, discussions occurred between Pearce,   and others about 
an internal message to all DCP staff, and potentially others, regarding the  settlement 
and thanking them for their work on the horizontal review.  Lowe noted, “[m]y only concern – if 
the email becomes public – is the potential public or industry perception that the entire agency 
was engaged in an action against an individual bank.” 
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XXXI. Qualified Bidders List and  Purchase of  

According to the FDIC’s Franchise Marketing Website: 

The FDIC invites approved and qualified bidders to participate in acquisition opportunities by 
means of a bid list.  Bid lists are created for each acquisition opportunity based on potential 
acquirer’s qualifications and interests and characteristics of the failing bank such as capital 
ratios, regulatory ratings, assets and core deposits as reported on the most recent Call Report 
and geographic location of the bank.  Each bid list is developed using several criteria sets to 
identify approved potential bidders for an acquisition opportunity, while considering factors that 
match likely approved bidders to an acquisition opportunity.  In order for an institution or 
organizing group to be included on a bid list, they must be an insured financial institution or 
have a shelf charter approved.  Banks qualified for a bid list will be notified of the applicable 
acquisition opportunity by email and granted initial access to the FDIC’s virtual data room.89 

Directive Circular 6371.1 “Bidders List Preparation and Clearance Process” (December 20, 
2004) explains that “DSC [now split into RMS and DCP] is responsible for pre-approving 
potential bidders for failing institutions and for assessing the risk to the deposit insurance fund(s) 
posed by potential resolution transactions.”  The more recent Franchise Marketing Job Aid 1.B 
“Create A Bid List,” dated June 2015, points to RMS as the Division to assist with determining 
an institution’s qualifications for inclusion on a bid list, using the criteria in Circular 6371.1.  
That criteria includes: geography, overall financial condition (“[a]s a general rule, potential 
bidder institutions must evidence satisfactory financial condition … composite ratings of ‘1’ or 
‘2.’”), asset size, management (“tantamount to a CAMELS management component rating of ‘2’ 
or better”), anti-money laundering record, and minority ownership. 

According to the Job Aid, the person compiling the bid list should “[s]end the Regional Manager 
the bid list criteria memorandum.  The RM contacts RMS Regional Manager and Case Managers 
to discuss criteria.”  The Job Aid also counsels, “[a]lways make sure that any individual 
institutions not meeting the normal supervisory criteria are cleared by the RMS Case Manager 
before adding them to the list.” 

At the time, for  the  and the .   
entered the finalized change in the bank’s ratings in ViSION on , the same 
date the report was mailed to the bank.  We conferred with  

 and  
 as a part of this Inquiry.   said that it takes about two days for the information 

in ViSION to update into the Franchise Marketing system.   

On December 8, 2011, the same day the Consent Order was issued,  
, wrote to  copying Lowe 

                                                           
89  https://www.fdic.gov/buying/FranchiseMarketing/bid_lists.html (As of November 29, 2015). 

https://www.fdic.gov/buying/FranchiseMarketing/bid_lists.html
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and  about  status.  “They are excluded from the resolution process.  Do you 
want that hold to continue?”  Lowe responded, “[f]or now – yes.  Expect restrictions to change, 
though, within the next week or so.”   replied, on December 12, 2011, “[w]e have 
received a call in Dallas from…   wanting to get on the bidders list.  Please let me know 
when the hold should be taken off.”  Lowe responded, on December 13, 2011, that the “[h]old is 
off now” and  was added that day to the qualified bidders list and to the bid list for 

 (as well as two other banks that  did not end up being 
interested in purchasing).   was then able to access the secure site to review the 
marketed bank’s information.  In other words, three business days after the Consent Order was 
issued and five business days after  wrote its $900,000 CMP check and was upgraded, 
the bank was on the bidders list.   acquired  on January 
27, 2012, and ultimately purchased a total of three banks in 2012.   had not agreed to 
exit RALs until April 2012 and was therefore still in the business at the time it purchased 

. 

 told us that then-Acting Chairman Gruenberg was surprised at how quickly  
was able to purchase a bank.  Gruenberg was also alerted to another potential  
purchase.  On March 22, 2012, Lowe wrote to a group that  was interested in bidding on 

 that would be failing April 13, 2012.   forwarded the message 
to  who forwarded it to Gruenberg. 

XXXII. Conclusion 

The facts developed by this review strongly reinforce the concerns and issues raised in the OIG’s 
earlier Audit.  In our view, the FDIC must candidly consider its leadership practices, its process 
and procedures, and the conduct of multiple individuals who made and implemented the decision 
to require banks to exit RALs.  While we acknowledge that the events described in our report 
surrounding RALs involved only three of the FDIC’s many supervised institutions, the severity 
of the events warrants such consideration.  The FDIC needs to ask how the actions described in 
our report could unfold as they did, in light of the FDIC’s stated core values of integrity, 
accountability, and fairness.  Further, the Corporation must address how it can avoid similar 
occurrences in the future.   

In December 2015, in response to concerns raised in the Audit, the FDIC removed the term 
“moral suasion” from its guidance.  We appreciate the central importance of informal discussions 
and persuasion to the supervisory process; however, we believe more needs to be done to subject 
the use of moral suasion, and its equivalents, to meaningful scrutiny and oversight, and to create 
equitable remedies for institutions should they be subject to abusive treatment. 

Because our work is in the nature of a review, and not an audit conducted in accordance with 
government auditing standards, we are not making formal recommendations.  However, we 
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request that the FDIC report to us, 60 days from the date of our final report, on the steps it will 
take to address the matters raised for its consideration. 
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Safety and Soundness 

Start Date 5/19/2008 7/20/2009  8/30/2010 9/26/2011 

Examiner 
Completion Date 07/16/2008 09/03/2009 

10/01/2010 (FDIC);  
10/06/2010 (State) 

11/01/2011 

CAMELS Rating   
 
  

 

Compliance 

Start Date 3/31/2008 10/19/2009  9/12/2011 

Examiner 
Completion Date 12/04/2008 07/22/2010 12/02/2011 

Compliance Rating    

 

Safety and Soundness 

Start Date 2/11/2008 3/23/2009  10/25/2010 12/22/2011 

Examiner 
Completion Date 05/09/2008 05/14/2009 01/19/2011 02/15/2012 

CAMELS Rating     

Compliance 

Start Date 7/17/2006 5/15/2009  12/21/2011 

Examiner 
Completion Date 3/02/2007 12/29/2010 3/06/2012 

Compliance Rating    
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Safety and Soundness 

Start Date 11/26/2007 1/12/2009  2/16/2010 2/22/2011 

Examiner 
Completion Date 01/04/2008 02/11/2009 05/27/2010 05/11/2011 

CAMELS Rating     

Compliance 

Start Date 09/15/2004 8/27/2007 9/13/2010  

Examiner 
Completion Date 10/06/2004 11/27/2007 04/01/2011 

Compliance Rating    
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Informal Actions 

Informal actions are voluntary commitments made by the Board of Directors/trustees 
of a financial institution.  They are designed to correct identified deficiencies and 
ensure compliance with federal and state banking laws and regulations.  Informal 
actions are neither publicly disclosed nor legally enforceable. 

Board Resolution Informal commitments developed and adopted by a financial 
institution’s Board of Directors/trustees, often at the request of an FDIC 
Regional Director, directing the institution’s personnel to take corrective 
action regarding specific noted deficiencies.  The FDIC is not a party to 
the resolution, but approves and accepts the resolution as a means to 
initiate corrective action 

Memorandum of 
Understanding 
(MOU) 

An MOU provides a structured way to correct problems at institutions 
that have moderate weaknesses, but have not deteriorated to a point 
requiring formal corrective actions.  An MOU may be appropriate if 
examiners (after discussing examination findings with field and regional 
office personnel and the bank), determine that the board of directors 
and management are committed to, and capable of, implementing 
effective corrective measures. 

Formal Enforcement Actions 

Formal enforcement actions are those taken pursuant to the powers granted to the 
FDIC’s Board of Directors under Section 8 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (FDI Act) 
12 U.S.C § 1818.  Each situation and circumstance determines the most appropriate 
action(s) to be taken.  Formal enforcement actions are publicly available records. 

Written 
Agreement  

A formal written agreement is entered between a insured depository 
institution and its appropriate Federal banking regulator.  The written 
agreement may require that specific activities be prohibited and/or certain 
actions be taken.  It has the same effect as an order to cease and desist and 
is issued pursuant to FDI Act Section 8(a) or 8(b). 
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Formal Enforcement Actions 

Cease and 
Desist Order 
(Consent 
Order) 

Under Section 8(b)(6), the FDIC attempts to obtain consent from a bank to 
a Cease and Desist Order in an effort to eliminate the need for time-
consuming administrative hearings.  The Consent Cease and Desist 
procedure is premised upon agreement to a stipulation between the 
representatives of the FDIC and the bank's board of directors whereby the 
bank agrees to the issuance of a Cease and Desist Order without admitting 
or denying that any unsafe or unsound practices and/or violations of law or 
regulation have occurred.  The effect of this procedure is to reduce the 
time period between initial review of the case and the date on which an 
enforceable and binding Cease and Desist Order is issued.  Concurrence of 
the State supervisor is sought; however, failure to obtain such concurrence 
would not be a reason to discontinue the pursuit of Section 8(b) action.  
The responsibility for negotiating a stipulation with the bank’s board of 
directors is generally that of the FDIC Regional Counsel and other Regional 
Office representatives.  If an institution voluntarily agrees to the entry of a 
Cease and Desist Order, the order is entitled a “Consent Order.” 

Notice of 
Charges 

Section 8(b) provides that the FDIC may issue and serve a Notice of Charges 
upon a State nonmember insured depository institution in the following 
instances: 

1. The bank is engaging, or has engaged, in unsafe or unsound 
practices; 

2. The bank is violating, or has violated, a law, rule, or regulation, or 
any condition imposed in writing by the FDIC with regard to the 
approval of a request or application, or a written agreement 
entered into with the FDIC; or 

3. There is reasonable cause to believe the bank is about to do either 
of the above.   

The Notice contains a statement of facts relating to the practices or 
violations and fixes a time and place for a hearing to determine 
whether a Cease and Desist Order shall be issued. 

Civil Money 
Penalty 

Insured depository institutions and institution-affiliated parties may be 
assessed monetary penalties for engaging in unsafe or unsound banking 
practices or violations of law or failure to comply with an order issued by 
the appropriate Federal banking regulator (Section 8(i)(2)).  

Sources:  Federal Deposit Insurance Act, Section 8;  12 CFR §308 (Rules of Procedure; multiple 
subparts); Interagency Policy Regarding the Assessment of Civil Money Penalties by the Federal 
Financial Institutions Regulatory Agencies; Interagency Notification and Coordination of 
Enforcement Actions by the Federal Banking Regulatory Agencies; FDIC Compliance Examination 
Manual- September 2015; and RMS Manual of Examination Policies. 
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 Changes 

As a part of this Inquiry,  for  October 25, 2010 S&S ROE, provided OIG 
investigators with a copy of the ROE, as he had submitted it, on October 7, 2015.  His  

 made changes to  version of the ROE at  direction.  These 
changes included a change in the composite CAMELS rating from a “ ” to a “ .”  The 
management component was also changed from a “ ” to a “ .”  Additional language was added 
to the “Summary” section of the report.  The report now identified concerns with risk 
management of the bank’s Tax Division’s loan products and adverse compliance findings in the 
area.  Management oversight of the Tax Division was called “ineffective,” while management 
oversight was not discussed in the prior version.  The edited version concluded that ineffective 
management increased reputational and third-party risks.  The chart below shows examples of 
changes in specific language:   

Original After Regional Office Editing 

Capital and liquidity are strong. 

Capital, asset quality, earnings, and liquidity are 
satisfactory, but can be impacted by risks 
associated with the Tax Division’s loan products 
and .   

Excluding the multiple violations of Section 5 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, that prohibit 
unfair or deceptive practices, the bank meets the 
standards for satisfactory CRA performance. 

Multiple violations of Section 5 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, regarding the prohibition 
of unfair or deceptive practices, are the main 
cause of the “Needs to Improve” rating. 

Management and the board of Directors have the 
appropriate experience and expertise to 
adequately oversee the traditional operations of 
the bank; however, the unsatisfactory 
compliance management system and the lack of 
adequate supervision of outside individuals 
involved with the tax-related products and 

 continues to be a 
regulatory concern. 

Management and the Board of Directors need to 
improve risk oversight, particularly as it pertains to 
non-traditional products.   

Earnings are adequate to support operations and 
adequately fund the allowance for loan and lease 
losses.   

Earnings are adequate to support operations and 
adequately fund the allowance for loan and lease 
losses, although earnings performance excluding 
income generated from the RAL and  

 is only moderately sufficient to augment 
capital.   
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Original After Regional Office Editing 

The budget for the year 2010 projects net income 
of $3,166M, resulting in ROAA of 1.21 percent.  
The earnings performance is on track to meet 
budgeted income.  Profit plan committee minutes 
indicate that the budget is reviewed quarterly; 
however, no written Profit Plan has been created 
for 2010.   

Profit plan committee minutes indicate that the 
budget is reviewed quarterly; however, no written 
Profit Plan has been created for 2010.   

Significant Omissions 

In addition, the following statements written by the EIC were omitted from the ROE: 

1. “The traditional aspects of bank operations are generally satisfactory.” 

2. “Asset quality pertaining to the loan portfolio has improved and earnings are adequate.” 

3. “Management and the Board are experienced and administer traditional bank operations 
in a generally satisfactory manner.” 

4. “The review of the Tax Division took place immediately after the onsite portion of the 
S&S examination notes that modification of the RAL program resulting from the 
withdrawal of the IRS debt indicator will result in a substantial decrease in the number 
and dollar volume of RALs in 2011.  While RAL losses have been low in relation to 
loan volume, the product’s risk profile increases significantly without the debt 
indicator.” 

Significant Additions  

The  RO completely changed a paragraph discussing “Compliance with Enforcement 
Actions and Board Resolutions.”  The EIC originally noted management’s adherence to four of 
the five provisions of the April 29, 2009 S&S Board Resolution.  The original report noted the 
bank needed to enhance its audit program for the RAL and .  After the 

 RO review, the report primarily discussed the inadequacies of the RAL and  
.  Instead of saying the bank complied with four out of five of the 

provisions, the report was changed to, “Although management has complied with some of the 
provisions of the Resolution, enhancements are needed to improve the quality of the 
methodology of the allowance for loan and lease losses, the Profit Plan, and the audit function.  
Refer to the Compliance with Enforcement Action page for additional details.” 
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The Management section of the report was changed to include an additional paragraph 
discussing the effect of the consumer compliance violations in the management rating.  
Additionally, a paragraph discussing the IRS debt indicator was added to the report.  

Finally, within the earnings section of the report, the  RO added comments describing 
the impact of RALs on earnings.   

 and Trust Changes 

We obtained the original version of  August 30, 2010 S&S ROE that  
submitted to the  RO.  After submission, the  RO made changes to  
report.  These changes included a change in the composite CAMELS rating from a “ ” to a “ .”  
Other components changed include the bank’s Earnings component from a “ ” to a “ ,” and the 
liquidity component from a “ ” to a “ .”  The chart below shows examples of changes to specific 
language:   

Original After Regional Office Editing 

The financial condition of the institution is strong; 
however, the continued presence of a deficient 
consumer compliance program is a regulatory 
concern. 

The continued presence of a deficient consumer 
compliance program is a regulatory concern. 

Liquidity is strong; sensitivity to market is 
moderate but suitably managed. 

Liquidity is acceptable, and sensitivity to market is 
moderate, but suitably managed. 

While the strong financial condition of the 
institution reflects favorably on the capabilities of 
management, the continued presence of an 
unsatisfactory compliance management program 
is a significant supervisory concern. 

The continued presence of an unsatisfactory 
compliance management program, and the lack of 
a comprehensive strategy to minimize risks 
associated with the TRS program, are significant 
supervisory concerns. 

Asset quality remains strong. Asset quality remains satisfactory. 

Earnings are strong. 

Earnings performance is currently favorable, but 
may not prove to be sustainable should the bank’s 
TRS business decline or if an acceptable debt 
indicator model cannot be developed. 

Liquidity is strong and funds management 
practices are well developed. 

Liquidity is acceptable and funds management 
practices are well developed. 

Significant Omissions 

In addition, the following statements written by the EIC were omitted from the ROE: 
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1. “Risk management practices are appropriate for the bank’s risk profile.” 

2. “Management has enhanced its oversight of the TRS division since the last examination.” 

Significant Additions 

A short paragraph was added to the Compliance/CRA section of the ROE.  This basically stated 
that the FDIC would propose a Consent Order based on the findings from the Compliance 
Examination.  

“The Board will need to improve its ability to assess and monitor its third-party risk.” 

Additionally, within the “Sensitivity to Market Risk” section, the  RO added the 
following:  

“However, the current strong level of earnings is unlikely to continue in future periods due to 
change that will likely be needed pertaining to the TRS program.” 
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 had assets of just over  during the 2009-2012 time frame.   is a state 
non-member bank, and the FDIC and the state of  generally work together to conduct 
joint examinations issuing the bank a single report.   

In prior years, examinations of  generally resulted in a S&S rating of “ .”  Most of these 
examinations were joint examinations with the State of    

In 2008, examiners noted the overall condition of  as “satisfactory.”  However, 
examiners also noted apparent violations of FDIC Rules and Section 103.22(b)(1) of the 
Treasury Department’s financial recordkeeping regulations.  Specifically, they identified Bank 
Secrecy Act and anti-money laundering process deficiencies.  Examiners also identified concerns 
during a visit where examiners reviewed the TRS area.  The ROE cited the bank for an apparent 
violation of  Revised Statutes for preservation of bank records.  The bank was also in 
non-compliance with Appendix B of Part 364, Interagency Guidelines Establishing Information 
Security Standards.  While asset quality was strong, examiners identified a contravention of 
FDIC Rules and Regulations Part 365 - Real Estate Lending Standards Appendix A. Examiners 
found  sensitivity to market risk “moderately high, but well-managed.”  The ROE 
noted capital, earnings, and liquidity were “satisfactory.”  They gave the bank a satisfactory 
rating for its information technology and trust operations management.  The ROE noted the 
bank’s Compliance and CRA examination were ongoing, and findings were not included within 
their report. 

The ROE also discussed RALs.  Specifically, the ROE described the program and its growth 
since the prior year.  The ROE stated the RAL program has existed for over ten years.   
significantly expanded its operation in the 2008 tax year by providing RALs through its 
agreement with over 1,600  corporate-owned stores and increasing its 
independent tax preparer business.  “Active electronic refund originators (EROs) for the 2008 tax 
season exceeded .  RAL volume increased percent as of March 31, 2008, and total 
transactions, including electronic refund checks and deposits increased  percent and exceed 

 transactions.” 

The 2008 S&S ROE stated that “[m]anagerial, regulatory compliance, operational, reputation, 
and legal risks associated with this business line are elevated.”  The ROE noted that “[r]eview of 
the tax refund loan program identified inadequate controls over third-party tax preparers.”  The 
identified weaknesses resulted in the apparent violation of consumer protection regulations, non-
compliance with the safeguarding of customer information contained in Appendix A of Part 364 
of the FDIC Rules and Regulations, and an apparent violation of the State of  
recordkeeping regulations.  The ROE also identified concerns with management’s slow charge-
off of non-performing RALs.  Finally, a security breach on the bank’s Website resulted in the 
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exposure of confidential customer information.  The ROE noted that  stated that 
“[t]he RAL program weaknesses and violations of law are unacceptable, and that management 
was committed to investing the needed manpower and financial resources to ensure the program 
is operated in a satisfactory manner.”  Management developed a framework for 2009 program 
improvements during the examination. 

In  May 27, 2008 Compliance Examination, the bank was downgraded from a “ ” to a 
“ ,” and its CRA rating was downgraded from “Satisfactory” to “Needs to Improve.”  Comments 
regarding this examination include: findings from a Joint Examination Team approach that began 
on March 3, 2008.  The visit to  focused on the RAL program, and examiners 
incorporated the findings into the ROE.  Examiners identified critical weaknesses within the 
RAL program that led to substantive discrimination violations of 12 C.F.R. Part 202 Equal 
Credit Opportunity Regulation B (REG B).  These violations were referred to the Department of 
Justice.  Other violations involving the RAL program included Privacy, Truth in Lending, and 
Regulation E (12 C.F.R. Part 205 Electronic Fund Transfers Regulation E).  Weaknesses were 
also identified in the bank’s methods for obtaining signatures on legal documents.  Compliance 
examiners felt the CMS for managing the risks associated with the RAL program and “extensive 
third-party relationships” was inadequate.  The Compliance Examination noted, “[t]he audit 
function did not focus on the ECOA or fair lending issues.”   

The Compliance Examination noted the REG B violations had a “significant impact on 
 CRA program.”  “The widespread substantive violations of Regulation B, which 

implements the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, lowered the overall rating to Needs to Improve.  
The 2008 Compliance ROE SAER Information Sheet noted, “CRA is significantly impacted by 
the REG B violations, otherwise, would be rated Satisfactory.”  

 stipulated and consented to a Cease and Desist Order in February 2009 arising from 
deficiencies in the institution’s CMS with regard to RALs and the institution’s inability to 
adequately assess, measure, monitor, and control third-party risk. 

In 2009, the State and the FDIC conducted a joint examination of   The July 20, 2009 
examination found “[t]he condition of the institution satisfactory; however, Board and 
management oversight must improve.”  Again, examiners did not identify issues with the bank’s 
management of its capital, liquidity, or sensitivity to market risk.  While the volume of adversely 
classified assets increased, asset quality remained strong.  The ROE reported improved earnings 
that supported  capital growth.   

Examiners downgraded the Management component at this examination from a “ ” to a “ .”  
Examiners justified the downgrade by noting that management, “[h]ad not complied with 
consumer compliance regulations, nor fully corrected deficiencies in the TRS business segment, 
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which were also identified at the prior safety and soundness examination, primarily in the 
management of third party risk.”     

The 2009 ROE acknowledged Management’s institution of several program improvements in its 
oversight of the tax-related business lines.  The ROE also noted program weaknesses identified 
during the 2009 tax season, some of which were consumer compliance related.  In addition, the 
results of internal audit’s mystery shopping program indicated that additional ERO training 
efforts were necessary to improve product delivery, disclosure, and ultimately customer product 
understanding.  

Subsequent to the 2009 S&S Examination, compliance examiners conducted a Compliance 
examination of  as of October 19, 2009.  Compliance examiners followed up on 

 efforts to administer an effective CMS to ensure compliance with applicable 
consumer protection and fair lending laws and regulations.  Finally, examiners evaluated 

 performance under the CRA and determined the rating should remain as “Needs 
Improvement.” 

Again, the Compliance Examination rating of  was a “ .”  The Compliance ROE states 
the bank’s compliance management made “some improvement;” however, examiners noted 
management was largely reactive to supervisory findings and did not exert sufficient oversight.  
The Compliance ROE specifically identifies management’s insufficient oversight with respect to 
its “high-risk, non-traditional product lines.”  Further  “[p]olicies, procedures, 
monitoring, and training should be improved to identify and correct deficiencies.”  Compliance 
examiners stated, “[i]nternal procedures and controls have not proven effective to detect 
violations of Regulation B, as the institution had established a history of substantive violations in 
this area over the last several examinations.” 

Examiners credited management for improvements made in response to the last examination’s 
findings; however, they noted oversight of third-party risk was “lacking.”  Examiners noted that 
“[s]ince the previous examination, several events have occurred that raise concerns with regard 
to the Board and senior management’s ability to oversee the Bank’s third-party risk and fair 
lending program.”  The report continued by identifying the lack of documented minutes for the 
Board and Compliance committee, prior to expanding the bank’s RAL program, as evidence that 
leadership was out of touch with actions taken by bank management.  The other concern 
identified was the bank’s expanded number of ERO partners since the last examination.  This 
increased the bank’s third-party risk.   

“During the 2009 tax season, ,  [a federally chartered thrift 
institution and subsidiary of ], originated RALs, which were  
subsequently purchased by .”  The Compliance Examination stated “[g]iven 
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the outstanding Order, it was disconcerting that the Board did not notify the FDIC of this 
significant business decision.”  

The Compliance Examination notes that  “[l]argely corrected the illegal discrimination 
violation within the non-traditional bank products identified at the prior compliance 
examination.”  Examiners identified a significant REG B violation within the traditional bank 
product area during the 2009 examination.  The violation represented “[t]he third examination, 
within the last four in which a substantive Equal Credit Opportunity violation is cited related to 
discrimination on a prohibited basis.”  The Compliance Examination notes the exact 
circumstances were different at each examination, but “[t]he continued presence of material 
findings in this area is indicative of weaknesses in management’s oversight mechanisms.”   

The Compliance Examination describes  compliance policies and procedures as “weak 
within certain areas.”  Compliance monitoring is also described as “weak.”   consumer 
complaint response procedures and audit function were described as “adequate.” 

On May 11, 2010,  emailed  and others, copying  about findings of the 
October 19, 2009 Compliance Examination.  He wrote: 

With regard to the rating I understand the low rating is driven by the ECOA violations which 
occurred with the Bank’s Commercial Loan Department.  When there is a substantive ECOA 
violation involving discrimination as appears to be the case here the Bank’s Compliance rating 
can be no better than a ‘3’.  The RAL program remains clean, and but for the ECOA violations 
the Bank would have a satisfactory rating. 
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The February 11, 2008 S&S examination rated .  The 2008 ROE 
identified key concerns including asset quality issues such as management of collections and the 
asset quality function.  The examination discussed the Tax Refund Anticipation Loan (TRAL) 
Program.  Examiners noted inherent risk due to the type of loans the TRAL program generated.  
Discussion was limited to identification of concerns within the bank’s audit program and ERO 
due diligence process.  Examiners recommend annual reviews of the program (in line with 
expectations of higher risk programs) and they recommended additional “[d]ue diligence 
procedures regarding the acceptance of EROs into the program.”  The bank had pending 
litigation involving the non-payment of 35 official checks totaling .  The bank’s loan 
losses were higher than the peer group.  The bulk of their loan losses came from their consumer 
portfolio. 

The March 23, 2009 S&S examination did not cite the TRALs as a weakness within the credit 
risk area.  The ROE notes the bank engaged Jefferson Wells, Inc. to “[a]ssess ERO compliance 
with bank policy and procedures.”  The review identified incomplete product applications (a 
similar finding was identified in the 2006 Compliance Examination); however, they noted in 
most instances there was “supporting documentation that mitigated the technical deficiency.”  
The 2009 S&S Examination noted  that “[t]he Board promised correction of all apparent 
violations and deficiencies, and correspondence with the FDIC after the 2008 examination 
suggests progress has been made in addressing regulatory concerns.” 

The May 15, 2009 Compliance Examination took over 18 months to complete.  While the 
examination remained open, on October 5, 2009,  attorney wrote to the FDIC’s 
Ombudsman complaining that they had been unable to get an answer about a branch relocation 
from the FDIC because no answer would be provided until the completion of the Compliance 
Examination. 

When the May 15, 2009 Compliance Examination was finally completed on December 29, 2010 
it stated that “[a]lthough the Board made some efforts to provide the necessary framework to 
administer an effective compliance program… these efforts have not proven effective in 
preventing further deterioration in the bank’s compliance posture.”  Focus was placed on 
nontraditional areas including the RAL program and issues raised by the Social Security 
Administration potentially involving the bank’s .  However, one might 
conclude that the larger issue was the repeat violations regarding Truth in Lending disclosures; 
related to the bank’s ARM products which had a negative financial impact on consumers.  The 
ROE notes: 

As mentioned previously throughout this Report, numerous substantive violations were identified 
involving unfair and deceptive acts and practices under Section 5 of the FTC Act.  These 
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violations are related to multiple practices in the bank's ARM product line that have a very 
direct and adverse impact on consumers, including tangible financial harm that will require the 
bank to reimburse customers. 

Specifically, ARM adjustment pricing was not consistent or objective, increasing the risk for 
pricing disparities on a prohibited basis.  Examiners took special note of:    

 Inadequate monitoring of third parties without properly requiring  periodic due diligence 
reviews during the course of the relationships;  

 Inadequate contractual agreements between the third-party and the bank, specifically no 
requirements regarding safekeeping of loan documentation and other forms of personally 
identifiable information provided to the vendors;  

 Inadequate policies/procedures governing the tax division;  

 Inadequate audit of nontraditional products; and  

 Lack of monitoring the marketing materials their third parties used to promote the bank’s 
lending products.   

The ROE discussed the third-party risks pertaining to the RALs program and some underwriting 
weaknesses, among other concerns. 

A July 30, 2009, RAL (also known as “TRAL”) Summary Memorandum provided an analysis of 
the Bank’s RAL program as of the February 11, 2008 S&S Examination.  The memorandum 
noted that the review of non-traditional products in the previous examination identified 
numerous instances of incomplete product applications; however, in most instances, supporting 
documentation mitigating the technical deficiency existed.  The error rate was low, ranging 
between  percent.  The memorandum noted implementation of expanded audit procedures 
during the tax season and specified that the focus of the expanded procedures was to ensure the 
EROs were in compliance with bank policy.  

By March 31, 2010, examiners completed the review of   and RALs 
products, including visits to ERO and Electronic Fund Initiator providers.  The   
program was a direct-deposit product marketed to money service businesses such as check 
cashers and pawn shops.  These businesses market the product to target individuals that do not 
participate in the banking system.  The program provides check issuance and a debit card.   

Examiners consulted with the WO regarding  UDAP violations for the  
 program and ECOA violations for RALs.  Additionally, there was a consultation on the 

rating reduction and anticipated formal action.  The consultation regarding the potential “4” 
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rating was initiated with the RO on September 13, 2010.  Supporting documentation included 
identification of significant violations, two of which related to RALs or   
Attachments included: 

 A note to file (July 15, 2010) that detailed two third-party related issues—UDAP (  
) and ECOA—spousal signature (RALs); 

 A note to file (July 27, 2010) on the internal consultation discussion for ECOA and that 
re-pricing issues did not identify any harm to consumers or complaints; and 

 A note to file (July 27, 2010) that RO consultation for UDAP issues did not identify 
consensus on unfair practices or deceptive practices on overdraft fees, though it was 
identified as a harmful practice.   

On September 22, 2010, an additional consultation was held with the  RO that 
determined the “product type” box being checked incorrectly for individual RALs, secured by 
joint tax refunds, was not a violation of ECOA.  The September 22, 2010  RO 
consultation also reviewed UDAP issues identified during the examination; these were 
forwarded to the WO for concurrence.  Fair lending issues related to RALs were not found to be 
a violation, and the ECOA concerns with respect to ARM re-pricing needed additional analysis.  
The WO scheduled a visit for February 2011 to examine EROs during tax season. 

During the consultation process, internal emails on October 21, 2010,90 indicated the 
examination findings related to RALs were compliance risks associated with the third-party 
relationship management, specifically:  

 Due diligence (both initial and ongoing) not commensurate with potential compliance;  

 Legal, and reputation risks associated with the bank’s third-party relationships conducted 
through the bank’s Tax Division;  

 Inadequate monitoring of both the Refund Anticipation Loan (RAL) and  
;  

 Failure to oversee the practices of the third-party service providers;  

 Failure to implement recommendations made in external and internal audits; and  

 Failure to adapt the bank’s CMS to effectively address third-party relationships.   

                                                           
90  October 21, 2010 email from Lowe to  copying    and others, subject:  
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The inadequate monitoring of the third-party relationships resulted in potential illegal 
discrimination on a prohibited basis and unfair practices under Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act.  The correspondence also stated that the RAL ECOA violations “were not as 
significant as the EIC may believe based on legal’s review of the documents.”91 The 
communication concluded that the need to receive additional information to resolve “the myriad 
of”92 open consultation questions was keeping the final mailing of the ROE in abatement.  
Internal correspondence from Lowe, also on October 21, 2010, noted the examination identified 
numerous weaknesses relative to third-party oversight, audit, training, and other facets of the 
RAL program, and reiterated the RO’s pursuit of a formal action to force the bank’s exit from 
RALs.  Additional correspondence on October 27, 2010, continued to identify many open 
discussion items relative to WO Legal consultations for various potential UDAP and Fair 
Lending violations. 

 

                                                           
91  October 21, 2010 email from  to Lowe, copying  and  subject: “Other” RAL Banks. 
92  Id. 
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Additions 
(The FDIC must consider the following guidelines when recommending an assessment of a  
CMP against an institution…) 

“A violation or practice that subjects the insured depository institution to substantial reputational risk or 
causes substantial harm to the public confidence of the institution.” *** 
“Weaknesses in the bank’s third-party oversight that cause harm to consumers or the institution.” *** 
“Intentionally or repeatedly misreporting or failing to report government monitoring information relied 
upon by government agencies, or, where required by law, failing to implement systems to ensure the 
reporting or accuracy of this data.” * 
“The gravity of the violations, practices, or breaches,” should be considered.  It describes this as, “[a] 
violation, practice, or breach of fiduciary duty was particularly egregious should result in a larger 
recommended penalty…”  
“Ability to Pay and Restitution,” “The Matrix for CMPs Against Institutions should be used to calculate 
the and Restitution CMP amount before any adjustments are made for mitigating factors, such as the 
amount of financial resources of the institution.” ** 
Creates new ranges of violation points and new asset categories based on the total asset size of the 
institution (i.e., up to $500 million, $500 million to $1 billion, and over $1 billion);** 
Establishes a formula for calculating the CMP for institutions with total assets over $1 billion; ** 
Deletes references to considering informal actions, referrals, and supervisory letters; and 
Establishes significantly higher possible penalty amounts. *** 

Deletions 

“In determining the appropriate amount of a CMP, the above assessment factors must be balanced 
against the mitigating factors contained in Section 8(i)(2)(G) of the FDI Act.”  Factor number two was 
removed:  
“Good Faith;  
If the respondent cooperates throughout the proceedings, provides an explanation for his/her behavior 
that does not show malice or intentional disregard, voluntarily makes restitution to the intuition, and/or 
helps the regulatory agency or law enforcement in their investigations, then consideration may be given 
relative to the amount of the CMP.  If an insured depository institution suffered a loss due to a violation, 
practice or breach of fiduciary duty, the violator’s willingness and promptness in making restitution 
should also affect the amount of penalty assessed.” *** 
Items noted with an * would directly impact , ** would directly impact , and items 
noted with *** would directly impact both  and . 
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 November 3, 2010 Regional Director Memo included the following changes to the Matrix 
used to determine the CMP from the 2005 Formal and Informal Action Procedures (FIAP) Manual: 

2005 FIAP Matrix Factor 2005 FIAP 
Weight Factor 

2010 Change to FIAP Matrix 
Factor 

2010 Change to 
Weight Factor 

Loss or Harm to Securities 
Holders or Consumers 
(Securities or Consumer Laws 
Only 

5 

Consumer harm and/or harm to 
public confidence; Unsafe or 
unsound (U/U) banking practice; 
Violation 

10 

Intent 5 Intent 8 
1) Pecuniary Gain or Other 
Benefit to institution-affiliated 
party or Related Interest 

4 Gain or other benefit to the 
institution; and/or loss or risk of 
loss to the institution 

6 
2) Loss or Risk of Loss to 
Institution  6 

History 2 

1) History of previous 
supervisory actions  8 

2) History of previous violations 
or previous deficiencies 4 

Number of Instances of 
Misconduct at Issue 2 Frequency of misconduct prior 

to notification or discovery 4 

Duration of Misconduct Prior 
to Notification or Discovery 2 Duration of misconduct prior to 

notification or discovery (2) 4 

Continuation after Notification  3 Continuation after Notification  6 
Concealment 6 Concealment 5 
Impact Other than Loss 6   

Additions to the Matrix 

N/A N/A 
Effectiveness of internal controls 
(IC) and compliance programs  
(CP) (11) 

4 

Items Reducing CMP 

Restitution <2> Restitution or other corrective 
action <5> 

Good Faith (Prior to 
Notification) <3> N/A, TAKEN OUT N/A, TAKEN OUT 

Full Cooperation (After 
Notification) <2> Cooperation and disclosure <2> 

Source:  December 21, 2005 FIAP Manual and November 3, 2010 Attachment to Division and Supervision and 
Consumer Protection Memorandum System, Transmittal No. 2010-035.  *Items surrounded by “<>” indicate a 
reduction in the total risk weight factor. 
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Previous CMP Assessment Chart: 

Points Suggested Action 

0-30 Consider not making referral 

31-40 Consider sending supervisory letter 

41-50 Consider assessing from $1,000 to $5,000 

51-60 Consider assessing more than $5,000 (up to $10,000) 

61-80 Consider assessing more than $10,000 (up to $25,000) 

81-100 Consider assessing more than $25,000 (up to $75,000) 

101-120 Consider assessing more than $75,000 (up to $125,000) 

Over 120 Consider assessing more than $125,000 
 
 
 

Updated CMP Assessment Chart: 

Points from Matrix Total Assets up to 
$500 Million 

Total Assets $500 
Million to $1 Billion 

Total Assets Over 
$1 Billion 

0- 60 None None None 

61 - 70 $5,000 - $10,000 $10,000 - $20,000 Total Assets / 1 billion x 
penalty 

71 - 80 $10,000 - $20,000 $20,000 - $40,000 Total Assets / 1 billion x 
penalty 

81 - 90 $20,000 - $40,000 $40,000 - $70,000 Total Assets / 1 billion x 
penalty 

91 - 100 $40,000 - $70,000 $70,000 - $110,000 Total Assets / 1 billion x 
penalty 

101 - 110 $70,000 - $110,000 $110,000 - $160,000 Total Assets / 1 billion x 
penalty 

111 - 120 $110,000 - $160,000 $160,000 - $220,000 Total Assets / 1 billion x 
penalty 

121 + $160,000 + $220,000 + Total Assets / 1 billion x 
penalty 
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AD Assistant Director 
AGC Associate General Counsel 
APA Administrative Procedure Act 
ARM adjustable-rate mortgage 
BSA Bank Secrecy Act 
CAMELS Capital adequacy, Asset quality, 

Management practices, Earnings 
performance, Liquidity position, 
and Sensitivity to market risk 

CEO Chief Executive Officer 
CFA Consumer Federation of America 
CFR Code of Federal Regulations 
CM Compliance Management 
CMP Civil Money Penalty 
CMS Compliance Management System 
CRA Community Reinvestment Act 
CRC Case Review Committee 

  
CSBS Conference of State Bank Supervisors 
DCP Division of Depositor and Consumer 

Protection 
DI Debt Indicator 
DIR Division of Insurance and Research 
DRD Deputy Regional Director 
DRR Division of Resolutions and 

Receiverships 
DSC Division of Supervision and Consumer 

Protection 
ECOA Equal Credit Opportunity Act 
EIC Examiner in Charge 
ERO Electronic Refund Originator 
FDIC Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
FIAP Formal and Informal Action 

Procedures 
FIL Financial Institution Letter 
FOIA Freedom of Information Act 
IRS Internal Revenue Service 
JET Joint Examination Team 

  

MOU Memorandum of Understanding 
NCLC National Consumer Law Center 
NOC Notice of Charges 

 
OCC Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency 
OIG Office of Inspector General 
OO Office of Ombudsman 

  
RAC Refund Anticipation Check 
RADD Regional Automated Document 

Distribution 
RAL Refund Anticipation Loan 

  
REG B Equal Credit Opportunity 

Regulation B 
  

 
RM risk management 
RMS Division of Risk Management 

Supervision 
RO Regional Office 
ROAA Return on Average Assets 
ROE Report of Examination 
ROV Report of Visitation 
SAER Summary Analysis of Examination 

Report 
SARC Supervision Appeals Review 

Committee 
S&S Safety and Soundness 
TILA Truth in Lending Act 
TRAL Tax Refund Anticipation Loan 
TRS Tax Refund Solutions 
UDAP Unfair and Deceptive Acts and 

Practices 
U.S.C United States Code 
ViSION Virtual Supervisory Information 

On the Net  
WO Washington Office 
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FDII 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
550 17th Stroet NW, Wastlington, D.C. 20429-0000 

Div~~ion of R.i!)k M;m:1gernrmt S1 1:K~r~~·siou 

l..eGnl D1vision 

DATI::: 

:vm.wm A Nnu ;vr TO: 

J!ROM: 

SUW.I!:CT: 

February 17,2016 

Response to tbc Draft Report of Inqlliry into lhe FDIC's 
Supervisory Approach to Rel"und Anlidpali~m T ,o<tn~ <~nd the 
Tnvolvemenl tJf'FnTC T.eudt~rsb1p and Persom1el 

Thank you for the oppottunity to revie\oV and respo.nd to the Draft Report of lnquiry 
(Draft Report) in.to 'l'he FDIC 's Super~isory Approach to R(!(wui .1.nticip£tlion Loans and the 
Involvement of FDIC Leadership wui Persrmnef, prepared by lhe FDJC's Ofli~:e ofrn~pedor 
General (OIG). We believe that the supervision and en(ilr~:ement oclivi.lie:; l.li.~cu~:;ed in lhe Draft 
Rt:pml wert: supported by the supervisory reconlllnd handled in accordance with FDIC policy. 
These uclivities occurred more than five years ago with respect to the three banks that offered 
refund 11nticipation loans (RALs). 

RXF:f:UTJVR SfJMMt\RY 

In Augu~t 2015, tht: m rc Olli.~:e of Jnsper.:tor General (OIG) determined to conduct a 
review of the role of FDIC stafi with respect to the FDIC' s supervisory approach to three 
institutions that offered refund anticipation. loans, or RALs. The findings were presented to 
FlJlC in a Draft Report on January 21 , 2016 (Draft Report). The Drafl Report presenteJ the 
DIG's view of tho I'DIC's handling of its supcrvi~ory re~']1on~ihililies with n::~pectlo these three 
linancial institutions that nll'ered RA L~ het ween live antl eight years ago. 

We believe that the supervision. and enforcement activities identified by the OlU were 
supported by the supervisory record and hand Led in accordance \Vith 1' DI C Po !icy. 

• RALs, RS described in a GAO rcport1
, arc short-term, high-interest bank loans that arc 

advertised and brokercd by both n.ationaJ chain and local tax preparation companies. 
RALs carry a heightened level of credit, fraud, third-party, and complian~:e 1isk be~:ause 

'United Stat.cs Govcrmnc.nt Accountability Office Report, GA0-08-800}{ ).{cfuml Anticipation Loans 
(June 5, 200!1) (stating "the annunl percentage rnte on RALs can be over SOO pcJeent"). 
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February 17,2016 

they arc not offered by bank loan ofJiccrs, but by several hundred to several thousand 
slon::lront laK pC!!p<tTer~ (also rd~rrud tEJ <IS electronic rdi.md origimttnrs (EROs)). 

• JiDlC must provide strong oversight To ensure that the financial institutions it supervises 
arc offering the product in a safe and sound manner and in compliance with applicable 
guidance ;:md laws. 

• FDIC issued relevl:lnt guidance for banks making RALs. In re5ponse to an OlG audit, 
FDIC issued a. Supervisory Policy on Predl:ltory Lending. Fllliher, to desCiibe its 
expectations for banks making loans through third-parties, :fDIC issued Guidance o.n 
Managing 'lhird-Party Risks. 

• Supervisory i~sut:s were identified by field compliam:e exumi11er~ us early us 2004, 
including substantive violations ufthe Equul Credit Oppurtuvity Act, weuk F.RO training, 
and a lack of RAL program audit coverage. 

• One community hank grew its R/\L program rapidly, nearly doubling the number of 
F.ROs through which it originat~d lax Jrrouu~:l-. between 20(Jl and 2004 to more 1han 
5,600, und then nearly doubling tb.ut mm1ber again by 201 J to more than 11,000. Ry 
comparison, one of the three hugest banks in the country at that time originated tax 
prodllcts through 13,000 EROs. 

• Supervisory concems increased lhrough 200& and 2009, as the management of two banks 
~lid not f~llJOW J:egulal~ITY rewmmendalions and uirectinn~, including provisions ol' 
enforcement actions. 

• One of the three RAL hanks moved its origination business to an affiliate without prior 
notice to lhc PDIC, effectively removing the RAL origination activity from FDIC 
supervision. 

• l.he exit of large .national banks and a thrift from the RAL b\lsiness raised additional 
concerns, because similar prior exits had led to the business moving to the much smaller 
fOlC-superviscd community banks. 

• AU three RAI. buJJks conc~ded that the los~ ~1ftbe l;Jtemal Rev~t,ue SeTvice (TRS) Debt 
Indicator would re:;ult in incr~~ed credit risk to the bank. The Debt Tndkator was a key 
under>vriti.ng tool, supplied by the IRS, and used by the banks to predict the likelihood 
That a valid tax refund would be offset by other debt Two of the three banks were un.."tble 
to fully mitigate the risk created by the loss of the Debt Jndicator, and ueithcr substituted 
LTedit underwriting ha..~ed on hom1wer ability to repay. The third bank may have had an 
acc~pU.ble unde:rwriling ~uh~litule, hul hau ~ut:h dejidenl controls and oversight that it~ 
RAL program was othervvise not sate und sound. 

• The combination of risks outlined above caused the FDIC to ask the banks to exit the 
RAL busi11css. All three banks declined. 

• 'Vhen poor pructic.;es of bun'k rnam~ements were not fully litctured in(.c.J examination 
ratings for two banks, Washington ~enior nlilllugement provided direction to regional 
management, cousiste.nt with policy. 

• Twu hanks were prnperly dm~mgradcd in the 20 I 0 examination cycle based on wcll 
~le.lined weaknes~e~. 

• The banks continued to decline to exit the poorly mmmged RAJ, program~. 

2 
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l'ebtuary 17, 2016 

• Senior FDIC lllflllilgement recommendecl enforcement actions based on the supervisory 
records of the institutions. 

• Seninr FOJC management appropriately briefed the FDIC Chainnan and other Roanl 
members on the supervisory actions being taken. 

• While some members of the Legal Divi~ion rai~ed coneems about litigation risk, the 
supervisory records supported approval o f the en fhrcemcnt cases, and supervision and 
legal officials ultimately approved them. 

• The recommenduti.un~ ror enlhn:emenr action were rcviev.'Cd by the FDIC's Cnse Review 
Committee (CRC), consistent wilh the FDIC Aylaws and the CRC governing documents. 

• One of the final enforcement actions described violations ofluw by one nrthe RAJ. 
hanks hecau.<;c of its efforts to impede examination activities. 

• Settlement of the approved en:f.bn:ement actions addressed the supervisory issues and "\\o1lS 

handled consistently with FDlC policy. Hi~ not unusual for institutions that cannot 
engage in expansionary activities because of their condi tion to take steps to remedy 
regulatory concerns in order to regain the ability to expiDld. 

We look !imvaru lo revicv.ing the details of the ft.na.l report fUld will provide actions to he 
taken in response within th~:: 60-day timelramc specified by the OIG. 

Imrmluctum 

We reviewed the materials relied upon by the OIG, whlch included selt;:l:t em<1il 
communicutitms between FDr(~ employees, one former employee 's personal notes, drutl report~ 
of examination, and information I rom interviews that 0 !G staff conducted with select p<1st and 
current FDIC personnel. Having revieweu relevant materials, we believe that the supervision 
and enforcement activities tilllt occurred with resped \o the three hanks discussed in the Draft 
Repmt were supported by the supervisory record and handled in accordunce \-\1th FDIC policy. 
Nom:thek~s, the Drall Report did identify areas where better conunulli~,;ation, both inlernally and 
externally, co\Jld have improved understanding of the agency's supervisory expectations fUld 
bases for action. Ad.ditimullly, the Draft Repnrt describes at least o11e instance in which a former 
employee - new to the FDIC at the time2

- communicated with external parties in au overly 
aggressive manner. The J'lJlC does not condone such conduct, that type of conduct is not 
con~istenl with FDIC policy, and steps were rnken to address the conduct at the lime. 

Risb· of Refund Anticipati.on Loans 

RALs arc short-term, high-interest bank loans that arc advertised and brokcrcd by both 
national chain and local tax preparation companies. Ry their very nature, RALs carry a 
bdghlenetllevel of credit, fraud, third-party, and compliunce risk. Financial institutions mu.<ot 
execufe strong nver~-lghl of the storefront tax pre parers (also referred to as e)ecironil: reiimd 
originmors (EROs)) thilt originate RALs because banks arc responsible for the actions of their 
thiid-party agents. Similarly, supervismy authorities must provide stro11g oversight to ensure 

1 D•e cmpluycc k it Lhu "g:.:ncy later that same year. 
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thai financial inst'itntinns arc offering the product in a safe and sound manner and .in compliance 
wilh applicabl~ guidance and law~. F~wer than 10 financial institutions have ever offered RALs. 

FDIC Took an Jn crenwntalApproac/1 to Supervisi11g Ba11ks that Offered .RALs 

The Draft Report suggests that actions taken by the l 'DlC represented a sharp and rapid 
escah1lion in nve~ight or the instituti1ms with RAL programs. Tho supervisory record, however, 
indicates that concerns were~ raiser.! about risk managt:mentovt}rsight o[' the RAL programs at the 
institutions for a number ofyeflrs. 

The FDlC first developed supervisoty concerns w ith the risk management practices and 
oversight provided hy the board and senior management of two institutions in 2004. FDIC had 
ctmctmJs with armther RAL tender at the time that was not reviewed by the OlU. That lender 
exitOO the bu~iness in 2006 when i.l.s tux prepar.llilm partner wanted to orrer a product the bank 
deemed too risky. 

BcnveC.!t2004 and 2009, the two institutions were su~jcct to annual risk management 
examinations and two compliance examinations. The examinations identified repeated 
weakn~:>~t}s il1 risk mam~gemt}nl ptudices. Roth hanks' RAL programs experienced heavier than 
normal losses in 2007. F.xaminatiom UJ 2008 sht1wed ctmlinuing weaknes~es in risk 
management practices and board and senior management tJversight, aml both instilutitms' 
compliance ratings were downgraded to less-than--satisfactory levels. Examinations in 2009 
showed continued weaknesses in risk management practices and oversight, and both institutions 
wt:re illn•mgraded to an unsatisfactory level for compliance and " Needs to Improve" for CRA. 

By D ecember 2009, FDIC continued lo have a vuriety lll' concems with the RAL 
programs of both institutions. One of the institutioru had moved the RAT. business loan allilialtl 
for the 2009 tax season and was not in compliMce w ith a February 20W Cel:lse and De~ist Order 
requiring enhancement of its program oversight. Later, that institution entered into contracts to 
exp<!ml if~ ERO lender hase without the required prior notice to the l'DlC. 

Another institution .,_,-as operating ouder a Memurimdum tJf'Cndorslamling (MOtJ) 
requiring it t o improve its oversight, audit, mill internal controls over its RAT, bu~in~ss. 1l1e 
bank's management was not in compliance w ith those provisions of the MOU. 

(Jive11 identified risk management weaknesses and concerns about one institution 's 
continued expan~itm, in Decemh~r 2009, FDIC uiTe~.:teJ the institution to deliver a plan to exit 
the RAL business. Based on similar conce:rus with another hank·.~ 1isk-management weaknesses, 
and reports that the Internal Revenue Service was contemplatiJ.Jg discontinu.unce or il'> Debt 
Indicator, a key underwriting tool for H.AL lcndi.ng, FDIC sent similar letters to t\YO other banks 
in February 2010, requesting that they develop and submit plans to exit the RAL business. 

The letlen; ~ent to all !hree of the hanks expressed conac-n1 about the utility of the product 
to the consumer given high 1:ees. Th.i.s concern \WlS consistent with the FDJC's Sltpervisory 
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Policy on Predatory Lending, whic-h stated that sjgns of pn:datory lending inclltded, among 
· others, the lack of a fair exchange of value. All three institution:; declined the request that they 

develop a plan to exit the business. 

FJJJC had Operative Guidrmcefor Banks Engaged in RAJ,:,· 

The Draft Report suggests that the FDIC did nut have guidance !hal was applicable to 
RAL<>. In fact, the FDlC has ·well-established guidance for the supervision ofbanks !hal oCJ'tlr 
RAL-;, :-;lemming from longstanding guidance governing predatory lending ns well as guidance 
for hanks eu.gugt:d in lhinl-parly lending arrangements. 

In June 2006, the OIG's Audits und Evuluatio11~ !>lalT is:-;ued OIG Report 06-0 I I, 
Challenges and FlJJC J::.fforts Related to Predatory Lending. 11Je Report rewmmended that 
FI)IC isSLle a policy on predatory lending, and foDIC complied.. The Policy, which v-·as i:-sued in 
January 2007, stales, "l sligns of predatory lending include the lack of a fair exchllnge of valut: or 
lo!ln pric~ that reache:; beyond lhe risk that a borrower represents or other customary 
standru'ds.' Further, FDIC is~ued FIT ,-44-200&, Ouidunce for Managing 'J'hird-Party Risk, in 
June 2008. Doth pieces of guidunce were relevllllt loth~ hanks engaged in the RJ\L business. 

I/ca(/qullrters .'Mtmagemenf PrtperZv 01-'et.\·uw Regional lNfices 

The Druil Report sugge~l.eJ thar decisions hy FDIC officials to change draft ratings 
assigned by examiners were improper and unlin~nded. Hl)Wever, such oversight is appropriate 
and the review of the examination documents suggests the t;banges had a slmng supervisory 
basis. 

I1) 2010, FDIC headquarters instructed the  Regional Office to consider bmlk 
practices, not j ust their current linandal conditions, in a<osigning ratings to two brulks with 
identified weaknesses in their RAL prognun~. This inslrudion wa<> consistent with interagency 
rating guidelines. The instruction v-.:a:; also coru;istent with lhe t:(mcepl of 'orward-looking 
supervision that the FDIC had emphasized in response to OIG reconunend.alion:; l(,llowing 
Material Loss Reviews offailcd hanks. 

forwurd-looking supcrvisi~m encourages examiners to consider the fact that even 
financially strong institutions can experien~.:e ~tre~!> in t:<~ses in which risks arc not properly 
monitored, measured, and rruw.aged . Fmiher, exami11ers m-e encouraged 1o lake proactive and 
progressive action to encourage banks to adopt preemptive measures lo address rh;ks hdl1re their 
prolitahi llly and viability is impacted. 

• !'cc h~tps ://.wwl\' . rdic.gov:'ncws.incw>lfinanciaV2007/fil07006.htm1, I'DIC Fillanci~l lnstitutio1• T .ett.et G-·2007, 
[7DIC's Supervisory Policy on l'r~datnry I.L·rHiing, JanLmT}" 22, 2007. 
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The rath1gs for the two banks were fully suppmted by the weakuesses identified in both 
bt~Ilks' ri~k mmJ.agemenl practices and hoard and senior management oversight of their RAL 
businesses. 

SuperviWIYJ' Pradice.v were Appropriate and Risk-Focused, Consistent Ji:ith LongJtauding 
Policy 

During 2010, FDIC's ctmcem~ about the safety and snundncss ofRAL programs grew. 
OCC and OTS hfld eflch dire\..ied a lurge in~titulion to exit the RAL husine~s, and an additional 
large flllaneial institution exited the RAL lending busiu.elis on its own. The FOJC was concerned 
that the activities would migrate to the three foDIC supervised c-ommunity bank:; , lwo of whkh 
hw! doc.:umented weaknesses in the oversight of their existing RAL programs. Further, the IRS 
u!IDounceJ in Augu.~t it would discontinue the Debt lndieator (Dl) before the 201 1 til.'!: season; 
the DI had proven to be a kt~y tool jift reducing credit risk in RALs. In November 20 10, the 
institutions were Mked to outline their plan~ l i1r mitigating the resulting increase in credit risk 
fallowing the loss of the tool. All three institutions c-on~;eded that the los.~ nf'the m wollld resnlt 
in increased risk tn their banks. Despite these concerns, all three institutions COlltinut;:d to decline 
(n exillhe business. Finally, in December 2010, OCC directed the final national ballk m~king 

RA.Ls t~1 exillhe hu.~iness he l(lre the 20 I I tax season. 

In r esponse to these concern~. w; well as lhe ongoing wmpliance issue.<: that were being 
idcmifLCd by 20 l 0 risk-management examinations, the FDIC planned to c~mdud ummnmmced 
ho-rizontal reviews of EROs dudng the 2011 tax s~son. These types ofreviews were nol U-llOvel 
supervisory toni jor lhe FDIC; in fact third-party agents of one of the institutions had previously 
been the subject of a horizontal review in 2004 that covered two additional FDl C-supcrvised 
institmions. 

The 2011 horizontal review ultimately only covered RROs or one of the hanks. The 
review ennfinned that the institution had violated law by interfering with the FDIC's :review or 
Lh.e EROs during the 2009 compliance examination and during the 2011 horizontal review by 
coaching ERO statr and providing scripted answers. The review identified a number of 
additional violations of consumer laws and un~ale and unsound practices, violations of a Consent 
Order, and violations of Treasury regulations j(1r alJuwing third-party vendors to transfi.,>r up to 
4,300 bank accounts for Social Security recipients without the customer~· knowledge or c1msenl. 

F])JC's EnforcementActWns Were l,egally Supported 

Contrary to what the Dra.fl Report suggesb, lhe presence of litigatinn risk docs not mean 
an enforcement action hfiS no legul b~i->. While some -in the I .egal Division · in parlieular the 
Deputy General Counsel, Supervision Branch OXiC)- bdieved thal enlim:ement a.dilln <tgainst 
line instilution presented litigation r.isk., the General Counsel ~nd the DGC both upproved lhe 
enli1rc~ment actions taken by the FDIC. Their own actions demonstrated their beliefthnt the 
enforl:emen( ad.illn was legally supportable. 

6 
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·n lc decision to pursue an enforcement action agflinst the bmtk uespittl the prll-~em:e o r 
litigation risk is wnsislenl with guidance offered by the oro. In a 2014 report 011 enforcement 
actions, the OIG noted iliallegal ollicials need to ensure that their risk appetite aligns with that 
of the agency head und should dearly ctm:n11unkate the legal ri~ks ofp~rsuing a particular 
enforcement action, but the agency hend or senior otliciul with delegated authority should set the 
level of litigation risk that the agency is willing to assume. 

Moreover it is important to nnte that experienced Cllforccmcnt counsel and S\lbject matter 
experts in the Legal Division reviewed and responded to the concerns raised by the  
Regional Counsel in a series of memoranda. · 

Cummunicatium Betweelr FDIC Board Members aud Sta:ff Wert? .'1ppropriate 

The Dm ll Report ~uggests that di~cus.~ions berween staff and FDIC l3oard members on 
the RAL progrum s were u.nust~al and inappropriate. However, as discussed below, such 
discussions are expected and appropriate. No memher or the FDIC Board directed FOlC staff to 
order any banks to discontinue offering R.<\L produ(..i~ or lo tale any action that was not 
supported by supervisory findings. 

The F DIC bylaw~ 1M Ji1rlh the orgm1iY.ational structure of the FDIC and the foundation 
for communications find exerci~e or authority nl"bolh the fD IC Board and its Officers. The 
FDIC Uoard has overall responsibility for munaging the FOlC, whi le day-to-day responsibility 
for managing the 1'0IC and supervising its Officers is delegated lu the FDIC Chaim1an. PDIC 
0 flkers have a duty to keep the Chainrum informed of their actions !:IS well as lllher Board 
members as appropriute, and they meet this duty through regular briefings of the Chanmllll and 
updates to other F\oaru mt=hers ahoul the ongoing activities in their organizations. 

Ca.w! Review Commiitee Acted Cousistentfy With b:--=isdJrg GuideUne.5 

Contrary to the suggestion in the Draft kcport, the Case Review Committee (CRC) acted 
consistently with exi~ting guideline<: in connection wit h the issuance of the Notice of Charges 
against m1 institution in Febn mry 2011 . The CRC is a standing committee of the l'DIC Board of 
Directors that is responsible for ovet~eeiug enlbn:eme11t m atters. Its voting members c·onsist of 
one intcrnal l ,.!JIC lloard member who serves as the CRC C::hainnan and one special assistant or 
deputy to each of the other four l•DIC Doflrd members. 

First, the Notice or Charges sought a Cease & Oesist Order (C&D) which does not 
require CRC approval under govt:ming documents. Authority to issue C&D Orders was 
delegated to smff and therefore the CR C w<~s not required to vote on the C&D Order. 

Second, CRC governing documents provide f(lr staff to L:lmsuH with the CRC Chainnan 
ira proposed enforcement action may affect FDIC policy, artmct unusuuJ attention ot p ublicity, 
or involve <m ixsue ornrst impression. Under such circumstances, the CRC Chairman may, in 
his or her dis~.:rdion, determine whether review and approv-al by the CRC would be desirable, in 
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which case the matter would be lteurd by the C.RC:. Thu;;:, the Notice of Charges did .not require a 
CRC vote. 

Finally, CRC governing documents provide that the CRC Chairman i~ e::xped.ed to tal<e 
an active role in the enfo:n:emenl proc.e~s and to meet regularly with senior snperv:ision1tJ.1tl leglll 
enforcement personnel to review e::nlorc.emenl activities and matters. As such, it was wl10lly 
pel'missiblc and appropriate for the CRC Chairman U.1 eng<~ge wilh staff in active debate over a 
maLlet allh:ting the FmC. 

Settlement Disc11s:sio11S Wcrl' ITumlh~d Proper~y 

The FDIC acted consistently with ont~tanding agency policy when conducting settlement 
d.iscussions. ln the case referenced by the OIG, the bank w<~s rn·eventcd from .Participating in 
tiuled hank acquisitions by two issues: an ontstnnding enfc.~rcement ;u.;tion and compliance and 
risk-mu.nugemenl prohlems stemming from its RAL progmrn. Once lht: hank ~eUled its 
enforcement action and agreed to exit the RALs business, there was no n~uson to prevent I he 
bank from qualifying for the " jiJ.iled hank hid li~t." To do otherwise could have been arbitrary 
and unduly punitive. 

Co11clusion 

The FDIC had longstanding supervisory histories with respect to RALs. To dillenng 
degrees, the illstinnions engaged in lhe RAT. business had a record of supervisory deficiencies 
identified by examination staff in both risk marmgemtlnt and compliance stemming from their 
RAT, programs. These issues formed the basis tor tht: exwnination and enforcement actions 
described in the rep011. Nonetheless, the Draft Report did ideJ.Jtify ar-ea.'> whete better 
co.nununication, holh internally and externally, could have improved und.erst.mding or lhe 
agency's supervisory expedalions and bases for action. Additionally, the Draft Repnrt descriht:~ 
at least one instance in which u t{)rmer employee - new to the FUlC at the time4- commun.icatecl 
with cxtcrnal parties in an overly aggressive mwmer. The FDIC docs not condone such conduct, 
lb~t type or conduct is not consistent with FDIC policy, and ~leps were taken to address the 
conduct al lhe lime. 

We look fonv~rd to reviewing the details of the final report and will provide m;Lion~ to he 
taken in response within the 60-c.U1y ti:r:nelhune specified by the OlG. 

~ The employee left the J!~ency lat~-r th•l <amc year. 
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FDIC RI£SPO~SE TO TilE })}{A}"f REPORT OF INQUffiY TNTO THE FDIC'S 
SUPERVISORY APPROACH TO Rl:J<'Ll\'D ANTJCJP ATION LOANS AND THF.. 

ll'I:'VOJJVF:MENT OF FDJC LEADERSHli' AND PERSONNEL 

lJttroduction 

The Draft Report presented the OIG's view ol' the FDTC's handling of its supervisory 
respl)nsibilitics with respect to three financial institution-; thut olJeroo R A Ls helw~"lt five and 
eight years agn. We reviewed the materials relied upon by the OIG, which induded ~decl email 
commwiications between FDIC employees, one former employee's personal notes, drafl and 
fmal reports of exumination, ancl inli1rmalinn from interviews that 01G staff conducted with 
select past fmd current FDIC persounel. Aller reviewing relevant materials, we believe that the 
supervision and enforcement activities that occurred with re~pecl to the three banks discussed in 
I he Draft Report were supported by the supervisory record and hamllecl in accordance \>.lith FDIC 
policy. Nonetheless, the Draft Report did identify ruens in which better communication, both 
intemully and t:xternally, could have improved understanding of the flgency's supervi~ory 
expectations and bw;es lln adion. Additionally, the Draft Report describes at least one instance 
iu which a former employee-HC:lW lo the FDTC al !he lime5 

· emnmw1icated with extcrual 
parties i.n flD overly aggressive manner. The FnTC does nut condone such conduct, that type of 
conduct is not consistent with FDIC policy, llnd steps were taken to acldre~s the cnnduct at the 
time. We look for·ward to reviewing the details of the final report flnd Will provide action~ to he 
tf1ken in re~pon~e within t11e 60-day t1mcframe specified by the OIG. 

Refund Altticipatiotl Loasr,s 

RALs arc short-term, high-interest bank. loans th.at are adYerLiseclund hmkered by both 
UJJtiooul chain and lncal tax preparation companies.~ In aRAL, the taxpayer'~ antidpaled 
income t~.x re:l.i.md ~erves a~ both cnllatcral and the expected source of repayment. 7 The taxpayer 
borrows fJflflinst ull or purt of the expected refund and is responsible for paying the loan in full, 
no matter bow much oftbe anticiput.ed xefum.l. i~ ullimately appnwcd and released by the Internal 
Revenue Service (1RS).8 financial institutions (bunks) issu.e RAT.~. hut commercial tax 
preparation hllsinesscs facilitate or broker the products.~ Tilis ammgernen(, where a third parly 
acts a> inrennediury between the bank and the borrower, is flll important distincliou belwee11 
RALs !llld more conventional Joan products. By their very nature, third· party lending 
arrangements give rise to certain ri~ks (which this response describes in funher detail) that are 
not present in other types of loJ,Jl1S. 

5 The empl(lyee left the 11geney hm,~· Lhul ~ame ycur. 
"United Sl:ntcs Clo vemmcnl Accounwbilily Office l:teport, GA0-08-SOOR Refuud Anticip11ti011 J -<:•~n~ (June 5, 2008) 
{smti.ug "the annual percetJtagerate (APR) om R/\Ls cun he over 500 percent"). 
7 TI~e Natinn~l Tuxpaycr Au vocate's 2007 Objectives l{eport to Congress, Volume ll, The Role qf"thr.IRS ;,., the 
UejwHI Alltictpar:ion Loa!i JndtJStry. 
"/d. 
" /d. 
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ReJorc transferring any RAL proceeds to the taxpayer, the bllnk ftrst deducts fees for the 
preparation and filing or the horrower's income tax return, as well as finance charges and 
processing fees for the loan it~elf. n,e (ax payer re=ives lhe balance of the refund hy check, 
direct deposit, debit cmd, or as a down pa}ment tor goods or servk.es. Once the IRS proce~se::; 

the return generating the refund, the IRS transfers the refund Hmount directly to the bank to repay 
the loan.1u 

Signilicunt w1d long-~Lw1ding ctmcern~ have heen raised regarding RALs. In June 2006, 
the PDIC OIG's Audits and Evaluations ~1:a:l:f is~uec.l OTG Report 06-0l l , Challenge~·and FTJ!C 
Efforts Related to }'redatory Lending. Th11t report cited resem·ch tlmt Hmml, "'borrowers lose 
more than $25 billion ruumally due to prcdatmy mortgages, payday loans, and lending abuses 
involving overdraflloans, excessive credit card debt, and t.ax refund loans (emphasis added)." 
The Natim1al Taxpayer Advocate, wl1idl is the government ombudsman for taxpayers, has 
reported that RAT ,s are co~tly ami have a ub'Proponionate impact on taxpayers receiviu~ the 
Earned Income Tax Credit, u benefit for wor"kit1g people with low to moderate inc<>me. 1 The 
National Taxpayer Advocate also expressed concerns about whether borrowers were being made 
fully aware of the costs involved in MLs lllld their rnx tiling alternatives. In Jtmuary 2008, to 
address the cotleerns raised by the National Taxpayer Advocate, the IRS and the Oeparunent of 
the Trea~ury hsut:d a Federal Regi.1·ter notice advising that they were considering rules to 
prohibit tax prep<ll'er.s ti:om ma.rkding RAT.~ based on in lhnnation gathered during the tax 
preparation process. 12 

Rixks Associaied with RALf 

Ry their very nature, RAT.s ca1Ty a heightened level of credit, fraud, third-party, and 
compfumce d sk. Each of the~e ri.s"k.s mus( he ptopt~rly identi lied and managed by the hanks that 
choose to engage in these lending HITtmgements. To mitigate fraud, money launuering ri~k, anu 
third-party risk, banks must execute strong oversight of the storefront tax prepurer~ (also referred 
tn as electronic refund originators (.EROs)) that originate RALs. Similarly, the risks associated 
with the olleting or the product require strong oversight by the supervisory authority to ensure 
that the bank is o:f.ler:ing the produL:t in a ~are and snund matmcr and in compliance 'With 
applicable l:,'Uidance and law~. Ban'k..s l:an be liable :l.i.lr violations or law hy theiT third part 
agents. l'e>V"Cf than 10 financial i..nstitutions have ever offered RAT . .s. 

Credit Risk 

Creilit 'risk. for RAJ ,~ stem ~ in p<trtlrom the J'act that the loans arc not underwritten with respect 
to lillY other source of repayment asi.ue fwm the borrower'~ antiL:ipaled tax refund from the IRS. 
lf all or prut of the borrower's refund is encumbered by a tax lien ur other o.ll~el, Sltch a~ child 

:lCJd. 
11 ld at J aud 4 nnd National CeuteJ: for Consumer l.a.w, Appendix A, ll..t\1 .s, Till< Fr~tud, :uHI Fring~ J>r~parc"' 
1

1. See Report Prepm-ed ])y the Urb~n f11~t111" ~>T the DL-p<trlmcnt oflhc Trca,ury, Charac:teri.,·tic.r rif lJ.•er.,· of R~fimd 
Anli~ipalion Loun.r <tnd RefimJ Al•lieipatiorl Checks (2010). 
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support payments, or if lhe horrower's tax return is not accurately filed , the bank will be ex:p~1:;ed 
to these losses. 

Tn lhe early 1990s the IRS provided the industry with a tool, whil:h suhsequtmtly came to be 
k.nov,n u.s the TRS Deht Indicator, which alerted lenders of potential offsets againsl tax refund~. 13 

This enablec.llenders to iuenlif'y and manage some ofthc credit risk associated with RAT.~. The 
1RS ceased offering the tool tor a period ol" time in the mid- \ <Jl)Os because of concems about 
fraud in electronically ftled tax retums with RA L~14 As a result, RAL volume dropped, and 
RAT, fees increased, demonstrating the substantial r.ole that lhe Deht Indicator had in managing 
risk in RAT .s.15 In 2000, the lRS reinstat ed the tool, and the numbet and volume of RALs 
originated J:,treW suh stanlially in the early 2000s. 

Fraudl<.isk 

In addition to credit risk, fraud has been identitleu as a risk associated with RALs. The 
Finandal Crimes Enforcement Network (foinCEN), a divi~ion of the T1·easury Department \Vhosc 
mission in part is to safeguard the financial system from illicit use and to (.;Oinbu.l money 
laundering, outliu.~d km;wn li"audulent schemes related to M.Ls in a report more thilll a uecade 
ago.1 

h For example, FinC:F.N 1oLmd s;;hemes in which people created fake tax return documents 
and then posed as individuals or business ~1wnen; a.t tax preparcrs and obtained a Ri\L. Iu other 
schemes, employees at tax return preparei'S themselves .liled lraudulent retums and collected the 
RAT.-;. 

FinCEK provided guidance for banks that included wam.iug signs of fnmd related lo 
RALs, and reminded banks of legal req uin~111ents to file Sm;picious Activity Keports. 

Third-Party and Compltanct~ ]Usk 

Rw1k;; that make RALs also face significant third-party risk because the loans are Ml 
originated direl:tly by lhe hank. Instead the loam arc origiuatcd by hundreds or thousand~ ()r 
storefront tax preparation bu~1nesses throughout the country. ln almost no instances are these 
loans made by trained loan officer,:;. Non.dheles~. <l.~ agenl<; of the baJtk, errors made by these 
storefront tax prcparers can subject the bank to •iolutiom; of lb.lenil wnsumcr protectionlav.'S 
gov~:ming privacy, marketing, and disclosure, some of \Vhich have ili:;gvrgemenl pmvisions that 
would require the repaymt.:nt of improperly disclosed fees. 

RALs that are orit.rinatecl hy l"ederally regulated financial institutions are subject to 
several federal consumer protection aml anti-money laundering la\v.s: the Truth in Lendi.ng Act, 
which requires lenders to disclose terms and conJ.Hi~ms orloans, including the cost of a loan as 

13 Id. 
14 Id. 
15 Id. 
1• Sec httns: i.fwww. finccn.~ovilt ews roomlrp/ files·'sar tti 07.pdt; Fin~nd&l ()-ime-~ Enltrrccnmm Network, ··xcfund 
/\nticipllliun Lmm Fraud.'' SAU Activily Review: Trends, Tips & l.>SUP.S, i~sue 7, pp I 5·20 (August 2004). 
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an annual percentage rate; the F.quul l.n:dil Opportunity Act, which prohibits discrimimttion in 
the offering of credit on the basis ofrace, color, ~ex, age, religion, national origin or marital 
~talt~~. among others and requires knders to provide a clear ha~i~ fl>r the denial of credit to the 
applicant; the Fair Credit Reporting Act, which promotes the uccur.ucy, lilimes~ and privacy of 
information in the liles or wnsumer reporting agencies; the Fair Debt Collection Pro~ctices Act, 
which provides guidelines and limitations on the conduct of third-party debt collectors uml 
creditors in the collection of con.snmet debts; lhe P:ti vacy Act, which requires the lender to securtl 
the taxpayer's written consent to provide Ia..'< int(n:mation to the lender; the Bank Secrecy Act, 
which requires instit.uti011s to comply with anti-money laundering, cu~tomer idcntitication and 
record-ke::C:lping requirements; and Section 5 of the federal Trade Commis~ion Act, which 
prohibits the use of •mtair or Ue::ceplive acts or practices in collllection with any con~umer 
financial product or service. 

Bank-is:>ucd RALs are also govemed by the interagency guidelines establishing standards 
for saJ~guardit1g customer information11 issued by the banking agencies pmsuant to the Gramm
Leuch-Riilt:y Act and the interagency guidelines establishing standards ll.1r sal~ty and 
soundness l& issued by lhe banking agencies pursuant to the Federal Deposit ln~urance:: 
Corporation Improvement Act us amended hy the Ricglc-Ncal i\.ct. Finally, certain RAT ,:,; I.ITt: 

subject to the Military Lending Ad, which re~tticts the interest and other terms that cru1 be 
orfered to active duty military personnel and tb.eir ~polL'>eS and dependents; and the 
Serviceme::mhers Civil Relief i\.ct, which li.nllts interest r.llel> lllr active duty military persolllleL 

FDIC's Supervisory Process 

As primary federal supervisor f:i.lc most wmmunity banks in the United States and as 
insurer for all insured depositories, the FDIC seel<s to maintain a vigilant, hut balanced posture 
wilh re::gard to botl1 safety and soundness and consumer co1J1plianct: supervision. Such an 
approach is in keeping with the longstanding principle that consumer pmte::dion and safe-and
sound banking are both important to the regulatory view of a bank's condition. This principle is 
also reflected in the Vnitorm Financial ln~t1tution Rating System (ill~IRS) implemented by the:: 
Federal Financial Institutions Examination C":oundl (FFlHC) in 1979 and updated in 1997. The 
UF'JRS sets a standard for the Ff iEC members to a~sign component ratings (commonly known 
as CAMELS) and composite ratings. 'l'his interagency book rating system require.~ the agencies 
to consider :m inslilufi.on' s consumer compliance, among other fitctors, in as~igning component 
and composite ratings in saltily and soundness examinations, also referred to as risk-rnunage::ment 
examinations. The most impor(anl elemtmt of prudential bank supervision is on-site e::xaminuJ.ion 
activity. 

" Sec !l tlp~:l/www.fdic.gov/news/uews/financiai/200Jifil0 L22.btml, (iuidelincs F.~tohli.~hin~ Siandardv for 
Sa[egtl()]'ding Customer ln[C»'matitm, f ebruary I , 200 I. 
1 ~ See htm~;//www. fi:lic.gov/!'~""/nt;,o,_:sl financia l / 1 <)95/fil9549.html Guidelines and Compliance Prncedtn·e.• f,,,med; 
Request for Additional Commc>tt. Sough/, July 3!, 1995 and 
httpsJ/www.tilic.gnv/ncws..'ocwslnnanciali 1996/fil96 79 .hnnl, Imera~ell(:y Guit.Mi11e.: F.stahlishing Standard1·jor 
Safety and SouHdn~s.: to Include Final A.,~el Qualify and EartJing Srandrtrds, 0~1nh~..- 4, 1996. 
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The FDIC's Division ofllihl<. Management Supervi!;ion (RMS) takes mat1y steps to 
ensure that its on-site examination activity is cArried out consistently and lbat the finding~ of 
examinations arc presented in a mauner that is consistent with FDIC rules and regulations, 
po1kies, and procedure.~. For example, each report of examination goes through at least one 
level u f review hy a ca~e munager, who i~ !rained tn conduct those reviews and ensure that 
reports of examination an: consistent wilh FDlC polky. ln the c~t.~e of mote complex or tmubled 
institutions, arepmt of exruniuation goes through additimwllevels of<eview hy an a.~~isttmt 
regional director, deputy regional director or regionru director. In the case of problem banb 
(those rated CAMELS 4 or 5) an additional review is completed by RMS staff in Washinb,rtoll. 
F.ach n:ginn '>; adherence tl) FDIC policy is reviewed on a tri-annual basis by a team of subject 
matter. experl~ in W<~~hingi.I.m. The FDIC aJdilional\y t~<:es management information tools to 
identify potential incon~istencies in its pro~:,rr.tms and er.nerging lretu.ls. These include monitoring 
the time between when an examination is started 1:1nd when elUUTI.illlltitm l lnding~ un: deli vereu to 
a bank's board, monitoring trends in CAMELS ratings for the industry over time, <Jnd rtl(lnitoring 
differences in examination ratings across disciplines. These processes are criticru to ensuring 
consistent and e1Tec!ivc supervision across the more than 6,000 institutions that the l 'DIC 
iru;ures. 

(i uidattce Isslle£1 in Resp onse to lmlustry ln11ovation, OIG l~ecomJmmdoJions, ami Changing 
Cmulitirm.~ 

The Dralt Report suggests that tho FDIC did not have guidance that ·was applicable to 
RAT.s. Ju Htci, the FDTC ha-; well-es!ahlished guidance 1br lhe supervision of banks that offer 
RALs, stemming froml(lng standing guiduw:e g(lveming predatory lenuing a.~ well as guidance 
for banks engaged in third-party lending arrangements. The FDIC's supervh;my Ji.1cus on the 
risks posed by financial instimtioru; originating Loans thJ'Ough third parties is consistent with the 
longstanding principle illustrated in the UFill.S that safety and soundness and consumer 
pml.edion are ho!h importrmt to the regulatory view of the condition of a given institution. The 
rapid l:,'TOWth of subprime consumer lending acti vily in the late 1990s led to the development by 
the FDIC and the other bunking age:ocie.s ofsubp1ime lenuing guidance.19 Additionally, 
legislation called for the agencies to issue b'Uidelines establishing staudanls I(Jr safegi.Ulrding 
customer informatiou?0 This interagency guidance articulated safety and soundness and 
comtoncr protection co1tcerns and were rcicvant to RAL lending. 

A8 discussed. t:<!rlie-r, in 2006, !he FDIC OIG's Audits and Evaluation ~ statf referenced 
tax refund loans in its OIG Reporl 06-011, Challenges and FJJJC FjjiJrLs Refaied to Predatmy 
L!!ndin~. The report cited challenges associated with identifying, asse.s8ing, and addressing the 
risks posed to institutions and consumers by predfltOty lending. Specifically, (1) each loan 

"See htms:/!\\·~\~·w.Mic.i!ov.'news/ncws/lin~ncia l ll997/(il9744.htJT1!, Risks Asso~il\tcd with Subprimc Lending, Mary 
2, 1997; !!J:m.s:f~www.tilic.IHJV/ncws/ncws/financiali199Wfll.9920fl.hlm[, lnferat/i.II~J' G11itleline.• on Subprime 
/.r.ndin~. March 1, l999; >111d hltps://ww\•.fdic.~l•diJ0'·s/nc":ll(fi-nanciali200li!il010l).html , l!xpantled <7uidam:efor 
S11bprfmr. l .mdiJog Prowmns, Jwtuary 31, 2001 . 
'" s~e http.d'www. i<li~.gQyhoc,,s,'ncws/fina.ncial/200 1/fil0122.html, GuiJdtioes J::~·tabiishing Starulard::~for 
,\'afeRUardbwCustomer Information, l'cbroaty 1, 2001 . 
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transaction must be viewed in its totality to determine wlu:ther i1 may be predatory; (2) l 1DIC
supervis!:ld insti tutions can have direct or indirect involvement in pr~ualory lending; and (3) 
nontruditioDal mortgages and other loan products are now available that w11.tain t tmllS that may 
b~ viewed as t!ppropriute Ji.1r some homnvcrs but predatory for others. 

1n its 2006 report, The OIG acknllWledged that FDIC had taken efforts to add ress the 
challenges by providing guidance in v-ariotJS f01ms to examhu:rs, F'DlC-supcrviscd institutions, 
and ct.msl.lmeTS. HO\vevcr, the OlU noted that the guidRnce did not f:i.nmally <t1"1iculate Otc 
agency's overall sup~rvismy approach for addressing predatory lending. In~1:ead, the FniC's 
approach ""-as compri~ed ofmuHipl~ policies, procedures, and memoranda and the guidance was 
not issued for the explicit purpose uf uddre~sing predatory lending. As a result, OIG expressed 
concern that predatory lending may not receive sunident attention, \Vhich increased the risk that 
sl.lch practices could occur, may not b~ detected, and may harm in~ tilulionc; and borrowers. 

The OlG recommended that the FDlC's Dlvision of Supervision and Consumer 
.Protection (DSC - the preutlC~ssor to RMS and the Division of Depositor and Consumer 
Protection (DCP)), describe the FDTC's overall supervisory approach to predatory lending and 
rcvic>v existing examiner, fuumcial institution, anu ~:onsumer guidance and determine whether 
additional guidance was needed to address the risks as~odaled with pred<ltory lending. 

In respon~e to the OIG's recommendation, on January 22, 2007, DSC issued Financial 
Institution Letter (FIL) 6-2007, Fnrc Supervisory Policy on Predatory Lending, to describe 
certain characteristics of predatory lemling, anti real'l'im1 that such activities arc inconsistent with 
sale and sound lending and undermine individual, lmnily anu community economic wcll-b~iu.g. 
The policy describes the HJlC's sup~rvisory response to preduLor)' lending, including a list of 
polici"s and pmceulJres that relate to consumer lending standards. Finally the Policy sets ·tb rth 
PDIC' s expe1.."talit.m lhal the institutions it supervises treat consumers f<lirly, udhere to all 
applicable legal requiremenls, and tmderwrite loan products appropriately. 

"l11c policy states, "[s]igns ofpredfJtory lentl.ing indude !he lack of a fair exchange of 
value or loan pricing that reaches beyond the risk thn:t a boiTtJW~r represents or other customary 
sta11dunl~. F'urlhennore, as outlined in the interagency Expanded Examinulion ((uidanc:e for 
Subprime Lending Programs, 'predatory lending involves at le11st one, 1md perhaps all three, or 
the following elements: 

• Making 1waffordablc loaus based on the assets of the honowcr rather than on the 
borrower's ability to repay au obligation; 

• Indudng fl borrower to relinance a loan repeatedly in order to charge high poinls ;~nu lee:; 
each time the loan i~ relinanced ("loan flipping"); or 

• Engaging in fraud or deception to conceal the true natl.lr!:l tlf !he loan obligation. or 
ancillary products, from an u.l.llmspecting or misopbislit:<tletl borrower.' " 

On Jamtary 2\ 2007, DSC is~ued Regional Director Memorandum (RD M~mo) 2007-0 I, 
Supervisory Policy em Predatory /,eruJing, to describe the principal characteristics ofpredalury 
lending and the FDIC's mulli-prongeu approach to addressing the problem by rnking supervisory 
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action, by enctm\·agjng ami a..~s1sting banks to serve all sectors of their community, und by 
providing consumers with inf(mnalicm li1 htlip make infonncd financial decisions. The RD 
Memo states, "[p]redatory loans, whether small dollar unsecured credit or residential mortgages, 
<tte im~onsistcnt w ith safe and sound lending und undermine imliviJu.al, family and community 
economic wdl-being." 

FDIC and DSC took anum her nf additional steps consistent with the principles outlinecl 
in the guidance and in response to ongoing c.oncerns regarding the risks of predatory loa.n 
prodttcts being offered to consumers through third parties. Fnr example, lJSC sought to 
~trengthen supervisory oversight of third-party consumer lending arrangements. On June 6, 
2008, the FOIC issued Fl L-44-2008, Guidmtce for Managing Third-Party Risk. This guidance 
sought to ensure:: that financial institutions were aware of the potentifll risks ari~ing Jhm1 
arrangements with third parties, including those in which the i.n.stitution funded certuin proum:t~ 
originated by a third party. The guid<lnce <Jlltlined risk-management principles that may be 
lailorcd to suit the complexity flnd risk potentiul o f a flnancial in~titution's significant third-party 
n:-.l<1liomhips. 

DSC also S{lughl to bridge the gap between the compliiDce and risk management 
examination functions to ensure that there wa~ consistent communiC!lti.on and follow-up about 
potential concerns across the two supervi~my ui~eiplines. ' ll1c division established criteria for 
joinl exam s between the two disciplines, known as Joint Examination Team, or ''JET.'>! I In late 
2007 or early 2008,  ,  , was 
selected fi1r " JET revie\v to ensure a full understanding from both a risk management and 
consumer prote~.: ti on r:-:li.lnJpoint of the bank's usc of third parties to conduct signi.Ucant lending 
activities. The FDIC's supt!rvit'ion o f  will be discussed jn more detai.llflter. 

FDIC's Supervi\·imr t~f' RAls Ba11ks and use of a11lncremmtal Approach 

The Dra ft Repm1 suggests that actions taken by the FDIC reprt!st:nle<l a sharp ami rapid 
escalation in oversight of the instit11tions with RAL _programs. The supervisory n~con.l., however, 
indicates that concerns were mised about ri~k-managcmcnt oversight of the RAL prognuns ~t the 
institutions for a number of years . The {Jwr.;ight ortbe institutions and their l{J\L progmms is 
de~cribed below. For a more complete history, please se~ App~nctix A. 

Prior to 2003, the FDIC supervised two lnstitutions ·with RAT, programs:  
 which in 2003 had ; and 

  with  
At that time,  partnered. with approximately 900 independent tax 

prtl!Jarcrs that were acting as EROs to market llie bank's pmc.luct.~ exclusively.  
partnered with approximately 5,600 EROs through a bUilk St~bsidiary. n c PDIC's C.'l:pcricncc 
with ba1Jk~ oflbring RALs expanded in 2003.  

"The JtiTwas discussed in DSC'~ Supervismy ln,'ighljnum:tl in the S UJilliiCf of2007 and sttbsequoeutly in tlie 
fOJC's 2007 antl200l\ AlJfiUa!Keports. 
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 which had   had. an estahlishcd RAL business and 
converted to a state nonmember charter, thus coming under FDIC Silpervision. FRD partnered 
with 342 EROs at the time of its conversion to FDIC supervision. 

Further in 2003,  hadj ust undertaken a rapid expansion of its program , growing 
the number of EROs by  percent in 200l anJ  percent in 2002. Itt 2004, FDIC c..-xamincrs 
identified weaknesses in program oversight at Republit: ami FFID, and violatinrls of the Equal 
Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) at   man11gement disagreed wilh the ECOA 
violations and appealed the findings of the examination to the Acting Division Director. The 
Diredor t~pheld the examiner findings and rating. 

FI3D ultimately exited the RAL busine:-;s in July 2006, because the third-party through. 
which it originated RALs, , desired to issue pays tub I vans, a lNUl h<t~ed on an 
estimate of a tax refund based on the borrower's year-end pay stub. FBD d.e.tennined thh loan 
pmduct was too risky, and t canceled its contract with FI3D.  
ln1.~iness wa.'> subsequently acquired by , which was supervised by the 
Oflice of the Compttoller of"lhe Currency {OCC).  and  continued to offer 
RALs. Over the course of the next six yeur.~, risk-managt~rnent and cnmpliancc deficiencies were 
not fully addressed, and regulatory violations at both. bunks continuetl, culminating in bnth hank~ 
exiting the RJ\L business iu 2012. 

Supervisory Ffistmy t!f Rep-uhlic 

I3et\-veen 2004 and 2009,  was ~uhject to annual risk-management examination~ 

and two compliance examinations. The RAL program t:xpanded rapidly during this perind, with 
the number of EROs nearly doubling to over 10,000. This gro>vth was not prec.:edoo by expanded 
controls and oversight, resulting in supervisory concerns being expressed in both the 2008 and 
2009 ri~>k-mana.gernent and compliance examinations. Through its written disagreements with 
cited violations,  management demnnstrated a lack nf understanding of its 
responsibility for the actions ofthe RRO~ through which il was originating credit. 

 management made unsuccessful efforts to change its federal supc:;:ryisor 
lhmugh a merger of tho bank with. its affiliated thrift, and was reported to have made inquiries to 
the Federal Re~>erve ahout cnnverting to a ~tate member charter. Tho effect of either of these 
transactions, if con5ummated, would have been to remnvc  from FDIC supervision. 

 management was also suspectoo of ~eek ing (o address training dellcicncics by coaching 
.EROs to give satisfactory answers to examiners rather than by training the RRO~ to originate 
loans in compliance with law and g11idance. These suspicions were C<.llJ.firmed in a 201 l 
hmizonlal review of the institution. The 2009 risk-management composite rating wns  
unchanged from the prior exam, with a management component rating of , a downgrade fwm a 

in the prior exam. The 2009 compliance examination composite rating was , a dowugradc 
from a. , with CRA rated " ", a doy,11grade I rom " " in the prior 
exam. 
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Supervisory History of River ( :ily 

Hctwccn 2004 and 2009,  W<ls suhject to annual risk-mauagcmeut examinations 
a:ml two compliance examinations and one compliam:e visitation. The examinations identified a 
poor contml tmvirnmncnt v.ith no audit of the RAL progmm, limiteu dut: diligence of EROs and 
poor board aml se11ior mm1agemcnt oversight of the program. Examiners ~,:iled contraventions of 
policy for thelack ofan audit pmgr4rn at four consecutive c:xaminations dming 1his period. 
Management was characterized as nonresponsive and over-reliant on the honesty of the ERO. 
As such, the RAL.prog.ram was especially susceptible to !'nmd. The bank experienced two ERO 
lrauds and was the subject of two lawsuits regarding the:: pmgntm. The 2009 risk-management 
composite rating wa.<:  an upgrade from a  in the prior examinfltion as a result of improved 
petfomumce in unrelated hat1k activities, and the management component r.ding was unchanged 
at a . The 2009 compliance tlxatnination composite rating was  a dov.11gr<1de from a , with 
CRA rated "   ," ul~o a downgnlde from " " 

 

 R/\L program was first examined by the FDTC. at the 20 l 0 compliance 
examination und lhl:l 2 (}"1 I ri~k-managcmcnt examination. The complianue examination cited 
deficiencies in board and ~enim management oversight of the RAL program and a~signeu a 
rating of . The risk !IUltl!lgement t:xami11ation noted tho bank had agreed to exit the RAJ , 
htL~incss. The bank was rated a  for other u~seL quality deJiciencics. 

lssuance of Letters to .  ~ a11d  

In July 2009, FDIC discowred that  had moved the RAL ori~:,>inu.tioo busintlss to 
its sister thrift for the first qumter 2009 Lax se<1son, yet \Vas still retaining the credit risk by 
simultaneously purchasing the loans and providi11g other services. '1l1is could have had the effect 
of m<tking the R/\L origination activity not subject to f OIC supervi11ion nr the requirements of 
the Ceus~ ani! Desist Order, even though Repu blic was exposed Lo the risk of the R.AL business. 

 ultimatdy shared origination documentation with FDIC, which resolv~d que~tions 
about how would demon~lraltl compliance with the outstanding Cease und Desisl 
Order. Subsequently,  Vv"d5 dire~:ted to advise the  ofany 
mate1ial changes in business plan. However, Repuhlit: did not fo llow that instruction ·when it 
executed contracts to expand the business \Vith  and another tax preparation 
business, T.ib erly. Rather, notified FDIC of its asslllnpti(ln o/'this business after-the
fact on Decembt:r 29, 2009. {li vcn the bank' s record of risk mmwgem.ent and uompliancc 
problcUIS and the fact that the hank w~L~ still operating under the C&D, the  

 directed the bank, in w1iting, to ~uhmit a plan withiu 15 days to exit the RAJ..s business 
within 60 days. A second letter was issued the next uay to require that a meeting be scheduled 
within 60 days to discuss the future viability of the program. 

In February of20 10, against the backdrop of the growing super.vi~t,ry concems, the 
removal by the IRS of lhe Debt Indicatnr that was used to underwrite RALs, <1nd lhe ~:onccm that 
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R/\L activities that were being exited by large institutions would migrate to the IDlC-supervi ~ed 
~;ommunity banks, the  sent letters to and  
regunung their RAL program~. The February 3, 20!11, lcrtcr sent to  detailed the 
concerns that the Region had with RAJ .sand reli:renceJ. a Jamlllry 19, 20 I 0, discussion in which 
those concerns were brought to the bank's attention. The February 3, 2010, letter to  
outlined similar concerns and referenced a January 11 , 2010, discussion with the:: bank in whi~;h 
tho~e concerns were expressed. The letters stated that the Region found RALs were costly ~md 
otli:red limi led uti lily lhr cnnsumcrs as compared to traditional Joan products. The letter further 
observed that RAJ ,s ~.:un:ie::d a high degree nrri~k to the institutions, including third party, 
reputational, compliance, ~nd legal risk, which exposed the bank~ tn individual and class actions 
by borrov,·crs and Jocal regulatory authorities. As a result, the R.e~:,>i{m asked the hanh to develop 
pla11S to exit the business and submit plans to do so within 15 days. 

Tn <~ilililion to a rdlectinn of specific supervisory concerns, the concems with the RAL 
product expres8t:d in the l e1te~ al~o were ~;m1sistent with the FDIC's Supervisory Policy on 
Predatory Lending. The policy stute~ thu( "[s]igns nl'predatory lending include the lack of a fair 
exchange of value or Joan pricing that reaches beyond the risk that a borrower represents or other 
customary standards." 

J)o wngradcs of Certain Rating~· in 20.l 0 F...xaminatimz.\' Were A ppup r;ate 

The Draft Report sug~ested tlmt decisio:os by FDIC ollicials to change draft ratings 
assigned by examiners were improper nnd unfounded. IIoweYer, su~;h ()ver/\ight is appropriate 
and a n~view of the examination docuru.cnts indicates the changes had a strong ~upervisory b<t~i~. 
Please see Appendix B. 

As noted earlier, in lhe sedinn, FDlC"., Supervi,~ory Process, the PDl C's Division of 
Risk Management Supervisiotl takes mm1y steps t~1 ensure lhal ils on-site examination activity is 
appropriately carried out and that the findings of examinations are presen leu in a manner that is 
consistent v·:ith Fl)JC rules and regulations, policy and procedures. Among those ~l,eps i~ <1 

review of each report of examination by a professionally trained case manager. The FDIC's 
processe~ w1Ucipatethat lindings or report commentary may mt occasion require editing and 
change. For this reason, lhe FDTC Ri..1·k Mt.magemenl ,.\;/unual ,d· &aminal ion Policies states: 
"r g]eneralJy, the examiner-in-charge (EIC) should discu-;s lhe ret:ommended component and 
composite ratings with (the bank's) senior management and, wheil appn1rniale, the (hank 's) 
hoard of directors, ncar the conclusion of the exruni.oation. Examiners should dearly explain that 
their ralings are tentativc2

7. and subject to the review and final approval by the regional director 
or designee." 

When changes are made to mlings or subl'limtive c.hange>: to report commentary arc made 
during the rcvie'.v process, such t:hanges should be fUlly wmm u11kald lo the examiner-in-

., See FDIC Risk Mcmagement Manual,~{ /i;r:aminalifm PolicirJ,\', lJa;·ic J..::wminatiun Concepu· and Guidelines 
sectiou, page 1.1-J . 
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charge. To the extent the exuminer-in-charge disagrees with the changes, processes exist to 
document those disagreements. In 2010, whell changes wen: made to the ratings at  and 

 examiner disagreements were not properly docmne:n.led. Nolwilhslamling this 
owrsight, the report changes v.rcrc appropriate, supported by the examination re~.:on~ and 
consi!;tent with the UFlRS. 

 Downgrade 

The tentative ratings assigned by the examiner at the August 30, 201 0 Ji~k management 
examin<Jtion of were 1121 12/2. During the regional office review process, the rating 
was downgnuled to 11.1222/3. The final Management, Earnings and Liquidity component and 
the composite ratings us!;igned at the AugtL~t 30, 20 I 0, risk management examination of 

·were accurate, supported by the examination r~ord, and consistent with the dcfi.nitions 
in U!o'IRS. 

B1mk management' s abilities arc measured not only by fmanc-ial pedtmnum.:e, but al~o hy 
its ability to opt:rate within governing regulations, its responsiveness to recommendatim1~ from 
auditors and superv1sury au01orities, and to properly oversee all business line risks. The final 
.rcpott of exrunirurt:ion properly condudoo that mana.gemt:lnt and board pcrfonna11cc needed to 
improve their oversight ofthe bank's activities. Pronmmced ~horkomings relating to 
compliance ,,.ith Jaws and regulations existed. In addition, managemt~nt's expan~ion or activities 
that were not appmpriatciy identified, measured, monitored, and controlled raised supervisory 
concems. Acl:orclingly, management and board performance 'l'.'crc more accurately characterized 
as needing improvement, supporting a Management component rating of  

Earnings strength is measured not only by the quantity and trenu or earnings but also hy 
liu;tors affecting the sustainability or quality oftbose earnings. The incQme stream derived from 
the bank's Tax Refunds Solution (l'RS) program, which included RALs and was sig.niii~.:anl, wa." 
expected to be lmpa~.:ted by event~ that were beyond Management's control. Due to relim1ce on 
the TRS income, <~ny depletion would afl"ect the Rank's operations. The bank's rcpmtcd 
canlings did not account for the unre~.:ognized c~J!>t~ to con limn its business practices to la\1\'S and 
regulations. Jn view of these facts, the stability 1md quality of C;lumiugs are more at:wrately 
t:haracterizcd as satisfactory rather than strong, supporting an Em·nings component rating ol"  

Tu evalt~<tling a linancial institution's liquidity, consideration should be given to the 
current level und prospedive sourl:es orliquidi ty compared to fundi11g needs, as well as to the 
adequacy of funds management prU~.:tkes relali ve to the institution's siz.c, complexity, and risk 
profile. Funds management practices should eru;me that Hquiuity i ~ not maintained through 
undue reliance on funding sources that may .not be available in time~ of JimmdaJ stress or 
urlvcrse changes it1 market conditions. ln view of the institution's reliance on brokered .l.lm.ding 
for "fimding some or its growing activities, which may not be available in a time of firumciul 
stress or l:ldverse changes in market ~.:ondition~, the liquidity rating of  was appropriate. 

l<J 
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Compo~ile rating~ <IT~ ha..~eu 011 il l:areful evaluation of <1n in~litution's man<~g~ri~:~.l , 

operational, financ-ial, Dnd compliance perfonmmce. The compo~ite rating generally bears a 
close relationship to the component ratings assigned. However, the composite rating is not 
derived by computing an arithmetic average of the component ratings. Each component rating is 
ba<;ed on a qualitative analysis ofthc factors compri~ing that component and its interrelationship 
wilh th~ other l:Omponenl~. \Vlu~n a.-.signing a l:omposi t~ rating, some l:()mponents may he given 
more weight than othe:ro depending on the situr1tiou at 01e:: in~tilution. Tn gen~;:ral, aosi~:.>nment of a 
composite rating may incorporate ElllY factor that bears signiftcEllltly on the overall condition and 
soundness of the financial institution. ln light of the noncompliance with a key provision iu the 
outstanding cease and desist order related to inadequate board participation in the activities of the 
hank, ihe bank wa<> detcnnined to need more than nomml supervision, in the fonn of an amended 
c~;:al>e and. ues1st o.-uet, supporting the  mling assignt:d. 

 Down~rade 

The tentative ratings assigned by the examiner-in-charge of the October 2 5, 2010 risk 
management examination of ty were  During the regional oflicc review 
proce:-;!;, lh~ ca!;e manttger J.owngraJeJ the rating to  The tlxamintlr-in-charge agreed 
with these changes. TI1e 1inal ruling assigneu wa~ which more dearly rellecte::d the 
many management deficiencies ~nd elevated risk proftle of  The final Management 
componcut and the composite ratings assigned at the October 25, 2010 risk management 
examination of  were accurate, were supported by the examination record, and were 
consistent with the clelinitions in l}FIRS. 

Management's abilities are meusm·e<i not only by finuncial per ((IJ:munce, but also by its 
ability to operate within governing reb'l.llations, its responsiveness to recommendations from 
auditors and supervisory autl10ritics, and to properly oversee all bminess line risks. The final 
report of examination properly concluded that management and board performance needed to 
improve risk oversight as ii pertained In non-traditional producl<>. Management oversight of 
RAT..s auu lhe bank's Doll<~r.; Direct program was Jes~;rihed a.~ ineiTedive, and manugeme::nt's 
lack of adequate intemul controls and audit reviews were cited as a com:em, both of which 
exposed the bank to heightened third-party risks. Capital, asset quality, eBrnings and liquidity 
were described as satisfactory, but su~ject to potential impact from risks associated with the non
traditional banking products. Accordingly, management and board performance and risk 
management pradil:es were more accurately characterized a~ deficient than needing 
improvement, supp(1rting a Management compon~nt rating o 1.  

Composite ratings are based on a cflfeful evaluation of ~n institution's managerial, 
operational, fl.nancild, and compliance performance. l 'hc composite rating generally bears a 
close rclation~hip to the component ratings assigned. However, the composite rating is not 
Jeri ved by computing <Ul arithm etic average of the component rating!;. Each component rating i~ 
baseu oo a qualitati ve analy:-.i~ oJ"!he /itdtrrs wrnprising that wmpon~nl and 1ts inierreh1tionship 
with the other component;;. Wlum as~il,'l1 ing a cumposiie ratiog, ~om~ componen~ may be briven 
more weight thau others depending on the situation ut the in.stitution. In geneml, assignment of a 
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composite rating m ay incorporate any factor th~t b~ars signi lkantl y on the overall condition and 
!ioundne)\s of the financial institution. The unsatisfactory board and rnanugement oversight of 
und lack or t:untrols around the most significant bllSiness prodtlet for the bank, in l~11')~ or its net 
income and potential fraud exposme, were accurately characterized as serious deficiencies, 
supporting the composite rating of  

FD.TC's Senwr Mutmgement Properly Oversaw Policy Jmple.mmtatio11 

As the 2010 t:xa1ninations of  and  were concluding, DSC 
mrumgement discussed the region's lindings, including the cxan1iuation ratings, with the  
Regional Director (RD). The DSC Senior Deputy Din~ctor (SDD) specifically iustmcted the RD 
to ensure staff considered the banks' practices, not just their Gurrenl linancial conditions, in 
assigning ratings. 

Thi:; in~ln!clion Wit.~ (;l)nsistent with the UFIRS, which requires consideration 0 r 
mAnagement's ability Lo idenLi.l."y, me<umrt:, monitor, and control the risks of its operAtions when 
assigning each component rating. The UFffiS rewgnizes that appropriate management practices 
vary considerably among financial institutiom, dt:pending ~m their ~i:t.e, complexity, and risk 
prn rile. For less complex institutions engaged solely in traditional ban king activities, relatively 
basic management ~y~tems and controls may be adcq1mte. Atmore complex in.sl.itulions, on the 
other hand, detaikd and !ilrmal management systems and controls are needed. 

Consistent with the UFIRs, the risk munugement expt:ctatinns for banks lending through 
hundreds or thousands of JJROs would clearly be higher than the expt!Ctations for eomm1mity 
hanks engaged 1n traditional lending activities. This expel."tl:ltion was additionally the suhjcct of 
1he FDIC'!-> Guidanw on Managing Third-Party Risk. 

The instructions of the SDD were also c<msislont with the principle behind the concept of 
forward-looking supervision that the Division bad emphasi:ted in response to OlU fmdings from 
Material Loss Reviews offailcd banks. 

Forward-l ,ooking Supervision 

In response to reconuneo.datlm1s by the OlGu and employing lessons from the fwanci.al 
crisis, the l'OlC had taken a series of steps aimed at ~npha~izing the importance of having 
e fl'Cctivc risk-management practices in place to mitigate the erri~ds or economic and marketplace 
changes not within a bank's contcoJ.H The process encourages exuminets [(l G<msider the fact 
that t:ven Jinanci<1lly strong institutions can experience stress in cases wher.e ri!:\ks are not 

"'See :Memo.rnudum fro1n Jn>T'cctnr (kncral J<m T. Rymer to the FlJlC Audit Committee, Material L<lss Review 
Observatiotl!l Relared to Major Causes, Tren<ls, and Common Chlll"liCIL1i~lics, M11.y l, 200\1. 
2~ See FDIC /.009 Annual RL'Pnr~ /lppcndix C, Office of Inspector General's AssessmeJJt of 1he Management and 
Performance Clllllle.uges r:acing ihe FDIC, which st;ues, "The Corp<>Taliun ha~ tk:vcloped n oompreheusive 
"forward· looking supervision" training pmgrijm f'i1r iL> cxamim:-rs dc~igttod lo build on lessoll5learned over the past 
ye;~r or so and willueed to put 1b.at ttil.ining in1u prddicc guiug forward" 
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prope-r! y moni loretl, mea.-;lu-eu, ancl ma:ml.geU. Further, examiners are encouraged to fake 
proactive supervisory action und progressive action tll encourage baul<s to lake preemptive 
measures to address risks before their profimbility fl.lld viability is impacted. Another impormut 
Lesson from the crisis, as noted in an OJG evaluation, was that bank management's 
responsiveness to supervisory concerns was a key differentiating factor between banks that failed 
ancl those that 1\Urvi ved the llnanci<Jl c-ri~is. 

Consistent with the UFIRS And the principles of forwurd-looking supervision, the RD 
instructed staff to lower the examiner-assigned ratings of the two institutions based on his 
conversations with the SDD. lt docs ttot appear that the RV explained the rationaLe for the 
downgrades to field staJT, directly or indirectly through his regional managers. ·ntis may have 
contributed to lhe confusion idtmtiiieJ in the OHI's Dran. Report and the resulting 
mbpen:epiions or the FOfC's supervisory approach lu imtilulion~ lhat offer RAT.~. 

Stlpervi.~ory Practices Were Appropriate and Cmuistent wWt Past Practice.f 

During 20 I 0, DSC managcmcm' s concerns about the safety and soundness of RAL 
prognun~ grew, ha~ecl in part on the lact thatlhe IRS announced in August it would discontinue 
the Oebt Indicu.tor (OJ), which bad prown to be a key lo~1l f{n· reducing credit ri~;k in RALs, in 
the 2011 tax season. In November 2010, the three institutions were asked to outline their plans 
for rn.itigating the resulting increase irt credit risk following the loss of the tooL All three 
institutions conceded that the loss of the .l)l would result in increased risk to the bank: . 

.  replied that it W<\S in lhe prot;tlSS or Jinalizing its Tevi~inns to the RAT, 
undernTiting process for the upcoming tax season and had identitied 8evetal siguUku.nt ~:hu.nges 
that \Vatdd strengthen RAL undervv-riting.  intended to offer a reduced dollM RAL at a 
cost of $20 or less and lend only to consumers with a credit score of 650 or greater. While it 
appears that this undcrv.-riting would have complied with the interagency safety and soundness 
s!andarus Jhr credit underwriting, as previously de~cribcd,  had long standing 
tle:f.i.ci.encie~ ill its RAL pnlgt"am, and examiner~ had made repeated recommendations nver llvt: 
examinations regarding needed audit ~tnd internal control. improvement.s.25 tntimutdy,  

 agreed to exit its RAL program after the 2011 tax season during a meeting held with its 
board of directors on l'cbruary 14, 2011, to discuss the fmdiugs of the JilJlC's October 25, 2010, 
risk management examination. 

 replied thal since ~:.rreuier losses we-re anticipateu ahsenl lhe. tool, lnun 
amounts would be substan:tiully cut by some 75 percent ~o tbut u. pro:f:H ~.:-ould still be made.  

 also p1nillled to use a commerc-ial product that predicted the existence of government liens 
or debts. 'l"hc irtstitutiou acknowledged that the eorumcrcia1 product did not fully mitigate the 
risk created by loss of the Dl. Additiomlly, the revised RAL model, which substantiaUy reduced 
the amount nl" credit niTcrcd, served to cmpha.<>i'l.c the importance of the Dl in RAL underwriting. 

l S s~c h llp>: l/www. f d i C.!!ot>vlrcgul~! iol) Ylll wsirulc , .. ~.!JOil-8 630. h lm lllft,(ic2 ()()(lap pcn.!JlxHI.Ql"l!JD~ 64, A rr~" dix A lu 
PHrt364 oflhc lll>IC RLtlcs and Regulations, Interagency Guidelines bsmblishing Standards for Safety and 
Sollllwocss. 
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's board of directors indicated its intent to exit the RAL pmgram in early Febmary 
20"1 1. 

similurly replied !hal since greater losses were anticipated absent the tool, Jom1. 
amounts would be substuntially cut by s~1me 75 percent, and fees increased so that a profit could 
still he made.  also plnnned to use a commen:ial product ( l.cxisNcxis) that predicted the 
exhtenee of government liens or debts. The institution acknowledged !hal the commercial 
product did not fu1\y mitigate the risk created by loss of the DI. Additioually, (he revised RAL 
model, which substantially reduced the amount of credit offered, served to underscore the 
importance of the DI in RAL underwriting. The model did not take into account the borrower's 
ability to repay, as required by intemgency c.redil untlervvriting standards, and the new 
commercial product did not fully mitigate the loss oHhe m , by the bank's own 
acknowledgement. 

DSC Executives Properly Crm.,·idered the impacts oflndu.ytry Trends 

FDIC institutions oftering RAT~~ were not the only hanks affected by the loss of the DL 
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) hud similar commlmications with one of 
the banks it supervised, HSllC, about how it would underwrite RA Ls in a safe and sound manner 
absent the m.  responded that it would no longer offer its RAL produd that relied on the 
DL Instead, il would only niTer its Instant RJ\L product, which provided a smaller auvam.:e 
against the anticipated tux rel'uml, ef!klively adopting the same approach s11ggested by the three 
FDIC supervised instimtions by signiJicantly det.-rea.~ing the Joan size. The OCC concluded that 
the Instant R.t\.L was underwritten v.ithout considenttiou ol'the CLL~!omcrs' ability to repay and 
wa~, therefore, not consistent with safe and sound banking prudice.~. The OCC further noted that 
~imply charging borrowers more fees for this type of loan was not a solution lhr !he fundamenlal 
undenvriting delh:( thal would he present in the bank's remaining RAL business. On Det:ember 
23,2010, OCC accepted 's plan lo exit the RAL business on February 28, 201 1. 

Additionally, in 2010, other large banks exiled the RAT. husinoss.  
exiteJ.l11e RAL busi11ess in Apri12010, citing increased regu]utory .~crutiny.  
partnered with some 13,000 indepc!ldc.nt tax preparation pllrtners?6 Further, in Od~1ber 20 I 0, 
the Office ofThnJ.l Snpervision informed that OTS was not 
prepared to allow  to enter into any new third~party relationships concerning any credit 
product, deposit product, or A TM pur~uu:nt lo OTS ~upervisory directives. 27  had 
contracted with  to ori!,riilllte a portion of' its RAT. hu~iness for the upcoming tax 
se<1.~on . ·n1c directives essentially prohibited  fl·omJllaking RALs. 

10 See httjl ://WW\1'. wo(ld~tuc kin surrg/blog/20 I 0/consumer-advocates-cheer-chase-exits-r~fillld-anticip&cio.n.:!SJ.!!!!: 
business, ·woodstock Institute, Comumer advncqtes cheer as Chaxc exit• refund unlicipaliun loat• business, Rand 
(2010). 
'-' S~c !1.!1P:F www . m_~\!iJinancialgroup.com!Cache/ I 0229685.pdt'!IID~ l027856&Frn~ l 022968.5&0-3~0~ D- 9, 

  lnc ., Hk, Ocwbcr 18, 2010. 
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Th~ exit of these three large financial institutions from the RAL originstion lmsin~:-;~, <111d 
the possible m1I,TJ:"<~lion ~11"lh~ busines~ h) lhe smaller, FDlC-supc.rviscd banks, raised concerns 
with foDIC senior mmmgemeut. Combinecl \o\~!h the loss of the Dl, the oversight weaknesses 
identified in cxam.inations, and , in the c11se of  su.'>picions--lhal were later confirmed-
that bank management had coached EROs to provide proper llnswers lo exmniner questions a.<~ to 
a heightening of supervisory concerns. 

Horizontal Review Identifies Numerous Violaliom· and Repuhlic ManaKement Attempts to 
impede the Examination 

The OJ<.l in the Draft Report raises concems that the FDIC m;ed whal it ueemed was an 
abnomm1ly large amount of resources in the supervision ofRAL programs, suggesting 
unfaimes~ in the over~ight or !he institutions with RAL programs. However, the prllctice~ 
employed by th~ FDIC were consistent with past work and commensurate with the scale of the 
banks' activity. · 

In response to the loss of the lJI, as v.>ell as the ongoing C{)mpliam:e issues Lhal were 
being ilienli lied by the 20 I 0 risk-managcn1cnt examinations at  and , the 
FDIC plUJ1IJ~ U> comluc! unannounced horizontal reviews of the three RAL banks' ERO~ dUling 
the 2011 tax season. The  was already in the process of planning unannounced 
revie,vs of EROs of all three institutions under it~ supervision. Since these simultaneous reviews 
would allow the Region to compare practices aci·o~s the tbrc:e insli (ulions EROs, they wcro 
hori;~Amtal reviews. Horizontal reviews were not a novel or new supervisory tot~ I Ji>r the FDIC; 
in f'avt ll1inl-party agen!~ of  had previously bccu the subject of a horizontal review in 
2004 that covereu three FmC-supervised institutions, involved 40 third-party lenders, and 
required 120 examiner resow:ces. The seal~ o ('!he planned 20 I l review was proportional to the 
large number oflocntions at which the RAJ.s adivilies wefe taking place. 

O~ing to the '\.videspread issues bciug identified, however, sen\ or t.lXaminatim1 stair 
believ~d Lh~ program shnuld be run on a national basis. The expanded review w~s ne~;e~saTy li>r 
two reasons. Firsl, the bank~ under review engaged thousands of storefront EROs flCross the 
country.  alone made loUD~ lhough mor~ lh<m I 0,000 EROs, more offices making loans 
than Wells l ;argo has branches.28 As a result, in order lo provide a valid ~tati stieal analysis 
whose results could be c:;..:trapoiatcd to the universe of EROs for t.lach bank, an expanded review 
woulu need Lo etlcompass a stat istically valid number of EROs. This would ~tmble ~up~rvision 
staff' to gain an t~nden;landing of the compliance and safety and soundness practices of ea~h bank 
<IS a whole. Second, th~re w~r~ outs!anditlg concerns, expressed by examiners, that in prior 
reviews EROs were improperly t:oa.ched hy the hanks. 

The horizontal review was conducted on  and  , and 
ullima!ely only covered  EROs, as  and  at,rreeu !o exit thoir 

28 See I'UIC Summan' of Deposits data, bt:tps:lfwww5.fdic.l!<>vl~ndlsndlnxlflr.mch.asp'! bllJ'Itcm-1 
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RAL programs all~r th~ end of the tax .season. The horizontal .review confirmed tlmt  
i.utetfe.red with the FDIC's review or lh~ RROs during the 2001) compliance exarnimu:ion ~nd 
during the ongoing horiz.ontHl review by w!u;hing and providing scripted answers. The review 
also identified a number of additional violations of con5umer law~, unsafe and tu1sound 
pnu:liL:es, and \riolations of the 2009 Conscut Order. 

Legal issues we1·e Ca.rejul"v Considered. untl Enforcenumt Pf()Ceedi~tgs agai11st  were 
FuliJI Supported 

The Draft Report suggests a number oflegal concerns were rai~~ ahout litigation risk in 
lhe supervi.~ion of  that were ignored by FDIC officials. In filet, each issue v..-a.-; weighed 
and considered, 4ncl th~ decision to move fonvard with an enforcement action was widdy 
approved by the appropriate ~uperv1sion and legal officials, incLuding by fUl individunl cited 
frequently by the OIG. 

On February 9, 2011, the fDIC issued a Notice ofCl1arge$ (Notice) against  
Rank alleging safety and soundness violations as a result of inadequate underwriting lhr lhe 
Bllnk's RAL program. This action was not taken lightly. In the weeks and months leading up to 
the issuru1ce of the Notice, ~tall' engaged in vigorous and healthy debate as to whether there was 
sufficient leg<1l support. for the en(i.,rcement action to proceed. 

On one hand, DSC officials we.re aware thNt  hu.d ~el l~cer!i lied that RAI , 
lm dt:~rwriting was nnt as strong without the Dl rutd that  said that it m1uld need l.t1 olli:lr 
significuntly lower loan balances and charge higher fees to offset anticipated increflsed credit 
losses. This presented a uew lundscape - fnr the fi rst time, the .RAL product >vould not be 
profitable based on interest incomt:~ rnin u~ ~.:harge nils. It was only the higher fees that would 
make the RAL product profitable. DSC stafl' viewed  plan to address the loss of the 
DJ by reducing available credit and increasing fees us inherenO y unsal~ and tmsl)und. That vic·w 
wus coupled with concerns about asset-based Lending and  refusal to wnsider an 
individual'~ ubility lo repay when issuing the loan, another unsafe fUld unsound practice?9 

Instead of adequately asses~ing a horrower's ability to repay,  focused on its ability to 
obtain a contingent asset - the tax rdi.u1d. DSC starr was aware too that the OCC used this same 
analysis when it directed IISI3C, one of its rt:!:,'l.tlateu banks, tn exit the RAL business. Staff also 
questioned the relative utility ofH.ALs in light of technological advanL:~s- hy thal point, direct 
depos) l or de::dronic refunds tL~uaJ!y occurred in a matter of days. 

29 Fctleml "slunillm.l.< for ~afcty and SOWldness" require banks to follow loau d(lClllnental:icm practices that "~~s~ss 
the ttbil ity of! he borrower to repay the indebte<lness i1• J tin1e\y lJl!lnn m·," ami unti~Twriting pta dices that "[p ]r.widc 
f'i,r ""n~idcl"'«lion, prior to credit wmmioneut, of the bonvwer's ovcral111nancia! ccmdilion untl rcsoLArcc~" as well as 
"tfu.: financial responsibility of auy guarantor'' ~nd "the nature and value nl' any um.lcrlying eullateritl." Interagency 
Guidclillcs Establishing Smndard& for Safety and Soundness, 12 r:.F.R. Part 304, App. A. Nurnemus courts have 
recognized that failure to nssess ~ bility to r epa.y constitute~ an unsa.te ant.! unsound hank [ng practice. See, UZ<lf Fed 
Sa11. & L..oun A~.v' n v. J.JJLBJJ, 651 F.2d 259, 264 (5th Cir. 19R l ) (kboixlativc history 11f xcct[on 1 Kl ~(c) indicalcs that 
"'disregnrding, a. borrower's ·ability to ~epll.y" is an unxalc and WlStJ UJu.l pructlcc)~ Fir.,/ Siute IJank ufWayne Cuunl)' v. 
l·VJC, 770 l'.2d 81, 82 (6th Cir . .1985) ("exremling "ccured credit withuuL obtnlning complete supporting 
documentation" constitutes unsafu ~nd trl'"o'md pnu:lic~). 
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On the other hand, I%'Ttain I'DIC F.nforeemcnl attorneys, including the  
 e~pressed cvn~.:em QVenel.i<Ult:e tm elimina[i(ln ol" 1he Dl a~ 

the basis for safety ~md soundm:ss violations and the lack of a readily identifiable witness on the 
issue who could testify to that effect should the matter come to litigation. To address these 
concerns, DSC officials, among other things, tasked FDJC retail credit experts in  
with reviewing whether  plan to n.<;e the LcxisNexis database as a substitute for the Dl 
wa.~ <ln adequate underwriting tonl. Alter reviewing this is~ ue30, the credit tl~<perts Jetennined 
that lllll T .exisNexis da!ubase did not suflicientl.y mitigate the underwriting risks posed by the loss 
of the DI. 

The DGC aLso raised the issue of whether the underwriting proccdmcs utilized by 
 were similar to the standards set forth in the FDIC's Small-Dollar Loan Pilot program. 

The DCJC by hi ~ own admission did not lully analyze  undel'\vriting or the parli t:ular:; 
o!'the Small-Do llur r.~l<Ul Pilot pr:ogrum in wising au is~ue that needed Sllt.:h unalysis. Contnu:y 
to  1mdeJ.'\niting procedures, the Small-Dollar Lmm Pilot program recommended 
APRs no greater than  percent, noted the benefits of community based lending, and did not 
endorse a product •vhosc profitability was based on fees . The APR for  RALs far 
exceeded  percent --when its hi~her fees :vcrc !reate~ as "finance charges" under Tl LA, as . 
ca.<;e law suggesl-; lhtly should be:  operated 1b RAL pmgram through a network ol 
more than 10,000 teroponuy Ia.-: onice~ spread tlmmghtmt the country. It bud no hi~torical 
relationship \>Vith the vast majority of its customers. Nor did it operate in their cotnmu.nities, 
except through the EltOs. 

While the DUC continued to express coneem as to whether the FDIC would prevail at 
trial ha.<>ed on ~-aldy and ~oumln~ss chaTg~s, neither he -- nur any or lhe othe-r FDfC. ol1lciab who 
reviewed the propo~ed charges und recommended the i~suance of the :-Totice - indicul.ed a belief 
that the 0[-based claims were not legally supportable. FDIC lawyers cleru:ly communicated the 
litigation risk of going fonvard \vith the Notice. Fully apprised oftbe pros and cous, supervision 
and legal division officials ultimately determined to move forward v.ith the enforcement 
proceeding, which is consistent with gtlidance nfl'eroo hy the oro.3

" The Notice was filed on 

''~ Matelials referenced in the Draft Report illdicate that the credit risk examiners initially misun.derstood the nature 
~nd scope of the assignment; after they received clarification, they produced 1he review on the topic requested. 

'
1 :-.'ee P<mple v . .II 'H tax, inc. , 2 12 Cal. App.4"' 121':1 (Cal. Ct. App_ 2013); UniledSlatesv. ITS 1-'inancial, J..U:, 

2013 WL YJ47222 (S.IJ. Ohio Nov. 6 , 2013), affd in par/ on other ground~. n-v'd in par/"" other gro11ndY, 592 F. 
App'x 387, 3 ':11 (6th Cir. 2014). 

'
2 The pracLic&.:s Ji,)Juwcd here arc e<msislenl with tl<c g:uid~nee nfiL'l'Ul! in thu O IO' s Rcpurl from 2014 tilled 

" Ettforcctnellt Aclimt• ~nd Pmfes•ion~l Liahilily Clliims Ajgiinsl tnslitution·Affi li~tcd P<Jitks andlnuividuals 
Associated wilb Failed Jnslilulinns:" 

We IJJtdcrsumu lnal it is imporlanllu ensure I ha l individual e~,;.' arc ~uffieicntly strong lo avoid 
scLLi ug prceeucnts and junpun..lizing: f ut uru C>lscs. Howe vcr, I ega I o ffieial" n ccd lo unsuru lh al Lite ir 
risk appc-litc uligns with that oflhu agency hmul. lHiimald y, legal ufficial~ •hould clearly 
conummicate I he legal r isks of pur~-uing a particular I.!A, but the agency hond or senior official 
with delegnted nutl1ority should set the level of litigntiorrrisk that tl1e agency is wiJJing, to nssume. 
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February 9, 20 II with the concurrence of the then-<Ttmeral Counsel and the DGC himself 
Cleurly, lhe then-General Counsel and the DOC by their own actions demonstrated their belief 
thlltthe Notice was legally supportable. 

On May 3, 2011, the FDIC issued an Amended 1\otice of Charges thst sot•ght a CMP 
hased on a variety of violations identified jn lhe horizontal review conducted on February 15 uml 
16, 201 1. TI!C Amended Notice included a CMP asse~sment based on compliance and safety and 
soundness violation~, incl11ding obstructing an l'DIC exummation. Aller the Amended Notice 
was issued, luwyer~ in the Chkago Regional Office addressed in a memorandum to the thcn
Ucncral Counsel concerns that they hull about the compliance charges in the Amended Notic~. 
l11e Draft Report suggests that these concerns were never addressed. In fact, enforce1J1enl 
lawyers (and subject matter expens) of the Legal Division reviewed and addressed Eoint-by
point- in a series of memoranda - the concerns raised by th~ attorneys in  3 

Meanwhile. allomey::; in both headquarters and  c~JJtinued ln move toward trial as they 
engaged in active discovery in the enforcement litigfltion.~4 Throughout th~ !'all of 20 ll and 
until the case settled in December, 01~ FDlC lav.'Ycrs- attorneys from both  and 

- continued to oper~te as a team, meetitlg regularly to discuss strategy (and the 
uUendant strengths and wcclmesses of the c11se) a.~ they prepared for what everyone believed 
would be a contentious triaL 

The TILA claim Jigureu prominently in the case because  made approximately 
~00,000 RAL loans in 2010 alone and lailed ln disclose its tax refund adminislrutinn fee (TRAI') 
as part of its IU' K on any loan. Because the avemgc TRAJ:i fcc vv-as tlllrry dollars,  wa<: 
filcing potential disgorgemcnt of at least $24 nrilli(ln on the T IL:\ claims alone. In October, 

 moved. f{Jr swnmary disposition. on the TILA duims. It is notable, in light of the 
litigfltion risk cont:ems expressed by some in the Legal Division about the safety and soundness 
claim predicated on the los!'; ol'lhe Dl, that  did not seek s mnmury ui~JlOSition on the VI 
claim or any other claim besides the TTLA claim. 

While the FDIC was preparing its opposition to the motion for summary disposition, thtl 
parties eJJLereu into l(ettlcmcnt negotiations. The DCP Director led the negotiations for the FDIC 
while the bunk's CEO led lhe negotiations for  By tbi~ point, the relationship between 

 and the FDIC ba.tl become strained. As a result, the - who wa'l relatively 
new t'o the l'l>lC artd had, up t~) th;tt poinl, limited involvement with wa~ in a better 
po~ition to conduct meaningful settlement :ntlgl>tiations. Contrruy to the suggestion in (he Drall 
R.epmt Lhal lawyers were not iuvolved, however, Legal Oi vision la'"'Ycrs advised the DCP 
Dire1..1:or throughout the ncgotiatiollS. Attorneys provided input and analysis, drafted the 
settlement agreement, and engaged in numerous back and forth inlemdimls with the DCP 

See ?.014 OJG R~-pnrt aL24. 

33 The memoranda were dated October 3, October, 7llncl Oclnber 17, 2011 (refuting point by point concern" roisccl 
hy the  regarding  a.llcgcd violaiions ofTILA, UCO.A, UDAP, illld G l .R:\, a.' 
well as audit deficiencies ~nd in~dequate undcrwritiltg) .. 
" !Ouch side had produced approxirnutely 90,000 p>~gcs of doC'Ilmcnts at the time of settleme~t. 
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Director over strategy and terms. At the time, Legal Divi::;ion ~(air was also heavily involved in 
discovery, rcspondjng to motions and preparing a case for trial. The J.egalDivi~inn le<lm ·wa<> 
also dralling a Second Amended Notice based on fmdings during discovery that the bank had 
interfered with un em·lier, pre-announced visitation. 

The Second Amended Notice wa~ not iiled bet:<!l~-;e the pattie~ reached a settlement in 
early December. The scttlcmCllt, the terms of which were embotlied in a Cvnsenl Order and 
CMP Assessment is.~ucd on December 8, 2011, included 's agreement to exit the RAT. 
program at the end or the tax season and to pay a CMP in the amount of $900,000 to resolve 1111 
the viohttion.s. 

Cmnmunicufion.~· Between Ji'lJJC B oard ~!embers ond Stoff Were ApprQpriate 

The Drail Report suggests that discussioilll between staff and FDIC Board member.~ on 
the RAJ. progmms V.'ere unu<>ual and inappropriate. However, as discussed below, such 
discussions ure ex.peded anti appropriate. 1\ o member of the FDlC iloard directed FDIC staff to 
order any banks to discontinlll;! oiTer.ing RAL proJucL-; nr to take any action that was not 
supported by supervisory findings. 

The FDIC bylaws set forth the organizational structure of the FDIC and the f\.nmdation 
for communicalic.ms and exercise of authority of both the 111J1C .Uoard of Directors (Dom-d) and 
its Officers. The FDIC Board has overall re~ponsihility for managing the 11DlC, while day-to
day responsibility for managing the fJ)JC and supervising its Officers and other senior staff is 
delegated to tflc JilJlC Chairman. The bylaws provide the divi~iol) diredor~ anJ Cleneral 
Counsel with broad authorities to supervise the progrruns under their direction. The Hoard 
addi licmally granl<> speei fie delegations of authority for applications, notices, enforcement actions 
and other mutters. 

The l3oard reserves to itself, notwilhstanding any other delegations of authority, 
(;()nsideration of matters "which would establish or change exisling Corpomlion po11cy, could 
allmc.:.t unu~ua1 attcntion or publicity, or would involve an issue of first impression. The Roltrd 
exp~c~ each Diyi ~inn and Office Director, through his or her immediate supervisor (if any), to 
be responsible and at.:t.:ountahle fiJr ensuring that any such matters arc brought to the attention of 
the FDIC Chairman to determh1e whether ~ uch matters sh<mld be considered by the iloard. This 
reservation of authority is refened to within FDIC us the "rmgor mallers rc~olution." 

Consistent with this broad delegation of the Doard's vested munugemenl aulh.orily, 
offil:et::> orthe Corporation have a duty to keep the l'DlC Chairman informed of their ac-tion~. ~1s 
well as other Rourd members a~ appropriate. 'I he Directors of RMS and DCP meet. this duty 
through regular brietiJ.Jgs of L.he Chairman and l~pdatcs to other Board members about the 
ongoing activities in their orgnni:t.ations. Tn <~dc:li(ioll, they provide written reports to the FDlC 
Roard of actions taken under their delegated authority, such us uctions on <~pp1ic11tions, notices, 
enlim~emcnt matters and the conduct of special iilllurance exmniuation::> (abo knoWTI a~ hack up 
examinations). Similarly, consistent with their joint responsibility for overall manugement of the 
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l 'OIC, the 11lJlC Chairman and other :Uoard members clearly have the authority and 
m~ponsibility to discuss the affairs of the l'DlC and the actions being undertaken by its officers 
and ~~nior stall 

The Role oft/te Case Review Committee 

The Bylaws of the l1DlC also provide for the establishment of standing or s pecial 
commiltees to pcrfonn such duties and exercise such powers as may be directed or delegated by 
the Bmu1l from time to tim~. The Ca.~e R~view Committee (CRC) i~ a Standing Committee of 
the FDIC Bo!lld that is respoJLsible (i.lr overse~ing enlorcem enl m<.1Hers. Th~ CRC 1s cmnposcd 
offlvc voting members, one of whom is an intt:mal FDIC Board member who abo ~erves a.-; 

Chairman of the CRC. 'lhe other four CRC members consist of one special assistant or deputy to 
each of the other four 1' DlC l3oard members. The General Counsel serves on the CRC flS a non
vnting mcmbcr.35 

On November 5, 2010, FDIC :;(a/Jpmvic.Ied C:RC member~ with a Recommendation to 
Pursue a Consent Order und civil money penally (CMP) ugain.st 36 The propos~d 
Consent Order addressed significant risk management concerns regarding the bank's ubility to 
operate its RAL program in a safe and sound manner without the (formerly available) IRS DI, as 
well a~ ongoing compliance management issues from its inability to effectively monitor its over 
10,000 lhinl-parly relationships .... 1th tux preparation offices. That case would be considered at 
the November IS, 2010 CRC meeting. As i~ stamlard pradk~, the ~ubmission induded the 
proposed Consent Order itself. Prior to the CRC meeting, statf provided in-person brie l)ng~ W 
the CRC members that requested briefings--as is common pr~Jctic~. 

Also in advance of the CRC briefing, the FDLC Chairman' s designated CRC member 
advised the FDT.C C11airtnan o l' com;ems about the wording of two provisions in the proposed 
Consent Order. The FDIC Chainnan (li~cu~~ed these concems with the CRC Chainnan, 
resulting in modiftcations to the Consent Order, which was then pn:sented to the CRC. ·The CRC 
Chairman, on behalf of the FDIC l.loard, was (and is) responsible for overseeing the enforcement 
process and, to a large extent, serves as a de .facto gatekeeper as to the initiation of proceedings 
~1r the re~ol uti on of pmposed matters. In that role, the CRC Chairman met regularly with senior 
DSC llll.d T -egal Division en t(Jtc~menl persunnel tn review enforcement aclivit1cs and matters . 
While the BoHrd members' deputies or speciul a~~i~tanls served un the CRC, i! was ~qually 
appropriate- and not unusual -- for the CRC Chairman to udvise and consult with the FDIC 

" Prior to 1004, the CRC was comprised of seven members, one of whom w~s rtn FDIC Ill vision Director. 
RCMllution .No. 7<1120 reduced Cl<.C voting membershlp from seve11 to five inclividu~ls, placed one of the FDIC's 
inrernnllloard members on the CRC as its Chairperson, dele!:ated additional nuthority to staff 1md the Chairp~rsnn, 
ond removed the DivisiOJJ Director votin)!, member m order to the en:;ure that the CRC, ll St..wding Cnmn1ittce (>fthe 
Uoat·d, was independeut from staff. Since that time, CRC voting membership ha~ been conlpris'l(! ~olely of the 
CoJ'poratio11' s Doard members or their represeuta1ive~. 
'"TI~e CMP was pn>J'lm~u hasc<.l 1m findings of viohtliun~ or Trc'L~ury Duparllncnl r<.lgulntior.s g.w..,rn ing the nsc of 

the ACII payments system for proce~sinf~ govenm•ent beuetit paytnents tbr(lugh   
.  hnd "-llowcd thinl-parl.y vendors tu trans fer up lu 4_,3()0 h11nk accnunL~ Cnr Social Scllurily 

recipients withollt the custumcrs' ~IJ(lWiedgc m wnscnl 
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Chainmm or other Board. memhers on matters brought to the CRC, particularly those involving 
overall supervisory upprouch or tho,se Llml may he unusllal. Along the same lines, it was wholly 
permissible and appropriate for the FDIC chaimlilll anu !he CRC chainmn to engage with staff 
in acti ve dchatc over a matter affecting the Corporation.37 

On Novtm1 her 15, 20 In, s tarr received a Wlanimous non-o~jection from the CRC to 
pursue a Consent Order !lml Civil Mtmey Penally (CMP) against  l3ccause staff was 
seeking a CM!:' against  the case wa~ pn~senltld Lo the full CRC. 

 declined to stipulate to the Consent Order or the CMP and. slafl' moveJ towaTu 
con.sideTalion of' !iling a Notice of Charges {1\oticc). On February 9, 2011, the FDIC iiloo it.s 
first Notice of Charges against  for unsafe or unsound underwriting prac-tices with 
respect to its RAL progrrn11.38 The Notice alleged that  failure to consider a 
customer's ability to repay diu not mitigate l11e uben<.;e of' the DI and fai led to consider data 
needed to assess risk in an unsecured consumer loan portloli~1. At;clWdingly, the 1\oticc sought 
an Order to cca.<:e and desist under section 8(b) of the FDI Act. Becuu:;e it wa~ a slaml-alnne 
cease and U.e~i~l pmceeding and did not involve a C:MP, the applicable FDIC Board delegations 
vested authority to i s~ue !he Notice nf Charges with the USC Division Director or her delegate, 
with the concurrence of the Legul Division . Consistent ·with the delegations, the USC Deputy 
Regional Director , -..vith the concurrence of the then-General Counsel and the Deputy General 
Counsel (despite concerns he raised in handwritten notes ci.ted by the TJrall Report), approved 
the No! ice. 

Because DSC delen11ined lhat the ca.<>c against  was a significnnt matter, staff 
consulted with the CRC Chairman pd(1r to lillng the Notice. After consultation, the CRC 
Chairman advised staff that he did not object to the proposed. Notice and took care to advise the 
other CRC members of staffs intent to file a Notice. Stuff udvi.sed bnaru members and !heir 
J.eputitls that they were available for a briefing, but none was requet~ted. 

In Aplil2011, a.ller re~i ving the Rcpmt of Visitation from the Horizontal Review, staff 
went before the CRC to request authority to isl:'LJe an Amended Notice of Charges (Amended 
Notice) under scction8(b) and a $2 million CMP under :-;edion R(i). The CRC, by a unanimous 
vote, expressed no o~jcction. The Amended Kotice was filed on May :l, 20l I . 

Settlement Negotiatifms were llamlletl Pruperly 

The settlement negotiation.s that (lC<.;un·eli between two separate FDIC officials and 
 managemeut were consistent with FDTC pulky. The Orafl Report expresses conccrn 

that  was atlo~<:d to qualify for the "flliled b<Jnk bid list" soon a[ler if~ agreement lo exit 

"The :RoaJ:<l j~ ch <~rgo:d wiLh martaging Lim Curpor&tioll. See 12 U.S.C. § 18[2(a)(l) ("The m al!llgement of the 
Corporntion shall hc: ve•Lcd in u Bu~ni of Uircc1ors ... . "). 
'" The Notice <l id nnt "cck a C\1 Pun !l1c Troasnry Rcgulntion violations at this time because thlrt was considered a 
ccm1pliam:.c i•suc and. staffwnntcd to soothe !'esults of the upco:miug horizontal review. n le Treasury Rcgul~ttitm 
vinlaLion ulaim """"one ofth~ clnitns in the Amended Notice of Charges filed in May of201 I. 
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the RALs busine~s. Ranks routinely take actions w remedy regulatory deficiendes in order to 
qualify for new or exptludoo husincss activities that reqllire regulatory permission. Fm example, 
a hank that is prevented from ope11ing a new branch or acquirit1g anllthcr institution becau~e of' 
;,m um;alisfactory CRA record will take slep!< tu improve its CRA recnnl in order to engage in 
expluJ.Sionar.r activities. 

 took sleps to improve its oversight ofF.RO~ and documented those steps in an 
F.RO Oversight }'J.au that w m; presented to the  RD Ji>t review and approval. The 
reyuiremcnt for the URO Oversight "Plan was also documented in tbe Stipulation to the December 
8, 2011, Con~ent Order signed by  hoard of directors. Exuminers reviewed the ERO 
oversight plau uuring the September 26, 2011 , risk-management examination (Uld the concurrent 
September 12, 2011, t;ompliaucc examination.  management had implllmentcd a 
number of measures t.o enha:nce RAL underwriti.ng, broalien audit oversight ~md jraining 
initiatives at the EROs, anu to help en.!mrc that eons\lmer~ unuer~lood their refund optiom, a.<; 

well a~ the nature of a RAL tran~adion. ll1esc enhanced measures were ready for 
impl~:n1entation for the 2012 tax season, which would be the fimtl sea.~on that  offen~d 
RALs. 

The rislf...managt:ment examination was mailed to  on December 7, 201 1, and 
upgraded the management m ting from 3 to 2 and the composi{e rating from 3 to 2. The 
compliance examination was mailed to  on December 9, 20 I I, and upgraded the 
compl.iam:e examination from 4 to 2 ~nd the CRA rating from ''Needs tu Improve" to 
"Satisfuctory."  now mct tJ1e qualiJications to be added to the " tuiled bank bid list" and 
it was cuJded . 

Not allowing  lo qualify for the "failed bank hid list" after exiting the RA T.s 
busine~s and thereby eliminating th.e- primary source of supervisory t;lmccrns could have been 
seen as retaliatory. 

ActioJr.s to be 1'aken i11 Rcspon.~·e to the Draft Report 

l lte FDIC believes that the supen.;sion and enforcement activities that occurred with 
respect to the three b:illk:s discusseu in the Draft Report were supporteu hy the supervisory record 
and hllmlll!(l in accordance with FDIC policy. Nonetheless, the Draft Report did identify areas 
where better CtJrnmunication, both internally anu extettJally, COllld have iropl'(lVed lU1dcrstanding 
of the agency's supervi~ory expectations and ba~es li.1r action. Additionally, the Drall Report 
ue:';cribes at least one instw1ce in which a former employee - new to the H .HC ilt the time
communicated with extemal pw1.ies in an overly aggressive manner. The FUlC does nut 
condone ~ucl1 conduct , that type of conduct is not consistent with FDIC policy, and steps w ere 
taken to !UWress the conduct at the time. 

We look forward In reviewing the details tJ I' the fitml report and will pmvide actions to be 
taken in response withi.n lhe 60-day timcframe speci:fieu by the OJG. 
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Conclusiott 

The FDlC's mis~-ion is to prornot~ public l:lln fidt:nce in the [lmmdal !':y;;lem. lh: 
dedicated ~tafT (lf the FD1C carries out this mission on a daily ba:;i::;, by ex;m1in.ing banks L(l 
ensure that institutions are offering safe und sound produl.1:s in compliance with consumer · 
protection laws and by taking corrective action when they are not. The JilJIC's Board is 
responsible for the overall management of the l'DlC, with the day-to-day management, and 
additional broad authority delegated to the officers of the FDIC tn carry out the FD IC's mis~ion. 

(\Jmmunicalion h~tween ollie~~ and Rounl members anJ hetw~n Hoard members is neces~ary 
and uppropriute for the Board members to ensure they ure meeting tht:ir obligations. The 
supervisory and enforcement activities described in the Draft Repott were appropriate, legally 
supported, and carried out consistently with the expectations laid om in the FDIC' s lJylaws. 
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Appendi:"l: A -Expanded Supervi~·ory llistory fi~r  and  

Supervision !Iistory of  

Risk mamgemcnt reports of examination for 2004 through 2006 contained limited 
discus.:;ion. or lhe RAT, progr<on, and the 2006 compliance examination indicated that practices 
that led to the ECOA violations in 2004 had been t:on-edeu. l11e 2007 risk management report 
of examination contruned fl. number of conuuenfs. TI1e examiner ob~erved that RA 1 ,)1 volume 
had reportedly increased  percent in 2007. N otwithstaruling this increase in vol wne, net pro.fi t 
was percent lower than at the same period in2006 because of the unusually high loss rate. 
The examiner ruluitionally noted that the securitization of RALs had .mitigated liquidity risk 
during the pe:mk :l.l.m<tilJ.g sea.o;on anu helped to assure that the capital position would not be 
compromised. The examiner described the hank a)1 heavily depen<lent onnoncorc liabilities, 
including bmkered deposits. 

To ensure close coordination between the risk and compliance disciplines in the 
supe.ryisilm nr t:nnsumer products offered through third parties, the  

was preceded hy ajoinl review of lhe RA 1 ,s program by risk management, consumer 
compliance and information technology e,:umin~rs. The May 16, 200R joint revie\V 
memorandum identified numerous weaknesses in program administration anu oversight ami 
consumer protection. The number of EROs had nearly doubled since the prior exumination, 
increasing f1·om 4,401l in 2007 to ~.205 in 2008 as bank management had initiated a contract with 
Ju<.:-kson Hewitt in September 2007 and had added a number of independent tax prcparcrs after a 
large commercial bank active in the RAT, hu~iness redut:e.d it.<> exposure to those EROs. The 
examiners condtlcted vie-..vs at ten locations. The exuminen; also expres~etl concern that lending 
practices may be predatory, as data suggested that the bank hu.d targeted lhe loans in 
predominantly minority census tracts. 1'he fmdings of the joint review were to be rolled into the 
\fay 200!! t:ompliance and risk management reports of examination. 

The compliance exuminalilm ccmlained a wmpreh~n~i ve discussion of t11e .I cT findings. 
lloard and management oversight of the program wus de::;cr.ibed as weak, wi th a denmnstrated 
inability to effectively supervise, on a proactive basis, the breadth ofRAL U(.,'tivities. nle 
examiners cited significant violatious ofUCOA, ULA, Privacy of Consumer financial 
Jnt\.nmatlcm anti Eledrnnic Signatures in Global and National Commerce. 'L'hc examination 
resulted in a compliant:e mling nl'4 and a Community Reinvestment J\ct (CRA) rating of"Nccds 
to Improve," and the compliance examiner recommemletl correL:tive aclion in the fonn of a 
Cease and Desist Order. The bunk's board of direckJrs ~1.ipulutecl f.o tl1t: Cease mul Def!i~ t Ortler 
(C&D) on February 20,2009. The C&D was dated Febnuuy 27, 2009 and bet:liDle ellective 
\lrart:h 9, 2009. 

The 2008 ri .~k management examination concluded four months earlier than the 
compliance exmnina:tion, so it only incluue!l pldiminary comp11ancc examination findings. 
Examiner review of the RAL program iden(il\ed imtdequate ccmf.mls over third party tax 
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preparcrs, resulting in apparent violations of consumer protection reguhrl:ions, noncompliam:e 
V~,ith the Interagency Guidelines Establishing Information Security Standards for :fuilure of EROs 
tn ;;ecure confidential ctt.<ilomer inl!mnation, and an apparent violation of  State Law 
:lbr fuilure to maintain RAL applications. The ex<1miner l"urther noted that a security breach on 
the bank's website res11lted in the exposure of conl:idt:ntial customer inl~nmation. Relative to the 
management of third-party risk, the examiner po]nted out that ERO agreements were weuk lL~ 
they did not include standards required for the safeguarding of customer lnformation and prior 
exkmal audit~ had identi lied weaknesses in safeguarding customer loan ftlcs. However, 
management had nol taken aclion to enhance reqt~irements or re-evaluate EROs v.ith identified 
lax safeguards. The examiner made a numbt:r of recommendation::; to impmve ERO contracts, 
expand :G.'RO audits, develop procedures for follow-up on ERO noncompliunce, dari I)' the loan 
application/agreement, enhance training, and document how bEillk documents would be relrieved 
from an ERO with \W1ich the bank determined to no longer do business. Three pages of the 
report were dedicated to documenting management 's commitments regarding necessary program 
improvemenl'> li.1r 2009. TI1e ri~k management examiner assigned a Management component 
<md composite rating of 2. 

The 2008 risk management report of exmnination was tran&IIlitted to the Bank's bo<Jrd of 
directors on August H, 20()8. On August lS, 2008, the ilank's holdi.ng company, possibly 
set:king IJ.) avoid l"urther FDrC ~upervision of its RAL business, filed an application with the 
Office of Thrift Supt:rvi.sion lll merge the Rank 1ntn iL~ alliliate , 

, whlch WBS reb,rttlt~ted by the Office of Thrill Supervision (OTS). 

On August 26, 20015, USC notified the bank in writing that, during the ongoing 2008 
compliance examination, examiners had identified Regulation 1.3 violations, which demonstrated 
overt iliscrimination and a pattem or practice of discouraging or denying applicants for RALs in 
viobJtion ofECOA. The lt:Lter ul~u ofTereu hank management the opportunity to provide any 
clarifying or additional information prior to the required referrallo the Department or .Ju.~tke 
{OOJ). Management disagreed with the exami.nation findings, stating 1hut it did not believe that 
the 1-'DIC had "a basis for making a OOJ referral, ~any enforcement action or seeking any 
remooial measures." Matlagerncnt also demonStrated a lack of understanding of its 
responsibilities and ohligati{lns in the third-party relationship through its assertion that, 
"[c]ontrBry to the assertion in your letter, an RRO does nnt ad "on behal f of the Rank," even 
though the EROs were acting as de facto loan officers and extending millions of dollar~ or credit 
on behalf of the bank. 

In March 2009, the bank' s holding company withdrew its applicatio11 with OTS, to merge 
the Rank int{l iL8 ani li<~te . 

Just before the stan date of the 2009 risk manu.gemenl exuminalion, FDIC: and OTS 
discovered that  had moved the RAL business to its sister thriil tor the 2009 tux se<e;on. 
Neither FOlC nor OTS were aware of this action until offsite monitoring progrmns flBgged the 
~ister thrill as having doubled its n.~scts .  was still retaining the credit risk by 
simtLll.mlemL.~ly purcha~ing the lnan~ and pnwiding other services. This could have had the effect 
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of making the RAL origination activity not subject to PDIC mpcrvision or the requirements of 
the C~:a~e and Desist Order, even thmtgh  was expn~ed to the risk or the RAJ , business. 
OTS (lrdered the tln:i.flto cea.':ie tlJt: business, uud tl1e RAT, prognun was rettlmed to Lhe b<U1k. i11 
preparation for the 2010 iax season. Subsequently, in September 2009, FDIC directed  
in writing, to provide prior notice of any matcr.i.al business plan changes. 

Tite July 2009 risk management examination included a e<1mprchonsi ve evaluation and 
di wussion o 1.' the RAT, program. The examiner no leu continued weakne~~es in ERO training, a.~ 
reflected by the bank's mystery shopper results and concluded additional efl(Jrts were necessary 
to improve product delivery, disclosure, and ultimately customer product understandirlf. The 
examiner also identified liquidity and capital pressures during the tax season as the bank relied 
on brokcrcd deposits to hold RJ\Ls on balance sheet as securitization activities proved cost 
prohibitive: and recurring problems in program administration related to ECOA compliance and 
inl.brmalion security of custom~:r data The ex<1miner ob.seTved Lhal whil~ m<magemt:nt took 
action to correct these problems in a timely manner, simiwr problems were criticized during the 
2008 RAL program review. The examiner opined that boih issues demonstrated the complexity 
of managing third party risk associated with this program and noted that the issues would be 
addressed in the 200<) FDlC Compliance Examination. The examiner concluded that 
m<magement had not acted in accordance with t;nnsumer compliant;e regulations nm fu11y 
ctn:re1.:ted def:icitmcies in the Tal{ ReJi!lld Sol.uti(lJJS bl~Sin~~s se~:.ru1e11t, which were al~v identil)ed 
at the prior safety and soundness examination, primarily in tl1e management of third purty risk. 
He advised that management's abilities were measured not only by financial performflllCe, but 
also by its ability to opcmtc within governing regulations and to propcdy oversee aJI business 
line risks. lnc cxami1tcr lowered the Manag~-.':ment component rating to 3 and maintained the 
composite mting ol'2. 

The October 2009 compliance examination resulted in a C{)ntinuation of the compliance 
mting of 4 and CRA rating of "Needs to Impwvc." Although the examiner noted some 
improvement in the ilank's compliance management system since the May 27, 2008 
examination, tlle examiner observed that management had been largely reactive to supcn;sory 
.finding!:' and hu.tl not exerted suiTident oversight (particularly with resped to its high-ri~k, non
trfiditionul product line~) to ac.:meve a satisfi.lt..1ory c-ompliunce posture. Vio latium; of F. COA were 
cited aud referred to the DOJ, and the exmniner noted thru: the illstitmion ht~d established u 
history of substantive violations ofECOA over the last several examinations, although the 
violations at this examination were in the commercial loan portfolio. The examiner described 
hoard and senior managcmcm OY'er~ight of third-party risk as "stilllaeking" and cited several 
eve11t~ that hu.tl occurretl ~int;e the p1iur examination thal raised conce111s with the ability or the 
board Nnd senior manugement to oversee tht: bank'~ third party risks. Included were two 
instances of significant changes being made to the RAL program. without comprehensive ~md 
formal dclibcmtion at the board level, as required by the outstanding C&D:~9 

;, Section 2{a) ofthe C&D dated February 27, 2009, required the bo~rd of directors to iru::re~se its participation in 
rhe affairs of rhe bank in order to asswne respomibillty foJ' the S\tpervision of all of its col!suwer cowpliance 
activities, including the b~nk's Tax Refund Solutions progl'nlll. 
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The examination included the results of on-site intexvit:ws with RRO~ that noted apparent 
improvements in ERO training compared t.o the findings of the 2009 risk mant~gemenl 
examination rmd mystery shopper results. However, the examiner-in-charge reported thfLt the 
exumiuers c(mduding lhe reviews believed the EROs had been coached to provide th.e right 
answer, and suggested surprise visits uuring the next lax season in 20 II . 

The October 2009 compliance examination was lenJ,>thy, taking a liltle over <I year to 
cmnplete. Complications included the fact that  had moved the business to its sister 
lhrin for lhe lirntquarter 2009 tax season. Additionally, without providing the advaneed notice 
required by •mtten direction lrom the FDTC,  executed contracts to expand the business 
with  and auotht:r tux prepurution husines.~, , with which  initially 
contracted that fall. 'l 'his action took plac-e within oine dllys o (" OCC uirecting  

, which funded nearly half of  origi.Mtions and  percent ofLiberly's 
originations, to exit the RAL business, and just three days before the start of the 2010 tax season. 

In it5 letler to , OCC noted that there were significant legal, 
compliance, vendor l!UllJ.agement ami rt:putalion risk~ inherent in the bank's Rt\L bmincss 
activities. Consequently, OCC considered any RAL adivil.y that placed additional strain on lht: 
capital and operations of the bank unsafe or unsound.  had ac4uired this 
business when FBD declined to offer  paystub loans in 2006. ln2007,  

hatllo charge oiT$62.7 million in RAL losses due Jargci'y to high incidences of tax 
fraud that nm primarily through a Herles or  franchises.1u 

 notified l!DIC of its assumption of this business after-lhe-Juct un Oet:emher 29, 
2009. (liven the bank's record of risk management and compliance problems nnd the tu.ct that 
the hank was still operating under a C&U, H>IC directed the bank, in writing, to submit a plan 
within 15 days tll exit lhe RAT.s bu.•dness within 60 days. A second letter was issued the nCJt1 
day to instead require that u meeting he ~cheduled within 60 days to discuss the future viability 
of the program. These events were clearly laid out in lhe 2009 compliant:!!- report or 
examinat ion. 

On March 1 0, 201 0, while the compliance examination was ongoing, the  
 advi~eu the hank'~ Board hy letter that preliminary examination findings had 

identified significant ongoing concem~ regarding lhe hank's ability lo appropriately assess, 
measure, monitor and control third-ptuty risk. :More specil:i~ally, the  
stated that the concern centered on the bank's continued expaw;ion ofthird-purty reluti(m~hip~ 
relative to its non-traditional business lines while operating miller an outstanding C&D, which 
expres!>l y rtlt!uires mntrnlling such third-party risk. The  observed 
that although matt:rial weakne~ses had been identified internally by the bank' s audit programs, 
the :Uoard and management made a business uecision to continue t() expand the RAL program. 
Continued g,ro\¥th, during a period wht:u the bunk WW{ operating under a C&D and ongoing 

'" l<ntic Kuehner-Hebert, In lkief  Cii<:s 1ia Loan f'rublem8, Americaullanker, Apr. 25,2007 (53% 
increase in chargt>-of!i;).April '15, 2007. 
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~llldi Is were idt:nti rying material weaknesses was imprudent and reflected unfavorably on 
mflllagement tmd the Bo~ni. Because ofthe weaknes~es, the  
proposed a Consent Order limiting expansion of the RAL prognun and requiring 1he bunk l(l 

cease making RALs through any ERO added by the December 27, 2009 and December 29,2009 
amendments to the hank's ERO contracts. 

,S?.rpervision Relatiw! to  

As with l'l31J and , the 2004 compliance examination of  cited 
violations of the ECOA. The examiner also 11otcd that the RAL program was not audited. The 
examiner recommended that management better direct the limited resources ofthc audit 
department to othe~ high-ri~k area~. A compliance n\ling of2 wa~ <L~signcd. 

The 2004 and 2005 I'DIC risk manAgement exuminution~ included limited discu..,~ion or 
the RAL program. The 2004 t·eport observed that a reserve for loan losses VI--a.> established at the 
beginning of each year for $35 per loan and the 2005 report cited a contravention of the 
lnleragenc.y Polic.y Statement on Axiernal Auditing Programs o.f Banks and Savings Associations 
fur the board's lui lure lo review ext~mal audits and ~nsure audit coverage of Dollar$$$Direct (a 
direct deposit product with elements of payday lending) and the hank's tax division. The payday 
Lending program was also described as not beiug in compliance with the FDIC' s G uidelim!s for 
Payday Lending. At the 2004 examination, the Management composite was rated 2 and the 
composite was rated I; folloV~>ing the 2005 examination, those respective ratings were 3 and 2. 

A (.;Ompliance visitation w~ (.;Onducteu concurrently w11h the 2005 risk examination to 
focus on the RAL program and Dollar$$$ Direct. Tht: vi~ituli<.m r.l<.Jctnuenl ~taW:>, " ... a targekd 
review of the bank's Tax Refund Anticipation Loan (RAL) progrum wus condw.:ted to dete:mune 
the bank's uniform lending practices under this program. This review was undertaken as a 
national review ofRA L lenders and their corresponding prog.ram is being conducted and has 
re8u1Led in the i<lenlilkulinn ora unilimn lending practice of obligating all the owners of the tax 
refund on the note, a practice;: which violates :R~gulation R, whid1 implemenb the P.qual Credit 
Oppmtunity Act (ECOA)." The violation was retetTed tu the Department of .T lL~lice in 
accordance with the FlJlC's statutory obligations under 15 U.S.C. 169!. Several other violations 
were noted in the Dollar$$$1Jircct program. 

The July 2006 compliance examination c;ittld repeat violations of ECO/\ for using 
nonspecifi(.; re<1sons for denial and ~everul oilier~ related. 1~1 olher hu~ines~ lin~s ol'the hank. The 
cxarni.ncr coucluded the bank's Complitmce Management System wm; wetU>, downgraded the 
bank' s compliance rating to 3, and requested that the bank enter into u Memorandum of 
Understanding. 'Inc examiner also cxplaitlcd the •·emcdial actlonncccssary to correct the ECOA 
violation identified at the 2005 visitation. Bank management was provided a sample 
advertisement or rights letter In he mailed to anected C01lSlUllers. Management responded by 
expressing concern that some RAL wnstun.en; may st~e the hank. 
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The FDIC was not fllone in its assessment of s RAL program. The January 
2007 State of  risk management examination downgraded the Management component 
and composite to 3, because of significant deterioration in ac;sct quality and significant 
weak11csse~ in board oversight. The examin~:rs nolt:d lhat tht:: hank cnnlinu~:J to lack audit 
cow~agt:: filr the RAT. p r(lgram J.(>r the s~:conc..l examination. in a row. Further, exuminers :f:bum.l 
thut the bmlk' :; asset liability mmwgement model was unflble to adjust earnings to refl.e~.-i the 
actual impact ofRALs. The examiner noted that the net interest margi.u had been partially 
impacted by a significant reduction in the volwne of RALs due to increased competition. The 
state and the FDIC entered into a Memorandum of l Jnderstanding (MO\J) ·with the in~titution tn 
address th~: iJentilit:d w~:akness~::s. Two provisions of the MOU related lo lhe RAT. program. 
One proYision re4uired the bm.1k to implement and enforce an e±Ie~.-i.ive system of internal ;md 
external audit <md internAl controls consistent with the comments in the repott of exam.inatiotL 
The other relevant provision required the bank to correct all violations of Jaw and contraventions 
of policy. The MOU became effective on April 9, 2007. 

Despite the~e 1ssues, the February 2001! j(Jiul ri~k management ~:xamina(iun maintained 
lhe Mw1agemeut cumponenl ruting und upgraded the composite ruting to  For the third 
examination in a row, examiners cited repefli contraventions of policy regarding the lack of audit 
coverage for the l:V\L program. For the second examination in a row, cxaminc.rs noted improper 
considemtion of RAL income in the asset liability management model. Examiners further noted 
that an intemal audit had not been cnnducted since 2005, anu ~,;~mduJeu that ill1 annual auJilo f" 
the RAT, program was n~:ee~sary, a:> lhe adivily wa~ complex und high lJs.k. Examiners also 
noted that due diligence procedures regtmling the acceptance of EROs into the program needed 
to be expanded to include a criminal background check. The bank: was listed as a defendant in a 
lawsuit filed by a Texas bank: for non-payment of 35 official checks issued by  to RAL 
customers as loan proceeds. The examiner noted that the RAL pmgram continued to serve as a 
majot' snurce ofhnth interest anc.l. non-interest in~,;~ lmt:, u.~~11ile a  pt:m.:ent d~L-reas~: in net 
im.:oJlle lro111 lhe program belw~:en 2006 aml 2007 dut: to competition and declining product 
delilllnd. The examiner recommended tlmt management enhance granularity within tlte budget 
by providing additional detail on 111.ajor earnings factors, such as the l:{AL program. The bank 
\Vas not in compliance with the two MOU provisions related to the RAL program, one requiring 
an effective system of intcmal and cxtcmal audit, and another requiring correction of all 
~,;~mtravtmtion~ ol"policy. The exam iner Tecomm~:nu~:J ex.kmal ut.Ldil coveruge orthe RAT. 
progr.am. Management tefll~ed to make such a commitment. 

A separate memo from the 2008 FDlC examiner-.in-charge to the  
 dated April 14, 2UOS contained additional details about the RAL program. Based on a 

RAI, program income statement !'hat had been provided by the hank, the e){aminer delcnnined 
thal RAL los~t:s (charg~olli;) were 48.9 pt::rt:enloi"RAL relalt:u inwme up lo thal point in 2008 
and  percent 2007, respectivdy. The el'amiuer additionuUy rt:viewed lo.sset{ w; a pe.n.:entage 
of gross revenue, describing thm ratio w; the best indicator of the impact of charge om on 
earnings and noting that the calculation for 2007 'h11S  pcrccm. High losses in 2007 related to 
a fraud in l1lorida involving a long-term .ERO p:~rtner of the bank. Similar activity by an ERO in 

 was identified in 200K. 'l11c examiner cnncludcd, "l (I he intemal control structure is 
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minimal, at best, and there is an over-reliance on the honesty of the ERO. As such., the RAL 
program appears especially susceptible to fraud .... The program is higher risk than more 
tmdilinnal (;On~um~r lending and doe~ increase the risk profile of the hank." 

The March 2009 joint risk management examin~.tion nbserved thut the prior examination 
not.cd serious deficiencies .in the RAL audit program and TIRO due diligence process. The bank 
had retained a consulting fum to review the completeness of RAL documents and determine 
whether required disclosllres I tad been provided, but had not yet conducted an independent and it 
of the program, Thi.~ re:>ulied in the d!J.ltion or a contnwention of"poli(;y ((w the ((JUrth 
examirnltion in a row. Examiners stated, "Management should incorporale an annual 
in.depcndent revie-w of this function as p11rt of its 1isk mitigation process due to the heightened 
legal, rcputational, and operational risk of this product." In response, the board agreed to 
conduct annual third-party audits. The banlc was a defendant irt two lawsuits stemming from its 
RAT.pmgram. 

The asset liability management model issuoo hw.l beeu resolved, buf the b<m"l<. was ~uu not 
in compliance with two provisions of the MOD, one requiring an effective system of internal and 
external audit, and another requiring correction of all contraventions of policy. Nonetheless, the 
examiners upgraded the Management component to 2 and continued the composite rating of 2. 
They ill~o reqtW~t~U. that the Roard adopt a Resolution to commit to implement and enfnrce an 
eflective $ystem ofinteroal anti external audi l anu internal Clmtrols anu implement un annlli!l 
review of the RAL program by a qualified third party, begimring at the conclusion of the 2008 
tax season. The engagement letter for the third-party review wns to be fotwru-ded to the Regional 
Director and the Commissioner. 

The May 2009 (;llmplian<.;e examination was lengthy, taking more lha11 eighteen monlhs 
to complete. A letter to the bm1k's board rJated Noyember I, 2010 advi~ed Lbe bmml of 
preliminary findings. The letter stHted, "[t]o date, our findings have ide11tifted mrmerous materiHl 
weaknesses, particularly as it relates to the institution's ability to measure, monitor, and coutrol 
third party risks a.%ociatcd with the products offered through the bank's Tax Division {including, 
hut not limiteu to the Refund Anticipation !..{)an (RAL) program) and t11e  
program .. . '' n,e board W<!~ Grilkil'eUii>T (ailing to exerdse appropriate oversight oflhe 
institutions nontraditional products at a level commensurate with 1he heightened compliance, 
legal and reputation risks associated with the bunk's third-party relationships through which the 
products ·were offered. Additionally, the bank had failed to establish effective monitoring aud 
allditing reviews to assess the elevated risks associated with the nontraditional products. The 
bank had also l~1i led to provide the necessary resources and experti se to manage and over~ec the 
signiticuut risk~ po~t!d hy the n~mlraditional product~ and the hank's relianGe on third-party 
vendors. The letter advised the bank's bourd that a Consent Order would be sought. Finally, lbe 
letter advised the bo11rd that the concerns rehttive to the oversight of third p11rty risk would be 
considered in determining component and composite ratings for the ongoing risk management 
examination and requested the bank's plan for undcn.vriting R:\Ls absent the Debt lndicator. 
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'llte May 2009 report of examination was transmitted to the bank on December 30,2010. 
Tn addition lo lh~:: llnuings ~hareu with the hank's board in November, the report of examination 
outlined that the bank had 1101 :l:idly ~:om.plied wi th the MOO. 1lnlt:xarniner noted that 
deficiencies identified in both internal and exterllill m.ldits durillg 2008 had nol been audressed. 
Finally, the third-party monitoring program did not m eet the ~:.ruidelines of the FDIC's Guidance 
on Managing Ulird-Party Risk. The examiner assigned a compliance rating of and a CRA 
rating of Needs lo Jmprnve. With re~pect to the downgrade of the compliance rating, the 
examiner stal~;:1l., "[l]hfs det~::rioratic.m is primarily atirih uted to the Board and senior 
management's fui[me to properly oversee it~ hig)J.-rbk banking :u;(ivilie:-.," Th~:: hank wm; 
offering RALs through 487 EROs, and examiners visited eleve1L The examiner wrote in the 
confidential section of the report, " [iln order to c.nsurc that the bank is not inappropriately 
preparing its vendors for onsitc examination visits, bank rcprcsc.ntativcs should not be notified 
well in advance nrthe time when vendl)ni will he visited." 

Supervision Relative to  

  emercd into the RAL business in 2007. lJm'ing 2007, the State of  conducted a 
risk management examination and the l'DIC conducted a compliance examination, and in 
JunllliTy 2009, FDTC conducted a risk management examination. None of these examinations 
appeared to C<.Jver the RAT. progrmn. The february 2010 State of  ri~k management 
exrunination described the operations of the RAL program. In addition to the hank 11Jlbring 
R.ALs thmugh a third party (l''irst Knox f in!Ul.Cial- a mx prepAiation company), the bank's 
affiliate Loan Ccntral lne., provided tax preparation for local customers and offered R..L\Ls. State 
examiner comments noted that year-end liquidity ratios were overstated as the bank had raised 
brokered ueposils 11.1 limd RAJ.~ uuring the in~.:nme tax season. The operations and 
maru~gement' s oversight of the RAL prognuu V.'t;:re l.irs( examined. li1r wmpliance by lhe FDIC: 
on September 13,2010 and for ris.k management by the FDIC on February 22, 2011. The 
compliance examination cited dcftc.icncies in board and senior management oversight and 
program management and assigned a rotiug of . The risk maru~.gemcnt examination noted the 
hank would no longer participate in the RAL program after this year. The bank \vas rated a  for 
other usset quality ddi.cient:ies. 
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Appemlix B- Expanded DiSCllSSiOflf?/'RaJing Doumgnrdes jor  011d  

As noted earlier, in the section, f/f)fC's Supervisory Process, the FD1C's Division of 
llisk Management Supervision take:; muny slep~ to ensure tlmt it~ on-site examination activity is 
carried Ollt on a consistent basis and that the :f:imlings of examinations are pn~sentcd in a manner 
that is consist with FDIC rules and regulations, policy and procedures. Among those steps is a 
review of each report of examination by a traiued case manager. The fDIC's processes 
antkipate tl1at findings or report commentary may need to be changed from time to time. For 
this reason, the FDJC Risk. Management .. 14anua{ ofExuminaJion Policies stat.cs, ''[g]enemlly, the 
examiner-in-charge (EIC) should discus~ Lhe recommended component atJd composite rati11gs 
with senior management <Uld, when appropriate, the board ~1f directors, near the conclusion of the 
examination. Examiners should clearly explain that their ratings are tentutive41 uml st1hject to the 
review and final approval by the regional director or designee." 

Wheil change~ are mallli to ratings and suhst<mtivc changes arc made to report 
commentary, those changes are to be J~1lly commlmkaled to the examiner-in-charge. To the 
extent the examiner-in-charge disagrees with the changes, pmce~s~~ exi;;t to document those 
disagreements. ln 2010, w hen changes were made to the ratings at  und y, 
examiner disagreements were not properly documcnt.cd. Nonetheless, the changes wen:l 
llppropri<tte, :mppotted hy the examination record, and co11sist.cnt with the ·criRS. 

 Downgrade 

The tcmativc ratings assigned by the examiner at the Aukrust 30, 20 l 0 risk management 
examination of  were . During the regional office review process, the rating 
was do\~11gmded lo . The final Management, Earnings and Liquidity component and 
the composite ratings assi.gru:d at lhe August 30, 20 [ 0 risk management cxaminatio11 of  
;.vcre accurate, '"ere supported by the exmnination record, m1d were consistent v:itll the 
definitions i11 Ul'IRS. The key clements of the UFIRS definition8 suppo:rting th~ final rating~ 
<l.~signcd versus the original examiner ratings are shown below. 

:tvmnugement Compon~:nt Rating of versw;  

The VFIRS defines the Management component ratings of  <mu  as fi 1llows: 

"A Manage men£ rating of indicates satisfactory management and board pf.rjormance 
and risk manugemenl practices relative to tlw institution's s ize, complexity, and risk 
profile! . . Mi11-0r weukne.\·ses may exisl, huJ are not material to the .mfety and soundness of 
the institution and are being addressed Tn general, .\'ignificanl risks and problems are 
effectively identified, measurul, monitored, and wnlrolled. '' 

- --- -----
"

1 See FDIC Risk Mrmagem""t Manual rrfF.xamination Po(icies, Basi<: l::xaminafion Con<:~pss and Guide.limJs 
sootion, page 1.1-3. 
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"A rating of indicates management and board performance! that need improvemenl or 
risk management practices that are less than satisfactory given the nature of the 
institution ~Y activities. 'l'he capabilities of mana~ment or the board qf directors may be 
insufficient for ihe type, .vize, or condition of the imlitulion. Prnhlem1· and significant 
risk1· may be inadeq~<aldy identified, mea.1·ured. monitored, or mntrolled. " 

Management's abilities are measured not only by fmnncW performfUlce, but t~l.so by its 
ability to operate within governing regulations, its responsiveness to recommendations from 
auditors and supervisory authorities, and to properly oversee all business line risks. The fl.nal 
report o l' tlxamination proptltly w nduded thai management and board per!'ommncc needed to 
improve their oversight of the bank'~ high-risk third-party udivities. Accordingly, manag~11ent 
and boll.rd petformance were more accurately characterized as needing improvement than 
satisfactory, supporting a Manfl!lement component rating of . 

• The llndings ol' the Oc.tnber 2009 Compliance examination, including the March l 0, 20 I 0 
FDTC leller ~haring preliminary examination findings, were pro11erly c011sidcrcd in the 
Manugemt:nt component rating and support the a.'isignment ol' thtl  Mam1gement 
component rating. 

• The Summary comment on page I of the Examination Conclusions and Comments in the 
final report states, "'lltc continued presence of a deficient consumer compliance program 
is a ~eriou.o; regLtlatory concern. The Boanl also need.<; ln develop a comprehensive 
strategy to minimize the risks assodaied 'Nith the bunk's Tax Rel.'und Sululions (TRS) 
program. llofl!d and management oversight of these facets of bauk operations must be 
improved." 

• The need.tld buard <J.nd manag~m~nt oversight improvements were itkntilleJ in the 
October 2009 compliance report ol' examination aud through a Mamh 10, 2010 FDIC 
letter to the bank's board of directors slmri.n.g that preliminary exmn.ination iinding~ had 
ldentified significant ongoing concerns regarding the bank's ability to appropriately 
assess, measure, monitor and control third-party risk. 11indings included that the board 
and management had not exc11cd sufficient oversight to achieve a satisfactory compliance 
p<.JstuTtl as evidenced by rt:pea!ed ECOA violat1ons, noting that the violations occttrrcd in 
the commercia11oun porUol iu at the current examination and in the RAT. porUhlio at two 
of the three prior examinations and tltat continued growth, during a period when the bunk 
was operating under a C&D and ongoing aud its ..,.vere identifying material weaknesses 
was deemed imprudent and reflected unfavorably on bank management. The compliance 
<:xaminer also idcmified concerns regarding management's compliance with provision 
2(a) of the C&D re4. uir:ing 1ncteased participation h>· the hoard or directors in !he an airs 
of the bank, incl.udiug the lack ol' documented boan.l approval ol'the lrunsfi~r ol' the RAT. 
business to the tluift and the expansion of the Jacbon Hewitt ~md Liberty C·Ontrads ~s 
v.'Cll as poor oversight of the Currency Connection program mill fair lending risks. 

• Rank management's C!)ntentinn th<Lt the bank had not expanded il~ RAL business by 
expanding Lhe number of' F.ROs through which it ma.de lnans was inaccurate. The bank 
did not originate loans through any F.ROs in 2009 hecau~e iL had transf'erred the 
origination business to its sister tluift Theretore, the comparison of the number of EROs 
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in 200& anti the tlllmher post the amendment~ of the bank' s contracts with  
and  was uccumte. 

• The August 30 .• 20 l U risk managc!ncut examination repo1t identified two risks to the 
bank's TRS program that needed to be considered by bank management as part of a 
cornprehen~ive strategy to minimize the risks associated with the TRS program. A 
~:ompreht~m;ive ~trategy wa.~ important he~:ause it accounted for  percent of the bank's 
first hulfnet income, as was noted in the 
commentary under the .Earnings component. The first risk wBs thut the IRS would not be 
providing the Debt indicator to RAL originators in the 2011 tax season, increasing credit 
risk in this type oflcnding. r'urthcr, the IRS had also announced it would develop the 
~:apahility to net tax preparation fees from a refund and remit the proceeds to the 
appr.opr:iale party, which wa~ !he equivaltml of lhe dedronil: 1·erund check and eledroni~: 
refund deposit programs offered by the bank; the poteiltial impact on the bank'~ (ax 
division could be significant and the board \vas cautioned to assess the impw.:t on 
earnings, capital accretion and loan quality. 

Raming~ Component Rating n/'  versu.~  

The UFIRS defme.s the Earnings C{)mponent ratings of  and  as follows: 

"A rating of  indicates earnings that are strong. .t:arninr:s are more than sufficient to 
.\'U{JJWri opera/ion.~ and mainwin adequate capital and allowance level.~ after 
consideration is given to asset qualily, growth. arulolherfacfors ajfocling the qualily, 
quantity, and trend of earnings. " 

"A ratinr: of  indicates earnin~;s thai are satisfactory. Earninr:s are sufficient to support 
aperations and maintain adequate capital and allowance levels qfter consideration is 
giVen lo a.vsel qua lily , growih, and other .factors affecting the quality, quantity, and trend 
of earnings. Farning,1· /hal are relatively .~fa lie, or even experiencing a slight decline, 1/UI.Y 
receive a 2 rating provided the institution's level of earnings is ltdequale in view of the 
assessmentfactors listed above. " 

P.arnings strength is measnrod uot only by the quantity and trend of earnings but also by 
liu:t.or~ al1e~;ling the ~ustainability m quality of those eamings. The income stream dcriwd h·om 
the bank's Tax Refund~ Solution (TRS) prt.lb>Tam, whi~:h v..-as signifi~:<.mt , was t::xpecleu ln he 
impacted by events that were beyond Management's control. Due to reliao~;e ou the TR.S 
income, any depletion would affect the Dank's operations. In view of these fa\..is, the stability 
and quality of earnings arc more accurately characterized as satisfactory rather than strong, 
supportitlg an 1-:aming~ compont.,nt rating of . 

• The exa1nination report noted the IRS would not be provilling the Debt Tndicatur to RAJ. 
originators in the 2011 tu.'!. seuson, im:reusing credit ri:sk ill this type of1ending. 
Management indicated it wBs trying to develop a model that would serve as a substitute 
for the Debt Indicator, but expected the absence of the Debt Indicator would result in 
smaller loans and less loan volume. 
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• Further, the examination report noted that the lRS had also announced it would develop 
the capability to net tax preparation fees from a refund and remit the proceeds to the 
appropriate patty, which was the equivalent of the electronic refund check and electronic 
refund deposit programs offered by the bank; the potential impact nn the hank's tax 
division wa~ unknown al ihe lime, bul collkl he significant. 

T ,iquitlity Component Rating of  versus  

The Ul'lRS defines the Liquidiry component ratings of  and  as follows: 

"A ruling of  indicates 8frong liqui£/ily levels mul we/1-dc~vdoped fund> managc~mt'!nt 
prac/ices. The institution has reliable access to sufficient sources ojfu.nds on favorable 
terms to meet present rmd anticipated liquidity needs. " 

"A rating of  indicates safi.~factory liquidity levels and.fund~ management pmclice.1·. The 
irtstilution hus access lo sufficient .1·ow·ces ojfond.~ on acceplable lerm.\' Lo meel pre.1·en1 
and anlicipaled liquidily need:s. Modest weulmesses may be evident in.fornls management 
p.,..actices " 

In evaluating the adequacy of a financial institution's liquidity position, consideration 
should be g.iven to the current level and prospective sources of liquidity compared to funding 
needs, <1..~ well as to the adequacy or I'Llmb management praclk~:~s relative lo the institution'~ .si.ze, 
complexity, and risk prolile. 
Funds munugement practices should ensure that liquidity is not maintained through undue 
reliance on funding sources that may not be available in times of financial stress or adverse 
changes in market condit ions. Jn view of the institution's reliance on brokcrcd funding, which 
may not be ava11ablc in a time of flnaneial stress or adverse chm1ges in market (;nndilinns, the 
liquidity position is mort~ at;eurately del;crihed us sati~lkdory thau as :;tnmg, ~upptlrting the  
nttiog a.~.signed. 

• The report of examination described reliance on noncorc funding as elevated as 
evidenced by the net no11corc dependency ratio of  percent as o f June 30, 20 I 0. 
Comment,; indicated that managemt~nl used hl'l1kered deposil"> to fund !he RAT, prc.lt,Tfltm 
Juring the 2009 l!nc.l201.0 ta"' st~a~OIJ$, <1~ such lhe volume tlfbrokered deposits inci'e<lses 
dnunaticully at the end ofthe year. 

• .Management gathered $921 million in brokcrcd ccrt1ficatcs of dcp()sil al ihe end of'2009, 
v.:ith a weighted average life of three months, and $542 million in bmkcrcd certi Jicaies or 
dcposil al the end c)f 20 I 0, with a weighl~:~d awmg~:~ lile of' S5 Jays. 

• Management was ten:nillilting a $61 million brokered deposit rclatio11shlp with Merrill 
Lynch, stating the funds were more costly than other sources. 
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r_om,p_osit~ .. ElttiP,g of 3 versus 2 

'11tc UFIRS dctines the Composite ratings of  and  a.~ fo llows: 

"Fimmcial institutions in this group [ ] m·e ji.mdamentally sound. For a 
financial institution to receive this ratinr;, generally no component ratin;: should be more 
severe than . Only moderate weakne.1~res are present and are H-'ell within the hoard o.f 
director.~' and management~~ capahilities ami willingnex.~ to correct. Thexe finandul 
institutions ure .\·fcthie and are capable '-!fwithsltmding husine.\·,,jluctualion.r. These 
financial institutions are in substantial compliance ·with laws and regulations. Overall 
risk management pracrices are. satisfactory relative to the institution's size, complexity, 
and risk profile. There are no material supervisory concerns and, as a result, the 
supervisory response is infomtal Gild limited " 

"Financial instilulionl· in this group [ ] exhihit .wme degree ofsupervisory 
concern in one or more of the component areas. These financial institutions e..r:hibit a 
combination ofweakne.sses that may range.from moderate to severe; however, the 
magnitude of the deficiencies ~enerally will not cause a t:omponenJ to be ratt~d more 
severely than  Management may lack the ahility or willingnes.~ to e:[(eciively addre.~·s 
weakne.\'8t!,v within uppmpriute lime frames. Financial in.vlituliom· in 1h~1· group generally 
are less capable ofwithslamling businessjlucluatiorvs Ulld ewe more vulnerable to outside 
iY!fluences than those institutions rated a  or  Additionally, these .financial 
institutions may be in significant noncompliance with laws and regulations. lOsk 
management practices may he less than sati.~factnry relative to the imtitution's size, 
compfexiiy, and risk prr~/ile. 7'hexejlnanciql inslifuiionx t·equire mort! tlum normal 
.vupervi.vion. which may inclztdt!.formul or inj(1rrrn1l enfim;emenl acliom·. Failure appears 
unlikely, however, given tlw overall ~·trr.mgth andjimmcial capacity of these institutions." 

Composit.c ratings are based on a careful evaluat ion of an institution's managerial, 
operational, financial, and compliance performance. The composite rating generally bears a 
cln~e relationship to the component ratings assigned. Howe-ver, the composite rating is not 
derived by wmpuling an mithmetic average of the c-omponent TUtings. F:och l:omponent rating is 
based on a qm1litative analysis of the far..iors comprising that l:Omponent ~md its interrelationship 
with the other components. When assiglling a composite rating, some componcuts may be given 
more weight than others depending on the situation at the institution. ln general, assignment of a 
composite rating may incorporate any factor that hears significantly on tbc overall C()nditim1 and 
snund.ness of the limmcial institution. In light o['the noncomplian~ with a key provision in lhe 
out8t<mding C&D related lo hoard pllrticipation in the aclivilies or lb.e bank, th.e bank was 
determined to need more thannmmul supervision, in the form of unamended C&D, suppotting 
the  rating assigned. 

 exhibited a degree l)J' supervisory l:Oill:em in tht! Man<J.gemtlllt l:omp ontln l area 
a~ evidt:nceJ by the  Management component rating wntinued I rom the prior 
examination. 
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•  hlld not complied with provision 2(u) o.fthe C&D requiring increa~ed 
p<Jrticipation by the bo<Jrd of directors in the a:f:lairs of the bauk, including ult~ lack of 
documented board approval of the trausfer of the RAL business to the thrift and the 
expansion of the t and  contracts as well as poor oversight of the 
Cun·cncy Connection program and fair lending risks. 

• A new C&D was issued. to the bank in March 2010 to limit the bank's exp<msiOllofthe 
RAL program and to cause it to cease originating loans through the newly n.dded EROs. 

 Downgrade 

The knlali ve ratings a~si1,rued by lhe:: examintlt-in-chw·ge or the Octohtlr 25, 201 0 risk 
management examination of   were . During the reh>ional (lf:lice review 
process, the case manager downgraded the rating to . The examiner-in-charge Bgreed 
with these changes. The final rating assigned was  'fhe Management component and 
the composite ratings assigned at the October 25, 2Ul 0 risk management examination of  

 were m:curate, we::re suppone::d hy the examination record, and \Vere cm,sistcnt with the 
definitions in1.JfiRS. The k<ly elements oF the UFffiS delinili{ms supporting lhtl linal rating::; 
assibrned versus the changed (and agreed upon) examiner ratings are shov.n below. 

Management Component RatinR of  versus  

The UFffiS dtlline::s the:: Management component mtings of  and  <L<: lbllow~: 

"A ratinK of  indicates management and board peiformance that need improvement or 
rL\k manaKement practices that are less than sati!ffactory Kiven the nature ofth.e 
institution's a,~tivities_ The capahilitie,t of management or the board qf directors may be 
in:;ufficienl ji1r the l)Jil!, sizl!, or condiliun r~f !he instilulion. Pmhlems and signijir:anl 
risks may be inadequately identified, measured, monitored, or crmtrolled. ,. 

"A ratinK of  indicates deficient management and board performance or risk 
management practices that are inadequate consider in!{ the flature of an institution~~ 
uclivilies. The Level of problems and ri.~k. exposure is excessive. Problems and ,,-igniflcanf 
risks are imtdequ£111!/y identified, ml!asw·e£1, monitored, m· con/rolled and rl!quirl! 
immediate action by the board and management to preserve I he soundnes.1· of the 
institution. Replacing or strengthening management or the board may be necessary. " 

• Management's abililies are:: me<L~uroo nol olll)· hy linanl;ial pe::rllmnance, hul aho hy iL-; 
ability to uptlraw wi th in goveming regulalionl>, iL-; re~-ponsiveness lo recomme::mlahons 
trom auditors and suptlrvisory authOt:i tie~. and to properly oversee all busine~s line risks. 
The final repmt of examination properly com.:Iudt:d thllt l!llillllgement und board 
performance needed to improve risk oversight as it pertained to non-traditional products. 
Management oversight of RJ\l...s and the  was described as 
it1cffeeli ve, and management's lack of adequate internal controls and audit rcvicm were 
cited aS a C(lnCtlrfl, ho(h of which exposed the:: hank t(J 1Jeighled third-party Ul1U 
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reputational risks. Capit!tl, asset quality, earnings and liquidity were describoo as 
satisfactory, but subject to potential impact from risks associated with the non-tnu:litional 
banking products. Accordingly, management and board performance and risk 
management practices were more accurately characterized as deficient than needing 
improvement, suppmting a Management t:omponent rating or  

• The bank's board of directors had adopted a l3oard Rcsoh1tion on April 28, 2009 to 
address continuing concerns cited in the March 23, 2009 risk management report of 
examination. The bank had been operating under an MOlJ, but given the compliance 
'Witl1 all provisinns except lhe two covering the RA I, program, the \101 J \Vas terminated 
in f~vor of a narrow Boa~d Re~olulivn cove;:riDg the rem<~ilJi.ug is~ues. One provision 
required mmual audit revie>vs of the RAL program; ulthough lnan<~gement had tlbtuined 
an annual review of the RAL program, the review was limited in scope, insufficient for 
the risk profile of the RAL _program, and characterized as inadequate. A contravention of 
the Interagency Policy Statement on the lntcmal Audit Function and lts Outsourcing was 
ciled dU1i11g the examination . This wa~ the Jiflh examination in a row that an audii-
1-eclaJ.~:d t:Ontnwen.tion hud be~n cited relative to tbe RAT, pr(ll:,'T'.tm. TI1e examiner-in
charge of the 2008 examination, when the audit policy contravention was cited tor the 
third examination in a row, had described the significance of tills concem i..u the memo 
documenting the RAL program review: the examiner concluded, "rtlhc internal control 
structure is minimal, at best, and there is atJ ovcr-relianec on the honesty of the ERO. As 
~uch, the RA L prugmm appears e~11edally ~usceptihle lo /Tmal .... Th~: program is higher 
ri~k thun more traditional consumer lending anrJ does im:rease ·tlJe risk pr1.11ile of the 
bank.'' 
The hank, in fact, had twice been the victim or fl'auds, once by EROs in and 
another time in . 

• The findings of the May 15, 2009 compliance examination were also properly 
incorporated into the Management component rating. A Consent Order and Civil Money 
.Penalties were bclng pursued as a result of the adverse findings at that examination. 
Compliance had been rated  and CRt\ had been rated Needs to Improve. The CRA 
rating downgrade was primarily due to multipl~ violations ()f'Secti()n 5 of the Fecl.t::T"dl 
Trw.l.e Cummis~iun Al-i: rt!ga~rJiTJg the prohibition of unfair and deceptive ads ur 
practices. These viohtt.ions related to the bank's adjustable rate mortgage portfolio. 
Other violations included TIL\, the Keal estate Settlement Procedures Act, the Truth in 
Savings Act, and the Electronic hmds Transfer Act. The compliance examination 
described board and senior management oversight as weak, especially conccrni11g the 
non-traditional pmduds ofl~ed hy th~ hank through its Tax Division and the  

 progmm. Lax customer inl{mnalion security procedure~ regarding F.RO retentiun 
of ~.:ustomer fLies was also cited. 

• Management needed to develop an effective, bank-v.idc, third-party risk management 
program to inch1dc the guidance provided in the FDIC' s Guidance on Managing Third
Party Risk. 
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Composite Rating of  versus  

The UFIRS de.lines the Composite rutings of  and  as follo•vs: 

"Financial institutions in this ~roup {  I exhibit some degree of.wpervisory 
concem in one ar more of the component areas. Thesejinandal institution.\· exhihil a 
comhinalion of weakness e.~· lhfll may range frvm moderate lv :wvere; htrWever, the 
magnitude of I he defic:iencies generally will not cause a component to be rated more 
srJVerely than  Management may lack the ability or willin~ness to effectively address 
weaknesses within appropriate time .frames. Financial institutions in this group generally 
are less capable ofwith:standing businessjluctualion.1· and are more vulnerable to oul.~ide 
influences tfwn those institutions rated a composite or  Additionally, lhe.ye firmncial 
in.1·1i£u fions ml{r he in significant noncompliance with laws and regulations . .Risk 
managenw.ntpractices may be less than satisjc~etory relative to the institution's size, 
complexity, and risk profile. These .financial institutions require more than normal 
supervi..s1on, which may indudt!formal. or i!1formal enforcement actions. Failure appears 
unlikely, however, given che overall strength andfinancial capacily <~(lhese in.l·tilulifm.\·." 

"Financial inslilutions in this group generally exhibit unsaj(l and 1msound practices or 
conditions. There an~ serious financial or managerial deficiencies that result in 
unsatisfactory performance. 1'he problems ranr:;e.from severe to critically deficient. The 
weaknesses and problems are not being sati.\factorily addressed or resolved hy the hoard 
of directors and mmwgement. Financial im·litulions in I his group generally are no! 
capuhle ofwilhstanding hu.l·inessjluclualions. Th;;re may be significant noncompli(mce 
with laws cmd regu.lm ions. RiJk management practices are generally unacceptable 
relative to the institution's size, comple.'l:ity, aml risk profile. Close supervisory attention 
is required, which means, in most ctJSes, formal enforcement action is necessary ta 
address the problems. lnstituziotts in this group pose a risk 10 the deposil in.~uranc.e fund 
Failure is a distinct po.vsihility if the prohlems and weakne,~ses are no! sati.ljtlclorily 
addres.~ed and resolved. ' ' 

Composite ratings me based on a careful evaluation of an instinrtion's managerial, 
operational, financial, and compliance performance. The composite rating generally bears a 
close relationship to the component ratings assigned. Howevtrr, the compos i t~ t'dting is nn{ 
derived by corn puling an <U'ithmdic av~r<~ge o l' the component ratings. Euch component rating is 
ha~t:d on a qualit.atiw analysis of the .tiu.:tms comprising that component and its interrelationship 
with the o(her components. When assigning <1 composite rating, some components may be given 
more weight than others depending on the situation at the iustiMion. ln general, assigruncnt of a 
composite rating may incorporate any factor that bears significantly on the overall condition and 
soundness of the financial institution. 'l11c unsatisfactory hoard and management over~ight of' 
and lack of conlmls amund the mosl ~igniliL:anl hu~int:li~ pl'(lUUt:( fl>r lhe bunk, in te1m.s of its net 
int:ome and pol.enti<~l fr.tud exposure, wen;: uccurately chur<~cte.lized as serious deficiencies, 
supporting the composite mtin.g of  
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• The ladm~ ci1~u under the Management component reflect serious m anagement 
delidt~ncies. 

• The weaknesses in the bank's IU.Idlt program over its most significant line ofbw;iness, in 
terms of its impact on net income, had been critidzed and left um:onected over .liw 
examinations, clearly demonstrating that the deficiencies were not being satisfactorily 
adure~s~d or resolved by the board of directors and management. 

• l !ormal enforcement action WliS deemed necessary to correct the bank's cumplianc~ 
program deficiencies. 

• The lack or wnlrols amund lhe high-risk RAL program made the bank vulnerable to 
frnud, tmd the volume of aclivily in which the hank em gaged, made the possibility of 
failure from a fmud a distinct possibility if tbe problem~ and weakn~sses were not 
corrected. 

• The examiner noted that although the bank had recently committed to exiting the R.AL 
lending program, not adions had been taken to assess the potential impact of the 
elimillliiion of th~ debt indkulor on I nan underv.liiing and/or eamings and capital. 
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